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The thesis provides a detailed account of the economy of the cemetery and its

links with the city via the work of religious, funeral parlours, stonemasons and many

others who contribute to the making of this space. Attention is also paid to the ways in

which the private and the public are expressed as separate yet merging spheres, marked

by yearly commemorations and festivities such as the Day of the Dead that are occasions

for intense social and economic activity in the cemetery. The thesis also illustrates the

importance of attachment, whether to kinship, friendship or other networks and

relationships that define access to the cemetery, whether for burial or for employment as

a worker in Álvaro Obregón. The thesis shows how the dead in Mexico City remain

important members of families of the living and how the living actively and

dynamically integrate and maintain the ‘dead persons’ as social participants in their lives

and daily practices.

Abstract

In this thesis I explore the range of complex social relationships and practices

encountered in the cemeteries of Álvaro Obregón, Mexico City. The research,

conducted over several periods of fieldwork, aimed to produce a visual ethnography of

the social life of cemeteries by combining photographic techniques, participant

observation and interviews. The narrative and visual data collected during fieldwork

demonstrate the ways in which the cemeteries of Álvaro Obregón reflect the sentiments

and actions invested in producing social and visual spaces that commemorate the dead. 

The conjoined landscapes of the living and the dead are spaces of personal and

collective grief, charged with emotions, and shaped by ethical dilemmas on the part of

the bereaved, mourners, the cemetery workers and the fieldworker. Profound dilemmas

arise because of the dramatic expansion of the city’s population. High rates of

population growth and vigorous urban development throughout the city have placed the

existing landscapes of the dead under enormous pressure to make way for the living. On

the one hand, the thesis considers the arguments of some residents of Mexico City for

rejecting cremation, now accepted by the Catholic Church as a rational solution to the

problem of shortage of burial space; on the other, it shows how other residents opt for

cremation but devise a range of strategies to produce a sense of permanence and

presence of their dead. This is achieved largely through the manipulation of material

objects, including photographs. 

The need to recycle burial sites means that exhumations are quite frequent and

the thesis provides a detailed visual record of the quality and demands of the work of

exhumation and preparation of graves. The thesis also explores the range of daily

activities and yearly rituals involved in sustaining the space of the cemetery and in

supporting the intense, long-term relationships reproduced internally by mourners,

regular, daily and casual visitors and cemetery workers.
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1.1 Recall ing the dead in a megalopolis  

A substantial body of academic and non-academic literature dealing with the dead or

death in Mexico, reinforces a fascination and interest in ‘Mexican’ ideas and practices

concerning them, including the celebrations associated with death (Carmichael 1991,

Godoy 1998, Haley and Fukuda 2004, Lomnitz 2005, Luján 2005, Paz 2004). This

interest is mainly centred on the enduring effects of the Day of the Dead and Mexico’s

pre-Hispanic past (see Chap. 7, sect. II, Vol. 1).1 Lomnitz (2005) takes a much broader

view, locating these celebrations and marking the cultural artefacts of death in Mexico

in its political and cultural history. Since 2002, I have carried out a number of short

research trips on an annual basis throughout central and southern areas of Mexico, in

order to locate the ways that different communities in Mexico carry out this

commemorative phenomenon today. This early research, which was predominantly

photographic, was the basis for my returned interest in anthropology and informed the

earliest drafts of my research proposal.2

The historical significance that local practitioners, national and global

institutions attribute to the festive engagement with death in both rural and urban

communities in Mexico is recognised in UNESCO’s granting the festivities of the Day

of the Dead a cultural heritage status in 2003. Government ‘heritage’ institutions as well

as popular media, educational and research bodies such as the departments of INAH

(Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia) work with local and national bodies such

as INAH-DEAS (Departamento de Etnología y Antropología Social) to increase

awareness across the country while UNESCO and its associated bodies function at

levels of national and international iconography.3 While the latter level is well recorded

by academics such as Carmichael (1991), Godoy (1998) and Lomnitz (2005), the

localised, grounded quotidian level of my research has been barely touched on, and less

from a local perspective and with the level of visual interaction achieved through my

methodology (see Chap. 2, Vol. 1). My focus on local practices led me to question views

about a hegemonic ‘Mexican’ festivity of the Day of the Dead and to nurture an interest

in recording local practices and therefore illustrating the variations of what are often

routine activities that support bereavement, mourning and extended relations with the

dead. This is a departure in shifting attention from the spectacular to the everyday (de

Certeau 1984/99). As such it looks at the public and private social processes and

practices of the communities that mourn, maintain, commemorate and manage the dead

on a daily and long-term basis.

Over the last seven years I have tried to locate published and unpublished

literature related to the subject of death, funerary rituals or cemetery life in Mexico. I

have interviewed numerous local and international academics and professionals on the

subject. The limited ethnographic research or literature that has been found tends to date

from the period prior to the 1970s. Current and more accessible literature is

predominantly written by local and international journalists, historians, archaeologists

and cultural anthropologists dedicated to describing or deciphering pre-Hispanic death

ritual practices and fusions. The works of Brandes (2006) Carmichael (1991) and Godoy

(1998) introduce us to the annual festivities and commemorative material culture of the

dead through popular arts and crafts, the ceremonies and the syncretism of past and

current funerary practices. González Torres (2006), López (2004) and Matos Moctezuma

(1988/95/03) write from an archaeological and cultural perspective while Molina

(2001), Oliveros (2006) and Rodríguez (2001) do so from a perspective of iconography,

mass media, art or colonial history. Lomnitz’s (2005) book ‘Death and the idea of

Mexico’ takes a historical perspective in its analysis of the phenomenon of the Mexican

1 The Day of the Dead takes place yearly across Mexico during three days, 31st of October, 1st and 2nd

of November. In some southern states preparations can start several months in advance and as observed

by Haley and Fukuda (2004) the commemorations in Oaxaca (Reyes-Cortez 2009) can extend to the 30th

of November (pilot project carried out with a Zapotec community in the mountains of Oaxaca) (see Chap.

7, sect. II, Vol. 2).

2 Pilot projects carried out across various communities and states such as Mexico D.F., Veracruz, Oaxaca

and Michoacan during 2002-2006.

3 INAH, Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia (National Institute of Anthropology and History)

is a Mexican governmental bureau established in 1939 to guarantee and increase the research,

preservation, protection, and promotion of Mexico's archaeological, paleontological and historical

heritage. Ethnographers working for DEAS have travelled to northern areas of Mexico to highlight the

importance of educating children on the festivity of the dead in schools and educational bodies.
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dead and death. Lomintz suggests a historical trajectory of the multiple forms taken by

Mexico’s representation, socialisation, culturalisation, politisation, administration and

privatisation of death and the dead. He derives important conclusions regarding the ways

in which Mexico’s enduring fascination with the dead elevates death as a symbolic

device and a feature of national identity. The great majority of academics, critics, artists,

writers, journalists and thinkers such as Octavio Paz (2004), who have looked into

‘death’ in contemporary Mexico, show us how overwhelming its folklore, popular art,

politics, music and colour can be. 

Studies aimed at a wider audience reveal a particular fascination with the

iconography of ‘Death’ and the aesthetics deployed for the festivity of the Day of the

Dead.4 We are repeatedly familiarised with the diverse visual depictions of death as

dancing skeletons together with chocolate and alfeñique sweets shaped like human and

animal skeletons, skulls and coffins, in a variety of sizes (fig. 1).5 Papier-mâché

skeletal mariachis and alebrijes as well as other decorative and commemorative secular

and religious items and icons are popularly depicted.6 We also easily find the various

recipes of the Day of Dead bread, together with the ever growing popularity of Mexican

Halloween (October 31st), including fancy dress and the material culture that goes with

it and that increasingly finds its way into the Day of the Dead celebrations (see Chap. 7,

sect. II, Vol. 2). Despite the widely available literature on the making and explanations

of images and the Cempasúchil flower,7 the ‘copal’ incense and the other elements, and

offerings that play a role in the festive commemoration of the dead, little is known about

the industry that produces them. There is a vast array of artists, performers, craft

persons, confectionery makers, bakers, traders and farmers who start weeks and even

months in advance to prepare for these festivities (Canclini 1993:28). These objects,

communities and producers are carefully presented in this thesis. The thesis looks at how

the practices of mourners are aimed at sustaining relations with the dead and in so doing

produce and reproduce a range of activities, crafts and skills. Through the practice of

photography, I attempt to convey the character of these artefacts, people’s relationship

with them and the labour that is invested in the cemetery, while also providing insights

into the celebration of the dead (including the Day of the Dead) (Low 2003).

Mexico City residents have re-evaluated funerary rituals and customs in order to

maintain long-term relationships and communion with their dead (Bell 1998/02,

Connerton 1989, Morphy 1995), resulting in the cemetery becoming a vibrant and

crucial memory-making space, as Nora (1989/96) suggests a ‘lieux de memoire’ for

many residents in Mexico City and beyond (Halbwachs 1992, Samuel 1994). It has been

found and will further be described in the following chapters how a cemetery as a social

and memory-making space plays a crucial role in the everyday life of a megalopolis such

as Mexico City (de Certeau 1984, Francis 2005, Hallam and Hockey 2001, Reyes-Cortez

2010). The materialisation of death, objectified as a skeleton has been placed at the

centre of social and cultural processes of contemporary Mexican identity and heritage

(Brades 2003, Herzfeld 1991, Lomnitz 2005). Lomnitz (2005:23) suggests that in

Mexico the ‘skeleton’ as well as ‘death’ and ‘the dead’ are historically grounded and

have become national ‘totems’. The mass production and consumption of the material

culture of the dead, with its theatrical qualities, has animated, objectified and beautified

the dead, turning death into a national performance and the bones of the dead into its

visual manifestation. This project will attempt to unravel existing misunderstandings, as

suggested by Moctezuma (2003), and stereotypes both locally and beyond which Brades

(2006) points out have labelled and branded Mexicans and their funerary activities and

practices as morbid. Throughout the thesis I pay particular attention to the importance

4 I have found several magazines that have dedicated a series or issues to the phenomenon of the Day of

the Dead such as ‘Crónicas de la Ciudad de México’ in 2003 and ‘Artes de México’: Vol. 15 ‘El Arte

Ritual de La Muerte Niña’ in 1998, Vol. 62 ‘Serenidad Ritual’ in 2002 and Vol.67 ‘Risa y Calavera’ in

2003. During pilot research, I found very little in the way of an ethnography of cemeteries in Mexico City.

The few examples such as Borboa’s book (2002) ‘Azcapotzalco, Tradiciones, Muertos, Dracula,

Murciélagos’ give a comparative perspective of Dracula and the bat in Mexico and Europe with a brief

overview of seven cemeteries in the borough of Azcapotzalco, Mexico D.F. during the festivities of the

Day of the Dead in the same review. 

5 Candy or sugar confectionery made for the festivities of the Day of the Dead. The town of Toluca has

become famous for its production - but fast declining due to the introduction of chocolate.

6 Alebrijes are papier-mâché sculptures made by the Linares family depicting fantasy animal-creatures,

brightly painted and decorated. Woodcarvings from Oaxaca have also been given the same name. As a

result of their national and international popularity, many artists are now practicing this Mexican art. 

7 A Mexican marigold flower used only for the festivities of the Day of the Dead.
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celebration of the dead (see Chap. 4, Vol. 1).9 My research therefore presents the two

cemeteries I researched in Mexico City, not only as spaces of grief, mourning or

commemorating the dead, but also as spaces of production and labour. This meant that

the research was required to extend beyond the cemetery walls to also consider other

relevant spaces and actors whose interventions are important to maintain appropriate

relations with the dead. These include funerary parlours, public altars, private and state

managed mausolea and, where possible, the domestic spaces dedicated to the dead. 

The narrative and photographic record presented in this thesis aims to convey the

complexity of the cemeteries as spaces for grief and celebration, memorialisation and

work, grieving and commensality. It is a space of routinised labour and special

occasions, intensely ritualised actions and significant objects as well as everyday objects

that may or may not acquire special meaning by being in this space. It is a space for

ritually structured relations with death and the supernatural, as is the case with some

witchcraft practices, and the daily labour of reproducing the cemetery and individuals’

and families’ relationships with their dead. This complexity appears to speak to Mauss’

(1990) notion of the ‘total social phenomenon’, exemplified here in the interconnections

between individual and collective mourning and performance and the economies of

producing and trading goods and services to sustain them. These interconnections

became an important focus of the thesis and the concept of the ‘total social

phenomenon’ allows for this complexity to be sustained throughout the discussion and

analysis of my narrative and visual data. The cemetery embodies all aspects of social

and economic life that is not at first hand associated to it. Long-term maintenance of

cemeteries and the dead has sustained it as a place imbued with sociability preserving

of belonging through kinship networks and family or other affiliations (eg. clubs and

societies). I also meticulously document the numerous ways in which the living and the

dead remain connected over generations. This project shows that at local level mourners

attend to the cemetery to visit known members of their family, friends or community.

The maintenance of the dead person’s identity is at the centre of mourners’

commemorative practices and becomes important to the social fabric of society (Mauss

1985/90).

I chose to concentrate my research on the daily life and work practices found in

the cemeteries of Mexico City, particularly with two cemeteries located in the borough

of Álvaro Obregón, Mexico D.F. Through a detailed study of the everyday in these

cemeteries I provide an account of the processes underlying those ritually informed

moments in the life of individuals, families and the cemetery itself. This draws on the

insights offered by theorists such as Mauss (1979/85/90) and Turner (1988/95) with

regard to the ways ritual and performance play critical roles in defining how individuals

are made to feel part of a community, creating arenas of social communion and shared

meaning. Spiritual connections have been identified by Davies (2010), Haley and

Fukuda (2004) and Kwon (2008) as significant factors that work alongside everyday

social relations. I suggest that these insights are relevant to the ways in which bonding

with the dead in Mexico City has been a key concern for individuals and for society as

a whole (as illustrated amply by Lomnitz 2005) (Feeley-Harnik 1991).8

In the quest to learn more about how or what was variously described as the

Mexican social phenomenon of celebrations of death and the dead, I decided to focus my

research on an urban setting as current Mexican ethnographies have paid little attention

to urban practices dedicated to the dead and less to the cemeteries of Mexico City. It

became important to concentrate on the daily activities and grounded practices of those

inhabiting the space of the cemetery. Although my starting point was Mexican families’

intricate daily, dynamic and vibrantly sensorial rituals concerning their dead, as they

unfolded in the cemetery (Francis 2005), I came to pay special attention to those

engaged in the increasing work of maintaining the space, enabling the mourning and

8 We also find the above argument highlighted in the literary novel ‘Pedro Páramo’ by Rulfo (1955) in

which the dead and the living can coexist simultaneously in a multitude of dimensions, continuously

crossing from the world of the living to the world of the ánima. Although a fictional novel, it describes

the complexities that Haley and Fukuda (2004) suggest highlight mourners' current perceptions of the

relationship between the dead, ánima and the living. 

9 Cemeteries in Mexico are also known as Panteónes. The Cemetery of San Rafael is known both locally

and officially as Panteón San Rafael. More detail will be given in Chapters 3 and 4. The word Panteón

will be used across the chapters to mean cemetery.
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defining the space and expressed relationships between the living and dead. Here,

material culture is a vehicle for enabling the living to maintain and extend their social,

cultural, political beliefs and practices (Berker 1973, Hallam and Hockey 1999/01, Rank

1989, Verdery 1999). Francis, Kellaher and Neophytu’s (2005) research of cemeteries in

London provides a unique perspective of mourners’ relationships with the space, and the

diversity of tools available for the living to embrace, improvise the relationships

intended to increase long-term bonds with the dead. Why people include death and its

essence in their social practices has been examined successfully in the above literature,

and this research will expand further through a detailed analysis, visual and textual, of

symbolic representations, and how material objects and spaces are made through ideas

about magical action, imagination, sentiments of grief and love, the central importance

of sustaining and prolonging relationships with the dead (see Chap. 1, sect. I, Vol. 1, on

visual methodology) (Barthes 1993, Cadava 1997, de Coppet 1995, Hallam and Hockey

2001, Hood 2009, Seale 1998, Reyes-Cortez 2010). Although the possibility of

addressing this question is beyond the scope of this thesis, the question has informed my

research and in particular my methodology, which is based in visual anthropology

particularly the practice of photography.   

Visual and material representations make discernible the presence of beliefs,

people’s imagination and practices that sometimes sit uncomfortably with the everyday.

For example, devotion to the ‘Santa Muerte’10 and evidence that witchcraft is practiced

in the cemetery suggest a wide range of beliefs and practices, some of which may appear

to be problematic as far as the proper reproduction of the cemetery space is concerned.

Yet Lomnitz (2002:496) suggests in relation to the Santa Muerte, that “it is with her [the

Santa Muerte] that some people are choosing to negotiate their day-to-day existence.”

(see Chap. 8, Vol. 2) (Reyes-Cortez 2012). Lomnitz’s claim underlines the argument

made in this thesis regarding the everyday quality of practices regarding death and the

dead. With regards to the diversity of beliefs and practices and their material

paraphernalia and expression, this is reflected in the choice to carry out a

and developing it as an arena for diverse relationships and interactions. The Maussian

notion of the ‘total social phenomenon’ that comprises ‘total services and

counter-services’ and entails exchanges of goods and actions (Mauss 1990:5) is useful

here as a framework through which to recognise and map out the full complexity of (and

apparent contradictions within) social and material life in the cemetery. It can assist in

understanding the diverse activities that form part of people’s relationships not only to

the dead but with each other. In this thesis I explore further how the cemetery is

sustained as a dynamic and vibrant space by looking beyond the cemetery as a space of

grief and mourning but also a space of labour that is not limited by its walls as the

phenomena of the dead extend beyond its parameter. 

This research looks at the important businesses that provide goods and support

such as flower farmers in Xochimilco and Puebla. This agricultural enterprise that takes

place on the outskirts of the city and extends to the capital markets and stalls is

particularly interesting because flowers are linked to celebrations of death, particularly

the Cempasúchil flower which is grown specifically for the celebrations of Day of the

Dead. This exemplifies how the particular forms of celebrating and remembering the

dead generate and reproduce specific areas of production, in other words they create

particular economic activities and actors. Similarly, bakers who prepare special shaped

loaves for the Day of the Dead, musicians who perform in the cemetery during Day of

the Dead and other special occasions that take place in the cemetery, as well as the

industry and trade of commemorative secular and religious objects and crafts, coffin

makers, engravers, stonemasons plus the many traders found in markets, all contribute

to making the cemetery a special place for the remembrance of the dead. However,

special attention is paid in the thesis to the men and women whose daily work in the

cemetery ensures that the living find here a suitable space to communicate with and

about their dead but also who provide mourners with the support to carry out their social,

cultural, economic and funerary activities. 

In line with the arguments suggested by a number of authors, in the cemeteries of

Álvaro Obregón material culture dedicated to the dead played a prominent part in
10 The Santa Muerte (Holy Death or Saint Death) is a venerated skeletal figure dressed and revered as a

saint. Further description of this devotion will be expanded in Chapter 8, Volume 2.
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visual/ethnographic study of a cemetery complex in Álvaro Obregón, Mexico D.F. A

detailed, grounded approach could offer new insights, provide a new and fresh look at

‘everyday life’ in a cemetery and the phenomenon of memorialisation and extended

mourning in Mexico City (de Certeau 1984). Through a visual methodology the research

was able to enrich the field experience, extend current works on cemetery life and

provide a detailed and personalised account of mourners’ relationships with their dead,

the cemetery and the professionals that assist them in this process. 

The diversity of cemetery practices is paralleled by a diversity of views

regarding death and mourning across Mexican society. The vast majority of middle and

upper class Christian residents of Mexico City I interviewed between 2002 and 2007

(Catholics and Protestants), expressed that their visits are irregular and were private

rather than collective commemorations. There was close to a consensus that the

cemetery is visited occasionally or on special occasions. However, I found that even for

some of these mourners the private commemorative use of the cemetery shifted

significantly when they joined the annual commemorations of the Day of the Dead or

other annual celebrations such as Mother’s Day and Valentine’s Day (see Chap. 7, sect.

II, Vol. 2) (Chesson 2001, Young 1999). Nevertheless, amongst some middle and upper

class mourners, the prevailing view was that outside annual commemorations

cemeteries are quiet, lonesome and even frightening spaces, spaces visited for a short

period by the recently bereaved.11 Through the research I will show that although

middle and upper class families used the cemeteries where I carried out my research,

these members of the community are a minority in Mexico and do not reflect the greater

range of people from other class and ethnic backgrounds that used the space very

differently. For example working class and lower middle class families predominate in

the cemetery across the year.12 I will also show that there are other differences in views

and intensity of participation across age, gender, faith and place of origin. A significant

difference can be explained in terms of migration, specifically in the different views and

practices of those who are recent migrants to the city (see Chap. 3, Vol. 1).13

On my initial arrival in Mexico I had preconceived ideas of what it meant to bond

with the dead and the extended spaces of the dead. I identified Christian cemeteries as

sites that marked the end of an individual’s social as well as physical life. In fact, as

scholarly work points out (Prior 1989, Seale 1998), the social is normally removed from

understandings of notions associated with the dead but what emerged during the course

of the research is a questioning and reflection about when a person ceases to be a ‘social

person’ a human being rather than bones and ashes (Mauss 1985). In this sense Prior

(1989) and Seale (1998) suggest that the phenomenon of death cannot only be

understood or characterised according to the limitations of the flesh (anatomical and

physiological features), but also, as my research also shows, by the ongoing

relationships entrusted to them. The project raises issues and concerns related to the

materiality and immateriality of bodies and dead bodies, of the person and the

non-person (Carrithers 1985, Mauss 1985). Prior (1989) suggests that the relationship of

the soul and the notion of the person is crucial in defining how the dead are perceived

and what shape and through which objects mourners may seek to establish a relationship

with the dead. If the body of the dead is believed not to have a soul it is then not to be

imagined as a social person and therefore is conceived by people as matter out of place

(Douglas 1996) in the lives of the living, a corpse, cadaver, or as Seale (1998) suggests

a bio-body (biological body). Bell (2004), Bloch (1971), Feeley-Harnik (1991), Haley

and Fukuda (2004) and Kwon (2008) remind us how ancestor worship, feeling and

11 Many upper middle class urban Mexicans interviewed have reacted to my project by making comments

and asking questions such as ‘how scary’, ‘how weird’, ‘do you interview the dead’, ‘do ghosts really

exist, have you seen them’, ‘it must be hard to find people to interview in such lonely places’, or ‘the

regular visitors you find there must be from indigenous/rural communities, poor or suffering from a

trauma or guilty conscience’ unable to proceed from the shock or initial stages of the grief process.

Freud’s (2003) arguments, particularly relating to the subject of the ‘uncanny’, seem to always intrigue

people the most when it comes to discussing the subject of the cemetery and the dead, while other persons

expected the research to deal with issues such as the supernatural or paranormal.

12 Mexicans (particularly from indigenous communities) who come to Mexico City from rural towns and

villages have limited possibilities to bury their dead in the cemeteries of the capital and tend to return to

their villages and towns to bury and visit their dead (see Chapter 5, Volume 2). 

13 Most of these concerns have been expressed by the new urban youth, middle and upper class Mexicans

and migrants from outside the country.
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sensing the presence of the dead is important in the balance between the soul or spirit

(ánima)14 as they find their way back to spaces inhabited by the living or in which they

have suffered injustices. These spaces are also places that the dead inhabited, objects

they used or possessed, practices they performed or enjoyed and the materials that

reflect their essence now that they are dead (Bell 2004, Davies 2010, Hood 2009, Reyes-

Cortez 2010, Walter 2010). 

In this thesis I look into how many mourners feel that ánimas are not ephemeral

as they find their way back to the world of the living to visit their families and friends,

while others are in transition (Carmichael 1991, Godoy 1998). This approach to the dead

and the world of the ánimas is reflected in Mexican popular literature such as in the

book ‘Pedro Páramo’ by Juan Rulfo (1955), and also further afield in W.G. Sebald’s

(2001) book ‘Austerlitz’ where it is suggested that the dead, their essence, is

manifested in the narratives and practices of the living, in the essence left behind,

engraved and fused to material objects, commemorative portraits and especially in our

imagination (Barthes 1993, Batchen 2006, Cadava 1997, Hood 2009, Kwint 1999,

Samuel 1994), and Bell (2004) suggests that they are also found in the ‘places’

inhabited and now shared with the living. Through the research it was found that some

bereaved persons, mourners and funerary professionals believed that ánimas reciprocate

with the living, finding links, bridges and tools such as material objects and the

photograph to communicate back to the living, and as suggested by Bell’s (2004:815)

paper ‘The Ghost of Place’, spirits give ‘a sense of social aliveness to a place’

animating places such as the cemetery and its objects (see Chap. 2, sect. II, Vol. 1) (Firth

2000, Haley and Fukuda 2004, Reyes-Cortez 2010). Lomnitz (2005) reminds us that the

above relationships and beliefs are historically intrinsic to a Mexican understanding of

death and the dead. This research recognises that many people in Mexico currently

believe that the ánima of the dead returns to the world of the living. These reunions are

of importance to my research analyses as mourners’ communication with their dead is

assisted by material objects as they act as conduits between them. Mourners’

imagination constructs a world in which the dead reciprocate and appreciate their efforts

through commemorative activities, gifts and visits, otherwise the dead will express their

discontent to their bereaved family and friends (see Chap. 7, sect. II, Vol. 2). Mauss

(1990) explains that the exchange of gifts has a complex ulterior motive that my thesis

looks into. Godbout (1998:103) suggests that in relation to the ‘archaic gift’ the

exchange is not only ‘what is being exchanged in the form of gifts or rather what is

given and returned, are not just economic goods or contracts but ‘acts of politeness’:

banquets, rituals, military services, women, children, dances, festivals, and fairs, in

which economic transaction is only one element, and in which the passing on of wealth

is only one feature of a much more general and enduring contract.’ (in Mauss, The Gift,

1990:5). Godbout (1998:103) explains that ‘what is being exchanged, in short, is

everything. That is why the gift constitutes the ‘total social phenomenon’ par

excellence.’ Through the thesis I will show how for mourners the gift becomes a

‘reversibility induced by the triple obligation to give, receive, and reciprocate.’ I suggest

that for mourners the exchange and reciprocity with the dead takes a different form. As

argued by Godbout (1998) and Mauss (1990), the gift can be seen as, intrinsically, a

social act; this thesis will expand and address further how for mourners the gift

exchange is also spiritually and emotionally driven. These exchanges and gifts require

an investment of imagination on the part of the mourners and all concerned with

sustaining the cemetery as a space for mourning and memory. Mourners’ imagination

and their activity in the cemetery is facilitated since a relationship already existed with

the dead. 

Davies (2010:208) suggests that in many cultures there exist spaces ‘for spirits

understood as person-like powers capable of human interaction.’ Furthermore, the ways

in which ‘different societies classify their world and account for this interplay between

life forces and the materiality of things is reflected in the way they make spaces for

spirits.’ Davies (2010:218) suggests that at the moment of grief, the bereaved during the

experience ‘of fullness of sadness that engenders a creative nostalgia’ is able to sense,

14 In Mexico many mourners refer to the soul, spirit, and at times ghost as ánimas, connected to the inner

self of a person, its essence, with consciousness and personality. In the context of how mourners relate to

death and the dead it was found that the ánima is also associated to souls in purgatory – with the ability

to return to the world of the living particularly for the Day of the Dead.
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Currer (2001) suggests that there is a common understanding that the dying

process is an individual experience and explains that Derrida’s (1995) all too common

saying ‘we die alone’ or we cannot die somebody else’s death is a starting point for many

understandings of death. Walter (1999) and Simone (2010) remind us that there is a shift

in the work being carried out with grief theory typified in the notion of ‘continuing

bonds’ as opposed to a more psychoanalytically driven approach of breaking ‘life-time

attachment’ to a dead person. Currer (2010) also points out that it is clear that there are

other factors at play in the grieving and bereavement process such as age, gender, social

and religious networks, finances, personality, and other factors that are also important

such as the dying process. In Mexico there is an extensive repertoire of things that can

endure death turned into a public acceptance of our fate as humans (Lomnitz 2005), a

death taken from the private to the public, from the invisible to the visible, sacred,

secular and mystical, embraced, feared and denied (Becker 1973). Many of these

concepts might be seen as contradictory or overwhelming and in the context of this study

the chapters will show that there is no specific way to unravel the phenomenon of death

and the dead in Mexico, but it is through an amalgamation of contradictory and merging

concepts that make it possible for the living and the dead to commune and reconcile

Becker’s (1973) argument that death could be our greatest fear. 

1 .2 Bereavement,  and surviving death 

Parkes (1986:26) suggests that grief ‘is a special kind of anxiety, separation anxiety,’

and can at times be regarded by society as an illness, a psychological process that

disturbs a person’s function. Mistakenly society tries to deal with a bereaved person as

one that needs medical and psychological help; a grief that can be cured and controlled

(Holst-Warhaft 2000). Long-term and prolonged mourning on the other hand is still

stigmatised in a western context (Walter 1999). Parkes (1986: 29) adds that we still find

it difficult to accept mourners’ needs to extend their grief and mourning activities, and

feel and even experience the essence of the dead. The cemetery and the material objects

and photographic portraits that give it shape and content, becomes a space in which the

bereaved can negotiate into a ‘socio-mythic space.’15 Material objects such as the

bcommemorative portraits found in the cemetery can also take on the properties, essence

and agency of the dead and constitute a socio-mythic space for mourners, resulting in

processes of magical contagion (see Chap. 2, sec. II, Vol. 1) (Gell 1998, Hood 2009).

Davies (2010:213) also suggests that ‘ideas of spirits can help define the nature of the

living and their identity and how there can be a ‘space for spirit’,’ not only in their

memorial spaces that ‘symbolise the status of the spirit, but also in the space that is the

relationship between the living and the dead’ triggering an emotional awareness that

links the living with the dead. Davies (2010:213) suggests that mourners can also

maintain ‘the dead in a more metaphorical sense’ such as their imagination. 

Francis (2005 in Davies 2010:217) suggests that in British cemeteries it is

believed that spirits are present in cemeteries and that communication is therefore

possible. The cemetery turns into what Holst-Warhaft (2000:158) suggests to be a ‘locus

for the dialogue between the living and the dead to continue’ (see also Simone

(2010:192). Although the spirit is also associated to various sites in Mexico it is believed

to have the fluidity and flexibility to be present at various spaces and most importantly

spaces which have a direct relationship to the life-narrative of the person including the

place of death (such as road side altars and memorials in Everett 2002), the place where

its body (bones/ashes) is located and the material objects that have been either used by

the dead or are visually represented by them including their portrait. There are various

ways of conceptualising the ánima and care has been taken in placing this into the

context of the communal or individual bereavement process in Mexico. Davies

(2010:219) goes on to explain ‘that there are other concepts useful for analyses of the

spaces in which the spirits could reside; dreams, ‘cognitive artefacts’,’ and in ‘the mind

of living people.’ I suggest that the activities and actions of the living maintain the

ánima in any of the social spaces mentioned and as mentioned previously the living are

crucial in the dead’s possibilities of remaining dynamic members of our society. 15 ‘The idea of the socio-mythic space refers to spaces in which living people may believe the dead reside

and are enabled to relate to them, and which may be anticipated as part of their own destiny.’ Davies

(2010:208)
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preserving their own, their family’s and their community’s identities, even in the face of

death. This requires an intervention on death itself, such as its representation through

aesthetically valued objects and practices (Bauman 1992).

Cemeteries are spaces where individual memory can find expression, albeit

within certain parameters and conditions produced by a range of factors, from local

policy to religious considerations and requirements. The cemetery is a space where

social and individual identities are formed and reinforced. As such it is a space of

performance, of history, of productivity, labour and politics with a vibrant economy that

sustains both the dead and the living. So the individual’s cultivation of memory

inevitably takes place within, or even as part of, a collective memory (Halbwachs 1992).

Connerton (1998) suggests that memories are collective narratives and cultural

productions transmitted through traditions. He also suggests that collective memory is

created in the process of commemorative recall, bereavement and performance (Turner

1988), which reflect social experiences of human interaction with one another and with

their environment. Halbwachs (1992) reminds us how fragile memory can be and that

without the living, the dead just like our heritage can be lost or stand outside context.

Through exploring these processes and Halbwachs’ (1992) argument on the collective

nature of memory I consider how commemoration is a shared collective practice,

without negating the entanglement and importance of the individual experience and the

role that the dead play in this reciprocal process. Both at an individual and a national

level, memory can become a vehicle for the expression of feelings and nostalgia, and is

capable of producing spaces where different families in Álvaro Obregón as well as in

Mexico City can articulate their heritage, identity and self-belonging. Rather than

focusing exclusively on either individual/daily or collective/annual, through this

research I examine their intersections in the cemetery as a space where the individual

and the collective express and intertwine. In relation to the past, and of course the future,

families and people in Mexico City have to face their own fears and inevitable

mortality (Bauman 1992, Becker 1973). How these experiences are shared and

transmitted is looked into in more depth throughout the following chapters of the thesis. 

quotes Geoffrey Gorer’s (1965) study carried out in Britain where he claims that:

‘Mourning is treated as if it were a weakness, a self-indulgence, a reprehensible bad

habit instead of a psychological necessity.’ Holst-Warhaft (2000) suggests that

mourning is a theatrical and public display of grief, vis-à-vis a private emotion. A

private emotion that in Mexico City becomes collective, shared across family and

friends and annually across the country. The quality of the cemetery is its social

magnetism, endurance across history and time. As suggested by Francis, Kellaher and

Neophytou (2005:26) people’s reasons for visiting cemeteries in London are deeply

complex and rooted in the emotional fabric of the individual and the group they belong

to; ‘For most, their actions were engendered by strong emotions – of loyalty, loss,

memory and a continued attachment, literally and figuratively, to the body, identity and

memory of the deceased.’ This is also true in a Mexican context but perhaps the

difference between the two cases lies in the exposure of individuals to a broad range of

expressions and symbols of death from early childhood. This exposure relates to

Lomnitz’s point about the pervasiveness of death-related symbols in the Mexican public

sphere, and to an early exposure to death and mourning, sometimes even prior to the

individual’s experience of personal grief. Many people face the predicament of their

mortality as children as they mourn together with their family, friends and neighbours

privately and collectively, locally and nationally (see Chap. 7, sect. II, Vol. 2). As we can

see from current literature, many Mexican cemeteries are familial sites, spaces with

enduring multi faceted expressions of the senses, but also of people’s sentiments and not

only of grief or mourning. Love, affection, respect, as well as fear, uncertainty and

apprehension are entangled in the daily care for the dead, their graves as well as in the

continuity of families and friendships (Pincus 1974). These emotions and feelings are

integral to the private and public material expressions of grief and mourning. 

This research will show how people I interviewed in Mexico City extend their

social relationships with their dead and how this activity unfolds in the cemetery and

how material objects work to convey the presence of the living and the dead and how

they represent and symbolise them. These activities are tackled here by reflecting on

people’s impotence when faced with death and the unknown and their investments in
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There is not one type of person that attends to the graves or to their dead in

Mexico City. Visitors arrive at the cemetery not only in a state of grief but also to

commemorate their dead in various stages of their grieving and mourning process

(Currer 2001, Seale 1998). The thesis will show through ethnographic examples

families and individuals can simultaneously be at all the stages of grief, mourning and

commemoration on the same day (see Chap. 9, Vol. 2). Similarly workers such as

gravediggers also grieve, mourn and commemorate their own dead and in the example

of Panteón San Rafael workers have their own family and friends buried in their space

of work. Parkes (2000) suggests that there are no two persons that are the same, we

cannot have one theory or preconceived ideas that could attempt to predict one part of

them, but we can use a frame or reference to understand them. My research does not aim

to define grief, mourning or bereavement as separate concepts or theories but provides

the crossovers, their junctions, how they merge and coexist simultaneously in the same

space and in the same person through their commemorative and funerary ritual practices

and how people go about expressing their feelings to their loved ones that have died.

Mauss (1979) suggests that, irrespective of the level of a person’s activity, any

activity is fundamentally ‘social’. Currently this would not be seen as an innovative

argument, but more likely in many instances to be one that is overlooked. Mauss’ (1979)

argument can be extended in the discussion of the cemeteries of Álvaro Obregón by

asserting that if communities and individuals are social actors, then so are their

activities and the performances that are created through their interaction. This is borne

out by Connerton’s (1989) assertions that even the person through performance, either

at work or ceremonially, is ritualised. Following Durkheim (1982) I would suggest that

we are unable to separate the person from the social and these two from the activity, the

ritual or performance (Turner 1988/95). In this thesis I extend this argument to where I

argue that as long as there is activity/performance then sociability will also exist and

memory recalled, created and preserved (Halbwachs 1992, Hallam and Hockey 2001,

Nora 1996, Reyes-Cortez 2010). 

1 .3 Photography and photographs on the f ie ld 

I have chosen to explore the above social and cultural processes in part through a

visual methodology. The visual practice combines photography in various forms and

formats such as the practice of social documentary in a fine art form both in colour and

black and white. Photographs are used conceptually to transcribe narratives with an

overview of contemporary Mexican funerary practices in Mexico City and people’s

ideas and practices of grief, mourning and workers’ labour practices in linear and

non-linear narratives. Photography together with established social and ethnographic

research tools such as participant observation, formal and informal interviews,

investigation of life histories of mourners and workers provided illuminating insights to

the private world of mourners and workers in the cemetery and beyond (see Chap. 2,

sect. I, Vol. 1). I examined and extensively recorded through photography the

memorialising and mourning patterns and practices, ritualised daily habits associated

with the dead and the cemetery space in the borough of Álvaro Obregón, Mexico City.

A visual methodology combined with traditional ethnographic methods offered the

project a productive instrument to find ways of going beyond the aesthetics of annual

festivities and to provide a more nuanced understanding of people’s imagination and

ideas about their relationships with the cemetery and the dead, keeping in mind

Edward’s (2001), Grimshaw’s (2001) and Pinney’s (2003) suggestions of the

importance of keeping our visual products, made or found (in relation to this project the

photograph) in context with our research (see Chap. 2, sect. I, Vol. 1). As photographs

already play an important role in mourners’ everyday life and activities, Altena’s (2003),

Batchen’s (2006), Burke’s (2007) and Cadava’s (1997) provided insights into peoples

ideas of visual representation through photographs in a historical context while Barthes’

(1993), and Pinney’s (1993/2003) reflections provided illuminating insights into why a

more extensive use of the photograph and the practice of photography could - and did -

become a valuable research tool, a memory-making practice, especially when looking at

the exchanges and interactions between the living and the dead and the visual material

worlds that assist the living in sustaining these relationships (see Chap. 2, sect. I, Vol. 1).
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person. The camera has the ability to convey and capture what the human eye can see

and the mind retains but also what people feel. In this respect mourners I interviewed in

Mexico City argued that the photograph can assist them (as well as the researcher) in

capturing daily life, thoughts, emotions, the essence of practices in a different way to the

text (see Chap. 2, sect. II, Vol. 1) (Cadava 1997, Guerin and Hallas 2007, Reyes-Cortez

2010). Segre (2007) reminds us that photography has a long established history as an art,

cultural, social and political form and a medium of representation in Mexico but also as

a source of evidence (Altena 2003, Burke 2007), facilitating my practice of photography

and the research findings to be meaningful at a local level and accessible to the people

I worked with in Mexico and to a wider audience. 

In the thesis I show the application and use of the photographic portrait as it is

transferred from a mourner’s domestic space to the public space of the cemetery.

Through the juxtapositions of photographs I illustrate how portraits represent the dead

and also where photography explores the process of exhumations in Chapter 5, Volume

1. I believe these photographs can convey mourners’ cognitive perceptions of the dead

as a social person rather than a corpse. I would suggest that the photographic portrait for

mourners is an attempt at preserving ‘the self’, immortalising a person’s image, not

indefinitely but for as long as it is humanly/naturally possible  - in this way our

image/portrait is not at the peril of our imagination but reinforced by the portrait's

ability to preserve the person as ‘real’, one that did exist and not one that might have

existed in our minds (This argument will be expanded in Chap. 2, sect. II, Vol. 1). The

implication here is that there is a tendency to provide death as in the Day of the Dead

objects such as skeletons but also in religious and secular images in the cemetery such

as angels and toys, and the dead such as in portraits, with some concrete form and

identity. In this respect I would argue that the majority of material objects, secular or

religious play a part in the relationships that the living build with their dead (Francis

2005, Hallam and Hockey 1999/01). The photographic portrait has a special role to play

in relation to other objects which could not represent the living as successfully as the

photograph (Reyes-Cortez 2010). 

The thesis attempts to show a dynamic relationship between photography and

ethnography as the core of my methodological strategy, while also providing a

contribution to anthropology and social research. Edwards (1992/95) and Poole (2005)

suggest that the visual and the text have a history of combined use, generating different

types of images and photographs across time. I argue that the need for visual media and

the text needs to be intermixed with equal investigative weighting in the production and

recording of knowledge, and as suggested by Baetens (2007), with equal professional

acceptance. In my project photography became a critical vehicle for the gathering and

communication of knowledge addressing the importance of the visual as a form of

knowledge and, as suggested by Grimshaw (2001), it opened up possibilities for

‘ethnographic engagement and critical reflection.’ The practice of photography also

opened access to the possibilities of collaboration and reflexive encounters within the

field and with those people with whom I was conducting the research. Such an attempt

was not without its challenges, which manifested at various stages of the research; prior

to the field, in the field, in deciphering the documents recorded and at the point of

analysis and descriptions of my findings. These will be explored further in Chapter 2,

section I, Volume 1. 

In relation to the use of the visual in research, teaching and implementation of

social theory, el Guindi (2004:15) suggests that academics such as M.Mead, J.Rouch,

and P.Hockings and a growing number of anthropologists and social researchers value

the visual as a vital tool to observe and gather knowledge. However the emphasis has

been primarily on film and video production. The thesis aims to extend from current

visual anthropology uses of photography and expand on Danforth’s and Tsiaras’ (1982)

work on funerary rituals in rural Greece, and contribute an example of the value of a

systematic use of photography as a social research and analytical tool (see Chap. 2, sect.

I, Vol. 1).

Mourners I met in the field themselves use and treat the photograph (with its

wide possibilities of interpretation and manipulation) as the best tool available to record

and witness, as faithfully as possible, the reality and experiences of an event or of a
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inhabited the space. Photographs provide the possibilities to personalise the space.

People are given identity, a name, a face, and value as individual members of a family

and a community. Cemetery life and people’s feelings and emotions are embedded in the

photographic portraits of the living and of the dead. Barthes’ (1993:9) suggestion that

the photograph is ‘the return of the dead’ or that photographs turn people into death or

objects is not the case in my research. Through the research I will expand further how

the social dead and mourners’ relationship to their commemorative portraits maintained

the dead, their presence in their imagination and animated on the body of the photograph

(Reyes-Cortez 2010). 

Through photography the connection to people, places is facilitated and brings

the viewer closer to the cemetery from their perspective. Photographs in my thesis draw

you into the public but most importantly the private world of mourners, workers and the

dead. This possibility will expand the essence and sensorial engagement of the reader in

the field site and its people, it allows the reader to take a leap of imagination to feel,

smell and almost touch the many elements of daily life in a cemetery. Unlike film that

has a time sequence previously determined and controlled by its editor, the reader of

images in my thesis will be in control of time, of when and how to look and read, when

to start, pause and finish and return again. Clearly the photographs chosen are in the

hands of the researcher but the aim here is to facilitate a shared experience.

To enhance this engagement, I departed from earlier works such as Danforth and

Tsiaras’ (1982) study of Greek funerary customs, also drawing on Barthes (1993) and

Berger (1971/89). I argue that the production and use of images and photographs should

be approached as rigorously as the production of text. Deconstruction of the visual, its

impact and content through the rigorous application of academic work and the process

of investigation (including collation, analysis and dissemination to a sufficient level of

academic rigour) should also be documented in a similar and consistent manner. Such

thinking and the undertaking of it too, helped me to contextualise the merging and

dialogue between photography and ethnography/anthropology.

Some current studies tend to assume that images and the isomorphism of image

and person, are simply reflections of their social ‘context’ illustrating their findings on

their return from the field via the image (see Pollock 1988:15). Collier and Collier

(1967/86) suggest that visual data such as the photograph are an enhanced form or

process to illustrate field notes and an important observational tool, and Berger’s (1972)

insight guides researchers into a different way to see the world, or as Banks (2001)

argues, the photograph triggers and elicits memory. Even though academics, such as

Pink (2001), suggest the importance of engaging with the visual as a form of

communication of knowledge, with its participatory qualities and advantages, it is not

clear how and to what extent we can implement and carry out a systematic

photographic practice-based research in social science and non-practice based

environments. My visual ethnographic project expands from these points and explores

how the photograph and practice of photography can be used as a valuable tool to

convey and translate the experiences of mourners and workers rather than to represent

them (Cadava 1997, Edwards 1999, Reyes-Cortez 2009/10).

Reyes-Manzo (2008b:3) argues that for 'the artist, the camera is a sensorial eye,

invisible in the interrelation between the artist and persona-image, at the moment of the

creation of an image.’ As Reyes-Manzo (2008a) suggests, the photograph transcends its

role from a material/object of study into one of agency (see Chap. 2, 2.2, sect. I, Vol. 1),

where ‘An image reflects a moment that transcends the instant of social interrelation

between the artist … and viewer in the metaphoric space.’ The photograph’s ability to

inscribe and transcribe memory, to ‘bear witness’ to the social phenomenon of the

cemetery was explored (Guerin and Hallas 2007) and the combination assisted in

opening access to the cemetery site and the public and private spaces of the bereaved,

mourners, workers and the dead, speeding up a process that might otherwise have been

impractically slow and even then far more superficial. Photography provided a level of

detail impossible to achieve via text alone, and as suggested by Barthes (1993:3)

photography has ‘a genius of its own.’

The photographic narratives, essays and collages in the thesis will bring the

reader closer to the field, the experience of the researcher, and the people who
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Cadava (1997), Benjamin (2002), and Grafton (1992) suggest that our

apprehension of the world through visual means precedes other forms of grasping and/or

making sense of the world. We communicate and still use visuals that have a more

immediate communicative impact than words (text) (Barthes 1993, Berger 1971/89).

The monopoly of the text as a definitive expression of knowledge is being questioned

and the visual increasingly embraced and has significantly changed and challenged the

experience of society (Grafton 1992). Distortion can take place in both visual and text

media (Barthes 1993, Sontag 1979). The issue of attributing more credence to a

photographic image/artwork product or to the text is not an argument my thesis

discusses. My work is not concerned with contesting which one carries greater validity,

but to explore how two important forms for recording, understanding and analysing the

field experience can come together as equal professional partners in enriching our

understanding of the social world and beyond.

At present there is ample scope for the exploration of diverse, novel ways of

combining/relating image and text-based data and analyses. This thesis aims to illustrate

one direction to explore the relationship between image and text. This thesis is a step in

the process of developing and forming this relationship and is predicated on the

following assumptions: While there is no single best way to present the visual, various

formats (such as those used throughout the thesis) have enormous potential for

ethnographic research and exposition. In this thesis my aim is to present the outcome of

my research, whilst also demonstrating the methodology that has informed fieldwork

and the analysis of data. Therefore the presentation of images/photographs and text is

not standardised throughout the thesis. Rather, the thesis explores a range of ways in

which images/photographs might be displayed so that each chapter has been designed

with the aim of highlighting specific aspects of the fieldwork and the data. Similarly, the

‘function’ of text and image and the specific relationship between them alter to meet the

specific aims of each chapter. Care has therefore been taken to attain an optimal and

appropriate balance, to give both theoretical and empirical content to the thesis. The

arguments regarding the scope of photography as a methodology are expanded further in

Chapter 2, section I, Volume 1. Other aspects of the photograph and the uses of

photography by mourners are discussed further in section II of the same chapter. 

Although this is not a practice-based research project, visual images/photographs

hold the narrative of the ethnography together, providing detail that text alone cannot

describe. It is therefore also important that the layout of the book complements the

research methodology and blends well with the text. The use of double-sided pages gives

images/photographs and text the fluidity necessary to maximise their display. This type

of project would not work if photographs had been placed as an answer or afterthought

at the back of the thesis or chapters, as the reader would then have seen the photographs

at the end after having read the text, therefore various aspects of the subjects under

consideration might be less well, or less completely informed. Furthermore photographs

could not be grouped at the beginning of the text or separated from it as this would

attribute unequal value to one or the other. 

So the photographs are distributed throughout every chapter to provide a visual

narrative and an analytical engagement with the space and the lives of those who

inhabit the space. Photographs have been strategically placed throughout the thesis after

careful consideration, encouraging the reader to slow down, to look and engage but more

importantly, to read the photographs. In this way, photographs start to have meaning

beyond the aesthetic and the material. The idea of this reflexive production is to engage

as richly as possible with the space, members of the communities, their labour, feelings,

tensions that exist between the text/visual and researcher/field. This project provides a

sensorial format in which tensions are eased, where greater collaboration and richer

knowledge making can take place. Individual photographs and graphs (maps and

drawings) have also been used to illustrate, complement and enrich the text throughout

the thesis.16

16 I suggest that images are part of a family and collaboration of visual forms of communication and

expression of meanings. In this thesis I engaged with various visual forms that best express the message

and meaning of the project chapters. In this thesis photographs are used simultaneously as single images

and as a collaboration of images as narrative. I also used images that work conceptually. It is easy to think

that because images are a more direct form of provision of meaning that they are taken at face value. I

argue that images also have to be read if their meaning is to be revealed. This is why using a conceptual

form allows the reader to engage with images beyond their surface value.
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Samuel (1994) reminds us that memory is multi-layered and I would suggest that

meaning in photographs is equally layered with meaning and open to interpretation. In

light of Samuel’s suggestions I use some photographs more than once in order to

highlight different meanings and different areas of the argument and analysis,

purposely duplicating them according to context and meaning. Also several photographs

and narratives throughout the thesis have been left with minimal text in the captions

accompanying each photograph, freeing the reader to engage with and to reciprocate

meaning in the running visual/text narrative without preconception. Samuel (1994:328)

adds that ‘Ideally the photograph, if it is well chosen, should – like oral testimony or,

for that matter, the archive document – speak itself.’ The context and understanding of

photographs and visual narratives takes place simultaneously, alongside the reading of

the text and captions as and when they are required. Some photographs are presented as

part of series or collage to be read as one section or set; others include the voice of

mourners, workers and the community to be expressed through photograph/text in the

caption. Photographs that have been placed as stand-alone are guided by the text

vis-à-vis the chapter. Not all photographs have been individually described in detail to

test the hypothesis that photograph and text can complement one another but can also

represent alternative and or equivalent stand-alone modes of representation or analyses.

Other than to place each photograph into place and time context would be to duplicate

the narrative that already runs though the text.  

1 .4 Ethics  

My research in the cemeteries of Mexico City: Formal permission was sought and

provided to me to enter and photograph all the cemeteries and private and public spaces

discussed in this thesis. In the case of large public events, such as the Pedro Infante

commemoration described in Chapter 4 or other events such as the dancers in the Zocalo

in Chapter 3 or in other public open spaces, permission from individuals was not

possible or a requisite, as these spaces and events are organised and exposed to the

public, local and international tourists, including local, national and international media.

When photographing large groups of persons in public spaces permission could not be

asked from individuals due to the multitude of people and complexity of such

demanding and busy events. In all other instances express permission was given by the

people I photographed, enabling me to use their photographs and their real names. My

methodological technique is such that individuals or group portraits could not have been

successfully taken without prior consent. The majority of photographs have been taken

at close range to people, making consent of individuals in my research an integral aspect

of my methodology. In minor instances where the sensitivity of the information given

might prejudice people, their name has been changed and an asterisk placed by the side

of the name to indicate that an alias name has been used.

Therefore photographs taken in the cemetery had full approval of mourners,

family, workers or persons who are included in the photographs. In the case of daily

exhumations, permission could not be arranged as the family was not present, yet the

event and the spaces were treated with the same spirit of respect and with consent of

workers and cemetery officials. Great effort was taken throughout to make sure that as

many as possible of the people in this thesis were personalised and could be identified

in order to provide credibility to the research and to comply with the wishes of people.
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1.5 Outline of  the thesis

Chapter 1 introduces the reader to the main theme and arguments of the thesis. It also

provides an overview of the rationale for the lay-out and relationship between visual and

text-based ethnography. The theme of memory is important here, both in relation to the

analysis of the cemetery and its related practices and as an objective of the thesis to

provide a further layer of memory, as a photographic record. In this way I attempt to

show the multiple levels and different ways in which photography can be used as a

memory-making practice.

Chapter 2 is divided into two sections. In the first section I explain how I

combined   visual anthropological methods and the professional practice of photography

with a range of social science research methods. The use of photography facilitated the

involvement of mourners and workers of the cemeteries in the project. As such it

provides a platform for giving a deeper and different meaning to both academic and

popular approaches to bereavement and mourning in Mexico and Mexicans’

relationships with their dead (Brades 2003). 

The second part of the chapter explores how material objects and the photograph

have been used by mourners and the bereaved as commemorative practices. This section

looks at how the material culture of the dead serves the living with tools to

communicate with the dead and the world of the ánima. Such a process is explored

through the visualisation of the dead via the photograph. This section also

contextualises the reasons why the visual is so critical to cemetery life, and as such puts

into context the relationships and bonds created with the world of the living and the

dead. This section provides an analysis of the social and emotional conditions that have

been created by mourners and workers in the special spaces of the dead that assist the

bereaved to come to terms with their loss and embrace material objects and photographs

in order to channel and alleviate their grief, loss and commemorate their dead. 

Chapter 3 provides a brief account of the evolution of cemeteries in the context

of the expansion of Mexico City and offers an overview of contemporary funerary

traditions (Rodríguez 2001). This chapter will also guide the reader through the field

site, its historical trajectories, and its diverse residents. In Chapter 3, I discuss how the

cemetery developed into a memory-making site, a valuable research space that is so

important to many families in Mexico City (Nora 1996, Hallam and Hockey 2001,

Francis 2005). The reader is provided with an overview of the capital’s multi-ethnic

communities and contemporary urban funerary practices. 

Chapter 4 introduces the two main cemeteries the field research has

concentrated on: Panteón San Rafael and Panteón Jardín de México (Panteón Jardín)

with an in-depth focus on Panteón San Rafael. This chapter examines and describes the

cemetery space as a dynamic site of social interaction, economic exchanges and labour.

Chapter 4 introduces the workers (gravediggers) and cemetery officials; it describes

their roles in detail and gives a visual presence and a voice to the workers and members

of the community I worked with. 

In this chapter I present the first photographic essay, in which I introduce a social

documentary and visual narrative of Panteón Jardín describing the commemoration of

Pedro Infante’s 50th Anniversary. This photo-essay follows a fixed story line of a

time-based narrative, introducing the reader to the various possibilities of using a

photographic linear narrative in collaboration with the text to engage with the event and

the people who participated in the 50th anniversary of Pedro Infante’s death. It also

shows how the cemetery is an active social space of interactions in which

commemorative rituals turn into a festivity and produce animated encounters between

the living and the dead. 

Chapter 5 provides an account of the various levels of sociability, production and

maintenance work of Panteón San Rafael by the workers and mourners. The chapter

looks closely at the gravediggers and their work, particularly in relation to the practices

of exhumation as a result of an over populated capital. There are also a growing number

of migrant communities entering the capital from outside the country making Mexico

City their home. They bring their own meaning, funerary rituals and practices, which are

now influencing existing conceptions towards the dead and commemorations. I suggest
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in this section that the relationships, meanings and ongoing social practices have not

been stopped or even reduced, they have just taken a different form. Chapter 5 also looks

in detail at the labour processes related to the exhumation, reburial and distribution of

the dead in Panteón San Rafael. It describes the reasons and logistics of exhuming

graves, reburying the dead and analyzes why the practice is crucial in an urban

environment, particularly in a saturated megalopolis. Chapter 5 examines why, although

cremation has for many years offered a solution as a method of disposal of the dead, it

is still met with resistance by many urban Mexicans. This chapter discusses the common

experiences of various interest groups that include religious and cemetery officials,

gravediggers, mourners and visitors of Panteón San Rafael and Panteón Jardín, as well

as Panteón Civil de Dolores. This chapter takes particular interest in the kinds of

negotiations and social tools the families of Álvaro Obregón have embraced to enable

them to rebury the dead. 

In the second photographic essay I provide a photographic narrative and a

collection of photographs that describe the importance of the material culture of the

dead, along with the growing permanence of the photographic portrait in the cemeteries

of Álvaro Obregón. This essay of photographs provides a conceptual process that brings

the thoughts and meanings of workers, mourners and visitors into a visual narrative. I

also use photographs, text and reciprocal exclusivity to explore and extend the limits of

a visual ethnography, thus creating a space to engage with people’s activities in an

inclusive format. In this way we can engage with thoughts and expressions of workers

and mourners in a way that text alone could not provide as vividly and with such level

of detail.

Chapter 6 looks at the labour involved in the logistics of waste management and

waste disposal in Panteón San Rafael. It looks at how a cemetery might be mistakenly

regarded as a space where unused and unneeded items, and dead bodies (corpses) reach

their final destination without purpose or meaning. Waste reaches the cemetery as much

as the cemetery produces its own. Rubbish is moved, reused and recycled; a person’s

body is no exception to this process. We might be under the illusion that the body of a

dead person once buried quickly turns to dust and that the space the body occupies is

treated as undisturbed sacred ground. The body of a dead person in Panteón San Rafael

similarly to other cemeteries in the capital goes through its own processes, treatment,

management, movement and disposal. The cemetery has also been associated as a space

of pollution, and arguments related to the politics of pollution have been exhaustively

discussed by academics.17 Chapter 6 also looks at how the cemetery space can be

regarded as a site for disposing of human beings as waste, yet in Mexico City the

remains of the dead take a different perspective and long-term bonds are created

assisting family networks and social stability. Chapter 6 will also highlight that it is not

always the case that all dead persons are remembered in Mexico City through annual

commemorative rituals especially when they die without identity. Chapter 6 also

discusses the problems associated with people who die outside memory as unknown

persons and the complications that this entails to the process of remembrance, people’s

mortality and being included in memory.

Chapter 7, section I is divided into two sections. Both sections show how it has

been found that spaces of the dead, such as Panteón San Rafael and Panteón Jardín,

assist in the maintenance of the economy of the living. To date it has been established

that the dead maintain the living through the various jobs created in order to sustain their

spaces. This chapter explores the concerns of the living in serving these intense,

long-term relationships. This section also examines the problems caused by

displacement, population growth and Mexico’s multi-ethnic communities, as well as the

introduction of cremation at all levels of society as a form of disposal and control. The

living have maintained the dead and the dead have also given the living an active

economic industry on which to survive. In this chapter I also briefly explore the range

of activities performed by professionals connected to the cemetery, flower-growers,

bread makers, coffin makers, stonemasons, and the importance and function of funeral

parlours and mausolea in a contemporary megalopolis.

17 A body can take many years to decompose and at times does not fully.
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Chapter 7, section II provides a brief account of the various annual

commemorative rituals and practices that are taken into the cemetery space. These

include Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, birthdays, Christmas and Saints days, as well as

other yearly commemorative events. This chapter argues that the phenomenon of the

dead, its practices, performances and meanings are diverse and unique even at a local

level. This chapter gives particular attention to providing an extended description of the

festivities of the Day of the Dead in Panteón San Rafael and in the urban environment,

showing how the space is turned into a mass social encounter for mourners and workers. 

Chapter 8 examines how the ánima and the cemetery play a fundamental role in

strengthening the social ties of the living, attracting the living to communicate with the

spirit world. This chapter will provide a look at the worship of the Santa Muerte and the

practice of magic in the cemetery and how material objects have facilitated the various

negotiations that exist between the living, the dead and the ánima.

Chapter 9 concentrates on a visual case study of the exhumation of the Paredes’

family grave and the burial of the family grandmother. This chapter explores

photographically the visual expressions of the social lives of mourners and workers. The

narrative is edited using a social documentary format with the family’s ritual practice

predominantly visual, assisted with text to guide the reader through the narrative and

thoughts, feelings and emotions of such practices. Chapter 9 sets forth an exploration of

the sociability of the cemetery space and that there is joy, hope and love when the

bereaved is face to face with the dead and the death of a loved family member.

The last section provides the reader with reflections and conclusions of the

thesis, collating the main points of the research study and its findings.

1. Stall holder selling suggar skulls and sweets in the market of alfeñique for the Day of the Dead

festivity, Toluca, October 2004.
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CHAPTER
2

p h o t o g r a p h y  

a s  a  r e s e a r c h  m e t h o d

sect ion I
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2.1 Introduction

I found that the practice of photography had an immense value both for the project and

for opening access and engagement with mourners and workers. It speeded the

processes of entry, acceptance, reflexivity, participation, and most of all made the

project meaningful to the persons I met on the field. In the first section I provide an

overview of the experiences, challenges and reasons why photography as a ‘visual

method’ became a fundamental research and analytical tool in the development of a

visual ethnography.

In the second section I consider how material culture, particularly the

photograph, supports continuity in the relationships between the living and the dead,

maintaining the dead active in the lives of the living. It was found that a range of

activities revolved around the sustained efforts by mourners, visitors and cemetery

workers to maintain a physical presence of those buried there. Particular attention was

given to the production and display of material culture negotiated in the cemeteries of

Álvaro Obregón such as Panteón San Rafael through which, as Hallam and Hockey

(2001) suggest, the dead are represented and remembered.1 The objects and photographs

discussed are the manifestation of specific exchanges or gifts made by the people in the

research as part of their social practices with and to their dead (Connerton 1989, Gell

1998, Graeber 2002, Turner 1988/95). In this section I show how material culture can

provide the vehicle through which to express relationships with the dead, while also

speaking to and expressing the particular characteristics of the dead person. Beyond that,

the same assemblages of objects and photographs create the conditions for new

experiences that are inevitably linked to the process of remembering the dead. Hallam

and Hockey (2001:43) suggest that, “The social lives of persons might persist beyond

biological death, in the form of the material objects with which they are metaphorically

or metonymically associated in social processes of memory-making.” As outlined in

earlier sections, during fieldwork in the cemeteries of Álvaro Obregón I noticed an

increasing proliferation of objects, especially photographic portraits, used by visitors as

1 The cemeteries in urban and rural areas are officially and unofficially known as ‘Pantheons’. 

Photographic installation found in the museum of anthropology. The instalation is constructed of portraits

of persons and their skulls. Mexico City 2006.
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Current literature such as Collier and Collier (1986), Banks (2001), Barthes

(1993) and Edwards (2001), suggests that an important appeal for social researchers

using the photographic camera is its ability to provide new insights to observing and

recording the world visually (Cavada 1997). Photography in ethnographic research has

been continually promoted such as the current work being carried out by Meierhenrich

(2009:14) on post-genocide Rwanda, in which “he employed photography as a research

tool” compiling a collection of his and others' images that act as sources of memory and

memoralisation of the dead in Rwanda. For Meierhenrich (2009), the image becomes a

source of evidence and recording of memory and spaces of Nora's ‘lieux de mémoire’

(Nora1989). Edwards (1995) reminds us that even though photography is gaining ground

in research circles, it is generally characterised and used by anthropologists and social

scientists as an observational tool that illustrates the field and its community’s social

relationships, environment, its social, cultural rituals and spaces of memory. The

ubiquitous photograph, as suggested by Sontag (1979), is also regarded as a material

product an artefact that is light-weight, cheap to produce, easy to carry about to

accumulate and to store, and as suggested by Ruby (1981) and Wright (2004), a

habitual material object. Banks (2001) adds that the photograph can also serve as a

means to illicit and conjure social memory. The values and uses of the photograph and

photography have an endless list of attributes, yet it is predominantly dominated by

Berger’s (1971) argument that the camera is an extension of the human eye, an

observational tool. Berger (1971) suggests that the camera provides us with the

possibility to observe the world with different eyes, extending our vision to assist social

researchers and artists alike, with new tools for seeing, recording and illustrating

(Collier and Collier 1986).

Researchers employing visual techniques on the field to gather data and analyse

knowledge are rapidly growing in numbers and there is a growing use of visual

techniques in the social sciences at large (Banks 1999, Pink 2001/6). Yet the majority, if

not most of the visual research carried out in anthropology has employed and embraced

ethnographic video/film and now digital video production as a methodological tool and

memorials that acted as mnemonic instruments that reflect the essence of the dead

(Davies 2010, Hood 2009, Melion and Küchler 1991). 

Many mourners and visitors had come to use photographs that were normally

comfortably associated with the family album or the privacy of the family home. Objects

and photographs became permanent site-specific fixtures and were used in a variety of

places such as graves, hanging from or attached to flower arrangements, monuments,

altars, wooden or metal posts, or on crosses. They were also found inside mausoleums,

wall niches or other ornamental or commemorative structures.2 I found in the cemetery

a combination of religious, secular and visually eclectic uses of material culture. In this

chapter I suggest that mourners related to the photograph, particularly the portrait, in

comparison to objects such as toys and religious ornaments found in Panteón San Rafael,

as imbued with spiritually ethereal meaning and more than just a material representation

of the dead person. The photographic portrait is a sensorial tool that can help prolong

the presence of the social person after the decomposition of the body, aiding the living

to remember and giving presence to the dead (Halbwachs 1992, Hockey 2005, Seale

1998). Halbwachs (1992) suggests that memory is fragile and that we need aids to assist

us in making memory happen as we never know whose memories we are living, remem-

bering or inheriting. In this case I would suggest that material culture and particularly

the photograph is a cognitive aid that many mourners in Mexico City have embraced to

forge extended relationships with their dead, assisting their ability to store and recall

memories and to maintain family unity (Hallam 1999/01, Hallam and Hockey 2001,

Hockey 2005). In a way, it could be that photographs are used as more accurate forms

of memorials because, as suggested by Cadava (1997:10), “what survives in a

photograph is also the survival of the dead.” Photographs bears witness to a person

having lived (Burke 2007).  It was due to the above reasons that the practice of

photography became a memory-making process, critical to the research and to people on

the field as through the process of making images I embraced the very tool that

mourners use to communicate, cultivate, nurture and protect the visibility of their dead

and the ánima.

2 Integrated into internal or external wall niches and public altars.
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be a local understanding of photography that was found to be already well grounded in

Mexico. The practice of photography in the form of social documentary, as a source of

evidence, bearing witness to the social phenomena of the dead in Mexico was not alien

to existing local methods of photographic practices, which made it meaningful to the

communities that it served (Guerin and Hallas 2007). 

2 .2 Photography: a local  perspective and practice

Latin American and Mexican photojournalists, reportage, and social documentary

photographers and image-makers have a long and established history in recording their

communities’ histories and traditions (Debroise 2001). In Mexico photography has a

long history and contemporary Mexican photographers actively record its communities,

social rituals, daily life, religious practices and particularly the socio-cultural

phenomenon of the dead (Debroise 2001, Sevilla 2006). Mexican social photographers

such as Flor Garduño (2005) and Graciela Iturbide (1996/06) documented almost

entirely in black and white the daily lives of Mexico’s indigenous communities as well

as Mexico City’s ritual life and people’s social conditions across the country. Just like

Iturbide, many contemporary Mexican photographers have maintained the traditions of

recording daily life: Alberto Ibáñez, Antonio Turok, Eniac Martinez, Enrique Villaseñor,

Francisco Mata Rosas, Jaime Baillares, Jorge Pepez Vela, Marcela Taboada, Yolanda

Andrade, and many other photographers not mentioned.3

The photographer Martiniano Mendoza was born in Mexico D.F. in 1898, and

over 40 years he recorded the community members and social events of Villa Jiménez,

(Sevilla 2006). Mendoza is one of the many early Mexican documentary photographers

who recorded urban and rural communities' social daily life. Many examples include

post-mortem photographs of both children and adults. Aceves (1998) reminds us that

recording the dead was a valued practice across Mexico and photography has a long

history in Mexican iconography and the process of recording daily life and death. Today

left photographic images, as Edwards’ (1992/95) work expresses, as data, but not as a

practice based endeavour (Edwards in Banks 2001). The only book in the field of

anthropology written on the subject is Collier’s, ‘Visual Anthropology: Photography as

a Research Method’ (1967), and other than its revised edition in 1986 little since has

been published on anthropological ethnographic photography as a methodological

practice. Photography generally has had its own developments both as an art practice

and academic engagement with the functionality of photography and its ability to

represent and record the world we live in. We can see from Edwards’ (1992) early work

‘Anthropology and Photography 1860-1920’, that anthropology finds it difficult to look

outside its own window and is still wounded by its colonial past (Edwards 1995).

Edwards (2001) explains that photography cannot be seen as an abstract practice but

should be regarded as a medium to convey visual impressions that engage with society

historically and in real time. 

Photography is a crucial methodological tool and practice at all levels from pilot

research, on the field, for gathering research data, analytically in postproduction and the

transferral and production of data. Batchen’s (2006) arguments concerning

photographic images and material objects used as vehicles of memory provided a

framework for exploring the interconnections and links found between the dead’s

public and private spaces in Álvaro Obregón and Mexico City. The development and

implementation of my research’s methodological techniques addressed Bank’s (2001)

suggestions concerning the use of the visual to explore how images can inform

ethnographic knowledge and elicitation of memory. Halbwachs’ (1992) suggestions on

the fragility of memory have enabled me to readdress the concept of photography as a

recording medium to being a making practice/process and a memory-making form, in

this way future elicitation of memory not only from existing photographs but also from

the process and practice of making photographs. Through the methodology various

formats were implemented (as a multi-disciplinary form) in which photography

addressed new forms of making knowledge and memory-making practices, and did not

only function as an observational tool or as illustration to the text (see Chap. 2, sect. II,

Vol. 1). The project effectively found ways to engage with what Pinney (2003) argues to 3 Witness: Contemporary Mexican Social Documentary Photography. Luckman Gallery, California State

University, L.A. Sep-Oct 2004. 
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of my research in Mexico City developed as a visual research methodology and forms

of engaging with people, their space and its socio-cultural phenomenon in a social

research/fine art context. A mediated collaborative exchange with residents of Mexico

City and the space was established and constantly negotiated (Zengotita 2005). The

project's intent was placed into a local context in light of peoples’ self-awareness and

desire to be recorded as active participants in the project. This did not mean that their

wish was to become active practitioners of their own representation or partisans of their

own image making, but that they understood what it meant to be represented by the eye

of the artist/researcher. For many workers and mourners what mattered more was that

their story was told and that in doing so they could engage in the processes. 

Photography is unlike filmmaking or other forms of visual recording methods, as

we are reminded by Ruby (1981), in as much as we are not only consumers of the

products of professionals, but are continuously participating in various levels of its

production.4 Photography is particularly a medium society actively engages with, a

visual domain where a high number of people are producers, users, purchasers, and

subjects. People’s engagement with visual media including photography has increased

through the years, increasing accessibility to both the moving and still image. Sontag

(1979) suggests that photography has become a mass art form, a social rite particularly

for family life. Now further facilitated and expanded via the introduction and

development of the markets of digital technology and a new generation of low cost

visual recording tools, its popularity is increasing across continents both at popular,

amateur and professional levels. Residents of Mexico City both young, old and across

genders and social levels have access to this technology and regularly record their

surroundings with their digital cameras or mobiles. Ángel Pérez Rafael (Administrator

of Panteón San Rafael) explains that in the cemetery they have limited time to record

their space, they are already too busy with their own physical laborious work, and under

time constraints. To take or acquire images of themselves, whether new or existing, is

not at the top of their agenda. This did not mean that their wish to be recorded was any

photography is embraced across many rural and urban families. Pinney (2003) suggests

that recent critical debates on photography are centered in their ‘current Euro-American

centre of gravity,’ and his book ‘Photography’s Other Histories’ analyses the notion that

photographic history is best understood as an expansion of a Western technology, while

describing photography as a ‘globally disseminated and locally appropriated medium.’

Pinney’s arguments developed the possibility for my research to understand

photography from a local perspective and engage with localised practices. Social

documentary photography is a well-established historical photographic practice both at

international and at local levels. This form blended neatly with my own photographic

practices carried out in previous projects. Throughout the research I also took into

account the field’s current relationships with existing photographs and material objects

to enrich a visual dialogue with the residents of Álvaro Obregón and comprehension of

the field (see Sect. II), most importantly from the perspective of the people I worked

with and the practitioners and consumers of photography and material culture in Mexico

City. As suggested by Pinney (2003), the visual research did not assume the existence of

a universal phenomenon called ‘photography’, a problem that prevails with many

anthropological uses of the medium, but has focused on mourners and workers as

collective members of communities by exploring their relations with each other, the

field space, material culture and established traditions of visual production. 

The cemeteries of Mexico City and Álvaro Obregón are constantly being visited

by both family members and by professional photographers recording the space, its

rituals, its workers, mourners and each other. Panteón San Rafael, where I carried out

the majority of field research is annually visited by local photographers, national and

international press. Photographic images of the departed are commonly found and

increasing in popularity. They are becoming permanent fixtures on the graves and inside

wall niches (wall grottos) of many of the cemeteries I visited in Mexico City and other

states. The people I worked with are aware and have their own ideas of what it means to

be represented and representing others through the practice of photography and

film/video. It was with this background and my own experience/practice photographing

people’s daily lives across continents, that my visual engagement with the communities
4 http://astro.temple.edu/~ruby/ruby/seethru.html, January 2009.
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less important, but they did not feel they had the professional skills and or even the time

to engage with the recording of their profession and workspace.

Baetens  (2007) suggests that an interdisciplinary approach is a positive way

forward. To develop this approach, the discourse on photography should reaffirm itself

as a discipline, one that implies a professionalisation of practice in academia.5 The

difficulties raised by Baetens are that at present the discourses are not written by

photographers and visual practitioners, but by other professionals and mostly

professional writers, “in an arena that is no longer either that of the photographic

practice itself or that of social life and social action” (Baetens 2007:56). He goes on to

argue that writers and academics who have written valuably about photography or the

photograph such as Barthes (1993), Benjamin (1969), Cadava (1997) and Sontag (1979)

provided insightful suggestions about what social uses photography and the photograph

may serve. Edwards (1999) and Ruby (1981) suggest that the practice of photography

and the ethnography of visual communication would provide another perspective on

supplementing our current lack of understanding of the socio/cultural functions of

photography in our society and daily life. Ruby (1981:29) argues that “it is now time to

field test these ideas by examining them in the mundane contexts of the everyday

world.” This process has been taken into the cemetery with the possibility of developing

a visual ethnography that engages with the space and its inhabitants with equal

analytical and academic weight as other textual ethnographies. 

Benjamin (2002) and Sontag (1979) suggested that the camera is highly acute in

capturing social interactions at all levels. Although Collier (1967) understood the

importance of a visual engagement on the field, his perspective of the use of the camera

was particularly geared towards its value as an accompaniment to the textual method of

gathering data. His assessment was written at a time in which the visual was seen as a

method to assist the ethnographer in observing and illustrating the field. It is evident that

Sontag (1979) sees value in photography’s ability to record the social world around us,

yet her perspective constantly shifts and at times we are not sure if she sees the practice

of photography as an aggressive intruder, regarding the process as a ‘shooting’ practice

and questioning its validity and the levels of truth of the photograph. Although Sontag’s

and Collier’s perspectives are valid critiques of photography during the 1970s and 80s,

if we are to advance photography as a means of engagement with society (social

research) we need to extend the possibilities of how we manage, conceptualise and

perceive photography, the photograph and the camera to a different and more

contemporary perspective in order to go beyond current views that argue that the

camera works best as an observational mechanical tool that records or translates the

world from a distance. Berger (1971/89) suggests that it is the camera's ability to

present the research another way, a different way of seeing the world, enriching the

researcher's ability to explore people’s social interactions and ritual practices. This

research moves forward from Berger’s argument, as I argue that it is not the camera that

holds all value, failure or progress or that the lens is the mechanism that provides us with

endless possibilities of looking at the world in different ways. 

Azoulay (2001:31) taking Benjamin’s claims suggest that “the camera enables us

to isolate details, disconnect them from the whole, enlarge them, show their points of

contact with other things, and illuminate them in as new light,” Azoulay goes on to argue

the importance of the visual image and how it assisted in a new way of seeing that can

only be achieved through the lens of the camera. Azoulay (2001) argues that it is the

camera that helps us to see and make conscious a visual conscious and adds that the

camera teaches us about the visual conscious that would not be there without the

camera but when it camera opens its eyes to the world we see visual conscious. Azoulay

treats the camera as a complex and organic agent an entity that can engage in

decision-making. I would expand on her argument by saying that without the

image-maker the camera alone does not engage with the world around us or sees the

world. There exists a level of awareness, a visual conscious that exist before an image

is made. It is the photographer/artist that makes the decisions, he/she is fully

responsible for what the lens sees and the camera captures. 

5 We already have a professionalisation of practice outside academia.
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I suggest and have taken into the field and my own practice in this research, the

importance and value of the ‘auteur’, the researcher, the artist, image-maker or

memory-maker (photographer) as the one that should be contested, not the camera. For

Cartier-Bresson (in Galassi 2010) it is the camera that has the responsibility for taking

a photograph. As suggested by Reyes-Manzo (2008) “For the artist, the camera is a

sensorial eye, invisible in the interrelation between the artist and persona-image, at the

moment of the creation of an image. An image reflects a moment that transcends the

instant of social interrelation between the artist, persona-image, image-persona and

viewer in the metaphoric space.” The camera is but a brush in the hands of the artist that

forms part of the cognitive components needed to relate with the social world.  The

camera becomes invisible when the artist intervenes in the process of memory-making:

the cognitive processes are in the narratives/stories and experiences of the ‘auteur’ and

not in his equipment. To understand the photograph we have to start by unravelling the

artist and not as suggested by Cartier-Bresson his equipment, ‘the camera’. In essence

the camera as suggested by Reyes-Manzo (2008) ‘a sensorial eye’, becomes invisible in

the image making process and it is the relationships that photography instigates which

‘transcends the instant of social interrelation’. The responsibility and accountability of

meaning, intent and context is initially in the hands of the image-maker throughout the

creative and image making process, bridging the relationships with the people we

meet.66 Initial accountability is not to negate the role that the field plays in the process

of making images or that images do not take a life of their own once when they leave

the hands of the image-maker and that relationships are not flexible. 

2 .3 A visual  method on the f ie ld

My research demonstrates that images are essentially more than material objects as the

process of practice, analysis and the photographic portrait in the cemetery are not

ephemeral as they take on spiritual meanings and permanence (Reyes-Cortez 2009/10).

Other than the meanings and context given by the image-maker and the subject, portraits

take their own localised meanings, and have a life of their own, within the environment,

history and the multi-layers entrusted on them by the bereaved. They are further

empowered by families in the field with aura and agency (Azoulay 2001, Benjamin

1969, Gell 1998). Therefore photography as a method allowed greater access to daily

rituals and mourners’ private spaces of grief. Reyes-Manzo (2008) claims that “the

photographer is more than a practitioner that pushes a button,”7 but a “conscious

scholar” and in relation to this project I suggest that the social documentary

photographer became an inducer to a catalyst of knowledge production that triggers the

transferral of knowledge. 

Through my research I found that many mourners and the bereaved used portraits

of their dead to animate and acknowledge the presence of their relatives buried in their

graves (Hallam and Hockey 2001). The photograph was seen as a powerful medium in

recalling the memory of mourners’ dead relatives and a vehicle the research used to

explore how communities bonded with their dead and the cemetery. In every case these

images were taken from the comfort of the family album. Holland (1991) suggests that

images found in the family album are more than the recollection of a single memory.

Photographs offer glimpses of a diversity of potential past. Narratives are imagined by

mourners in the longing for a past that makes sense in the absence left by their loved

ones. I would suggest that photographs like memories are built on a multitude of

fragmented narratives (Samuel 1994). It is through the traces left, in the layers built

from lived experiences, and in the missing gaps were mourners locate context and fill

the gaps. Traces built upon layers of traces and memories on layers of memory,

regenerating the identity of the image. As I have previously argued social practices are

embedded in the material culture of the dead and they represent extensions of the body,

the essence of dead persons such as in the photographs used in cemeteries and

memorials (Hallam and Hockey 2001) (see Chap 2, sect. II, Vol. 1). I argue that this is

the case not only in the images found but also in images created through the research.

Photography as a method and as practice in the cemeteries of Mexico City became as

Hallam and Hockey (2001) argue “memory-making practices,” in which mourners and

the research invested in the making processes of memory, in assisting memory with the

aids to remember. The photographic image is entrusted with the ability to indexically

7 Seminar given at the Confederation Centre of the Arts. Prince Edward Island, Canada, September 2008.
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interpret social currents with the power to develop a life and history of its own (Batchen

2006, Barthes 1993, Reyes-Cortez 2010, Sontag 1979). The cemetery is where the

glimpses of the past interweaves with the narratives of the living, narratives built upon

traces of the dead (Bell 1997, Samuel 1991, Sebald 2001).

Social events and rituals can turn into collective memories and through history

they can be transformed, transmitted and recalled through the visual image, embodied

via the materiality and symbolic uses of photography and the photograph (Connerton

1989, Hallam and Hockey 2001, Lesy 1973, Reyes-Cortez 2010). The research project

and scholarly endeavours explore and attempt to expand on Batchen’s (2006) and

Hallam and Hockey's (2001) material culture theories related to death, memorialisation

and memory. The visualisation of social research explored by Timmons’s and

Reyes-Manzo’s (2008)    visual/academic research project ‘Voice of the Community’

serves as an example of how the practice of photography communicates the results of

the research through the voices of the people. Lesy’s (1973) scholarly books ‘Wisconsin

Death Trip’ and ‘Time Frames’ show various ways in which photography engages with

people and the spaces in which they socialise and interact, and the relationships of

communities with history and memory. The books are an academic endeavour at using

both the visual image as elicitation and as an academic practice. In relation to the book

‘Wisconsin Death Trip’, Lesy (1973:  ) explains, “This book is an exercise in historical

actuality. It uses photographs as if they were events, and the words of newspapers,

novels, madhouse records, and recollections as if, taken all together, they were the

carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen molecules of single, solitary minute of time and air.”8

The academics mentioned above embrace photography as a powerful historical and

contemporary tool to conjure up historical, personal and collective memory (Altena

2003, Burke 2007).

The engraving of memories, reflections and traces of the human body onto

material objects, such as artefacts and the photograph, projected the collective memory

Commemorative photographs in a family wall niche,

Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, 2006.

8 The book ‘Wisconsin Death Trip’ by Michael Lesy in 1973, was accepted by Rutgers as his PhD thesis.

Pages are not numbered in the book and Lesy’s quotation can be found on the last page under ‘About this

Book’.
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I will provide a brief outline as to why this interdisciplinary collaborative practice was

so important and the attributes and contribution the research provided the visual

analysis.

McCall (1969) suggests that we need to look at participant observation not as a

single method or a single technique, but a combination and blend of methods used to

analyse a subject, society, culture and complex organisations. Photography is a valuable

tool in expanding this extended participatory process. Many mourners, the bereaved,

workers and visitors felt part of the project as active participants in the process of

knowledge gathering. Jenkins (1994) suggests that a researcher cannot arrive as an

empty vessel, free from preconceptions, history, and social assumptions. The research

expanded on this position and placed both the researcher and the field into its greater

context and used the interruption of the field as a positive collective exchange. In this

way the project assisted workers and mourners to feel actively part of the creative

process not in a static exchange but by turning people into dynamic performers (Irving

2003:19-20). The strength in participant observation is in its flexibility, reflexivity, and

direct and indirect engagement with members of communities, the field, and its

socio-cultural surroundings (Jenkins 1994, McCall 1969). The many possibilities to

incorporate a variety of methods such as photography with other techniques increased

the value of participant observation in my field research.

The range of interview techniques employed on the field increase a fluid

engagement with people. On-the-spot interviews enable an directness to the information

and a general speed of response (Brenner 1985), there is also a greater degree of

flexibility and ability to deal with a wider variety of situations and their complexity.

Informal interviews were a good accompaniment to the visual production. This was

especially the case at the beginning of fieldwork when meeting residents of Mexico City

for the first time and defining the field site. Informal interviewing was found to be hard

and tiring, particularly when few notes could be taken and recording daily events was

left to memory. This was a disadvantage as there is only so much information a person

can recall in a day. Bernard (2000) suggests that a large amount of information is lost in

of mourners and the spaces where they buried their dead (Reyes-Cortez 2010). The

practice of photography became a vehicle for gathering, creating and deciphering

knowledge and uncovering the many years of accumulated layers of collective memory

(Samuel 1994). Various persons interviewed argued that the living body could be

immortalised through the materiality of objects. Yet when communicating with their

dead it was not the object they were talking to but the ánima that used the image as a

vehicle. I suggest in ‘Communicating with the Dead: Social Visibility in the Cemeteries

of Mexico City’ (2010) that the photograph provides a presence (sociability) to the

absence of the body of the dead. Memories can more directly be accessed through the

photograph, than the text describing the person. I found that in various graves in Panteón

San Rafael, images have been replacing the text with images to describe persons buried

in the cemetery and I will explore this further in Section II of this chapter.

2 .4 Using photography as  a  social  research method

The visual practice used was developed with an interdisciplinary approach in mind that

blended together photography in collaboration with anthropology. The collaborative

blend or synthesis was developed alongside more established methods of social field

research tools. Various methods were embraced on the field alongside a visual

ethnography, such as Jenkins’ (1994) participant observation theories together with

formal, informal and unstructured interviewing techniques. This combination of

established social research techniques has assisted in exploring the social relationships

the living have with their dead in Álvaro Obregón, Mexico City. A collaborative blend

made it possible to contextualise the visual engagement with residents of the capital,

gathering of knowledge, photographic practice in a fine-art form and postproduction of

the data gathered (Baetens 2007, Reyes-Manzo 2008). At the start of my pilot project

and through repeated attempts at engaging in the field it became clear that, as Edwards

(2001) suggests, my photographs could not stand outside their historical, social or

cultural context. As much as possible I have labelled images in the thesis with the place

and date in which they were taken plus added the names of the person/s (when known

and permission granted) in the image so each one can be identified in the future. Below
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this process and that is why the introduction of the visual was valuable in capturing in

greater detail what our minds would generally miss. A combination of techniques helped

to build a rapport with workers and mourners. Its flexibility allowed new spontaneous

topics of interest to be introduced that might otherwise have been difficult to cover at

the outset (Bernard 2000:190), particularly when meeting mourners and visitors in the

space, which required greater diplomacy in order not to intrude on their grief or pain.

The situation had to be judged accordingly as every moment is different and mourners

deal with grief in numerous ways. So I had to shift the components used in the

negotiations with the space and its visitors. 

During my initial time in Mexico I carried out piloted projects that facilitated the

implementation of a visual methodology in an anthropological context, to enter the

sacred and private spaces of grief. An example of this was work collected in the village

of San Juan de Yaye in Oaxaca, and also on the various cemetery complexes of Mexico

City and the states of Michoacán and Veracruz (Reyes-Cortez 2009).  Being fluent in

Spanish facilitated access to spaces and opening dialogue with people. Arriving into the

field for the first time is an overwhelming experience both for the researcher as for

his/her host. In pilot research I started to develop relationships that would in future assist

me in my current research. Mourners' and workers' approval was crucial before formal

field research could start. Most of the meetings were informal encounters where many

questions were exchanged, and dates set for more formal meetings. The more people

knew why I was there, the easier it was for them to relate to what I was about to embark

on. Visual practice made my role in the space clearer. It opened dialogue in moments of

grief (see Chaps. 7 and 9, Vol. 2). It was through these initial informal meetings in the

cemetery and alternative spaces of the dead, that my arrival was accepted, and

facilitated and extended new relationships with people.

Through the first weeks I walked through the cemetery meeting mourners and

visitors. Initially people became bemused and soon after equally familiarised to my

photographic equipment and on many occasions I was invited to photograph families’

domestic events such as christenings and birthdays. Mourners became as curious about

me as I was about them, so much so that the photographic equipment rather than being

seen as an intrusive tool became inclusive and invisible (Reyes-Manzo 2008).

Photography instigated dialogue, acted as an icebreaker, a point of communication and

facilitated the development of an additional privilege; that of meeting mourners and

workers with their families in their domestic spaces, building friendships that would

have taken long extended periods to develop. 

It was through the visual practice and its active presence that I gained a role on

the site. Often mourners’ perspectives echoed what they considered important. It was

quickly realised that it was not only the objects or the remains of the dead that I was

interested in, but how the living interacted with each other, the cemetery site and their

dead as a social entity. I was often reminded by the gravediggers in Panteón San Rafael

how important it was for them to be part of the experience as they believed that through

this shared activity they and their work activities would be recorded for posterity,

recording moments of their everyday lives that would be valuable for future generations.

Women workers who felt they were the first and last generation of female gravediggers

in Mexico City also found it a valuable task.

José Luis (Site manager of Panteón San Rafael) told me one afternoon when we

attended Don Francisco’s 70th birthday that the images I had taken were clearer and

sharper than any others they had seen or taken themselves.9 They did not know if it was

that I had better equipment or as José Luis was quick to point out to the group gathered,

that it was also my approach, the positions, knowing when to capture the moment, and

my sensitivity to the subject that gave my photographs the clarity to record their work

and cemetery life. The practice of photography was embraced as an extension of the

commemorative ceremonial processes and part of the processes of bereavement.

Photography became part of the healing process for many bereaved persons such as the

Paredes and Cecelia’s family (see Chap. 9, Vol. 2). I also became part of the

performance and an added activity in the practices and ceremonies in the cemetery; not

just a visitor but I was accepted as an extended member of the social practices of the

9 Don Francisco has the grave of his wife in Panteón San Rafael and is a weekly visitor to the cemetery.
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cemetery (Irving 2003). At times I needed to distance myself and became an observant

from the events too painful to record in order to get a different perspective and not

interrupt moments of people's intense grief. To acknowledge when it was appropriate to

preserve the boundaries of a person’s privacy was crucial to building trust and the

relationships with mourners and workers. Coming in and out of emotional situations was

a delicate balance. 

Edwards (1992) suggests that placing images into context is crucial to their

interpretation and I have found this of importance in legitimising the images in my

research. The problem that arises for the image-maker is on how much detail and

memory can be recorded through a visual methodology (collection of images). The

question has been overcome through avoidance of a casual and carefree attitude to the

visual practice in the field. A balance between knowing when to capture detail and

avoiding being overwhelmed by the possible overload of visual data recorded was

fundamental, always keeping in mind the goals of the project and how much is lost or

gained or transformed when the data is taken out of the field or from its original settings

into the postproduction of the project. Developing a balance of what and how to edit the

collection of images with what is included or excluded in this process of postproduction

and post editing both of field notes and images capturer. I addressed these problems by

acknowledging the visual process of gathering data in placing the researcher, the site and

people into the context of the main hypothesis. 

2 .5 The f ie ld

Following pilot research during 2002 to 2004, I returned to the cemeteries in 2005 with

a portfolio of photographic images taken around Southern Mexico’s rural and urban

cemeteries such as Mexico City. I showed workers and mourners images taken of them

in black and white with a medium format camera. Returning again in 2006 I took back

with me further images taken in colour with a 35mm camera, and in 2007 to conclude

my field research. One late afternoon in 2007 after lunching together and discussing a

third collection of colour images I had taken in 2006, José Luis Yañez (gravedigger and

Altar dedicated to Pancho Villa, constructed by the cemetery workers for the Day of the Dead,

Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, November 2005.
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site manager of Panteón San Rafael) told me that he loved my photographic images but

he wished me to do him a big favour, “when you photograph me again can you please

take more photographs in black and white.” When I asked why, he replied, “I prefer the

quality of black and white to pictures taken in colour.” I asked him again to expand and

explain why he thought this, (at this stage other gravediggers joined us and listened to

the conversation). “You see Marcel the quality of black and white photographs make me

look more distinguished, eloquent and handsome,” the other gravediggers laughed and

agreed with José Luis, that the black and white photographs made them look better but

also more professional (skilled professionals in their work). José Luis then laughed and

expanded; “they also made me look younger.” I explained that they did not have to

worry, as although I was showing them images taken in colour, they should not forget

that I had two more cameras simultaneously taking images in various formats, and that

my collection of work goes back to 2002 (including black and black in various formats).

Familiarity with photography both in colour and black and white photography are

mediums that the gravediggers are accustomed to and engaged at a personal level. They

understood the difference between 35mm film based single-lens reflex (SLR) and

medium format cameras (using larger 120mm or 220mm film) as they had already been

photographed with both camera formats. Some have been photographed with large

wooden format boxed cameras and also in Polaroid. Press photographers using 35mm

SLR film based cameras including digital formats visit them yearly for the festivities of

the Day of the Dead.10 Now with digital advancements, no one they knew practiced

black and white photography and even less using a medium format camera. In essence

people I engaged with in the field considered black and white imagery and the use of a

medium format camera of any type to be a professional practice or an art form. Cemetery

officials suggested that black and white photography is a practice that only

professionals could carry out with skill. Colour was left for the amateur, aficionados and

press photographers who visit the cemeteries yearly to record gravediggers and

mourners particularly during Mexico’s national festivity of the Day of the Dead (see

Chap. 7, sect. II, Vol. 2). 

Many cemetery workers and mourners associate black and white photography

with a  historic professional activity such as the images taken by the photographer

Martiniano Mendoza. Fernando Rosas Ceron (Gravedigger of Panteón San Rafael)

explains that if his parents ever needed their portraits taken they had to attend the local

photographic studio. Even though cameras and studio laboratories reduced their prices

dramatically it was still out of their economic reach. When people gained access to their

own photographic cameras, they still associated the quality of an image to professional

skill. They understand colour photography as an image-making tool of the masses,

reduced in price at the cost of reduction in quality. Gabriel (retired cemetery official)

explains that even though the popular market lowered prices in Mexico City, few of the

gravediggers could actually afford to employ a professional photographer to take their

portraits or record their family functions.11 Emelia Contreras Morales (Gravedigger of

Panteón San Rafael) explains, “the few photos we have are only in postcard size, any

larger would mean a day’s salary and it’s money we just do not have spare.” Isabel Ramo

Mora (Gravedigger of Panteón San Rafael) explains that in her younger days (early

1960s) images taken from an instamatic, Polaroid or box camera were all they could

afford. 

Benjamin (1969/01) suggests that an important benefit to the photographic image

is its reproducibility and could be argued to have a knock-on effect on its aura, shifted

or lost due to the mechanical reproduction of an image, meaning that an original

photograph could not be preserved providing a different auratic effect. In the context of

the people I met in Mexico City they expressed that their images could easily and in

many occasions were reproduced, but only by individuals who could afford it or who

understood the value and meaning of keeping hold of the negative (film). Residents of

Mexico City reminded me that their ability to reproduce their own images was

appropriated by the professional photographer who kept the original negative.

10 Panteón San Rafael has the only female gravediggers in Mexico City and it makes them a popular

subject.

11 Gabriel’s father was a professional photographer who was often employed to take post-mortem images

of dead children and also funerary events in churches and cemeteries.
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Self-portraits again suffered the same consequences as their negatives and copyright

were taken or destroyed by the local photographic laboratory. Negatives were not always

available and reproducing photographs even by the families that kept the negatives was

not affordable for many working class families such as gravediggers. The photo-lab and

local photographers acted as political agents controlling the reproduction process.

Benjamin did not acknowledge agents operating at a local level that also control the

possibility for persons to control or reproduce their images and forms of representation.

In such cases many residents of Mexico City treated the one image they had as a unique

original copy, a form of knowledge and evidence, the only and last record and a

testimony of a person having existed (Aumont 1997, Barthes 1993, Sontag 1979). This

understanding and treatment of portraits and photographs of commemoration such as the

images placed in cemeteries and post-mortem photographs had a special auratic effect

negotiate into ‘socio-mythic’ spaces (Aceves 1998, Davies 2010, Ruby 1995) (see

Section II). The above resulted in the bereaved and mourners ability to negotiate the

processes of magical contagion (Hood 2009). 

Isabel Ramo Mora goes on to explain that today “even though press

photographers and journalists come to interview us yearly, they spend an hour or two

and then they are never seen again, until their articles and our images appear in the

national press.” As papers have a low print run in Mexico the few copies that a kiosk

would carry are usually sold out before workers get a copy and then only one or two

copies are accessible. Isabel Ramo Mora and her colleagues have not been able to gain

access to the many articles that have been written about them, and the ones that they

have been able to get, have not been enough for each one to get a copy.12 I myself found

it hard to get a copy of an article written about them in November 2006. All the

newspapers had been sold out in Álvaro Obregón and I had to travel to the city centre

and after two hours of going from kiosk to kiosk I got a copy.

As the research progressed, it became important to engage with workers and

mourners' perspective of how they understood the photographic process, how they

wished to be represented, constantly mediating this balance with the aims of the

research. Returning back and forth from the field created pauses in the process in which

workers and mourners were able to reflect on the different stages of development of my

work, view my images and enquire on progress. Importantly they were able to reflect

and voice their views of the methods, and results of the images. The workers and

mourners added their voice and opinion to the creative processes of the record and their

investment in the mechanism of recording the data. It was clear to them by looking at

the images taken of the social interactions with the space and its external influences, that

I was interested in the minuscule details of this social interaction. Cemetery life was at

the core together with all the other mechanics that assisted the mourners and workers or

were influenced by them. Through the process of elicitation with taking and taken

images it came to light that their familiarity with the space had obscured their reflections

and ability to locate diversity in the mundane. Isabel Ramo Mora would ask me “have

you not photographed this before,” or “why are you always taking images of the same

thing.” It was not until I showed them the series of images taken that they understood

the richness and value of every step of their work, even though every event might have

seemed the same and due to their familiarity with the space, every action trivial. I

concentrated in capturing detail in different aspects of each event, using the camera to

record the labour, the space, and their own relationships before, during and after any

particular event. I was using a stills camera in a similar way that a social researcher

would use text on a note pad to record the environment and the experiences in the field.

The visual became a catalyst for aiding and building bonds with people and also with the

environment. At every step an image was taken, and every image taken came into

context with the goals of the project, the engagement with workers and mourners and

extended communities, and processes of memory-making.

12 Local and national journalist frequently record the female gravediggers in Panteón San Rafael during

the festivity of the Day of the Dead, as they are the only female gravediggers in Mexico City. Cemetery

officials I have met across the capital claim that they are the only female professional gravediggers in the

country and at times have attracted international press coverage (see Chap. 4, Vol. 1).
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2.6 Conclusion

This research has used the practice of photography as an interdisciplinary and

collaborative research method to record and assist in the analysis of the social spaces

and experiences of workers and mourners and their dead. The practice of photography

also assisted in looking at how people create and maintain social bonds and animate and

visualise the dead. In the following section of this chapter I argue that people’s

narratives, knowledge and experiences are reflected and engraved through material

culture, making material objects and the photograph vehicles for collective memory

(Batchen 2006, Reyes-Cortez 2010, Ruby 1995). The project explored how dead persons

can act as social, cultural and political agents (Gell 1998, Turner 1988, Verdery 1999).

The use of a visual methodology and photographic practice enabled the project to enter

the private and public sacred spaces where families evoke historical collective ‘human

mortality’ or ‘the mortality of the social body’ (Seale 1998).

Photography has been in my research a valuable method that can be used to help

facilitate memory recall, for clearer and richer acquisition of data, and entry into the

sacred, private, domestic and public spaces of dead persons, their families, workers and

diverse social ritual encounters. Through the project I explored and expanded on

existing anthropological accounts on how the development and use of photography as a

methodology works both in practice, as data (knowledge) and in the process of post

analysis of the research findings. I argue that photography in ethnographic and social

research greatly enriches anthropological research, providing the journey with the tools

for a richer experience. My thesis resulted in the making of an anthropology of the

cemetery and most importantly, in its rawness, a visual ethnography of cemetery life.

Alebrijes: Mr Linares making an alebrije in the Linares family workshop, Mexico D.F. 2005.
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“I keep a copy of my mother’s photograph at home, I talk to her by directing my conversations

at her portrait. I wish her a good day when I go to work and greet her again when I return.

When I come to the cemetery our conversations are deeper and more intense.” 

1. Various generations depicted through their portraits. Family mausoleum, 

Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

1 The bio-body: the biological body, the flesh, as used in Seale 1998.

2 .7 Maintaining the dead in the l ives  of  the l iving

Through this section I will address the questions of how so many people have developed

extended relationships with their dead and material culture and have taken a wide

variety of objects, particularly photographic portraits into the cemeteries of Álvaro

Obregón, and into alternative private and public spaces of the dead (see pp. 69 to 76).

Public spaces range from funeral parlours and mausoleums, to roadside memorials and

spontaneous shrines (Everett 2002, Santino 2006). An initial reflection on these

questions stems from Goodwin’s (1993:6) suggestion that many cultural systems

concerned with death and the dead do not rely on abstract terms and are constructed to

give a voice to the dead. I would add that for many mourners it is also their ability to

turn the dead into visible social agents. Here Van Alphens’ suggestion (in Goodwin

1993:32) provides some guidance in that “photography is a tool well suited in

indexically representing historic events and persons’ life on earth” and also a form of

evidence that can provide us with the links as to how the world was in time and space

(Friday 2002:39) (fig. 1). I would suggest that there is contiguity between the event and

the traces left by the person or events recorded. Rosalind Krauss (in Goodwin 1993)

brings to light the challenges that arise around these traces. Fundamental to

understanding the struggles that exist for Krauss are time, memory and nature, “which

all conspire to erase the traces” left by the living. Material objects and in this case the

photograph are tools that assist in tackling this issue as the materiality of objects can

outlive the bio-body (flesh) (Batchen 2006, Seale 1998).1

Seale (1998) suggests that communities develop complex socio-cultural practices

in order to assist processes of grief and mourning (what Chesson (2001) refers to as

secondary processes of mortuary rituals). Funerary rituals and secondary mortuary

practices, both in the cemetery and at home, are facilitated through the use and

appropriation of material objects - and more so now by the permanence suggested by the

use of the photographic portrait in the cemetery and other alternative spaces of the dead.

Objects and photographs are used to assist the processes of bereavement and grief but
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also of extended remembrance. Social tools and ritualised activities are constructed to

maintain and aid the memory of the dead person to remain active in society (Halbwachs

1992, Hertz 1960, Mauss 1979, Turner 1988).

In the cemeteries of Álvaro Obregón, objects and photographs on graves have

already incorporated their own social and economic cycles, (re)developed and

(re)constructed through a person’s daily life, collective social activities and extended

into the spaces of the dead (Appadurai 1986, Canclini 1993). The extended processes of

bereavement became, to many mourners, part of a spiritual practice, extending and

negotiating the commitments the mourner had with the person when alive into a moral

obligation to the dead in their new home.2 The material in effect embodied the complex

issues concerning the immortality of the social person and the mortality of its bio-body.

For people the human bio-body is a constant reminder of the ephemeral fate of the flesh.

I would suggest that for mourners, the use of material culture in secondary mortuary

rituals and funerary practices facilitates the prevention of dead persons being forgotten

as social agents, whilst protecting them from assuming visualised forms of ‘corpses’ or

‘cadavers’ (figs. 2 to 5). I suggest that ‘social visibility’ and ‘social recognition’ have

therefore become central to the memory-making processes (Brighenti 2007). The dead

persons are treated with ‘human dignity’ and remain included within the human

community as members of an extended family and playing a dynamic role in the lives of

the living (Glanh 2008). 

Material culture is therefore a valuable vehicle and tool which the communities

of Álvaro Obregón, its mourners and workers use actively and dynamically in order to

maintain and create bonds with the dead. Maintaining the sociability and connectivity

that Hockey (2001/5) and Seale (1998) suggest, assists in maintaining the dead

symbolically as social agents. I have found that this is of particular interest in the spaces

of the dead in Mexico City and particularly in Panteón San Rafael. Imagery and objects

used for recalling memories through the dead is not a new phenomenon. What makes it

interesting in a contemporary Mexican setting is the reflexive, reciprocal and syncretic

ability of mourners to appropriate the dead and export them to rituals that challenge the

2 In Mexico the bereavement process has a lengthy and complex structure, lasting from a few days, like

the ‘novenario’ to a full yearly cycle in which the ‘novenario’ is repeated again. For many people

interviewed, and confirmed by various religious officials practicing in the capital and in rural areas, the

grieving process can be never-ending and extend through several generations. 

3 Altar erected at the entrance of the national palace by supporters of Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador

showing their unhappiness with the electoral crisis that followed when Felipe Calderon won the

presidency. The Zocalo, evening of 2nd of November 2007.

invisibility and privacy of the spaces dedicated to them. Mourners take the dead from

the private and domestic towards the public, economic and political spaces of the living

(Santino 2006, Verdery 1999). I found that many of these items are used as vehicles for

political rhetoric and public expressions of discontentment with their social or political

conditions, such statements which might otherwise might be perceived as a more

personal and immediate commitment.3 Thus many mourners use material culture

related to the visualising and socialising of the dead as a channel to voice political

beliefs that might otherwise be repressed (Verdery 1999). The dead can assist people

traverse boundaries in society that otherwise could not be crossed without causing

offence. The above technique has a historic trajectory in Mexico’s development of the

contemporary culture of the dead as we see in the use of engravings and etchings made

by the artist José Guadalupe Posada in the early 20th century. His images became

vehicles for political satire, manifestations and visual expressions of disgruntlement

with the political and social systems that existed at the time. Their legacy is still part of

Mexican consciousness and contemporary art practices, in which the dead are used in

art, commentary and political satire. 
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3. Mausoleum decorated for the Day of the Dead, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, 31st October 2007.2. Gravedigger Isabel Ramo Mora exhuming a grave in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2006. 
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4, 5. Family mausoleum and grave in Panteón San Rafael,

Mexico City 2007.
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7. A grave in the form of a beatle car in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.9. Plastic tarantula on a family grave, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2006.
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“Tatiana is the guardian of my dead, she looks after them 

as she will look after me when I die.”

8. Tatiana doll, family grave niche, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2006.

6. Toys left on a child’s grave, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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photographs onto paper. Isabel Ramo Mora (a gravedigger in Panteón San Rafael)

explained that it was the tactile nature of photographs that was important to her and the

mourners she met in the cemetery. Photographs allow greater flexibility in the way they

can be used in the cemetery. Furthermore, people connect more easily and rapidly with

them. People do not bond with the multimedia technology or equipment used but rather

with the end product. Even though there is greater accessibility to technology, Mr

Paredes, like other mourners, could not bond with the portraits on their laptops, iphones

or other digital media players. For Mr Paredes the moving image or digital technology

did not facilitate the long term bonds and spiritual meanings derived from the

photographic portrait on a paper format. Actually to see the person engraved, fixed,

preserved onto the photograph and being able physically to handle the photograph was

what mattered to many cemetery visitors interviewed. Through the research it became

clear that photographs in ordinary domestic or public spaces are treated in a different

way from when those same photographs enter the cemetery site or public and private

spaces commemorating the dead (figs. 10 and 11). They are no longer treated as objects

that are transferable or exchanged (Appadurai 1986, Graeber 2002). Their materiality

diminishes as they take on forms of spirituality, devotion and personhood. 

While the social visibility and social recognition of the dead person is assisted

through material or visual forms, personal or collective ‘continuity’ was found to be a

critical factor to many mourners in Álvaro Obregón in resolving the issues concerning

how and what they remember. It is this that helps them transcend and preserve the

immediate memory of their generation. Don Francisco (assisted by his family and

children) has decorated the small family mausoleum above his wife’s grave like the

interior of their domestic environment. During weekly visits Don Francisco burns a

candle and talks to the photograph as if he were talking to his wife Doña Matilde. Don

Francisco explained that the mausoleum was built because they wanted a family space

where, when dead, they could all rest together with their children and grandchildren.

Continuity in family kinship was fundamental for his family. The grave and the

mausoleum that stands above it have become an extension of the family home. White

lace curtains that cover the mausoleum’s windows provide the familiar privacy of a

domestic space and a key is needed for entrance. Only Don Francisco and his family

2 .8 Photography in the cemeteries  of  Álvaro Obregón

A large industry has evolved that meets the day-to-day needs of the consumers of the

material culture of the dead both in the manufacturing and distribution of its objects and

in the maintenance of its spaces. The variety of labourers and professionals employed to

serve the consumer such as stall holders in markets and shops, coffin makers,

stonemasons, engravers, metal foundry workers who make the memorials, tombs,

sculptures, altars, wall niches and catacombs are also involved on a daily basis to serve

the needs of mourners and to run the economic enterprise associated with the material

culture of the dead (see Chap. 7, Vol. 2). Even though objects such as toys used on

graves are mass-produced and easily accessible to the general public, they take on a life

of their own when they reach the cemetery and go beyond both their initial

functionality and their expected lifespan (figs. 6 to 9). Their symbolic use appropriates

different types of meanings, evoking internal/personal emotions and feelings towards

the dead, and as these feelings are publicly voiced they become part of a collective form

of expression of grief for extended family members and other visitors and mourners.

These observations would have not been obvious had they not been explored from the

perspectives of mourners, such as the Paredes family, who have a vast collection of

video recordings of family festivities and ceremonies. Homemade films form part of

their annual recording of their family festivities typical of many urban Mexican

families. Over the years the equipment has become cheaper, more accessible, easier to

handle and faster to master. Mr Paredes told me that he is a keen video maker and

everyone in his family receives a copy of his homemade films. However for the death of

his mother the video camera was not used in the cemetery space (see Chap. 10, Vol. 2).

I found that even though many more families had the possibility of recording through

home video cameras, they still found it less practicable and manageable than a still

camera. Mr Paredes explained that his homemade films were not normally viewed or

displayed outside the domestic space. 

More people in the urban environment have access to computers and display

screens to view digital photographs, yet it was fascinating to see the queues of people

lining up at photo labs in the capitals commercial centre to print their digital
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10. Family chapel inside a family mausoleum, Panteón Jardín, Mexico City 2007. 11. The exhumed members of the Paredes’ family. The bags will be placed by the feet of the new body

being buried that afternoon, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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members can enter and pay their respects to their dead. The portrait of Doña Matilde is

placed in the centre of the mausoleum above eight wall niches over an altar surrounded

and guarded by a variety of Christian saints and other religious figures.4 Two angels sit

on either side of her portrait and one hovers above. The centre of the mausoleum is

decorated with fresh flowers that Don Francisco purchases from Xochimilco or the local

flower market next to the cemetery. A framed text lies below the altar with words of

farewell composed by her son. Two to three candles are lit every weekend, if Don

Francisco misses a week then other members of the family will take his place. In the

centre of the mausoleum fresh flowers are laid.  Alongside there is a Valentine’s Day

balloon which says ‘Te Amo’, (I love you). In the balloon a Cupid in the form of a cow

throws its arrow of eternal love (fig. 12). 

Don Francisco’s visits are frequent - two or three each week. Either on a Saturday

or Sunday and also early in the morning on his way to work he stops for a quick chat.

Don Francisco’s extended visits to the cemetery are directed toward the image of his

wife, and even though other items and religious objects are placed in the mausoleum and

candles are lit, he comes to talk to his wife (her spirit/soul) - and not simply to a

material object that reflects her image. He feels that the photograph of his wife

embodies a relationship that has been taken over by the body of the photograph and the

lines of her portrait. Her eyes look straight ahead, as if looking at Don Francisco, a

reciprocating gaze (Pinney 2003:218). I would suggest that at this moment for Don

Francisco the materiality of the photograph is transformed, and the image of Doña

Matilde transcends the photograph as an object; it protects the dead from the ephemeral

human body, overcoming the absence of the person. I would suggest that the photograph

preserves traces of memory and personhood, shifted from the decomposing flesh in the

coffin or a cremated body in a cinerary urn, to the ‘social body’ of the photograph.

Portraits of remembrance protect the dead as social persons, making the dead visible

through the relationships built with the material/spiritual image by the mourners and

visitors. Hallam and Hockey (2001:18) assert that the “material presence in the face of

4 The chapel was managed and built by the gravediggers of Panteón San Rafael when Don Francisco’s

wife became terminally ill.

“When I die, I want to be buried with her. We met at school when she was 15 years old, 

and I love her now, as much as I did then, when we first met over 50 years ago.” 

12. Don Francisco R. Fernandez and his wife Doña Matilde R. Carrillo Silva. Family mausoleum, Panteón

San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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an embodied absence” assists Don Francisco to maintain a social relationship with ‘a

something’ - ‘his wife –Matilde Carrillo Silva’ rather than, an absence or a corpse. Thus

a direct and trusting relationship is created; “Where material objects are designated as

aspects or extensions of persons they can become potent resources of memories,”

(2001:21). The photograph has been entrusted with the ability to capture the light and

lines reflected from the living person it and “transcends the incommunication of instant

communication” (Reyes-Manzo 2008). 

5 La Santa Muerte also known as St. Death has been described as ‘a set of ritual practices offered on

behalf of a supernatural personification of death’ (Freese 2006).

13. La Santa Muerte at her shrine, Santuario Nacional de la Santa Muerte,

Tepito, Mexico D.F. 2007

Don Francisco’s example suggests the possibility of continuity in the relationship

between the dead person and the living through the intervention of the photograph. The

likeness captured in the photograph, with her eyes always making contact with the

viewer, captures more than a reflection of his wife and speaks to the totality of the

person, their lives and their relationships. Due to an expanded relationship built upon

these photographs, the photographic portrait itself might be attributed with spirituality

and personhood, as at times it is all that remains of the visual presence of the living once

the flesh decomposes. Don Francisco and other visitors to Panteón San Rafael do not

visit corpses, they visit and communicate with their loved ones and still refer to them as

fathers, mothers, brothers, partners and they use their forename to describe who they are

visiting or communicating with. Photographs in cemeteries become prescriptive and

through time take on various layers of meaning both for remembering, reflecting and

articulating the past and the future. They have their own transmission of history not only

for how things were but how they might be.

In the spaces dedicated to the dead, the question of reciprocity and value in

‘exchange and gift’ is a complex exchange (Graeber 2002:40), because although we are

aware that the dead do not reciprocate on a material level, there is still an exchange

(Strathern 1990). Many mourners have said in their own words that it is the flesh that

dies, and that the ánima (spirit/soul) lives on, not only in the minds and hearts of the

living but also in the traces left behind. Even devotees of La Santa Muerte and people

who use objects to practice magic are aware that their images and statuettes are made of

an earthly matter (fig. 13) (see Chap. 8, Vol. 2),5 however many mourners and visitors

indicated that the soul or a person’s ánima could not be separated from the social

person: the flesh might die but not the social person or its ánima. The social person and

social spirit is therefore given the same meaning. The traces that are left and the

material-visual aids created to prolong and preserve memory are used by the ánima to

communicate with the living. The perspective of Don Francisco is a typical example of

the research evidence underpinning this interpretation. Thus the ‘exchange/gift’ is not as

it would be between living persons; and while the material can be offered as a gift to the
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14. Family wall niche, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

dead, their part of the exchange is on a spiritual and emotional level. Mourners

interviewed believe that both worlds are continually intermingling. Don Francisco’s

wife is there with him spiritually and is real to him, as a ‘social person/spirit’. Following

a phone conversation with Don Francisco and as we said our goodbyes he said “Matilde

also sends her love,” this shows how she still maintains a social presence in his

personal and public life and as he proceeded to say that he would send my wishes to his

family he acknowledged that in spirit Matilde was with him but in body she was

missing by adding “what a shame she did not get the chance to meet you.” Even though

his exchange with his wife, it could be argued, is a personally determined construct, Don

Francisco’s relationship is not invented, just reconstructed and reinterpreted, constantly

mediated and shifting like history and memory - and it could only have been possible if

a relationship had been extant before her death. Don Francisco and other members of

Álvaro Obregón therefore do not recreate their relationships with their dead; they

extend, prolong, and negotiate what was already there.

Many mourners whom I met in the cemetery mourning or visiting their dead have

told me that their relatives have indeed died and they will never be able to re-experience

their living human warmth again; but nevertheless they also understood the dead body

as a living organism (even as a decomposed body), and most importantly a living spirit,

and as suggested by mourners in Panteón San Rafael, “just because my dead can’t get

up and walk,” it did not stop her dead from being the person she loved and remembered.

It is under this premise that I would suggest that the portraits of the dead are images

which capture the ánima of the social living person, the photograph of the living - and

not as suggested by Barthes (1993:79), “the living image of a dead thing.” Portraits used

in Mexican cemeteries are not post-mortem photographs; the persons were alive when

the photographs were taken. Several mourners in Álvaro Obregón, have stated that the

soul of the dead needs channels and points of reference to return to the world of the

living. Material culture, particularly the photograph, provides the social links and points

of reference that the ánima can willingly return to. I suggest that in the cemetery the

social person/spirit lives on through the photographic portrait and is not seized or

entrapped by it, enriching and transforming the relationships negotiated between the

living and their dead (figs. 14 to 16).  
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15. Family wall niche, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007. “I hold his photograph close to me. . . in the distance I can still see him. . . it makes me feel 

like my father left on a long trip and some time soon we will be together again.”

16. Family wall niche, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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11. Family grave in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

6 Walking through the graves means walking in between, above and over graves. Walkways once were

graves and in effect we walk through graves next to and over the dead when we enter the cemetery.

7 I use the concept of humanising to mean the various processes and relationships built so that mourners

and visitors to the cemetery can relate to and visualise the dead person not as a corpse but as a social

person, a member of the human community.

2 .9 Commemorating the dead

I met Mr Jimenez while visiting his family grave in Panteón San Rafael in March 2007.

He told me that he comes every three months to visit his family in the Copilco el Bajo

district and before returning home he always visits the cemetery. He now resides outside

the capital and cannot visit as often as he used to. Throughout his childhood and as a

young adult he resided in the Copilco district, five to ten minutes walk from Panteón San

Rafael. Many of his generation have died and are buried in the cemetery. He went on to

tell me that when he visited his family in the cemetery he was not able to visit his friends

buried there as he did not know exactly where they were buried. It was not until one late

afternoon when he walked through the graves making his way back to the exit, that he

noticed the photograph of a person he had known and as he looked more closely he

recognised the person as one of his neighbours.6 As the years passed, portraits fixed on

graves became more popular and he recognised more and more friends and early

residents of the Copilco district. I asked him what their photographic portraits meant to

him. He replied, “You see, every time I come to the cemetery, I notice a new portrait of

a friend or a neighbour. What makes the photographs special to me now is that before I

could only visit my family and now I can visit my friends, now I can talk to them too.”

For many mourners photographs animate the text on the gravestone, humanising the

layers of memories that are recalled, testifying to their memory (Parking (1999).7 The

dead buried in the graves are entrusted with a visual presence, and a meaning of

sociability, extended from the invisibility and privacy of the family grave to the public

spaces of the cemetery and to a memorial portrait of a loved one (fig. 17). Daniel

Liebsohn reminds us that “your image or portrait provides the permanence of what is no

longer there.”8 His reflections on photographs as tools to record people’s realities and

experiences bring to light a local understanding of why photography as a memory-

making and preserving tool was, and still remains, an important medium for many

residents of Mexico City (fig. 18). 
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Liebsohn’s explanation of post-mortem photographs and paintings of young

children at various stages of life has provided an important insight into why mourners

had invested in images of their dead, providing such a powerful sense of emotional

bonding. Liebsohn suggests that in Mexico, “The photograph is still being attributed

with certain qualities and abilities of recording what is there, which we believe exists. It

is dependent on how faithful one wants to be to the world one is trying to record, yet it

is still an artistic medium open to interpretation, just as painting and other forms of

recording are. For me the most important element these types of work have is not the

how or the sequences that are followed but the means to an end, what was either

achieved through these mediums or what message was being transmitted or desired by

the use of the various forms of expression. People choose whatever form works best for

them to interpret their or others’ reality.” According to Liebsohn, children were

regarded as pure and free from sin, therefore angels waiting to establish and manifest

themselves as persons on earth. Aceves (1998) reminds us that stillborn or children that

died prematurely were considered to be little angels passing through earth and were

treated and seen as a good omen. To grasp them photographically or through painting

before burial was for many families like embracing an angel in human form, unlike

Hockey’s (2005) example of a stillborn child’s portrait in a European context that would

be kept private and possibly invisible by its family, hidden from public view such as in

a family album or separated and placed in a private box, accessible only to specific

persons that the family chooses. The photograph or painting of the dead child in a

Mexican setting would be placed in an important place in the domestic space just as the

image of the angel would act as a guardian of the home and the family - private in the

domestic space, yet public to visitors and extended members of the family. The images

were public in that they were not hidden or locked away. There is no imagined future to

be carried forward by the family. Having an image of a little angel was like having an

image of a saint, a living ánima of an angel passing through earth. The child’s ánima was

then visualised and, as argued by various mourners, the child’s social role was fulfilled

18. Family grave, Panteón Xoco, Benito Juárez, Coyoacán, Mexico City 2007.

8 Antiques art dealer and collector. Collector of Mexican mortuary paintings who has a vast collection of

Mexican post-mortem photographs dedicated to adult persons and children. Guest editor of Casa & Gente

in Mexico 2007-2008. Interview December 2007.



19 and 20. Painting and sculpture of a dead child, public altar commemorating the Day of the Dead.

Curated and artistry by Estela Moctezuma, Centro Cultural del Mexico Contemporáneo, Mexico City,

Oct/Nov 2007.

through the photograph. Contemporary art-based Day of the Dead altars, like the one

created by Estela Moctezuma, use historic portraits, artefacts and a three dimensional

replication of a post-mortem image of a dead child. The combination illustrates that the

historic trajectories of the culture of visualising the social dead, taken onto a

contemporary public display and space of the living, are fundamental for many

Mexicans wishing to preserve their historic traditions and heritage (figs. 19 and 20). 

Today, photography for many mourners and the bereaved is still attributed the

recording ability to embrace traces of a spiritual or human reality, a reality which is

crucial in making the image ‘real’ to a person’s or a family’s experiences of grief and

mourning. Visualising the social dead through painting, sculpture or photographs, or
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incorporating portraits of the living into the cemetery space is, in a way, a process of

reconciliation and finding a way to deal with the pain of losing someone loved. The

attributes which were associated with post-mortem images many years ago are still valid

today. According to Liebsohn, “There are various means to record and to express the

human condition such as photography, painting or text. Together with many other forms

of transmission of data, the photograph has the ability to record what exists; it is a

registering tool apparently more faithful to a reality, emancipated from the many rules

and parameters which dictate the image-maker’s expression or interpretation.” I have

found that mourners in Panteón San Rafael feel that the portraits of their dead relatives

reiterate Liebsohn’s suggestion that the photograph is the most faithful interpretation of

a reality, their reality, the reality that the dead person actually existed, and their ánima



21 and 22. Portraits kept inside a mausoleum and family grave niche, Panteón San Rafael,

Mexico City 2006.
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uses the photograph to communicate with the living (Barthes 1993, Batchen 2006,

Friday 2002). I would suggest that the photographic portrait works much like a visual

fingerprint of the person’s character, personality and ánima that is at the mercy of its

lines fading through the fragility of memory and history.   

On a few occasions while walking through the cemeteries of Mexico City, I found

photographs displayed on newly buried graves slowly decomposing with time, as one

would imagine the decomposing dead person inside the grave. The photograph in

comparison to other material objects is fragile and therefore needs greater care and

treatment. With the difficulties inherent in the use of the paper image, one would

imagine that, taking on more organic faculties, the photograph would have a short-lived

presence in the cemetery. With the above in mind, visitors and mourners have learned to

protect photographs; some are placed inside wall niches and grottos to keep them safe

from the weather (figs. 21 and 22). Some photographs are coated with a plastic film to

give them longer lasting properties and protect them from the climate. 

The care given to images demonstrates that there is a growing consciousness of

the fragility of a photograph used to represent and commemorate a dead person. So why

are more and more such photographs appearing on the graves of Mexico City next to

other longer lasting objects - statues and plastic dolls or toys? These objects, which one

might think would have a more stable and permanent place in the cemetery, are in

reality more transient as some are not site-specific. They might symbolise the qualities
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or memories of past experiences of the living, such as their religion, the music they

liked, the toys they played with or their favourite football team. Photographs become

long lasting if protected and maintained, like statues made of stone or plastic that can

withstand the test of time, but to visitors and mourners of Álvaro Obregón it was the

photograph that visualised and guarded the social person and its ánima. Therefore I

would suggest that the photograph goes beyond its representational, symbolising or

material properties as a material object. The photograph has enriched the meanings and

experiences that assist mourners’ continued and extended relationships with their

relatives - not as ‘corpses’, but as ‘persons’ and as members of a family and an

extended human community. Cemetery portraits (unlike their use, consumption and

movement in other spaces and circumstances) are not exchangeable; and mourners have

expressed a desire to remain with their dead in the cemetery for as long as those dead

stay in their graves. To mourners, visitors and cemetery workers the photographs, just

like the graves and their dead, have become perpetually homed in the cemetery and

alternative spaces of the dead – photographs with perpetuity, forever sacrosanct (fig. 23). 

“My mother’s favorite ornaments are here in her mausoleum. . . 

this is her home now. . . one day it will be mine.”

23. Maria Navarro Megallon’s family mausoleum, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2006.
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2.10 Conclusion 

Communities in Álvaro Obregón, Mexico City, have created tools to preserve and extend

memory (figs. 24 to 28). The array of objects and photographs that are used and which

have become permanently fixed in the cemetery spaces and the alternative sites of the

dead have dynamically assisted mourners in communing and socialising with their dead

on a multitude of spiritual and symbolic levels. Mourners extended communion with the

dead and the ánima has been examined many times and while the tools might have

changed and funerary practices mutated, here and now, in a contemporary urban setting,

the dead are still being revered on a daily basis. They still play a fundamental role in the

private and public lives of the living, in particular in many of their daily and yearly

social rituals. Material culture, and particularly the photograph, provide mourners with

the mechanisms needed to visually and actively embrace and dynamically maintain

social links with their dead and sustain them on the social forefront of the living and in

their social activities, thereby offering them the opportunity to learn many lessons from

these extended relationships.

I would suggest that material culture has facilitated a spiritual bridge - opening

possibilities for the dead to inhabit the public and visual spaces of the living. The

sensitive and complex phenomenon described by Lomnitz (2005) regarding ‘Death’ in

Mexico, as a public phenomenon and a national ‘Totem’, can also be examined in detail

at a different level based in the quotidian, localised perspectives and practices described

here in relation to the cemetery space. Digging beyond the colourful manifestations of

the yearly commemorations and festivities dedicated to the dead can reveal strong links

between daily and yearly rituals, material culture and the spiritual relationships

entrusted upon them. These in turn reveal hidden traces of knowledge that are

fundamental to the preserving and the memory-making processes. 

Objects and commemorative photographs activate responses and emotions in the

living; and many mourners interviewed felt that they have a moral and ethical obligation

to their dead in terms of contributing to their ‘social visibility’ assisting the dead person

to continue in their role as a social agent (fig. 18). The photographic portrait in

particular is used as a device that prolongs and aids the social life of the dead and the

relationships they had when they were alive. Most importantly it assists mourners to

remember their loved ones not as ‘corpses’ but as persons, extended members of the

social human community. The photograph has not become the coffin of the dead but a

bridge that assists both the living and the dead in a reciprocal relationship. Many

mourners related to death not as the end but as a possible beginning, a journey, part of

the human cycle that is respected and not feared. As Benjamin (1969 in Cadava 1997)

suggests, one visualises the world and extends it into one’s dreams and when one

remembers or imagines one still sees the world through closed eyes. When one thinks,

one does so visually. 

I argue that without the activities of the living, the dead are invisible and are not

part of ‘memory’ or the extended ‘human community’. Memories become thinned and

precarious. What is remembered, it could be argued, is based on the activities of

memory-making. Material culture and in particular the photograph has become for many

mourners a reciprocal aid that assists the processes and activities that society uses to

recollect and preserve memory (Halbwachs 1992). History and the living exist due to

their dead. One day they too will also be their children’s memories, and history, and

extended members of the community of the dead (Sebald 2001). The process has to be

continuous or memories fade as do the traces and lines of the dead. Visitors to the

cemeteries of Álvaro Obregón, Mexico City suggest that their activities, assisted by

material culture, are a reflexive and prescriptive process that helps them come to terms

with the mortality of their traces and lines.
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I have you always in my mind, I think of you every second of every day, I could never forget .

. . how I wish you could still be by my side. . . I miss you my little angel.”

24, 25. A child’s grave and wall niche in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, October 2007.



“When my mother died, I cried every day by the side of

her grave for one year. . . now I visit her every month.”

26, 27. Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
104103
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“As a child my father would take me to the Panteón to upgrade, clean

and look after our family graves... I have returned ever since.”

28, 29. Panteó´n San Rafael, Mexico City, October 2007.
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“Just before he died, he gave me the teddy bear. It’s so soft, I hold it at

night and cry myself to sleep… on December 2006 my grandson Jose

Alberto died of Cancer at the age of 15.” 

30. Pedregal Santo Domingo, Álvaro Obregón, Mexico City, November 2007.
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Photography; “Transcends the incommunication of instant communication  a poetic narrative

of life and magic realism emerged from the footprints of memories.” (Reyes-Manzo, 2008:6). 

31. Family mausoleum decorated for Christmas, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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CHAPTER
3

m e x i c o  c i t y

t h e  s p a c e s  d e d i c a t e d  

t o  t h e  d e a d  i n
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3.1 Housing the dead in a saturated Megalopolis

Mexico City has grown rapidly in the last forty years, amalgamating many rural towns

into its landscape and growing by over fourteen million inhabitants since the 1970s.1

Due to a sudden increase of population many from diverse communities entering Mexico

City from all parts of the country and abroad, bringing their own funerary rituals,

commemorative practices and customs has resulted in its overpopulate cemeteries. A

growing population of living and dead persons has placed pressure on Mexico City to

reassess it funerary practices, the management of its cemeteries and greater pressure for

mourners to reassess their relationships with their dead. In this chapter I will provide a

brief overview on how burial spaces in Mexico City evolved and what factors and

historical processes contributed and assisted in developing its current cemeteries,

alternative spaces of the dead and its contemporary commemorative rituals. I will

provide an introduction to the field were I carried out by research and also look into how

and why today many cemeteries in Mexico City operate as active social spaces, sites of

memory-making, economics, politics and sociability (Hallam and Hockey 2001, Nora

1996, Silverman 2007). In this respect the chapter aims to relate the spaces developed

for the dead such as the cemetery to Nora’s notion and concept of a place of memory:

“A lieu de mémoire is any significant entity, whether material or non-material in nature,

which by dint of human will or the work of time has become a symbolic element of the

memorial heritage of any community” (Nora 1996: XVII). 

Paxton (2006) suggests that for Christians, the burial and resurrection of Jesus

were the defining events that influenced and turned the burial ground into a sacred

space. Hope of salvation and attention to the fate of the body and the soul after death

were more or less common features of all the major religious movements during the

advent of Christianity. People continually created new customs and redeveloped rituals

to aid the passage of a dead person’s soul in order to maintain continuity and stability in

1 The mega-city in Latin America, edited by Alan Gilbert, Demographic trends in Latin America's

metropolises, 1950-1990, United Nations University Press, last seen in April 2010.

http://www.unu.edu/unupress/unupbooks/uu23me/uu23me05.htm. 

Notice: ‘Entry to strangers and access to the services offered by this site is strictly prohibited. 

Same as making use of its installations. Borough of Ávaro Obregón.’

Image taken during pilot research, Álvaro Obregón, Mexico City, October 2005.
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the communities they left behind (Hertz 1960). Commemorative rituals dedicated to the

dead developed as complex phenomena and funerary practices (Mauss 1979, Paxton

2006). Rodriguez Álvarez (2001) suggests that in Mexico funeral practices introduced

from Spain during the colony both fused and clashed with existing practices, creating

complex and elaborate social rituals, religious practices and the spaces dedicated to

housing the body of a dead person. Official spaces formed through Christian graveyards

were followed in due course by civil or state run cemeteries and became sites, “where

memory crystallizes and secretes itself” (Nora 1989:7) as material, symbolic and

functional sites (Hallam and Hockey 2001:34).2

Christianity has played a major influential role in the ever-changing cultural,

political, social and religious structures of contemporary communities in Mexico and the

development of modern and contemporary cemeteries in Mexico City (Gruzinski 1993).

It has greatly influenced the country’s funerary customs, practices and the establishment

of the various landscapes and spaces dedicated to its dead (Rodriguez Álvarez 2001). It

is therefore appropriate for this research to start by exploring some of the various

religious and political factors that influenced contemporary Mexican funerary practices

and the creation of the contemporary urban landscape dedicated to house the dead in

Mexico City. The Roman Catholic Church and religious influences of colonial New

Spain are still visible, politically active and influential in the ever-growing Megalopolis.

Recent years have seen an ongoing and ever-growing population from multi-ethnic

communities arriving into Mexico City that has added to the multi faceted mix of

religious practices and attitudes toward death and the dead (see Sect. 3.3). Many

contemporary Roman Catholic Mexicans interviewed have extended their rituals to

include alternative religious practices such as ‘La Santa Muerte’ or embraced alternative

practices such as magic, sorcery and spiritualism (Castañeda 2008) (see Chap. 8, Vol. 2).

These alternative practices have also been taken to the cemetery and influenced

contemporary urban funerary ritual practices and expanded the versatility and dynamism

that exists in the cemetery site and the relationships that families have with their dead

(Shondell 2006, Stephen 2000, Reyes-Cortez 2010).3

2 An important development of medieval society was when Christians began to revere the remains of those

who had suffered martyrdom under Roman persecution (Brown 1981). Christian believers looked to the

saints as friends and patrons, and as advocates on earth and heaven. The shrines of the saints brought

people outside the city walls to live and worship by the burial grounds.

3 I use these examples as per the practice of white or black magic to heal or to cause harm to others.

Calling on the assistance or intervention of spirits recalled in the cemetery.

‘Este es el espejo que no te engaña’ 

Alegorîa de la muerte, Oleo sobre tela, Tomás Mondrageon (ca. 1856). Iglesia de La Profesa,

Mexico City 2007.
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3.2 The establishment of graveyards and 
cemeteries in New Spain

The capital of Mexico was constructed in 1325 on top of an island, in lake Texcoco by

the Nahua people, called Mexico-Tenochtitlán. Around 1428 the Mexican Aztec

civilization developed the city into the most active city in Mesoamerica and possibly the

largest city in the world at its prime. The triumph of the Spanish conquest required the

defeated city of the Mexicas ‘Mexico-Tenochtitlán’ by Hernán Cortés’ army. It was

crucial to crush the great city of the Mexica Gods in order to destabilise the Aztec

empire. Cortés’ seventy-nine day siege of the city almost completely destroyed it

(Cánovas 1975).4 Traces and ruins of Mexico-Tenochtitlán are still visibly scattered

across the capital. The Roman Catholic Metropolitan Cathedral built by the Spanish,

with its baroque and neoclassical façade, now stands tall and proud overlooking El

Zocalo (the third biggest public square in the world), together with the National Palace,

and other historical and political buildings. The Mexican national flag flies over the

space with commercial units and hotels spanning out from the plaza. New Spain now

rests on top of the ruins of the late city of the Nahua Aztecs, built from the stones of the

old city, as a permanent and constant reminder of the bloodshed and genocide that took

place during the conquest (Todorov 1982). To this day this public space expresses the

multiple layers of Mexican identity, where symbols of post-colonial power of the church

and state witness the performers of the ‘Conchero’ dancers dressed in Nahua clothes and

head dress.

Cortés founded Mexico City in 1524 as a municipality, a distinctive entity

vis-à-vis Mexico-Tenochtitlán and the Spanish settlers rapidly started to consolidate and

spread their values, culture, politics and above all Spanish Christianity. In 1554, Cortés

organised the building of ‘San Hipólito’ the first Christian Temple in New Spain to

commemorate the fallen Spanish martyrs who had died during the struggles of the

conquest of the Mexica (Romero 1994).5 The Metropolitan Cathedral project soon

4 13th of August 1521.

5 Located at 103 Av. Hidalgo, Mexico D.F.

Conchero dancers dressed in Nahua clothes performing outside the Metropolitan Cathedral,

Zocalo, Mexico City 2007. 
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followed with construction beginning in 1572. During this time Christianity rapidly

spread throughout Mexico and New Spain.

Ceremonial burial activities, funerary practices and the management of the dead

at the time were organised and controlled by the Catholic Church. As Spanish colonies

spread and grew, sacred land was needed to bury their own dead. Churches and priests

were in short supply to provide the sacraments to the living new converts and to

maintain and administer the sacred land urgently needed to house the dead in a Christian

manner. Land around churches was consecrated and marked the start of the development

of graveyards and Christian funerary practices in New Spain. It was believed by the

Christians of that time that the closer a body was buried to a church or temple, the

closer a person would be to God and the salvation of his ánima (Rodríguez, Alvarez

2001). Rodríguez (2001) suggests that the many influences and fusions that Spanish

Christianity underwent in Mexico during and after the conquest are of great importance

to the development of Mexican mortuary and burial rituals and that they are at the

forefront of the allocation of land and the laws influencing mortuary ceremonies that

exist today. 

In 1585 the Mexican capital was redesigned following Spanish architectural

urban standards of the time. The newly built city was renamed as Ciudad de Mexico

(Mexico City). Burial grounds and their management remained in the hands of the

Catholic Church until Benito Pablo Juárez García became president.6 In 1857 the new

Reform Laws paved the way for the separation of the Church and State. Church burial

spaces were already full as large numbers of people across the country were dying

through rapidly spreading epidemics and conflicts during civil wars caused high

numbers of casualties (Molina 2001). New spaces to bury the dead were urgently

needed. On the twelve of June 1858 a law nationalizing church property was passed,

ending the monopoly of the church over the management of death and transferring the

responsibility solely to the state. 

6 Mexico’s first Amerindian Zapotec president who ran the country for five consecutive terms, between

1858 and 1872.

‘‘. . . Abril de mil novecientos diecinueve 

en la memoria quedará del campesino

como una mancha en la historia.’

Corrido and Day of the Dead altar dedicated to the Mexican revolutionary Emiliano Zapata who died on

the 10th April 1919. Zocalo, Mexico City, November 2007.

The new Reform Laws helped pave the way for communal civil cemeteries (as

they are known today) outside church land, thereby easing the pressure on existing

graveyards. The effects of the industrial revolution, population growth, widespread

epidemics and concerns for the health and safety of the living saw, in Europe as well as

in Mexico, the development of cemeteries managed by the state or private ownership

and the erosion of church control over burial sites and management of the dead (Hillman

1977, Prior 1989). An increase in numbers of dead persons resulted in different types of

burial grounds such as government owned and run, private, and franchises. Oliveros

mexi co  ci ty
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7 Interestingly, it appears that when Benito Júarez’s five-year-old daughter died, he buried her in a civil

cemetery in the town of Oaxaca. Presumably he set an example: after all if a civil cemetery was good

enough for a president, it should also be good enough for Mexican communities.

(2006) reminds us that different types of communities developed different types of

burial sites and practices across Mexico (see Chap. 4, Vol. 1). Mexican urban

cemeteries were built along similar lines to their French counterparts as suggested by

Entwines (1984 in Prior 1989) cemeteries were ‘dechristianised’, ‘municipalised’ and

‘regimented’. Prior (1989) suggests that, “the modern dead lie quarantined in their

strictly defined and private plots,” a triple isolation between the “church from the

cemetery, then the cemetery from the village, and finally of the person from each other.”

High walls were erected to hide the noiseless, silent, obscure, and non-visual dead,

segregated from life of the living, outside the boundaries of the city. In Mexico local

communities did not trust the newly established state cemeteries as they were not

regarded as sacred grounds and this was seen as indispensable to the safety of the

ánima.7

Octavio Paz (2004) reminds us that the Spanish conquest and the indoctrination

of Christianity left a painful legacy in Mexican history that is still felt in contemporary

Mexican social consciousness. The complexity is reflected in Octavio Paz’s (2004)

critical writings on Mexican contemporary popular culture and the predicament and

severity of the conquest that still influences Mexican communities and their

contemporary ritual practices and daily lives. Todorov (1982:5) reflects on the

documents left by Las Casas in the 16th century where he argues that pre-Columbian

communities embraced Christianity without necessarily believing in it, arguing that this

process is what saved many of the existing pre-Columbian communities from “the

greatest genocide in human history.” The resulting syncretism of practice created a

unique blend of rituals, social systems, landscapes, material culture, both sacred and

secular together with visual forms of expression. Mexico City offers particularly rich

patterns of ritual practices and combinations of material objects used for

commemorative rituals.

Day of the Dead altar outside La Torre Latinoamericana, Mexico D.F, October 2006.
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Day of the Dead altar, instalation by Jesus Rodriguez Petlacalco,

Panteón de San Fernando, Mexico D.F, 2007. Many Mexican members

of its nobility and elite are buried here such as Benito Juarez.
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Palacio de Bellas Artes (Palace of Fine Arts), constructed in 1904. It was used as a

funeral venue for Frida Kahlo in 1954 and for María Félix in 2002. Mexico D.F, 2007.

Wall niches in Panteón de San

Fernando, Mexico D.F, 2007.
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3.3 Spaces for the dead in Mexico City

Mexico has a population of 111.21 million inhabitants (July 2009 est)8 and is classed as

a Megalopolis, as it encompasses one large city that has slowly engulfed other smaller

ones.9 The population in greater Mexico City now exceeding 23.4 million inhabitants is

the top fourth most populous urban agglomeration in the world.10 The increasing

number of inhabitants in Mexico City has produced enormous pressure on existing

cemetery space. Cemetery officials and the general public grappling with the issue of

new burial spaces and new practices is an ongoing problem. Father Vincent C. Schwahn

(Dean of the Anglican Church, interviewed 2007, Christ Church, Mexico D.F.) argues

that cremation would be an obvious solution to the problem but in a country that has not

fully adopted or accepted cremation as a social form of disposal of its dead, “internment

still remains the most popular form of disposing of the dead.” In the 1970s (actual date

unknown) the Catholic Church openly approved the option of cremation (see Chap. 5,

Vol. 1), nevertheless Father Vincent explains that, “even today many families in urban

and rural areas are not able to accept cremation as a modern funerary practice” (see

Chap. 5, Vol. 1). Father Vincent reiterates that the ways people conceptualise the

after-life influenced the way people treated the body of the dead and the way people

attributed an understanding of what was an existence after life.11 Father Vincent

explains that Salvation was achieved via the body as a vehicle of the soul “on earth as it

is in heaven” (Gospel of Matthew 6:10). For many urban and rural Mexicans it is still

important to this day that the body of the dead should be maintained as a whole and laid 

to rest in sacred land (see Chap. 5, Vol. 1). 

8 Central Intelligence Agency, the World Facts: Mexico. Last seen April 2010.

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/print/mx.html.

9 Located in the valley of Mexico (also known as Valley of Anáhuac), about 2,240 meters above sea level

and surrounded on most sides by volcanoes towering to 4,000-5,500 meters above sea level.

10 The principal agglomerations of the world, Mexico City incl. Nezahualcóyotl, Ecatepec, Naucalpan.

Last seen April 2010. http://www.citypopulation.de/world/Agglomerations.html.

11 Dean of the Anglican Church and expert in contemporary funerary practices in Mexico.

Mexico City finds itself surrounded by mountains.

http://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/map/google_map_Mexico_City.htm
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Father Vincent C. Schwahn, wall niches in Christ Church. Mexico D.F., 2007.

Silverman (2002) suggests that societies “create multiple, overlapping

landscapes,” in the context of this research and as described and reiterated in previous

and following chapters both through photographs and text the cemetery space has a

wider function than hosting the dead of the capital. Cemeteries have developed into

landscapes that have become centres of long-term social interaction, family unity,

identity, and economic exchange, developing a rich material culture distinct and

particular to Mexico, but also particular to the cemeteries located in Mexico City (see

Chap. 2 and 4, Vol. 1). Silverman points out Halprin’s (1995:242-43) suggestions, that

“landscapes are cultivated” and the product of “people’s intervention and the application

of human values.” Through the project I consider the range of practices engaged in by

mourners, workers, and visitors that make the cemetery spaces a product of people’s

intervention and the application of human values.

Mexico’s Amerindian-Spanish mestizo account for about 60 percent of the

Mexican population, 30 percent are recognised as indigenous inhabitants, 9 percent are

classified as white, various others stand at 1 percent.12 Some records show that the 30

percent of the population corresponding to indigenous population come from around

fifty-four different indigenous communities. As far as religious affiliations are

concerned Roman Catholicism predominates at 76.5 percent of the population, 6.3

percent are Protestant, 1.4 percent Pentecostal, 1.1 percent Jehovah’s Witness and 3.8

percent belong to other practices (2000 census).13

12 The indigenous communities in Mexico City represent around 1.3 percent of the city population,

coming from different regions of the country, with many still migrating in search of better economic

opportunities. Some of these communities which have a population of over one hundred thousand in

Mexico are from: Náhuatl, Maya, Otomí, Mixtec, Zapotec, Totonac, Tzotzil, Mazahua, Mazateco,

Huastec, Tzeltal, Ch’ol, Chinantec, Purépecha, Mixe, Tlapanec and Tarahumara, with Nahuatl

constituting the majority in Mexico City.

13Central Intelligence Agency, the World Facts: Mexico. Last seen April 2010.

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/print/mx.html.

14 Carlos Slim Helú a Mexican billionaire, the richest man in Latin America and in the world, was born

from Lebanese migrants who arrived in Mexico in 1902 and now owns most of Mexico’s and Latin

America's telecommunications networks as well as bakeries, restaurants, many historic and residential

buildings in the city centre and Bank Inbursa which has invested in a new airline called Volaris.

Statistics from the Mexican Catholic church show that the Roman Catholic

religion is losing adherents to competing religions as well as to a range of cults and

pagan forms of worship, such as ‘La Santa Muerte’. Mexico City also has a growing and

developing ethnic population with immigrants from South American countries such as

Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Brazil, Guatemala and Venezuela. Since the conquest

there has been a constant and expanding migration added to this from Spain, Germany,

Italy, Great Britain, France, Poland and Ireland. Special cemeteries have been founded

for communities established over a long period of time such as the French, German,

Spanish and British cemeteries. Mexico has also attracted immigrants from the Middle

East, Lebanon and Turkey.14 Migrants from Asia include new populations from China,

India, Japan, Korea, Pakistan, and Thailand such Ing. Winston Tseng in page 131 (see

pp. 129 to 136), adding to the complexity of current and future narratives of Mexico City. 
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The Mexican Federal District known as el Distrito Federal, commonly referred to

as Mexico D.F., is an independent self-governing city-state and the seat of the federal

Government. It has around 8,720,916 inhabitants within its sixteen boroughs.15 The

research concentrated on one of these boroughs: Álvaro Obregón. The borough of

Álvaro Obregón became an ideal ‘place’ and ‘space’ to carry out my research (Bell

1997), it covers a wide geographical area composed of many ethnic communities

coming from various rural areas in Mexico, as well as many who have arrived from

outside the country. Through pilot research it was found that it provided examples that

shows the diversity of people that inhabit and work in Mexico City, plus demonstrates

well how cemeteries and funerary practices compare with how the capital has and is

dealing with the development of its funerary practices and spaces for the dead.

Álvaro Obregón, located in the southwest section of Mexico D.F., was known at

the turn of the 20th century as the borough of San Ángel. Once a central district that was

later engulfed by the growing capital, in 1932, it was renamed after General Álvaro

Obregón Salido,16 who was the president of Mexico from 1920 to 1924.17 The borough

is subdivided into two hundred and fifty seven colonies (neighbourhoods). Each

neighbourhood has a name, which is used both in official documents and postal

addresses. One of Álvaro Obregón’s neighbourhoods and the market closest to my field

site has retained the name of ‘San Ángel’. Next to the neighbourhood of San Ángel, we

find the neighbourhood of Copilco. The neighbourhoods of Copilco and San Ángel were

further divided by a river that now runs under cobbled streets. Don Agustin, (a

seventy-four year old resident of Copilco el Bajo), tells me that as a child he remembers

that not far from the cemetery of San Rafael there were fields of Maguey.18 Farmland

surrounded the cemetery where residential homes and high rise office buildings stand.

The area is home to the most famous University in Mexico. Founded on the 22nd of

September 1910 and its campus established on San Ángel on the 20th of November

1952, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Mexico (UNAM) is the largest university

campus in Latin America and houses the Olympic stadium (ten minutes walk from my

main research site).19 Álvaro Obregón’s neighbourhoods of San Ángel, Copilco and

Coyoacán have for a while turned into trendy and commercialised sites, with a large

community of university students and wealthier middle and upper class families settling

in its neighbourhoods.

Copilco is further subdivided, Copilco el Alto and Copilco el Bajo.20 Copilco el

Bajo residents actively use Panteón San Rafael, and they are located about ten minutes

walk from the Panteón. Copilco el Bajo is poorer than Copilco el Alto and this is

reflected in the architecture and pattern of their housing. Copilco el Bajo is more

heavily built up with families residing in closely interwoven communities, while

Copilco el Alto has self-contained units divided by high security walls. Small plazas and

fountains, in addition to various stone bridges are still visible and recall the colonial past

of Copilco. Many Mexican soap operas and programmes have been filmed in these

picturesque streets.

15 Álvaro Obregón, Azcapotzalco, Benito Juárez, Coyoacán, Cuajimalpa, Cuauhtámoc, Gustavo A

Madero, Iztalimeco, Iztapalapa, Magdalena Contreras, Miguel Hidalgo, Milpa Alta, Tiáhuac, Tlalpan,

Venustiano Carranza, Xochimilco.

16 Lived from the 19th of February 1880 to the 17th of July 1928.

17 In 1915 Obregón was appointed by president Venustiano Carranza as Minister of War and the Navy, in

order to repel the armies of Pancho Villa and Emiliano Zapata. In 1920 Obregón expected to follow

Carranzas as successor but when he realised that this would not be the case he organised a military revolt

against Carranza and in the late 1920s Obregón took office to become president of Mexico for four years.

Obregón tried to return to office in 1928 winning a disputed election and was then assassinated on 17th

of August 1928 of the same year in a restaurant in San Ángel by a Roman Catholic seminarian student

José de León Toral who opposed Obregón’s anticlerical position.

18 Maguey (Agave Americana) or Century Plant is a type of Agave originating from Mexico and used for

its honey water that’s turned into a kind of alcohol like Tequila or Mezlime. (Agaves from the Tequila

region can be called Tequila, all other spirits from Agaves have to be given another label and are

normally referred to as Mezcal and have a less refined process)

19 In 2007 the main campus ‘Ciudad Universitaria’ was declared a UNESCO world heritage site. The

stadium is home to the first division American Football team Pumas Dorados de la UNAM, more

famously known as ‘Los PUMAS’.

20 Excavations in Copilco have resulted in various findings of skeletal remains from old burial grounds,

with ceramic funerary objects in the graves. Archaeological studies have tried to date the burial site. Some

graves have been dated to approximately 1,500 years B.C, suggesting that Copilco is a 3500 years old

burial site. The New York Times, Friday 4th of April 2008. Travel section: Mexico’s reverence for the

past, by Richard J. Meislin, published: 8th of January 1984.
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Ing. Winston Tseng’s Oriental food store Dragon de Oro. Good luck cats

and a money box in the form of a pig, Mexico D.F, December 2007.
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“I am a  Buddhist. . . I believe in God but have no time to go to the temple.”

Ing. Winston Tseng and his wife Maria del Carmen Vargas. Ing. Winston is from Taiwan and met his wife

in Argentina. Both decided to migrate to Mexico D.F with their two children. They own and manage a

Chinese and oriental food store called Dragon de Oro, Mexico City, December 2007.

“Many people know that Mexican food is not so healthy so they try to eat more Chinese 

and Japanese food. . . tea, soya sauce, sesame oil and noodles are popular. . . 

70% of our customers that come into our store are Mexicans.”

Maria del Carmen is from Argentina and daily helps her husband look after their food store. To remind

her of Argentina she daily drinks Mate tea, Mexico City, December 2007.
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“Mexico is a country full of opportunities, great for business. . . hospitable but also dangerous

many kidnappings within the Chinese and Asian community. . . not that long ago my good

friend was kidnapped and his body found decapitated.” 

Chinese products are very popular in Mexico D.F, many restaurants outside the Capital come to purchase

their cooking supplies from Dragon de Oro, Mexico City, December 2007.

Two Japanese graves in the Catholic cemetery Panteón Jardín, Alvaro Obregon, Mexico D.F., 2007.
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“During the mid 1890s many Japanese people came to Mexico to set up coffee plantations in Chiapas.

Their project failed but many settlers stayed in Mexico and integrated and made a life in Mexico.

A second large wave arrived between 1901 and 1907 to work in mines, railroads and farms. . .” 

Wall niche for the family Nakamura Katagiri in Mausoleos San Rafael, based opposite Panteón Jardín,

Álvaro Obregón, Mexico D.F., 2007.

Chinese and Japanese sweets from Dragon de Oro are popular with non-Chinese Mexicans,

Mexico City, December 2007.
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3.3.1 The distribution of land dedicated to cemeteries 

The mortality rate in Mexico stands at about 4.8% (census July 2009 est.), which equates

to a death rate of just over a million persons per year that need to be buried or

cremated.21 In Mexico D.F. records show that 13,160 bodies were exhumed in 2001, to

make way for the burial of 26,640 bodies (cemetery statistics 2000/01). These figures do

not take into account the dead in the rest of the city. Many unknown persons are buried

in common mass graves and many are relocated out of the city for burial in towns and

villages (see Chap. 5, Vol. 1). The future of cemetery spaces in Mexico City as in many

other urban agglomerations is under constant threat due to population growth, the

expansion of the city, mobility of people, the growing value of urban land, and the

economic needs and constraints of the living around the world (Herzfeld 1991, Hillman

1977). Mexico is especially problematic, as recent literature has shown that historically

cemeteries have been crucial sites of social integration and community interaction

(Barboa 2002, Carmichael 1991, Godoy 1998). 

An important source of pressure comes from the demand for land for urban

development in order to make way for residential and commercial space; issues of land

distribution came to the top of the agenda in Álvaro Obregón. The extension of the

underground line to the neighbourhood of Copilco was planned to run under Panteón

San Rafael and the extension of the high roads over it. Ángel Pérez Rafael

(Administrator of Panteón San Rafael) explains that this would have meant the

inevitable closing down of the cemetery, had the family of a famous president not put

pressure at a political level to stop the redevelopment, as it would have meant the

exhumation of a family member, a girl’s grave, and the relocation of her body,

destroying part of Mexico’s national heritage. 

Cemetery officials in Mexico City are constantly voicing their apprehension

about how best to manage population growth and the best use of the land of the dead, to

make way for the development of living spaces. The anxiety created was demonstrated

21 4.8% deaths/1,000 population (2009 est.), average taken from the capitals 23.4 million inhabitants.
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in pilot project interviews with cemetery officials in Mexico City during 2003-5. Marco

Antonio (Office manager of the Cemeteries in Álvaro Obregón) told me that many

cemetery officials are trying to challenge and contest the laws that govern the

cemeteries of Mexico City, so that they can be treated as a national heritage, ‘sites of

memory’ (Nora 1996) or ‘memory-making’ (Hallam and Hockey 1989). Herzfeld (1991)

suggests that bureaucratic modernity strives to represent familiar domestic spaces

(living spaces) as monumental, and can conflict with local ideals as to what would

remain fixed by bureaucratic decisions and what can be maintained as shifting lived

areas of everyday life, with familiar domestic spaces becoming monumental and sacred

to the national preservation of its history (Bell 2004, de Certeau 1984). Herzfeld’s

suggestions do not take into account that not all domestic or living spaces are shifting or

sacrosanct, but can cease to exist. If the dead are maintained as extensions of the human

community then their place of rest such as the cemetery becomes a living site, a space

of memory (Nora 1996). The dead and the cemetery as their home are indispensable to

each other. Feeley-Harnik (1991) reminds us that the living walk on the world of their

ancestors. If the dead are treated as corpses, for a growing modernising urban society

they can easily become nugatory. The dead will not get up and complain if they are

evicted from the cemetery or their graves, their fragile invincibility, noiseless outcry

will only be heard through the actions of the living. The research has found that

cemeteries in Mexico City were not just fabricated or artificial spaces, or as Nora (1989)

suggests, a historically constructed site replacing a living memory. It was found that the

daily practices and ritual activities in the cemeteries by its workers, mourners and

visitors assisted the maintenance of the cemetery as ‘sites of living memory’ heritage

and history, which prevented the land from being engulfed by the growing Megalopolis.

The following chapters expand on the research arguments of cemeteries in Mexico City

as living sites in which practices of socialising the dead are daily performed (Connerton

1989, de Certeau 1984, Lefebvre 2005, Turner 1998).

There are one hundred and eighteen public cemeteries in Mexico D.F. run both

by the local councils and private ownership. Of these, one hundred and three are official

civil cemeteries run by local boroughs, and the other fifteen are ‘concecionados’
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(concession/franchised).22 The borough of Álvaro Obregón has nine cemeteries, of

which six are regarded as local civil cemeteries (fig. 1). The remaining three, Nuevo

Panteón Jardín, Panteón Jardín de México and Guadalupe Mixcoac, are

‘concecionados’. The cemeteries of the borough of Álvaro Obregón are San Rafael,

Tarango, Santa Fe, San Bartolo Ameyalco, Santa Rosa Xochiaca, Tetelpan, Guadalupe

Mixcoac, Nuevo Panteón Jardín and Jardín. My research paid particular attention to two

of these cemeteries, Panteón San Rafael and Panteón Jardín based in San Ángel  (with a

special insight into the daily activities of mourners, workers and visitors of Panteón San

Rafael both through a ethnographic visual/photographic narrative).

The term  ‘Panteón’ commonly used to describe and label the cemeteries in

Mexico, is derived from the Greek ‘Pantheion’ meaning ‘Temple of all Gods’.23 It has

also been known as a monument or temple built to commemorate a nation's dead heroes

and a burial site for martyrs. Although officially sites dedicated to the burial of the dead

in contemporary Mexico are called cemeteries, Mexican communities have widely

adopted ‘Panteón’ as a concept, used both locally and by officials to describe a cemetery

space. Through field research I found that many mourners residing in Álvaro Obregón

(migrants and long term residents) have maintained a direct relationship with their

extended families in rural areas and way of life. Many rural communities have ended up

being engulfed by the ever-expanding megalopolis; many older and recent cemeteries

never lost their label as Panteón. Panteón San Rafael is a clear example (see Chap. 4,

Vol. 1). I also found that some middle class urban families and more commonly upper

and richer families relate to the space as a cemetery and seldom as a Panteón. From the

point of view of cemetery officials the word ‘cemetery’ is a newer modern concept, an

urban way to relate to the spaces dedicated to the burial of the dead and also the official

way to describe all these sites.24 Through the thesis I use these various ways to describe

the space and both the concept of cemetery and Panteón is mixed in this project to mean

one and the same.

22 In private ownership but run by local councils. This includes the staff and workers and many of the

legalities of their management. These cemeteries are open to the general public.

23 A well-known pantheon structure ‘Pantheon of Rome’ was build as a circular temple in Rome 27 B.C.,

dedicated to all the Roman gods.
Political protest outside the front entrance to the precedential
palace, Zocalo, Mexico D.F., 1st of November 2007.  
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The Day of the Dead instalation by Estela Moctezuma, Centro Cultural

del México Contemporáneo, Mexico City, October 2007.
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3.4 Brief introduction to contemporary 
funerary practices in Mexico City

It would be a complex endeavour to attempt to try and compile a complete description

of the contemporary funerary ritual practices in Mexico City or in Álvaro Obregón, but

some similarities were found especially in communities sharing similar religions, social

or cultural customs. The research project has looked particularly at Christian funerary

practices as this reflects the religious activities of the greater majority of residents in

Mexico D.F and in Álvaro Obregón. In this section of the chapter I provide a basic

reflection and description of the most popularly practiced ‘secondary’ funerary ritual,

the ‘Novenarios’ that is equally practiced in other parts of Christian Mexico (Chesson

2001, Young 1999). 

Father Vincent of Christ Church argues that it was as important for pre-Hispanic

communities and for Mexican Christians in early colonial times as it is today for

families to maintain a vivid, dynamic and close relationship with their dead and their

spirits both in physical and visual form (Alvarez 2001, Carmichael 1991, Rodríguez).

Elaborate rituals were established to maintain and to enhance the visual reflections of

the ánima in the after life (Aceves 1998, Reyes-Cortez 2010). The way the body is

treated in this world therefore becomes the way that people feel the soul will appear or

be represented in the after life. This concept is one of the many but important reasons

why Father Vincent suggests that many Christian communities in Mexico City find it

hard to accept cremation as a way to dispose of their dead. If the body is cremated, the

soul will exist in the after life as a burned form or as a burned being and might not

resurrect (see Chap. 5, Vol. 1). 

There are many instances where social frictions and cultural ritual practices of

the living are reflected in the private and public spaces of the dead (Prior 1989). As

discussed in Chapter 2, section II, Volume 1, it is believed by many mourners that the

location of the dead (cemetery/space/land) is a channel for heritage, identity and

ancestry, therefore death does not symbolise the end of life but a continuous and

shifting cycle (Bell 1998/02, Lomnitz 2005). Unlike other cultures as suggested by Bell

(2002) such as the Australian Aborigines, the Mexican dead are not only embedded in

the landscape or reincarnated into other living or mystical beings; mourners in Álvaro

Obregón feel that their dead maintain the original visual form they had when alive.

Death is visualised, as living bodies, in a spiritual form as the ‘ánima’, with the

capability to cross dimensions (Anguiano 1987, Carmichael 1991, Reyes-Cortez 2010).

Sayer 1990) (see Chap. 2, sect. II, Vol. 1). Juan Rulfo’s (1955) novel, ‘Pedro Páramo’ is

a clear example of how these boundaries are constantly interchangeable, shifting from

one dimension to the next, and both could exist simultaneously. In Álvaro Obregón the

project is finding that Seale’s (1998) argument of the social and bio-body is reflected in

mourners' practices towards their dead. Through my research the discourse on the dead

is composed not merely of the limitations of the flesh or its spirituality, but of the entire

range of practices, activities and settings that embrace the dead and the ánima. The dead

are therefore constituted as much in the cemetery as in the mourners, visitors, workers,

officials, and with extended spaces and sites such as mortuaries, undertakers, and

funerary practices. I suggest that the ‘social dead person’ is transformed, maintained,

and, I would further add, is recalled through the various everyday practices and yearly

rituals this project has looked into which the following chapters describe more in depth. 

3.4.1 Organising the dead and the Novenarios

Following a death the family or funerary director will manage the body for the first

twenty-four hours before burial or cremation. Gravediggers in the capital explain that

there have been instances where people have been buried alive and the twenty-four

hours time lapse allows for the death to be final. Depending on the circumstances of

death and the location of the body, the religious or cultural customs of the person or

24 The use of the word Panteón has become so widely used in the language both locally and officially that

it is now used in many cemeteries as part of its title, like the cemetery San Rafael. In official documents

we find it being described as the cemetery San Rafael, to locals it is known as Panteón San Rafael. Even

the main entrance is named as ‘Panteón San Rafael’. The cemetery Jardín is also known as ‘Panteón

Jardín’ while the ‘cemetery civil de Dolores’ is known also as ‘Panteón civil de Dolores’. The newer

cemetery built after Panteón Jardín has ‘Panteón’ added to its name ‘Nuevo Panteón Jardín’. As we can

see, these titles have been used in no particular order. 
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is chosen varies from family to family and who is available at this time as well as who

owns the rights to the burial plot or wall niche (in the case of hosting a cinerary urn in

a funeral parlour or mausoleum). Normally it would be the siblings or brothers and

sisters who would manage the funeral and the body. Others will advise the extended

family and friends to attend the funeral. As the news gets around the neighbourhood,

friends and neighbours attend to the house to pay their respects. It is believed by some

people that the spirit of the deceased has yet to settle and accept its fate. There is a

possibility that the person's ánima has left the body but not its home. If the person died

outside the house then the wandering ánima might find its way back to the house and to

things that feel homely to the person or material objects that might have been used by

the person, or a photographic portrait could be used as a vehicle for the ánima to return

to the world of the living (see Chap. 2, sect. II, Vol. 1) (Carmichael 1991, Reyes-Cortez

2010).

Emilio Zaragoza (in Bravo 1992:129-130) suggest that the nine days or

Novenarios refers to the custom of setting a number of days apart to prepare festivals in

pre-Hispanic rituals. Its period of duration was dependant on the size of the festival or

ceremony, managed in sets of three days. Some festivals lasted three days, others nine

days to longer festivities of fifteen days (Zaragoza in Bravo 1992:130). Normally

Novenarios are organised in order to prepare for a festival but today are most

commonly associated to festivities dedicated to commemorating the death and

remembrance of a person and the organisation of secondary funerary practices (Chesson

2001, Young 1999). From the moment the person is pronounced dead, the family and

close friends come together to organise the Novenarios. These are shared experiences

both within the family, friends and neighbours that knew and had a connection to the

deceased or were close to a member of the family. Young (1999:1998) suggests that the

Novenario is a “very open expression of grief and consolation …. Where the rosary is

said over and over for the soul of the departed, are very intense. Emotions are wrung

dry.” Some families have extended the practice for the ‘Quincenarios’, which is a

prolonged version of the latter, lasting fifteen days. The set days are chosen depending

on the customs of a family and area. Many families visit their local priest for advice as

recognisable identification of the body will determine the logistical process that follows.

Where and how funerary ceremonies are performed is determined by the family (if one

is available or is known). There are instances the person who dies is unknown. In many

instances the body or the person is a registered missing person that is then recognised

but if not then the body goes unrecognised and registered as an unknown person. The

victim could be a migrant already existing in Mexico City as an invisible person

(someone that does not wish to be found or located by the authorities, or the person may

be holding false identity etc). If an unidentified body arrives to hospital, it will be kept

for two months in a morgue until the body is claimed or identified. After this, the body

is donated for scientific research at a university or hospital and the over flow of bodies

end up in a common grave dedicated to unknown persons (see Chap. 6, Vol. 1).

Whether the person died at home or in hospital will also influence the funeral

logistics and proceedings. The dead person may be taken straight to the funeral parlour

or to the family home after death has been confirmed by a medical official. Funeral

Directors have taken on a lot of the management and logistics of burial tasks that would

have been performed by the families if they were residing in their rural homes. Many

families now reside in high-rise buildings, some without lifts and in small rooms with

no space to take a coffin or dead body. If the house or residence has enough available

space then the body would be placed in a room, which would be in the first instance the

deceased’s bedroom or another room in the house. If locating a suitable room is not

possible in all instances where large families try to fit into small residential spaces; there

is not enough space for the living even less for their dead. It is hard for these families to

allocate a room to lay the body for twenty-four hours until burial or cremation is

organised. In these cases families employ the funeral parlour to take charge of the

practical organisation of handling the dead body and prepare it for burial or cremation

in their own premises.

Certain members of the family are allocated the task of organising the

professional agents that would manage the funeral. It would then be their responsibility

to inform the cemetery to make ready the grave (see Chaps. 5, Vol. 1 and 7, Vol. 2). Who
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placed on the table that will be used to lay the coffin or body. The body is laid on top of

the cross, which represents the light of the person’s soul captured by the cross and is left

for the duration of the ceremony. A black ribbon will be placed at the entrance of the

home to mark the death of an adult, or a white ribbon representing purity to mark the

death of a child. Guests at the vigil will pray the rosary to the cross constructed of lime

or ashes left on the table once the coffin has been removed for burial.25 Most

ceremonies are organised from seven in the evening in the evening. At this time most of

the guests would be able to attend directly from work or other commitments. The prayer

of the rosary will last about one hour per session, with some food and drinks offered by

the family to the guests. The above session is repeated every evening for eight days

Father Vincent explained that the custom of placing lime or ashes as a cross under

the coffin was initially a pre-Hispanic ritual that remains part of contemporary funerary

practice in rural and urban life. Some pre-Hispanic societies cremated their dead and it

was these ashes (of the person) that were placed on an altar and table. The Novenarios

would then be carried out using the ashes of the dead person. These cremated ashes of

the person would then be buried at the end of the ceremony. Now the ashes used in

funerary rituals are symbolical, as is the lime used. The figure of the cross used today is

also symbolical and was introduced by early Christians.  

On the 9th day (or 15th day if in a Quincenario), at first light, the cross made

from lime or ashes is collected and placed in a small box, black for an adult and white

for a child.26 The box will be taken on the 9th day to a mass dedicated to the dead

person. To complete the cycle family and friends make their way to the cemetery, after

mass, to bury the box in the grave. The clergy would have already visited the dead either

at the place of death or the family home within the 1st twenty-four hours of death to

celebrate the sacraments. A mass would also be held for the dead person, during which

the presence of the dead person would not be required. Father Vincent explains that it is

rare that mass is carried out with the body present in the church. In some cases the main

mass to commemorate the person's death is held on the last day of the Novenario or

many weeks later. The ceremonial rituals and funerary practice carried out would be

they might have witnessed and attended a Novenario, but not know how to manage the

ceremony. 

The main work preparation of a Novenario or Quincenario starts with setting up

a space for the coffin. A black ribbon is placed at the entrance of the house or a white

one if the death is of a child. Some families lay the exposed body on a table, others lay

the body inside the coffin raised from the ground. In most cases the person's bedroom is

set aside because it is the most private, personal or practical space for the ceremony. If

the room is too small or impractical, then the body is laid in the living room. Furniture

is placed aside or removed, and inappropriate images or decorations are also removed.

Windows are blocked, chairs and seats are set aside for people to sit on and food is

prepared and offered to people that attend. A cross constructed out of lime or ashes is

Commemorative card used during novenarios. The card is distributed to all that attend the ceremony as a

memento of the memory of the dead person. Mexico City 2007.
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determined by the place of birth of the person and community and family customs, as

well as their financial and social standing. Young (1999:198) adds, “At the end of this

period, the bereaved are expected to return to normal, become functioning community

members once again, and put sadness behind them (at least publicly).” In this research

Young’s example was found not to be the case for all mourners’ funerary experiences, as

we can see from Don Francisco’s family example (weekly visitors to Panteón San

Rafael). The grieving process was extended beyond the Novenarios to the cyclical year

in which the Noveranios were repeated to commemorate the annual anniversary of their

relative, and even now Don Francisco’s extended daily visits are reminiscent of the

symbolical practices of the Novenarios (see Chap. 2, sect. II, Vol. 1)

Zaragoza (in Bravo 1992) argues that the set number of days comes from

pre-Hispanic customs; each of the three days had a special symbolical meaning. The

number one meant the heavens and number two the earth. Zaragoza (in Bravo 1992)

explains that it was perceived in the following way: if by having both the earth and the

heavens mankind needed a 3rd source to reach from one end to the next and vice versa,

providing God as a source to reach the earth from the heavens, an extra service was

required that was best served by the air, and the 3rd source (3rd Day) was added as a

middle point in which both worlds could cross over, and the dead (ánima) could reach

the heavens and back and God could reach the earth. Zaragoza argues that the

ceremony of the Noveranio was practiced by pre-Hispanic communities and

amalgamated into Christian funerary customs in Mexico and is still an important

practice today in Mexico City and across the country. It is a moment families and the

living use in order to assist the dead to reach the heavens so they are not left wandering

the earth. The ánima is assisted through this journey through the help or assistance of

the family and community members’ prayers and the service offered by the rosary

“A white ribbon is placed at the entrance of a house to advise the community, family and

friends that a child has died and that the novenario will take place at this house.”

White ribbons are used for children and black ribbons are used for adults. Mexico D.F., December 2007.

25 Father Vincent explains that in pre-Hispanic times cremation was commonly practiced and the

Novenarios would be held with the ashes of the body of the person. In a contemporary setting the ashes

of the person are not used and lime or wood ashes are used as a symbolical representation of this

pre-Hispanic funerary practice.

26 For some families when they wake up, for others after twelve midnight or the first moment on the ninth

day.
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readers. This process of mediation is often found in other rituals that preceded festivals

in Mexico and could explain why the syncretism that fused pre-Hispanic ideas with

Christian is still vivid for many mourners who believe that the ánima can cross from the

world of the dead to the world of the living and back.

Cemetery and religious officials agree that a person’s lifestyle or how they died

would not determine the place the dead would be buried. Father Vincent explains that

profane spaces do not exist in the civil cemeteries of Mexico City as the cemetery is

consecrated. Families have ownership of the grave and organise the burial and who is

buried. Cause or reason of death, or the type of life that the person had is unknown other

than to the family of the dead. Even if the person might have committed suicide or been

involved in crime or violence, the body would be treated in the same way as any other.

It may not be until the moment of burial that the family might disclose the cause of death

through the associated paper work or the curiosity of the gravediggers. Father Vincent

explains that when the ‘laws of the reform’ were introduced nationalising all church

property on the 12th of June 1859, and 30th of June, this ended clerical involvement in

the cemetery and burial grounds. Since these dates clergy no longer visit civil

cemeteries to carry out mass, and the process in the cemetery is mainly a civil

ceremony carried out by the family. I have on a few occasions found that mass has been

performed in Panteón San Rafael for a burial with a greater presence of the clergy for

the festivity of the Day of the Dead. Religious officials are now offering their services

to families in the cemetery. Father Vincent is fully booked for these festivities, and in

2007 two clergy were booked to perform mass in Panteón San Rafael for the 2nd of

October.

Cemetery workers and mourners reminded me that many early traditions are

being lost in the capital, such as the custom of hiring women to weep at funerals or the

display of post-mortem photography (Aceves 1998, Muñiz 2002). While they are still

occasionally privately practiced in the capital, they are more commonly undertaken and

organised in villages. Mr Muños, a freelance journalist in the city of Veracruz explains

that in some areas of his state, women are still hired to lament the death of a person. The

The Jewish cemetery in Panteón Jardín. Mexico D.F, 2007.
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Alma Rosario Rojo Contreras and daughter visiting her grandmother’s grave (Alma is Emelia’s daughter).

Guadalupe and Emelia Contreras’ family grave (Gravediggers), Panteón San Rafael, Mexico D.F, 2007.

elegance of their grief and the length of time they weep will depend on the amount that

they are paid. Post-mortem photography is also still practiced, yet less publicly than

before and is more likely to be practiced in rural areas. Post-mortem images are now

kept in the privacy of the home.

3.5 Mourners and visitors to the cemeteries 
of Álvaro Obregón 

I have so far argued that it is not only through annually ritualised activities that people

visit the cemetery, interact with their dead or the space. Although there is a sudden yet

expected increase in the number of people who congregate in the cemetery for annually

ritualised days, there is also a constant flow of mourners and visitors that visit their dead

on a daily basis. Adding to the flow of visitors and mourners, the space is also a site of

work and the cemetery workers are a continuous presence there (see Chap. 4, Vol. 1). I

have on numerous occasions visited Panteón Jardín on the yearly festive days to find to

my surprise that even though there is an increase in visitors, it is also a relatively

quieter space in comparison to Panteón San Rafael, never with the high number of

visitors that might be attracted to Panteón San Rafael or Panteón Civil de Dolores.

Cemetery officials explain that on the Day of the Dead Panteón San Rafael could have

a sudden increase of visitors ranging from forty daily visitors (the number increases on

the weekends) to around two thousand on the 1st of November, and over three thousand

visitors on the 2nd of November (see Chap. 7, sect. II, Vol. 2). As it is described in the

following chapters this is due to the type of persons that are buried in this cemetery, their

social class, the religious practices of their relatives and their own understanding of

what it means to commemorate their dead. It also sheds light on the misunderstanding

that exists in current literature that argues that the Mexican dead is a national

manifestation as if commemorations of the dead in public are standardised across the

social spectrum (Carmichael 1991, Brades 2003, Godoy 1998, Lomnitz 2005). Urban

Mexico’s divisions are reflected in Panteón San Rafael and Panteón Jardín where

different practices and attitudes towards the dead are manifested. The different practices

found in these two cemeteries is explained in more detail in Chapter 4, Volume 1. 
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Sra Conchita visits her son every Friday morning before going

to work. Has been doing so ever since his death in 2004.

Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, November 2007.

Non-regular visitors feel an emotional commitment to visit their dead and feel

compelled to visit them on an ordinary day. These visits take place daily, weekly or

monthly. These ordinary days do not bring the highest number of visitors like

commemorative rituals such as the Day of the Dead or Mothers Day. Other than the

regular visitors, other mourners attend to their dead in the cemetery for the following

reasons: birthdays, a Saint's day and the anniversary of a person’s death. I have found

larger groups of mourners visit their dead outside yearly rituals, for example on the

anniversary of a death or most importantly when they felt the spirit of the departed

called them to the cemetery (see Chap. 7, sect. II, Vol. 2). As Connerton (1989) suggests,

memory is embedded in ritual performance, as celebrated and commemorated in Mexico

on its annual national ritualised days. Ritual processes are also performative and, as

Turner suggests (1998/08), crucial for societies, “modes of symbolic action” that bond

communities together attract higher numbers of people to the cemetery.27 Social

processes and social embeddedness also belong to everyday practices (Connerton 1989,

de Certeau 1984, Lefebvre 2005). The visits were solitary or collectively with friends

and/or family at irregular or regular times in the day or week. 

The consistency and determination of the mourners to visit regularly depends on

the accessibility of the space and the trauma experienced in losing a person through a

terminal illness or an unexpected death such as violence or accident. There is also a level

of acceptance of death. I met a family with five children, two years after their mother's

death one of her sons had yet to visit her grave. This man told me that it was hard to

accept the death of his mother, visiting her grave in the cemetery would mean coming to

terms with a situation that did not seem real. On the contrary, his father visits regularly

every month and even dreams of her calling him to the cemetery. The need to maintain

regular visits to the cemetery becomes clearer when we look at more examples of the

activities of mourners who visit regularly the graves in Panteón San Rafael such as Mrs

Conchita who has been visiting her son almost every Friday for six years, Mr Fuentes

27 Ritual performances are found in the yearly commemorative rituals such as Mother’s Day, Father’s

Day, Children’s Day, Valentines, the day of the Virgin of Guadalupe, Christmas, Teachers Day and the Day

of the Dead (see Chap. 7, sect. II, Vol. 2).
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City. They explained that for them it was a positive mourning process to let go of their

dead as soon and as fast as possible, and to accept the death of the person and restart life

without them, though not forgetting, but accepting their absence. Speed and detachment

was a positive way forward. These persons and families could not understand the

constant visits to the cemetery and explained it as an unresolved trauma that prevented

an acceptance of death. These persons could not understand why so many working class

and indigenous communities celebrated the Day of the Dead or any other type of social

rituals that extended the social lives of the living onto the spaces of the dead. For some

mourners Halloween may be preferred to the solemnity of the more traditionally

Mexican ways of commemorating the dead (see Chap. 7, sect. II, Vol. 2). For them the

process of grief and remembrance was private and personal, not public or joyful. I met

Aida Rudt Ramirez Carrillo starts to decorate her husband’s grave a week prior the festivity of the Day of

the Dead. Lic.Manuel Suenaga Cortes died on the 26 January 1998, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City,

October 2007.

“When my husband died I came to visit him every day for one year. . . I will never 

stop loving him. . . I now return once or twice per month.”

Aida Rudt Ramirez Carrillo, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, October 2007.

who visits his daughter once a month, Don Francisco who visits his wife weekly and his

daughter Aida Rudt R. Carrillo who lost her husband and told me that after his burial she

visited and wept over his grave daily for several months and now visits a couple of times

a month. Other persons also visited on a regular basis, even twice a week. It is not rare

to find such intensity in the relationships that mourners maintain with their dead. These

visits take on a ritualised performative life, which at times are extended from the

domestic to the cemetery site, from the annual to the daily, turning the cemetery into an

extension of the domestic space. 

I interviewed several young and some older urban middle class families, and

families who were first and second generation European immigrants residing in Mexico
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a lawyer in Panteón San Rafael, who explained to me that he accompanied his daughter

to the cemetery for the Day of the Dead not because he practiced this event but because

his daughter wanted to go due to her school teaching them the importance of this event.

Otherwise he explained, visits to the cemetery were for a more private moment and the

celebration of the Day of the Dead was for the poor, superstitious and Indian

communities. He added that as he did not belong to any of these groups, he did not have

the need to attend to his dead on the Day of the Dead. When I conversed with such

people they expressed attempts to understand other mourners in psychological terms.

For example Don Francisco (as per Chap. 2, sect. II, Vol. 1), after almost fifty years of

marriage, could not cope with the loss of his wife Doña Matilde and his fifty year habit

extended to the cemetery. “What did Don Francisco do or not do, when he was alive that

he now needs to visit his wife’s grave weekly” was a comment I got. Similarly Mr

Fuentes who during a trip to Acapulco had lost his twelve year old daughter in a car

accident in which he was the only survivor, might have felt he caused the accident that

led to the death of his daughter. Mr Fuentes experience might be seen as a trauma of

guilt as he might have wished to have taken her place. As can be argued for Mrs

Conchita who had a young son full of promise, educated in the Vidal Sassoon

Hairdressing school in London, a top stylist in Mexico City, surrounded by media stars

and models, he had a fast life. Intoxicated with alcohol, he died when his car crashed as

it crossed a bridge. 

Family grave in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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3.6 Conclusion 

The above experiences might be regarded as traumatic losses of loved persons. The

trauma might have been too much to bear and the grieving recovery process extended.

As Turner (1988) suggests, it could be that the “transforming social and personal

life-crisis” like ‘Death’ develops extended bonds, celebrating life, unity and continuity

through extended visits. Turner (1988:157) argues that ritual practices are “a

transformative performance revealing major classifications, categories, and

contradictions of cultural process,” and added that a fourth function would also be

served as suggested by Huxley (1966 in Turner 1988:157) “serving as sexual or social

bonding mechanism,” by transforming life experiences like death “into occasions where

symbols and values representing the unity and continuity of the total group were

celebrated and reanimated.” Funerary practices and extended visits to the cemetery

bonded people together through ritual performance, “environment and bodies” (Grimes

1982:34).28 The extended repetitious ‘habitual’ ritualised processes provided a purpose,

an activity that made mourners feel participants or performers of the grieving process. I

suggest that these long-term practices assist in the recovery process. Mrs Conchita, after

six years of mourning her son's death and visiting him every Friday first thing in the

morning before work, said, “every time I come to visit him, it gets better, the pain is

more manageable and the visits less painful,” an acceptance of the loss is developed but

the need to maintain the relationship is still required. It was found through the research

that the extended visits are not only for specific dead persons such as the examples

above, but for the extended family, friends and the collective. When Mrs Conchita and

Don Francisco visit their dead they also visit other family members and socialise and

talk to the cemetery workers and other visitors. Regular visitors treat the cemetery space

as an extended social space on which I will expand further in the following chapters. The

above examples are a clear illustration of the variety of values associated with

commemorations regarding the dead in Mexico City and how the capital copes with its

diversity and need to maintain and redevelop its commemorative and funerary rituals

and practices.

28 in Turner 1988:157

Boxer launches a punch on his opponent. Boxing match on a television set in Xochimilco, December 2007.  
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Cross  decorated with the flower of

cempasúchil for the Day of the Dead.
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Prior (1989:1) suggests that “the majority of contemporary writings on the

subject of death either seek to support, or are based on the premises that death in

western societies has become a private, hidden and unconscionably secret affair,” and

was only made visible through a scientific language that talked about mortality, disease

and causation, relating to the dead person as the ‘deceased’ or the ‘corpse’ (see Chaps.

2 and 5, Vol. 1) (Foucault 1973). The following chapters highlight why in a Mexican

setting the opposite has evolved. Death and the dead have become a shared and public

practice, the dead materialised, exhibited, promoted and actively cultural and

politicised, as sensorial relationships are dynamically maintained by the living. This

complexity takes into account the Maussian notion of the ‘total social phenomenon’ that

comprises ‘total services and counter-services’ and entails exchanges of goods and

actions (Mauss 1990:5). The following chapters will look in detail at the

interconnections between individual and collective mourning and performance and the

economies of producing and trading goods and services to sustain them. The ‘total social

phenomenon’ allows for this complexity to be sustained throughout the discussion and

analysis of my narrative and visual production. In this thesis I explore further how

cemeteries in Mexico City are sustained as a dynamic and vibrant space by looking

beyond the cemetery as a space of grief and mourning but also a space of labour that is

not limited by its walls. The following chapters look at how these ‘daily life’ activities

are manifested and take shape in the cemeteries and will shed light at how and why the

living still hold onto their dead and how its workers play a crucial role even in a

saturated and over populated contemporary megalopolis.
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4.1 Introduction

I have found Silverman’s suggestion (2007:167), that cemeteries are “a rich source of

information on a society’s culture, socio-political organisation, ethnic identities,

economic relationships, and ideology” to be particularly relevant to the analyses of my

research into the cemeteries of Álvaro Obregón. In this chapter I show that workers have

a crucial role to play in assisting both the smooth running of a work site but also in

assisting mourners in their grief. I introduce two of the main cemeteries on which my

field research concentrated and following sections and chapters will describe in greater

detail; Panteón San Rafael and Panteón Jardín de México (Panteón Jardín). These are

both burial sites within Álvaro Obregón, Mexico D.F. I will particularly focus on the

logistics of managing and running Panteón San Rafael through its workers, describing

their duties and the hierarchy that exist in the cemetery. I will also look deeper at the

intensity and problematic of working in a cemetery, managing notions of pollution such

as women working at close proximity with the dead and cooking in a site normally

associated to decomposing matter and dead bodies (M. Douglas 1996). Burial grounds

in Álvaro Obregón are associated with a wide range of religious affiliations ranging

from Catholic, Buddhist, Jewish and Protestant to local cults, which are expressed in

differences in the spatial organisation of graves, mausoleums and grave/wall niches,

different material cultures and different social and funerary practices. I will give a brief

account via Panteón Jardín of the above and how funerary practices and secondary

mortuary behaviour such as practices following the burial of the person are articulated

and managed by people who work and visit the cemetery (Chesson 2001). Panteón

Jardín will provide a look at how the social and cultural divisions of the living are

reflected in their choices for burial and location of their graves. Both cemeteries will

provide data for further analyses and comparison. This chapter will provide a detailed

narrative of images that show workers relationship with the cemetery, mourners,

cooking and music (see pp. 204 to 212). Across this chapter I provide a visual

introduction to the landscape of Panteón Jardín and finish with a visual documentary

narrative of the way that Panteón Jardín becomes a magnet for commemorative social

and cultural exchanges. In this case the illustration of how it reveres its famous dead

such as the annual commemoration dedicated for Pedro Infante (see pp. 255 to 304). The

narrative and photographic record presented in this chapter aims to convey the

complexity of the cemeteries as challenging spaces for celebration, grief and work.

It could be argued in a pragmatic sense that the cemetery space is a site

dedicated to the discarding of the dead carcass of the living, turning into what science

relates to as ‘corpses’ or ‘cadavers’ (dead human bodies), once their social existence has

come to an end. A non-social being, as suggested by Prior (1989), a body without a soul

is not considered to remain an active member of the human community. This argument

is one that is not only addressed in Prior’s (1989) research in an Irish/west European

setting. It resonates across many sectors of urban middle and upper class residents in

Mexico City who have their dead buried in Panteón Jardín and across other cemeteries

in the capital. Through numerous interviews with families that have their dead in

Panteón Jardín it came to light that many members of these communities understand the

cemetery as suggested by Silverman (2007) ‘a place of death’, a non-social space.

Prior’s (1989) suggestions are complimentary to my project particularly in relation to

the cemetery paradigms reflecting the complexity and politics of the living. To enable

the argument concerning the ‘social dead’ to be developed, I looked further at how

mourners and the bereaved engage with the following questions: “Is the end of the

bio-body (biological body) the end of the social person?” and “Can sociality outlast the

limitations of the flesh?” The latter question resulted from Seale’s (1998) discussion that

the bio-body cannot exist apart from the social body. Through looking closer at these

two questions I aim to further unravel the tensions that exist between them.

Prior (1989:154) suggests that, “The centrality of the physical body to funerary

procedures is beyond question; without a body there can be no funeral” and from a

European Christian perspective the person is a social being when the soul is still housed

in the body.1 Once the soul departs from the body, then the body is no longer a social

being, “for death is commonly regarded as the point at which body and soul are

divorced,” therefore Prior argues that funeral procedures are not just the organisation of

1 Prior’s funerary ritual studies generally carried out in Europe and particularly in Ireland.
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disposing the body, it is also the management of the departure of three dimensions; the

body, soul and the social (the end of the social person). Prior argues (from an Irish

context) that the departure of these dimensions according to Ariés (1983:286) was a

belief which came to be in the 13th century, “The homo totus and the body . . retreated

into indifference, while the soul . . invaded every dimension of the individual; the soul

has become the whole man” (Ariés 1983:286, in Prior 1989:154). In this argument the

departure of the soul means that the body is emptied of meaning of personhood. I would

argue that in the context of Álvaro Obregón these three dimensions remain linked,

intertwined and not separated at death. 

Throughout my field research it became clearer how these questions were dealt

by mourners and families I met in Álvaro Obregón and how they organise themselves to

deal with these tensions. The cemetery space is one of the main special spaces set aside

particularly for the disposal and housing of the dead. Francis (2005), adds that the

cemetery and the dead is regarded as a reminder of pollution, of boundaries (M. Douglas

1996), the dead “removed from the spaces of the living” or, as suggested by Baudrillard

(1993:126 in Seale 1998:53), the dead were taken from a public symbolic circulation to

the privacy of the cemeteries turning them into ‘the ghettos of the dead’ and as

Silverman (2006) adds, cemeteries were located outside city walls “to prevent injury to

the living from ‘deleterious gases’.” It was not until embarking on my field research in

2002 that it became clearer that many Mexicans including the cemetery workers (office

staff and gravediggers) in Álvaro Obregón and particularly mourners and visitors to

Panteón San Rafael as suggested in Chapter 2, section II, Volume 1, rarely or ever

regarded their dead as corpses or cadavers. Mourners, visitors and cemetery workers

treated the dead they visited, buried or exhumed as ‘persons’ who were also dead, ‘a

dead person’ (Reyes-Cortez 2010). Of particular note is the fact that, in my presence,

cemetery workers particularly never treated the dead they were burying or exhuming as

discarded human carcases (human waste), regardless of the level of decomposition the

body had experienced or the reason for their death. They acknowledged that

decomposition would eventually reduce the body to a state that would be visually

unrecognisable as a social person but even so, they did not perceive that this

decomposition marked the end of the person. At all times addressing the dead by their

first or second name or their extended family links and kinship such as; “Pedro’s uncle

is buried there” or “it is Ricardo’s father who rests in this grave” or “it is Joaquin’s

family we are exhuming.” Another common way workers described the dead, when their

identity was unknown, was as ‘el muertito’; a diminutive form (hypocorism) expressing

intimacy and tenderness by referring to the dead as ‘the wee (tiny) dead one’. 

It was argued by many mourners that the ánima always found its way back to the

spaces it inhabited when alive such as its domestic space, work site, the location where

death took place, where love and friendships were experienced and exchanged, and the

space where the dead body rests such as the cemetery, or where its ashes are scattered

or kept (Carmichael 1991). As I have pointed out in Chapter 2, section II, Volume 1,

other points of departure or moments in which these traces are left and are used both by

the ánima and the living to link together are found in the processes of making and

recalling memory such as the material objects and the photographic portraits (Batchen

2006, Cadava 1997, Hallam and Hockey 2001, Reyes-Cortez 2010, Ruby 1995). For

many mourners, the above spaces where the dead are kept and the methods of

remembrance are not separate or divisible. Prior (1989) suggests that, “the dead ‘person’

exists multi dimensionally as a corpse, as a soul and as a social being.” In the context of

my research in Álvaro Obregón the dead exists as a multi dimensional social being, and

not in the same form as Prior (1989) suggests. I would add that my research findings

suggest that the person exists as a trinity: the living, the dead and the ánima, they are

not separable just because the body is no longer present and the body as an organism has

decomposed, is missing or is dead. In the context of my research the ánima is perpetual

and shifts through time and space assisted by the tools presented by the living

(Reyes-Cortez 2010). The main difference between my research findings and Prior's

(1989) suggestions is the location of personhood (Gell 1998). I suggest that the dead is

also a member of the human community and a catalyst for sociability. Hertz (1960:77)

argues that “death does not confine itself to ending the visible bodily life of an

individual; it destroyed the social being grafted upon the physical individual.” Hertz

(1960) suggests the limitations of the flesh do not bring an end to the social person as
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its transient presence is asserted through its visibility in society. It was found that the

social provided the channels for the body to coexist with its ánima as a

three-dimensional person existing as a whole and not as separate entities (see Chaps. 8

and 9, Vol. 2). The premise was not which dimension was lost when the person died but

how mourners have managed the transitions, transformations and manifestations of the

‘social dead’ as a ‘social journey’ rather than a ‘social end’.

The dead person was referred to as a family member by visitors, workers and

mourners; ‘let’s visit our grand-mother’ or ‘let’s visit Miguel’ or ‘Dad’ or ‘Pedro’.

Mourners and visitors on their journey to the cemetery related to each other in a way that

associated the dead to their daily life; ‘Let’s get together for a meal’, or ‘sure, why don’t

we visit grand-dad on the way,” the dead constantly took part in the social activities of

the living. The visits to the cemeteries in Álvaro Obregón turned into social visits,

reinforcing the cemetery as an active memory-making space and as suggested by Nora

(1996) a ‘lieux de mémoire’. These processes are carried out through various tools and

methods used by mourners (see Chap. 2, sect. II, Vol. 1). Some of these tools as

described by Irving (2003) and Hallam and Hockey (2001), suggest that the visual and

material culture assist the living overcome the difficulties presented to mourners by

death and the absence or departure of the body.

The need to relate to the presence of the body and for a dead person to follow a

natural decomposition process through interment is fundamental for the majority of

mourners. There is some indication that this might change, as the cost of earth burial

keeps rising and the few available spaces are reduced, changing ideas among a new

generation in favour of cremation, which is on the increase in the capital, as a way

forward (see Chap. 5, Vol. 1). A new generation of urban citizens are simplifying

existing social and funerary practices to more practical processes. The use of wall

niches in cemeteries, temples and other alternative spaces are being promoted as

appropriate sacred spaces to house the dead, considerably lower in cost and more

accessible to a wider community (see Chaps. 5, Vol. 1 and 7, Vol. 2; ref to the church,

funerary parlours and multi-faith mausoleums). Even with an increase of cremations in

Mexico City in response to practical issues, the maintenance and promotion of interment

is a felt need involving a process of reconciliation that assists mourners to deal with the

pain and trauma of loss as well as helping them maintain an attachment with the dead

person through the space and its visuality (see Chap. 2, sect. II, Vol. 1) (Hallam and

Hockey 1999, Hockey/Katz/Small 2001). “A pile of ashes does not make sense,”

explains Roberto (visitor to Panteón San Rafael, 2007) and adds, “ashes do not represent

the body as a person.” Many mourners argued that cremation is an unnatural, imposed

deformation of the body (see Chap. 5, Vol. 1). For most Christian families interviewed

in Álvaro Obregón the decomposition of the body through earth burial takes on a

different religious meaning (Christian/Catholic): and mourners have made reference and

quoted from the bible, “the body (flesh) comes from dust, through earth burial the body

returns to dust, regenerating the earth for a new life” (Panteón San Rafael, May 2007).2

The choices and problems for choosing interment or cremation is expanded further in

Chapter 5, Volume 1. 

The following sections will provide a closer look at the workings and

management of Panteón San Rafael and Panteón Jardín. Section 4.8 will conclude the

chapter by providing a social documentary narrative of the commemoration of Pedro

Infante. This photographic story shows how the living annually appropriate Panteón

Jardín to celebrate and commemorate the life and death of a national icon. Through the

use of photographs section 4.8 demonstrates how the cemetery becomes a magnet for

socialisation. 

2 And unto Adam he said, Because thou hast hearkened unto the voice of thy wife, and hast eaten of the

tree, of which I commanded thee, saying, Thou shalt not eat of it: cursed is the ground for thy sake; in

sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy life; Thorns also and thistles shall it bring forth to thee; and

thou shalt eat the herb of the field; In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread, till thou return unto the

ground; for out of it was thou taken: for dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return. Genesis 3:17-19

(King James Bible).
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came from rural areas around Mexico, and have maintained their own local customs and

rituals. 

Panteón San Rafael is located at the southern borders of Álvaro Obregón, and has

a land mass coverage area of 25,912.06 square metres.5 The cemetery is divided into

thirty plots each one marked and divided by walk paths. José Luis explains that most of

the paths and walkways were built by his father Mr Yañez (previous cemetery

administrator) and a team of gravediggers many years ago with the help of local

residents. The paths made their work easier and visitors no longer had to walk through

soil, and mud if it rained. Panteón San Rafael has recorded 7041 graves since records

started in 1863 (as per census of 2006 done by Álvaro Obregón head office). Out of this

total, 3220 graves are old and have no information inscribed on the tombs. Early records

provide little information about who is buried in these graves, or whether the burial has

perpetuity (see Chap. 6, Vol. 1). Of these 3220, sixty percent are deteriorated, covered

with grass, not maintained by their owners or with large trees that have overgrown

around or over the graves. 

Every cemetery in Álvaro Obregón and Mexico City has a series of books that

have been manually maintained to record each burial, each person and grave that exists

in each Panteón. There are many graves without monuments or tombstones with many

that are in bad condition, too worn out and old to work out whom they belong to.6 These

instances correspond to part of the cemetery, which I would argue to be the historical

3 Health and safety laws require that a period of seven years must pass before a grave can be exhumed.

This gives the dead body enough time to decompose. It has been found that depending on where in the

cemetery, how deep and in which enclosure the body is housed or buried, affects the level and speed of

decomposition and the speed at which the gravediggers can exhume a body. In many instances up to three

coffins are exhumed from one grave.

4 Panteón San Rafael is unique in having been able to employ women gravediggers as keepers of the dead.

A gender relation in Panteón San Rafael has proven that men and women can work side by side even with

their problems, tensions and frustrations successfully in a hostile and difficult space. 

5 http://www.aobregon.df.gob.mx/programasdeleg/fosas_a_perpetuidad.html. Last seen June 2010.

6 I have double checked this with the census information.

4 .2 Panteón San Rafael

Panteón San Rafael is located in the borough of San Ángel, next to the junction of

Avenida Revolución and Eje.10 in the borough of Álvaro Obregón, and is currently one

of the oldest cemeteries in the borough. An actively used cemetery, it has a combination

of historic and actively used graves, where families often exhume their graves to bury

new dead relatives.3 Both the workers and residents of the borough of San Ángel and

Copilco el Bajo who remember the cemetery as it was forty to fifty years ago, explain

that the main roads around it did not exist. The cemetery was wider, with a river running

along its side. Jóse Luis (cemetery site manager), explains that many graves have been

eaten up by the expansion of the Megalopolis (see Chap. 3, Vol. 1). Part of the cemetery

is now lost under the expansion of busy streets. Panteón San Rafael stands like an island

surrounded by footpaths, high-rise commercial and residential buildings and new roads.

It is easy to drive past it, thinking it could be a small park or private gardens.4

Residents of Panteón San Rafael say that it was built over an ancient burial

ground that expands across the colony of Copilco. Its initial establishment as a cemetery

is unknown, yet its official records and book keeping started in the early 1860s with the

first recorded burial in 1863. Some cemetery officials argue that the cemetery was most

probably established as a response to the need of a growing population, and the laws of

reform introduced in 1857 that made it possible for civil cemeteries to be created

outside the direct control of the Catholic Church and outside the boundaries of the

sacred grounds of churches, for the use of the expanding community (see Chap. 3, Vol.

1). The gravediggers have in various exhumations had to dig deeper than three meters,

finding remains and small ceramic objects that might have preceded Christian burial

practices and the conquest. Indeed, Panteón San Rafael has been filled many times over,

with no new spaces left for burials. The only way into Panteón San Rafael is through

family kinship networks, its few remaining unsold wall niches or through a resale of an

existing grave. Father Vincent explains that Panteón San Rafael still functions as a rural

cemetery in an urban space, catering for the dead of the communities of San Ángel and

bordering colonies like Copilco. Many of the communities currently using the Panteón
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section with graves between the early 1880s to late 1940s with no other subsequent

burials, unkempt and in complete isolation. I did not personally see any dating back to

the 1860s and most of the oldest graves are late 1890s. José Luis is quick to mention that

these earlier graves might be found under the walk paths or the roads and highways

running along side of the cemetery. This is a contrast to the new part of the cemetery

where active reburying takes place on a daily basis.

José Luis explains that on a quiet week in Panteón San Rafael about two to three

bodies are buried, and the yearly average is three to five bodies per week. Through my

stay in Panteón San Rafael between 12th and 22nd of March 2007, I witnessed five

burials and seven exhumations (two graves had been exhumed to be refurbished as

cemented graves for future use). It is also noticeable that many graves of Panteón San

Rafael are far too old for any relatives to remember their dead. This might be due to

families migrating away from the city or the country and the passage of time explains

Ángel Peréz: “It appears that the dead in the historical part of Panteón San Rafael have

no one left to remember them, and civil society feels that it is not their responsibility to

look after and manage the dead of others on a day-to-day basis. The general maintenance

is left for us the gravediggers,” Ángel Peréz, Panteón San Rafael 2007. 

I have found in the last five years of field research in Panteón San Rafael that few

family graves (other than historic or of the unknown dead persons) in the cemetery are

completely forgotten. Even the dead of others are recognised and remembered if not

visited by their relatives (see Chap. 2, sect. II, Vol. 1) (Reyes-Cortez 2010). Mourners

on the Day of the Dead place flowers on their graves and a few petals on their

neighbouring graves, if they are not visited (see Chap. 7, sect. II, Vol. 2). In this sense I

agree with Ángel Peréz as mourners might through yearly rituals remember another

person's unattended grave and not feel the responsibility to maintain them throughout

the year. It is a costly affair, explains Ángel Peréz, and many working class mourners do

not have enough money to maintain their own graves even less the graves of others.7 I

found graves that are left unremembered in Panteón San Rafael. These are the graves of

7 A mourner's economic wealth did not distract from their responsibility to their dead or graves. 

the unknown dead located in the old historic part of the cemetery or underneath the

cemetery changing rooms, walk paths, roads and the growing city. Their existence is

unknown to most visitors, as they lie underneath the growing Megalopolis. They are not

looked after by workers or visitors (most visitors do not know of their location or that

the cemetery has them) and as they have no identity they are lost in the cemetery

(Halbwachs 1992) (see Chap. 6, Vol. 1). 

Abandoned grave in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Previous generation gravedigers of Panteón San Rafael. Most of them have now died.

Line across their forehead are left by the staples used to attach images to the paper.
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4.3 Maintaining a Panteón

I have been reminded many times by funeral workers that Panteón San Rafael is special

and different from other cemeteries in the capital. Mr Garcia from Funerales Garcia

explains: “Mourners of Panteón San Rafael are friendly and emotionally expressive.

When I take funeral processions to Panteón Jardín, it is rare to witness mourners

expressing their emotions as publicly as they do in Panteón San Rafael.” This is not to

say that mourners in Panteón Jardín do not grief or that funerary ceremonies are not

emotionally expressive. The main difference between them and as expanded in Sect. 4.7;

Panteón Jardín has dead persons buried there that come from diverse parts of society,

many mourners are from affluent and with cosmopolitan styles of life. Many residents

in Mexico City come from various subsections and diverse religious affiliations making

for a different perspective to the way families and mourners express grief and their

emotions, visually and materially (see Sect. 4.7).

Cemetery workers and mourners in Panteón San Rafael make an active attempt at

maintaining the cemetery as a community-based Panteón. They have made long-term

friendships with the mourners and visitors. This might be argued to be due to their long

established time working in a small environment and dealing with situations which are

for many of their mourners private and painful. Workers would have buried several

members of a family, including many of their own friends or mourners and visitors they

themselves got to know personally during their time working in the cemetery. In Panteón

San Rafael the gravediggers have assisted in the burial of several generations of the

same family. It is this familiarity and positioning which makes gravediggers important

members of a community. Panteón San Rafael has throughout its years and since

workers and visitors can remember maintained that community spirit. Such an event is

held annually on the twelve of December to commemorate the Anniversary of the Virgin

of Guadalupe (see visual narrative in Chap. 8, Vol. 2, pp. 572 to 591). The cemetery

workers organise a public party in the cemetery, covering all food and drink costs.

Visitors bring items to collaborate, music is played and the cemetery becomes a family

reunion between the workers (cemetery workers from other councils also attend), local

community (anyone that happens to notice or walks into the cemetery can freely join)

and the ánimas of the cemetery.

Marco Antonio Cerrano Alvarado (Office manager of the cemeteries of Álvaro

Obregón till 2006) argues that the Laws of Reform of 1857 marked a shift: Local

councils started to employ workers to manage the newly established civil cemeteries.

Gravediggers became important skilled individuals assessing many roles involved in

handling the dead. The gravedigger is the last person to handle the dead body during

these processes. They also manage the landscape of the dead, the tombs, and monuments

and the mourners who visit the cemetery. A visitor in Panteón San Rafael once told me

as we exchanged drinks following an exhumation that “death can last a very, very long

time,” “if our families ever forget us, if they stop to visit us, who else do you think

would look after our graves? Who would water our plants and toast a drink in our

name?” “The gravediggers!” exclaimed another visitor.

Kittens are often born in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.



Logbook of the cemetery and Ángel preparing documents for an

exhumation in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, 24 April 2007.
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4.4 Managerial  practices  in Panteón San Rafael

Between the years 2000 and 2004, Álvaro Obregón’s Department of Cemeteries

organised a census of its Panteónes. The graves and plots of Panteón San Rafael were

noted in detail, and information on each grave and its inhabitants accounted for in a

report published by them. Ángel Peréz explains that the exercise was a waste of

resources as the team of four workers counted the plots without understanding the

layout of the graves and how the plots had been divided. Therefore the graves were not

properly counted and labelled, argues Ángel Peréz. In his view the assessment was not

useful in determining the accurate number of dead persons in the graves plus the historic

movement of dead bodies in each grave. The team taking notes took their work with

them so the cemetery never got to benefit from the statistics or material produced. A few

years later they received a book based on the census and José Luis immediately noted

mistakes in the findings: “The sections have been mislabelled. Plot one is actually

located in another corner of the cemetery and not behind the wall niches. They never

asked us for advice and now we can see that they got many elements wrong.” José Luis

interviewed in 2007.8

Ángel Peréz explained that they as workers have local knowledge of the

cemetery gained over a lifetime working the same site. They know the communities, the

funerary rituals, the practices, the land, the ground both above and under. They know

who is buried in the graves and in many of them they even knew the dead when they

were alive. Head office takes no notice of the local knowledge that has been

accumulated by cemetery workers, explains Ángel Peréz. José Luis has been working in

Panteón San Rafael for nearly fifty years, his father Mr Yañez worked the cemeteries all

his life and in San Rafael for over twenty years, first as manager and then promoted to

administrator. “He knew the graves names and locations without looking into the

administrative books,” explains José Luis and adds that this sort of local knowledge was

lost when he died and will be lost even further when they retire and no one will be left

8 Ángel and his team had hoped to use the material and develop it further and correct errors made. This

process would have given a much more accurate reading and speciality of the graves in the cemetery.

José Luis Yañez Martinez, Angel Peréz Rafael, retired gravedigger and Benjamin Sandia Gutriérrez.

The Day of the Dead altar in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2005.
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“Quien con la esperanza vive, alegre muere.”

“He who lives with hope dies happy.” Family grave following a burial in Panteón San Rafael,
Mexico City 2007.

to recollect the memories of these spaces. Ángel Peréz explains that the main office

organises projects that are supposedly supposed to improve their working practice and

provide them with greater accessibility to the information of the graves of the cemetery.

Ángel Peréz explains that they knew well that the group of four youths (civil servants)

wandering among the graves in their cemetery for four months without ever consulting

them would not provide accurate data. The census was an initiative from the local

council of Álvaro Obregón as all its cemeteries had the census. The information was

supposed to be held electronically, yet its accumulated information returns to the

cemetery in formats that cannot be used by the workers.

Ángel Peréz goes on to explain that the information is held in a compact disc,

which is inadequate as they do not have a working computer that can read it. The staff

carrying out the census used the only working computer found in the office and take

home with them, every time they finish for the day, the information being inputted into

the compact disc. Now that the work has finished, all the information has been removed

and its software erased and the computer sits as an empty carcass in a corner of the

room. Ángel Peréz explains that to spend resources to modernise their working practices

is futile if there is no system in place to manage the information and retrieve resources

gathered. Ángel Peréz adds that the information gathered through the census is withheld

and it could be redeveloped and improved if they were able to assist in the process. He

argues that whatever the amount of economic resources and time injected to develop the

working practices for cemeteries it has not assisted them in anyway as they still have to

manage the cemetery with manual practices implemented in the late 1860s. 
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José Antonio exhuming a grave, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Mrs Torres is a member of the community of Copilco el Bajo (has her family

buried in Panteón San Rafael) and finds it difficult to imagine or accept that women

could be involved in the exhumation of decomposed bodies and finds such work by a

woman ‘strange’. This belief could be argued to be a result of her middleclass values,

yet as M. Douglas (1996) suggests, it seems to be difficult for any resident of Mexico

City to imagine women crossing this boundary that they believe should only be crossed

by their male colleagues. Martin Colin explains that women and the dead do not

normally mix other than possibly in a clinical environment such as a hospital or a

funerary parlour. Martin adds that these spaces have newly dead bodies not rotting or

decomposing ones. “In the cemetery the women deal with decomposed bodies with their

bare hands,” explains Martin Colin, and this brings for some mourners and visitors

issues of pollution both physical and spiritual. Mrs Torres makes all sorts of facial

gestures when she thinks of the women handling food on the same space as the dead. She

tells me that it is one thing to eat food in a cemetery together with your family and

friends during commemorative occasions such as the Day of the Dead or an anniversary,

or a birthday, for short moments in order to accompany your family, friends and the

dead. For her it is a different story when women gravediggers have to organise the

cooking soon after an exhumation they performed with their bare hands and have to

prepare and cook their meals over existing graves. The preparation and consumption of

food, eating over the graves with nails filled with earth is a thought she finds hard to

bear. It is rare to find a local member of the community of Copilco el Bajo to be so

honest about their feelings towards the women gravediggers as such critical thoughts are

normally attributed to middle or upper class mourners of the cemetery or kept private

and not expressed publicly. 

There are many cemeteries in Mexico City where the men cook next to or over

graves. In Panteón San Rafael the men cooked before the women arrived but now the

cooking is mainly carried out by the women. Isabel explained that, “Their cooking was

terrible, no taste, badly and poorly prepared, and at times over or under cooked or even

burned… We decided to do it ourselves as the food tastes so much better when we cook.”

The men collaborate by preparing the fire, the cleaning, washing, at times shopping and

4.5 Women gravediggers and food

Panteón San Rafael is unique in that it boasts the employment of the first and only

full-time women gravediggers in the country. Other cemeteries such as Panteón Jardín

also employ women workers only as office administrators or for general landscape

maintenance of the cemetery. The three women gravediggers in Panteón San Rafael not

only bury the dead, maintain and look after the graves, objects and monuments, they also

manually dig the ground, exhume the graves, and in most cases they and their male

counterparts handle the body of the dead as they are exhumed (without care for safety

or hygiene – gloves or face masked are in most cases not worn). There is no job in the

cemetery that the women gravediggers do not manage or have not been involved in other

than office administration. This is not because they are women but because of

hierarchies, the office is left for the cemetery managers and administrators. 

Martin Colin Hernandez (Unit Coordinator for the cemeteries of Álvaro

Obregón) explains that the presence of women is rare. The cemetery space can be

regarded as a polluted space, with health risks and hazards. They do not have many

women who apply for work and when they do it is usually for administrative work,

cleaning and maintenance. Not for exhuming graves or the handling of the dead. This

does not mean that women do not handle the dead in other instances, and even in closer

proximity and with bodies at all levels of decomposition and diverse reasons for death,

such as; victims of accidents, violence, contagious diseases and victims of fires, etc.

These spaces can be found in morgues, funerary/mortuary parlours, forensics, hospitals,

hospices and many other spaces where the dead are administered, the list is endless, yet

these spaces are private and private from public view. The cemetery space is public and

the handling of the dead and the preparation and consumption of food is also in public

view. I think that this has a lot to be said for some mourners placing judgment on

workers’ consumption of food in the cemetery space, as they are able to see and

experience an exhumation coinciding soon after the preparation and consumption of

food. In private working environments the general public would not have access to

instances where women handle the body of the dead and consume food at the same time.
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Chicken stew cooked for all workers by the female gravediggers. Lunch in Panteón San Rafael,

Mexico City 2007.

with added time needed to finish an exhumation while the women stop early to cook.

Overall, explains José Luis, “we collaborate and help each other.” Isabel adds, “our

work is never over, we do all the work that our male colleagues do and on top we have

to cook for them and after cook for our husbands and sons.” “A woman’s job never

ends,” adds Isabel.

The question of production and consumption of food in a space which could be

regarded as ‘polluted’ brings to mind M. Douglas (1996) analyses of people crossing

boundaries yet in the context of the cemetery space it is more flexible and fluid. The

boundaries are set not so much with what is eaten or where it is consumed but its

preparation particularly in a place that has been set aside for the dead and its ánimas. A

place where the dead are slowly decomposing and their ánimas closely scrutinised.

“They might be displeased by such activities,” explains a mourner. The actions that

surrounded a person while consuming a meal are also crucial to some mourners. Eating

over a grave to commemorate the dead was different from eating over graves while or

after exhuming them. Many visitors and mourners eat and drink in the cemetery howev-

er their meals have been prepared outside the cemetery (in their kitchen or bought from

outside such as a restaurant, food stall or kiosk) and have a direct relationship with

annual commemorative rituals that take place in the cemetery regularly. At no other time

does Mrs Torres for example mix the yearly ritual with the everyday practices of the

preparation and consumption of food. For some mourners, such as Mrs Torres, the

consumption of food and drink is only associated with yearly commemorations while

many others cross boundaries and come together to picnic next to graves as a way to

bring family together as part of their grieving process. This practice is not rare in the

everyday activities of mourners and visitors yet the food is always prepared outside the

cemetery walls. Mrs Torres found it most amusing that I could also join the gravediggers

in their meals and cook together with them in the cemetery. Yet I could get away with

preparing and consuming food in the cemetery with the gravediggers as I came from a

different country/culture/society and perceived as an eccentric student/researcher and

therefore as an outsider able to cross boundaries that local residents could not so easily

do without prejudice by some residents of Mexico City.9

9 Prejudice and misunderstanding of customs normally happens due to so many families from diverse

communities coming together in the same space.
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Isabela Ramo Mora preparing nopales for a lunch BBQ at Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Emelia Contreras preparing corn tortillas, fried beef steaks and spring onions for making tacos.

Lunch at Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Isabel Ramo Mora preparing fried beef and chicken steaks for making tacos. 

Lunch at Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Emelia Contreras Morales and Isabel Ramo Mora cooking beans mixed with pork and chorizos for lunch

and discussing new changes implemented to their pension and general news of the day, Mexico City 2007.
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4.6 Administration and workers of  
Panteón San Rafael

In this section of the chapter I introduce the workers of Panteón San Rafael. Their

actual names and images, with their consent, have been and will carry on being used

throughout the thesis. Their positions and formal and informal contractual tasks in the

cemetery is described in this section of the chapter. Although the gravediggers have

multi-faceted jobs, there is still a hierarchical system in place. Not all workers are

employed on a full-time contract by local councils. The majority if not all the

gravediggers in Panteón San Rafael start as auxiliares (auxiliaries; informal cash in

hand workers) or eventuales (contracted worker without all the recognitions of full-time

staff) before they are given a full-time contract with the local council. Workers can

either start employment in the cemetery as auxiliares and then upgrade to eventuales and

eventually to a full-time contract. Some workers are employed as eventuales and after a

few years of employment offered a full-time contract  (there is no minimum or

maximum time).10 Workers in Panteón San Rafael irrespective of their form of contract

(except for the administrator) have to perform all manual tasks including the waste

management, exhumations and inhumations and followed the above format before being

promoted to managers or administrators (see Chap. 5 and 6, Vol. 1). 

All workers in Panteón San Rafael at some point in their career in the cemetery

have exhumed a grave or buried the dead. There is no initiation process to ease you into

this task. All workers, both men and women, are expected to perform all tasks in the

cemetery with exception of the duties in the office. These are required for the cemetery

manager and the cemetery administrator. The chart in figure two shows the existing

workers and their positions as they were in 2006-07. There might be some changes in

the future, if some of the eventuales are recognised as full-time workers, or the auxiliary

workers get offered the position of eventuales or are suspended from working in the

cemetery. The only job security is offered to the eventuales and full-time workers; the

auxiliaries have no security of employment. 10 Many workers in other cemeteries are not offered an upgrade to a full-time contact and remain in their

respective positions as auxiliares or eventuales. This could be because full-time contracts do not become

available and also because it is cheaper to employ workers outside full-time contacts. 

Being a full-time employee of the cemetery means being a fully employed

worker of the local authority of Álvaro Obregón with all the benefits that might be

entailed such as pension, union rights, legal advice, bonuses, fixed monthly wage, free

uniform and basic medical and sick leave and holiday leave. Civil servants in Mexico at

different levels receive a yearly all expenses paid Christmas party and Christmas bonus

and a hamper or food vouchers exchangeable in supermarkets. The Christmas party is

held for all cemetery workers and organised in a large venue. Every borough organises

their event, which extends over two days. “Far too many workers to carry out the event

over the one evening” explains a cemetery official. The local authority covers the cost

of the rental of the hall, food, presents, raffle and a band to play on the evening. Workers

such as Ángel Peréz and José Luis provide extra alcohol for their work colleagues

(a public relations and political gesture). This is then divided between full-time workers

on the first day and eventuales on the second. Eventuales like José Antonio jokes and

tells me that the second day is for them as they get the leftovers of the full-timers.

Auxiliaries are not invited as they are unofficial workers and not in the system.

Eventuales do not receive the benefits that full-time workers get such as free

uniform, yearly sick or holiday time or pay, life insurance or a pension. They are paid as

and when there is cash available and only after full-time staff have been paid. If head

office has run out of funds for that month, they will have to wait to be paid

retrospectively for their work. Auxiliares come to the cemetery free from any attachment

to a contractual agreement that binds them to the cemetery. They do not receive any

benefits or a wage fixed or unfixed. They are in the cemetery earning cash in hand from

extras earned from odd jobs carried out in the cemetery such as exhumations, burials and

helping full-timers in upgrading graves and monuments (mourners sometimes employ

auxiliares to assist them in odd jobs both around the cemetery or at their domestic spaces

either by decorating, gardening, plumbing, electrics ect. depending on the ability of each

auxiliares). Several years can pass before they are either no longer required, move on or
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are employed as eventuales. It is rare that an auxiliary worker goes straight to being

employed as a full-time worker unless there are good personal relations with

management and are pushed faster through the ranks to bypass the existing eventuales,

(I have not yet met one that has been able to do so).

The Panteón administrator and overall responsibility of Panteón San Rafael is

Ángel Pérez Rafael. He has been working in Panteón San Rafael for over twenty-five

years. He started by being an auxiliary worker, carrying water for mourners, cleaning

and exhuming graves whenever he was needed. Ángel Peréz was then upgraded slowly

until he became a full-time employee. He got on well with the previous managers and

administrator and showed keenness at work. When Mr Yañez became ill and before his

death he advised the main head office that Ángel Peréz was a good candidate to take

over his position. They had developed a father and son relationship. Ángel Peréz was a

good manager and respected by other workers and well known by mourners in the

cemetery. 

For the last six years he has been the administrator of Panteón San Rafael. Ángel

Peréz has been employed on a full-time basis with a higher than usual salary however

does not receive sick pay or holiday leave. His salary requires him to be at the cemetery

all year around, an average of forty-eight hours across six days a week and often will

have to turn up on Sundays for several hours if needed (which is typical). His main

duties are the office administration and managing the logistics such as timetables and

shifts of the worker. He is responsible for organising certificates for exhumations and

burials and paying auxiliaries and waste collectors (eventuales and full-time staff are

paid directly by the local council). He keeps the books and keeps records of persons

buried and exhumed in the cemetery plus the finances. His position is important as in his

absence the dead do not get exhumed or buried, although the site manager will take over

if Ángel Peréz is not available. No decisions in the cemetery are taken without him being

involved. 

The site manager is José Luis Yañez Martínez, born on 25th of May 1950. He has

been working in the cemetery for the last fifty years. He started working in the Panteón

as a casual worker when he was about seven years old watering flowers and clearing the

monuments to collect pocket money for school and sweets. Born in the borough of

Benito Juárez, his father Mr Yañez the late Manager of Panteón San Rafael, would

regularly take him to the cemetery.11 When José Luis was eighteen years old he became

an auxiliary worker at the Panteón and then from 1968 to 1990 he was employed as an

eventual gravedigger and now is full-time site manager of Panteón San Rafael. He is the

longest serving worker in the cemetery and a second-generation gravedigger. 

The management position should have been his, argue the women gravediggers.

Although José Luis has been working in the cemetery the longest, he has been employed

less time as a full-time worker than Ángel Peréz. It is the amount of years as a full-time

employee that counts for such an upgrade. Ángel Peréz’s appointment as administrator

created resentment among other workers who felt that José Luis should have been

appointed, and taking into account that his father was the administrator of the cemetery,

he should have been pushed to take over his position. José Luis explains that this was

fate and the rules of the Panteónes. There was nothing that he could have done as

cemetery positions are earned by the number of years completed as full-time employees,

time done as an eventual worker does not count. He is happy that Ángel Peréz took the

position as they have known each other for many years. For Ángel Peréz to take the

position rather than having an outsider worked better for everyone: “It was like keeping

the cemetery in the family, Ángel Peréz regarded my father as his own, and we are like

brothers. Had Ángel Peréz not accepted the position then head office would have

appointed a manager from another cemetery to administer Panteón San Rafael and that

would have been worse for everyone” José Luis, 2007.

The recommendations made by the previous administrator were important in

keeping the cemetery ‘in the family’ as described by José Luis. Having an external

person administer the cemetery would have meant losing control of the cemetery. José
11 The late manager José Yañez worked in Panteón San Rafael till his death on the 17 November 1998 at

the age of 76. Initialy he worked in Panteón Xoco, where he is now buried with his family.
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Luis’ job is to manage all that takes place on site, from exhuming graves, burials, waste

management, the work and welfare of the workers. He is also the person that initially

brings to the attention of Ángel Peréz anything that is needed or is not working. If there

are any problems with workers he is also the person who steps in to manage issues

between them. José Luis’ long standing service to the cemetery also gives him the added

advantage that he knows the space well. José Luis assists Ángel Peréz in the office and

they are the main workers that spend most of their time in the office. If Ángel Peréz is

overworked with office administration or requires time off then José Luis would

manage the cemetery. At times they plan their holidays so Ángel Peréz can have time

out. This has not been the case for many years, as Ángel Peréz has not taken holidays

for a while. It is also a partnership as cash payments for exhumations go through José

Luis first and they both get a cut including cash earned from servicing graves (informal

payments is a well known practice in cemeteries across Mexico City) that might get

exchanged in the cemetery. 

The full-time gravediggers and cemetery workers are: Guadalupe Contreras

Morales, eventual for one year and full-time for twenty-two years, her sister Emelia

Contreras Morales, eventual for two years and full-time for twenty-five years. Isabel

Ramo Mora, eventual for two years and full-time for twenty-five. Both Emelia and

Isabel Contreras worked together for parks and gardens, then employed together by the

cemetery of Tarango before being moved to Panteón San Rafael. They are also close

friends and neighbours and assisted Guadalupe with gaining employment in the

cemetery. All the women are now grandmothers and come from large families and

successfully raised their children using the earnings made in the cemetery (basic wage

of $300.00 US dollars per month, plus cash earnings, expanded in Chap. 7, Vol. 2). Their

children have done well in life and regularly assist and visit their mothers in the

cemetery. Isabel has been able to cover the cost of raising her children and sent to

university her son who recently gained a Masters in Automotive Engineering. Fernando

Rosas Ceron, has been working for cemeteries for sixteen years. He started as an

eventual and upgraded to full-time status in 1991. Fernando is a second-generation

gravedigger in Panteón San Rafael as his father was also a gravedigger working in the

cemetery for many years until his retirement, he also has a large family and although he

has lesser benefits from his full-time colleagues, he also has managed himself well in

life. 

The full-time night watchman is Benjamin Sandia Gutiérrez. He is hardly ever

seen as his timetable differs from all the other workers. His duties are to look after the

cemetery throughout the evening and night, making sure it is safe and does not get

vandalised. There was once an incident experienced by the previous full-time night

watchman, which resulted in the cemetery being broken into. A mixed group of girls and

guys, between nineteen to twenty-six years of age, highly intoxicated and smoking

drugs, started to damage the mausoleums and ornaments. He explained that he was so

scared and afraid for his own wellbeing that he hid in a mausoleum throughout the night

until they left in the morning. The damage caused to the cemetery was severe and ever

since the cemetery has also employed José Antonio (eventual night watchman) to assist

him through the night. 

Benjamin works every weekend and every other day. He starts his duties from six

in the morning till six in the afternoon. He also does several rounds in the cemetery

though the night. This means that he walks around the graves during the night to make

sure it is all clear and no one has entered. He has no problem doing this on his own and,

as described by gravediggers in Panteón San Rafael, they rarely have experienced things

actually happening such as spiritual encounters or supernatural paranormal behaviour.12

At times when forced entry has been attempted it has not been noticed until the next day

when they find fences above the outer walls damaged, a clear indication that someone

had broken into the cemetery. With no real noticeable damage caused there is no way of

knowing if a criminal offence has taken place until grave owners report that their graves

have been vandalised or objects stolen from their graves. Panteón San Rafael has less

expensive or highly valued ornaments than Panteón Jardín, which is a more sought after

cemetery for robbers and thieves (see Sect. 4.7). 

12 There are some paranormal stories but these will not be described in this project as they have been

mainly experienced by retired gravediggers.
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José Antonio Falcon Espition, is the eventual night watchman’s assistant. He has

been a permanent worker in the cemetery for seven years. His task is to assist Benjamin

in the welfare of the cemetery. Benjamin and José Antonio have an agreement to swap

times, in this way José Antonio does not have to attend to the night walks through the

cemetery and gets to sleep, making him able to help the gravediggers throughout the

morning. This is an unofficial agreement and it helps him earn some extra cash. The

room used for the two to rest during the night is the room extended over and above the

cemetery office. This room used to be a shed with nothing more than a bunk bed and a

television to keep the night watchman company through the long hours of the night. The

room was refurbished a few years ago and its walls bricked, making it a proper living

space. Still basic; a small cooker, two single beds for each one of them, a wardrobe and

a small television. He uses the public toilets and washes with a garden hose. José

Antonio spent time in prison and had nowhere to reside or a permanent home to go to,

so Ángel Peréz let him stay in this room and ever since it has become his permanent

home. He has no fees to cover, no rates or bills to pay. It is convenient for José Antonio,

as his family have isolated themselves from him due to his six year prison sentence.

Being an eventual worker does not have or enjoy the benefits of the other full-time

workers. He is the last one to get paid and only if the council has enough resources left

over. All eventuales are treated in the same way. He does not get a bonus for Christmas,

Christmas hamper, financial rewards or a pension. He used to be a car painter and has

on several occasions between offered odd jobs to spray and refurbish cars, which he does

with Ángel Peréz’s permission inside or just outside the cemetery. He waits to be

upgraded to a full-time status at some point in the future. José Antonio has an unusual

background and different life history to the other workers. The cemetery became his

workspace, sanctuary and refuge.

Juan Cruz Gonsalez has been an auxiliary gravedigger for one year. He does not

receive a salary and only earns from the extra cash made from exhumations and odd jobs

in refurbishing monuments. He has also made connections with cemetery mourners and

been offered work doing home decorating and general building work. Even though Juan

Cruz only earns from the tasks explained above, this does not stop him from attending

to the cemetery and performing all tasks as if he were a full-time employee. (At first I

thought he was, as he performs the same work schedule and tasks together with full-time

workers). He gets involved in the waste management, exhumations, burials and general

maintenance of the cemetery together with all the other workers. There is no extra cash

for this yet he gets free food and drinks and is the first one to be offered any extra work

that comes into the cemetery. 

Water carriers, cleaners and casual staff are recruited through friendships and

family connections. The above list of persons are not contracted nor paid by the

cemetery and freely offer their services to visitors and mourners on festive and

commemorative days. They can be asked directly by gravediggers to assist and help

them in their daily tasks such as Emelia Contreras’ retired husband, Manuel Rojo Rejon

and their daughter Mrs Alma Rosario Rojo Contreras. They come to help her when it

gets too busy. Guadalupe gets help from her daughter in law, Blanca Elena Moreno and

her grand-daughter (Blanca’s daughter) will assist them both in watering the flower

vassals on the graves. This type of extra help is organised mainly for commemorative

festivities such as the Day of the Dead and Mother’s Day, which are the busiest moments

in the cemetery. 

Florentino Alcaser used to work in the cemetery as an auxiliary helper. About

seven years ago the cemetery cut back on its casual helpers and he was left without

work. Florentino Alcaser, now gets cash tips from cemetery visitors for looking after

their cars parked outside of the cemetery and tells me that he hopes one of these days if

the cemetery ever needs extra help they will think of him first. Florentino Alcaser, has

been lighting the fireworks of the cemetery annual party dedicated to the Virgin of

Guadalupe every 12th of December for many years (see Chap. 7, sect. II, Vol. 2). He still

keeps his badge that he got from the main office giving him the right to work in the

cemetery. He has been stopped by the police for working outside the cemetery as some

of the local residents have complained that he collects tips from visitors. He shows his

official badge to pretend to still be working for the cemetery. Francisco Trujillo now

retired, set up a confectionary shop next to the cemetery entrance to keep him busy and
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active through retirement. His customers are cemetery visitors and the workers of the

cemetery. He mainly sells sweets, fizzy drinks, cigarettes and other small household

items such as washing up liquid, candles and aspirins. He opens similar times as the

cemetery and is usually found with Florentino Alcaser, soaking up the sun while

Florentino Alcaser, earns extra cash for washing clients’ cars. Ángel Peréz’s oldest son

José Rafael Peréz Barrera and works full-time for the department of parks and gardens,

clearing and maintaining public parks. When one of the gravediggers takes a holiday he

steps in and assists in all aspects of cemetery maintenance. For the cemeteries’ largest

events such as Mother’s Day and the Day of the Dead casual teenage boys and girls such

as Guadalupe’s daughter in law and her grand-daughter will turn up and offer their help

to visitors (just as José Luis use to do when he was seven years old), in case they wish

to accept their help for a small tip, either to carry water and/or clean graves.

Manuel Rojo Rejon, assists his wife Emelia Contreras Morales maintain her graves and

also the odd task for Ángel Peréz or José Luis. Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

Squirrels have made the cemetery their home and are fed by the cemetery workers and visitors in

Panteón an Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Juan Cruz Gonsalez

Gravedigger: Known as Juan.

Jose Antonio Falcon Espition 

Night Watchman: known as Mala Fé.

Ángel Pérez Rafael

Administrator: Known as Ángel.

Isabel Ramo Mora

Gravedigger: Known as Chavela

José Luis Yañez Martinez

Site Manager: Known as Jose Luis

Fernando Rosas Ceron

Gravedigger: Known as el Banano.

Emelia Contreras Morales

Gravedigger:  Known as la Morena.

Guadalupe Contreras Morales

Gravedigger: Known as Lupes.

Benjamin Sandia Gutriérrez 

Night Watchman: know as Benjamin.

Office Manager:  Marco Antonio Cerrano Alvarado

Known as Marco Antonio, office manager of the Unidad

Departamental de Panteónes of Álvaro Obregón.. Has been

managing the cemeteries and workers of Álvaro Obregón for

over 15 years and weekly visits them. Deals with general

enquiries both by cemetery workers as well as general public. 

Unit  Coordinator: Martin Colin Hernandez

Known as Martin Colin, looks after the administration of

cemeteries in Álvaro Obregón. Martin Colin weekly visits the

cemeteries, at times with Marco Antonio to discus the general

running of the cemeteries and assist in its logistics and

paperwork.

Álvaro Obregón Cemetery Head off ice  admnistrative staff

Panteón San Rafael  admnistrative staff  

and Gravediggers

Panteón San Rafal, administration and workers, Mexico City 2006/7
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Blanca Elena Moreno, helps her mother in law Guadalupe Contreras

Morales clean monuments and graves for Mother’s Day and the Day

of the Dead. Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, 10 May 2007.
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Francisco Trujillo spends his retirement selling goods to visitors and workers of the cemetery, Panteón

San Rafael, Mexico City, December 2007.
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Alma Rosario Rojo Contreras, helps her mother Emelia Contreras Morales clean graves for the Day of the

Dead. Alma has a new born child and family buried in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, October 2007.

Panteón San Rafael commemorates the anniversary of the Virgin of Guadalupe every year on the 12

December. Florentino Alcoser, was an ex-auxiliary gravedigger and now looks after visitor’s cars at the

entrance of Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, 12 Decmber 2007.
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Guadalupe’s grand-daughter helps carry

water for flower vases on Mother’s Day,

Mexico City, 10 May 2007.

Ángel’s son José Rafael Peréz Barrera and his family,

outside Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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The trade union of classical musicians have their own section next to ANDA for their members in Panteón

Jardín, Mexico City 2007.
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4.7 Panteón Jardín de Mexico

I do not look too deeply into the logistics of running Panteón Jardín as I use this

cemetery to make some comparisons with Panteón San Rafael in order to bring a

different perspective to funerary rituals, work practices and the diversity of attitudes and

different types of bonds and meanings given to the dead in Mexico City. Covering fully

both cemeteries would not be possible in this research project (and it is not part of the

research objectives). I will keep returning to this cemetery throughout the thesis and

bring to light further analyses of this cemetery and other spaces of the dead in Álvaro

Obregón.

Panteón Jardín, a modern multi-faith cemetery built in 1932 and is a prime

example of how the social rituals that exist in the spaces of the living are reflected

through the spatiality and location of the dead. The cemetery houses some of the

richest, poorest and many famous members of Mexican society and contemporary elite

such as actors, musicians, politicians and members of the upper-classes, occupying the

same landscape, subdivided according to their membership and status. The land for the

cemetery was initially owned privately and even though it is managed by the local

authority, it is still regarded as a private cemetery (open to the public). Tall grand

monuments house its multi-faith inner compartments (cemeteries within a cemetery).

Different burial concessions have been established within a Christian landscape,

including a space for Jewish burial, an enclosure for Mexican actors, for musicians and

other cooperatives and social groups that have hired spaces in the cemetery for its

members. 

Segregation in Panteón Jardín is an important and differentiating factor to

Panteón San Rafael. Prior (1989) suggests that a “spatial distribution is also symbolised”

in the cemetery layout of graves and its private spaces. The distribution of the dead in

Panteón Jardín is designed according to religious affiliation, club membership, social

status (not always so evident or notable in the location of the grave but more on its

visual presence – large tombs and graves, marble rather than stone, elaborate material

objects and architecture) yet in the same outer enclosure the poor, rich and famous can
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still lay next to each other in Panteón Jardín. Economic, political influences or

membership are required for the dead to enter these spaces. Families who own graves in

perpetuity can resell their graves to other families (if the grave is inside an enclosure

then resale must be to another member), for a higher price than in Panteón San Rafael

and working class families cannot afford to enter this cemetery to bury their dead. 

Although entry into Panteón Jardín is primarily achieved through family ties,

acquisition or cooperative membership, the type of grave is determined by other factors.

For example, the prominence and grandeur of a famous actor’s grave is determined by

their level of fame and by the extent to which they were honoured in their lives (with the

exception of the grave of Padro Infante, see Sect. 4.8). There is also a distinction made

between administrative staff who work for the film and media industry and the actors.

They are not buried side by side. Many lesser known actors or members of the

association of actors end up in wall niches unless older established or wealthier families

have been able to purchase a burial space for the family elsewhere. Marco Antonio

explains that the less well-known actors and the ones who have become well known for

playing evil parts in films are not normally found buried next to actors who have become

national icons. I was shown many graves by Marcos that demonstrate what has been

discussed. These were a stark reminder that even in the cemetery, differences of class,

fame and status are reproduced through the segregation of the graves.

Now that the cemetery is full, a new area of land has been designated near

Panteón Jardín, called Nuevo Panteón Jardín (New Panteón Jardín). Other families that

have migrated or moved further away from the cemetery who find it too far to visit are

now exhuming their graves and/or cremating their dead in order to move them closer to

home, either in their local church's wall niches or funeral parlour’s wall niches. Daily

routines of Panteón Jardín are different from Panteón San Rafael. Visits are still

common every day and on festive days, yet this is only done by some families. As

discussed previously, not all Mexicans visit their dead regularly and this cemetery is a

classic example of this division of care taken towards their dead by diverse

communities coming from different class and religious backgrounds.

“I am planning to exhume my mother and keep her closer to me. . . my local church has new
wall niches I could use. . . if my mother is closer to me then I could visit her more often.” 

Wall niches and family mausoleums in Pateón Jardín, Mexico City 2007.
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Asociación Nacional de Actores, ANDA (The National Association of Actors) is the Mexican actors

guild started as an independent union in 1934. They have their own section in Panteón Jardín for their

members,Mexico City 2007.

In Panteón Jardín the organisation of work is stricter. Workers are allocated plots and

areas that they manage on their own. Gravediggers or landscape gardeners do not cross

over unless it is to assist or help colleagues. Any odd jobs for cash have to be kept

within their allocated plots. The office also takes a mandatory annual fee of about five

hundred Mexican pesos to all grave owners, this is not the case in Panteón San Rafael.

The fee covers the daily cleaning and general maintenance of the cemetery communal

spaces. There are additional fees that are seen as voluntary tips made by mourners for

extended help received to look after particular graves or mausoleums. Ultimately the

grave, mausoleums or tombs are the responsibility of its owner or leaseholder (see Chap.

5, Vol. 1). Office staff only administer the office, as Panteón Jardín is about six to eight

times larger than Panteón San Rafael and the paper work is correspondingly more

demanding. The office administration is only employed at that level and the office

workers do not mix as easily as they do in Panteón San Rafael. I have been advised that

many do not even walk through the cemetery or visit the graves and have no knowledge

about the cemetery other than their office administrative duties.

Panteón Jardín is also well known by workers and visitors for being dangerous.

As a much larger space, there are many quiet pockets and visitors could easily find

themselves isolated. Mourners visiting the far end of the cemetery have been robbed

either at knife or gunpoint. The cemetery is so large that it has roads enabling cars to

drive into and around the cemetery. Criminals enter in their cars or motorbikes

pretending to be mourners and leave too fast for the victim to raise the alarm. At the far

end of the cemetery behind the actors' enclosure, criminals jump over the wall and attack

visitors. It is a twenty minute walk downhill to raise the alarm. 

These unlawful acts happen in daylight and throughout the night. Panteón Jardín

is used by wealthier families. Larger sums of money are spent on the funerary

ceremonies, on the graves and coffins that attract robbers to violate the cemetery, the

grave and the dead. Many graves and mausoleums are broken into soon after a burial.

Graves are also reopened, coffins taken out and stolen, even the clothing from the dead

body is taken. These items are sold, coffins refurbished and resold, ornaments or items

left to accompany the body, like rosaries, crosses or other religious ornaments,
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jewellery, gold teeth, whatever that can be found of value is stolen from the grave and

the naked body of the dead dumped back into the empty grave. Security has been

increased, but the cemetery is so large that all its areas cannot be covered throughout the

evening and night. Night watchmen are so worried for their safety, as robbers are armed

and arrive in large groups, that many robberies go unnoticed.

The Jewish community acquired a burial space inside Panteón Jardín. The Jewish

burial ground is surrounded by eight feet high walls, which separate it from the Christian

cemetery areas. Inside there is a further division into two separate enclosures. On the left

is enclosure for the Ashkenazi Jews and Sephardic Jews are on the right, separated from

each other by a further eight feet wall and a row of tall trees. Their monuments also

differ in size and form and their dead bodies do not cross boundaries. Each space has its

own entrance, with large metallic gates locked to the general public. The section for

Sephardic Jews has barbed wire over its gates and walls, its door permanently closed and

entry only via appointment. The section for Ashkenazi Jews has a smaller metallic door

that I have often noticed opened, entry can be made yet the door is closed in the

afternoons. The Jewish community has a dedicated gravedigger and gatekeeper who has

worked in this section for over twenty-four years. Although a Roman Catholic, he works

only in the Jewish enclosure and is not involved in dealing with graves outside it (the

reason as to why this might be is not known). To be buried inside these enclosures a

person needs to be Jewish and most importantly a member of its fraternity (Mexican

Jewish association or group). Other than to administer the rights to a funeral and the

burial of a dead person the rest of the year the cemetery rarely receives visitors. The

gatekeeper explains that it is often and almost always empty during Mexican yearly

festivities, including Mothers Day or the Day of the Dead. It is the only section of the

cemetery that does not have flowers over its elaborate white marble engraved graves.

Looking at the cemetery from a sky view the Jewish sections stand out of the map as one

big large white block. Both these sections have been full for some time now and the

Jewish community has acquired another section for newer burials in the Nuevo Panteón

Jardín. Many members of the Jewish community have bought their graves in the new

cemetery as they are aware of how fast they sell out and how quickly they become full.

“Both sections of the Jewish cemetery are full . . . rarely do you see mourners visiting 

their dead even less for the Day of the Dead.”

A Catholic gravedigger looks after the Jewish cemetery, Panteón Jardín, 2005.
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Just like the Christian examples it is not enough that a family or a person belongs to

either of the two Jewish communities mentioned above, social clubs, associations or

other religious groups. It is crucial that the dead person should also have family links to

those buried there. If a family member has argued and broken ties with their family, and

the owner of the grave does not give permission for a dead body to be buried, even if

they are siblings, the body cannot be buried in the same space. In this event relatives will

have forty-four hours to find a space for their dead, cremate or keep the body in a

morgue till such a time comes that a grave can be located (see Chap. 5, Vol. 1). Extended

family or close friends of the deceased can be called on to assist or the dead migrated

outside the Capital. The only added difference to the Jewish burial grounds in this

context is that if there is a mixed marriage of a Jewish member and non-Jewish member

then the non-Jewish member cannot enter the Jewish cemetery. He or she will have to

remain outside its walls in the Christian section. 

Sindicato de Trabajadores de Molinos para Nixtamal (The trade union of Molino workers) have their own

section for their members in Panteón Jardín, Mexico City 2007.
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The Jewish cemetery is split into two sections, one for the Ashkenazi  Jews on the left and another for

the Sephardic Jews on the right. The sections are seperated by eight foot walls and barbed wire and are

also seperated from the non-Jewish community and general public. Panteón Jardín, Mexico City 2007.
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“It’s dangerous at the top of the hill. . . it’s very isolated up there. . . 
many mourners have been robbed and mausoleums broken into.”

Wall niches and family mausoleums in Pateón Jardín, Mexico City 2007.
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“I miss her so very much. . . I come here to talk to her. . . how much her absence hurts. . .
one day we will be together again.” 

Wall niches in Pateón Jardín, Mexico City 2007.

Wall niches inside a family mausoleum, Pateón Jardín, Mexico City 2007.
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4.8 Visual  case study of  Panteón Jardín 

4.8.1 Remembering Pedro

As an illustration of the way the exemplary dead are accommodated in Panteón Jardín I

present the case of a famous Mexican actor musician José Pedro Infante Cruz. The case

illustrates the specialised attempts to reflect the complex interactions of fame, social

class and friendship. Pedro Infante was born on the 18th November 1917 and died on the

15th of April 1957 in a plane crash while flying himself to Mexico City. Prior his death

he appeared in more than sixty films and recorded about three hundred and fifty songs.

Pedro Infante has become an idol and iconic figure in Mexican popular culture. Every

year on the anniversary of his death thousands of people gather together with the

national media in Panteón Jardín to pay tribute to him and his legacy. His films are

continually replayed on national television and his songs are played on the radio. Marco

Antonio explains that Infante’s body is buried outside the enclosure for famous actors

because Infante’s family had acquired their family grave outside the Actors enclosure

and the family wished his body to remain within the family grave. Infante’s followers

have embraced this decision as it means that he became one of them. An Idol who even

at death did not abandon his roots, this has turned his grave into a national shrine where

people pay tribute to a national icon with daily visits. 

The following visual narrative is a social documentary of the commemoration of

the 50th anniversary of his death that attracted thousands of followers, celebrities and

family members to his grave in Panteón Jardín.
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Restoration of Infante’s grave for his 50th anniversary, April 2007.
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Y sin embargo sigues, unida a mi existencia 

y si vivo cien años, cien años pienso en ti. 

And yet you remain embraced in my existence

and if I live one hundred years, a hundred years I will think of you.

Pasaste a mi lado, con gran indiferencia 

Tus ojos ni siquiera, voltearon hacia mi 

Te vi sin que me vieras, te hable sin que me oyeras 

Y toda mi amargura, se ahogó dentro de mi. 

You walked by myside, with an air of indifference

Your eyes did not even turn towards me

I saw you without you seeing me, I spoke to you without you hearing me

and all my bitterness, drowned inside of me.

‘Cien Años’ (one hundred years)
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Ahora les voy a cantar,

A las niñas por bonitas,

A las viejas por viejitas,

Y a mi amor por olvidar

Tantas flores en el flan,

Tantas aves en el cielo,

Tantas tórtolas en vuelo,

Pero cuánto gavilán.

Zopilotes a volar,

Presumido el gavilán,

Las palomas de San Juan,

Lo pueden desplumar.

Solo quiero contemplar,

Sus ojitos y besar,

Su boquita sin igual,

Que me hace tanto mal.

Maldita sea mi suerte (Cursed Be My Luck)
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Irma Infante, Pedro’s daughter meeting her fathers fans at the cemetery, 15th April 2007.
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Si la vida es un jardín 

las mujeres son las flores

el hombre es el jardinero

que corta de las mejores 

Yo no tengo preferencia 

por ninguna de las flores 

me gusta cortar de todas 

me gusta ser mil amores 

El Mil Amores: Pedro Infante 1954
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Lupita Infante meeting her father’s fans at the cemetery, 15th April 2007.
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The day after Infante’s commemorative celebration, 15th April 2007.
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Amorcito Corazón

Amorcito corazón

yo tengo tentación

de un beso

que se prenda en el calor

de nuestro gran amor

mi amor.

Yo quiero ser

un solo ser

y estar contigo

te quiero ver

en el querer

para soñar.

En la dulce sensación

de un beso mordelón

quisiera

amorcito corazón

decirte mi pasión

por ti.

Compañeros en el bien y el mal

ni los años nos podrán pesar

amorcito corazón 

serás mi amor.

Amorcito Corazón: 

is one of Infante's most famous interpretations.

Written by Manuel Esperón 
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In this chapter I provide a brief ethnographic overview both in text and photographs of the life

experiences of the various daily activities, decisions and labour dynamics of working and

managing the dead in an urban cemetery. Photographic narratives are particularly useful in

showing the detail and intensity of exhuming graves which text alone would not be able to

provide (see images in pp. 321 to 328, 337 to 356 and 366 to 395). This chapter will

particularly look at the tensions which exist between the choices people have to make when

having to choose between exhuming their graves and cremating their dead (collages in pp. 313

to 314 and 363), together with the mechanics of exhuming and reburying their loved ones in

Panteón San Rafael. The chapter also shows the technical specialisation, professionalism and

logistical management involved in the exhumation of graves and cremation, balanced with

rural family traditions taken into an urban cemetery or funeral parlour plus ethnic practices

from migrant families that have settled in Mexico City (see images in pp. 327 and 328).

5.1 Introduction

Through examples from interviews with the bereaved, mourners and workers, this chapter

addresses how families of a saturated megalopolis and a rapidly changing society have

developed multiple layers of meaning in their dynamic relationships with the dead. Cremation

and reburial are problematic processes that Mexico City is constantly reassessing. The

importance the dead have to the living has practically facilitated and developed dynamic

relationships that cater for this problem. Mexico City, a saturated and heavily populated

megalopolis, has a growing population now exceeding 22.9 million inhabitants, their dead

estimated at almost three thousand per day – more than a million each year.1 This chapter

examines why cremation as a method of disposal of the dead has yet to be widely accepted, and

although it has for many years offered a solution is still met with resistance. It will also discuss

and analyse the common experiences of various interest groups such as religious and cemetery

officials, gravediggers, visitors and mourners of Panteón San Rafael and Panteón Jardín and the

well known cemetery, Panteón Civil de Dolores, a cemetery located in the outskirts of Álvaro

Obregón, thirty minutes drive from Panteón San Rafael. This chapter takes a particular interest

in the social and cultural tools that the communities of Álvaro Obregón have embraced to

enable them to maintain the dead as active participants in the lives and spirituality of the

living and the kinds of negotiations involved in adding new bodies to cemeteries (Hallam and

Hockey 1999/2001, Hockey and Katz 2001). 

Numerous interviews with families in Álvaro Obregón and Mexico City suggested that

the dead act as an expression of social identity and heritage. As discussed in previous chapters

cemeteries are spiritual and memory-making sites (Cannon 2002:193, Nora 1989), where the

presence of the dead helps recall and maintain family unity through social processes found in

these special spaces (Cannon 2002, Francis 2005, Halbwachs 1992). These provide presence to

the dead where dead persons and their ánimas are transformed into active social participants in

the lives of the living (Hallam and Hockey 2001, Reyes-Cortez 2009/10). A dialogue is

created with the dead as a social body, a social dead person and not as a corpse devoid of

spirit, agency or personhood (Connerton 1989, Gell 1998, Seale 1998).

Maria Navarro Magallon’s family chapel, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, 2006.

1 http://www.citypopulation.de/World.html and https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos

/MX.html. Calculated at a death rate of 4.78 deaths per 1,000 persons (2008 est.). November 2009.
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Father Vincent explains that Mexico City’s sudden expansion and population growth is

predominantly due to migration from rural areas over the last two to three generations.6

Migration, particularly in Álvaro Obregón, reached its peak between the 1960s and 1970s but

continues as a steady flow into the city.7 Cecilia who arrived in Álvaro Obregón in the early

1960s suggested, “We did not have housing, sanitation, schools for our children, paved roads,

running water or electricity and many of my neighbours lived in tents while they built their

existing houses.” Many neighbourhoods in Álvaro Obregón grew from the collective

commitment of families migrating from various parts of rural Mexico. Local cemetery officials

explain that this sudden influx of families making the capital their permanent home put

pressure not only on the spaces of the living, but also filled the existing cemeteries that would

have been available for long established local residents. Customs and traditions dedicated to

the dead had to be re-evaluated. On the other hand, placing their dead in existing cemeteries

reaffirmed for newly established families their permanence in the city. As suggested by Hirsh

(1995) the ‘landscape should be conceptualized as a cultural process’; in such a process I

suggest that it is not merely the land or its landscapes such as the cemetery that evoke heritage

or become spaces of social ritual ceremonies but also the experiences and multiple layers of

memory made and left by the living that give the space meaning (Seremetakis 1994). Religious

officials interviewed during my time in Mexico City explained that people’s inter-relationships

and connections to the cemetery are used as a way to preserve heritage and became a crucial

social and cultural platform for the majority of both rural and urban Mexicans. 

While a great deal of pressure has been placed on the capital’s families and authorities

to redevelop funerary practices, secondary mortuary methods and ritual performance in order

to manage the capital’s growing population of ‘dead persons’, there is also an ongoing process

2 ‘Metro’ 31/10/2007: p.3

3 Sebald reminds us of the continuous presence of the dead in our lives.

4 The ‘Mexico City National Cemetery’ was founded four years after the USA-Mexican war. The remains of seven

hundred Irish-American soldiers, who sided with the Mexicans were recovered from their shallow battlefield

graves and buried in a common plot. The space was also set aside for the growing community of US citizens and

ex-patriots. The cemetery was closed down in 1924.

5 Modern mausoleums in Mexico City contain wall niches and act as a contemporary columbaria (a public space

for the storage of cinerary urns).

6 Dean of the Anglican Church in Mexico City and an expert on Mexican contemporary funerary practices.

7 This time span relates to dates given in interviews with families that settled in the borough of Álvaro Obregón,

establishing new colonies such as San Ángel and Copilco.

5 .2 Housing the dead in a megalopolis

Death could be seen as disruptive to the living at the same time that it forms the basis of an

important industry (Becker 1973).2 In Mexico death has turned into a multi million-dollar

business; the sale of commercial coffins has risen to an estimated forty three million US

dollars per year, with a highly complex lucrative and developed economy (see Chap. 7, Vol. 2).

At the same time inhabitants constructed new and different ways of permanently living with

and next to the dead (Sebald 2001).3 Rapid population growth has placed greater stress on the

capital’s burial capacity; many burial sites were closed to make way for the new roads and

higher residential and commercial buildings of the expanding megalopolis. An example of this

is the ‘Mexico City National Cemetery’ in the borough of San Rafael, established for soldiers

fallen in war on the 16th of June 1851.4 It was halved in size in 1976 from two acres to one

acre to make way for the expansion of a highway. 

Panteón Jardín was established in the early 1930s. It is approximately six times the size

of Panteón San Rafael which has just over seven thousand graves and has operated for

seventy five years, with most of its graves reused four to six times (see Chap. 4, Vol. 1).

Rodríguez Álvarez (retired cemetery official) suggested that exhuming graves has become part

of a cultural norm for many new and established families. Now Mexico D.F.’s one hundred and

three government-run cemeteries have exhausted the space available to bury the dead.

Cemetery officials interviewed over a five-year period explained that new spaces are rarely

available in Álvaro Obregón or Mexico City because the sale of graves with perpetual rights

came to an end in the 1970s. Population growth, expanding villages and towns engulf

cemeteries on the outskirts of towns. Expansion is restricted and complicated as Mexico City

either lies over water canals or volcanic rock such as occurs in the graves found in Panteón San

Rafael in which digging is obstructed by volcanic rocks. Alternative solutions to the cemetery

are being tried out in Álvaro Obregón such as Memorial San Ángel, a linen mill turned into a

privately run multi-faith mausoleum in 2006 with its own crematorium, columbaria and

multi-faith chapels.5 Its wall niches can host at least five thousand bodies, with a capacity to

triple its size, and according to its sales manager there is no limit to how high it can be

extended. Memorial San Ángel, boasts that it is the only space dedicated to the dead in the

capital that has a heliport, to enable its VIP mourners wish to arrive undisturbed and in style. 
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of cultural elaboration, innovation and re-invention of mechanisms aimed at preserving the

bases for dynamic and meaningful relationships of the living with their dead (Chesson 2001,

Francis 2005, Hockey and Katz 2001, Young 1999).8 Father Vincent explains, “Many

communities and families found in Mexico City have brought rural funerary practices and

customs into the urban space. These spaces and many of its families are still functioning as

semi-rural sites in an urban setting.” Bloch (1982) and Feeley-Harnik (1991) reminds us of the

importance the dead hold in their own right in this process of reaffirming heritage, social

identity and permanence. As discussed in earlier chapters death, but most importantly the dead

is used by mourners and the bereaved as social, political and cultural tools to assert social

stability, recognition and heritage (Herzfeld 1991, Hirsh 1995, Verdery 1999). Francis (2005)

reminds us that, “for the bereaved who visit cemeteries, these burial grounds are special, sacred

spaces of personal, emotional and spiritual reclamation where the shattered self can be ‘put

back in place’.” As suggested by Cannon (2002:192) the spatial landscapes and shared ritual

experience maintained by the living in the cemetery and alternative spaces to house the dead

become “the basis for collective memory that transcends personal memory.” I suggest that the

collective still provides the possibility for personal experiences to be practiced and shared. 

8 I use the concept of ‘dead person’ rather than the ‘diseased’, ‘corpse or cadaver’ as I hope to expand the

interpretation of the ‘dead person’. I argue that people do not stop being part of a social system because they have

died or when the bio-body ceases to exist.

marcel  a reyes -cortez

Text: ‘LOOKING FOR A HOME?’

Concrete blocks used to separate coffins, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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“I do not want to be cremated”   why?
“because it will hurt”

Emelia Contreras, Panteón San Rafael, 2007. 
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5.3 Resist ing cremation as  a  form 

of  disposing of  the dead

Cremation was practised by pre-Hispanic communities and is now the preferred choice for

many contemporary middle and upper class urban families (Balderas 2007, Gillespie 2002,

Manzanilla 2002:57, Ramos de Viesca 2002:581).9 It would seem valuable for an over-

populated megalopolis to use cremation to cope with its ever-expanding living communities

and growing population of dead persons. It was not until 1909 that Dr. Eduardo Liceaga who

inaugurated the first crematorium in Panteón Civil de Dolores. Ramos de Viesca (2002)

explains that there were three main reasons why cremation did not take on greater popularity:

religious beliefs and practices, the retention of legal evidence and the growing science of

anthropology in Mexico (anthropologists felt they might lose material for their laboratories).

Yet today the choice of cremation versus inhumation is still not as straightforward as it seems,

even though across Mexico the Catholic Church has publicly accepted it. Many family

members of new city communities find it hard to adjust to urban social values and systems and

have told Father Vincent that the local religious officials in their village still do not accept or

promote cremation to dispose of a dead person. Many mourners still want clarity on whether it

is against God, or whether their dead will go to heaven if their bodies are burned. Sir Raymond

Firth (in Francis 2005:xvi) suggests that from a western perspective “If there was ever any

notion that cremation was reminiscent of the flames of hell consuming sinners, it has now

disappeared.” This is not always the case even in a modern contemporary setting such as

Mexico City as I have found several cases in which cremation is feared and not trusted. Various

families that I have met including many cemetery workers maintain customs and rituals rooted

in their rural life and found in communities in remote villages or small towns. Many mourners

argue that even if the person transformed into an ánima, that the transformation would have the

same visual and symbolical form that it had when the person was alive. This, Father Vincent

argues, is an important reason why so many families in Mexico do not approve of cremation,

as it might mean that the ánima might transform into a burned/deformed being. The above

belief is strong and many sincerely believe that the level of care placed in preparing and

burying the dead will reflect on how restful an existence they would have in the after life.

Religious officials I interviewed, particularly those who work and serve middle and

upper class families, find it hard to accept that cremation might not be a preferred option and

more widely practised by contemporary urban Mexicans, particularly when they have seen it

grow in popularity in the communities they serve. What they have overlooked in their

reflections is that about 50-60% of Mexico’s population lives on or below the poverty line.10

Poverty sets limits on choices and these communities are less well connected to cosmopolitan,

middle-class debates and religious or secular values. As described earlier many recent

immigrants to the capital maintain strong links to rural communities and forms of worship, that

as we have seen, tend to be suspicious about the practices of cremation. The Catholic Church

is now diplomatically recovering a form of management and income that was taken away from

them in 1859 through the Reform Laws (Leyes de Reforma) (see Chap. 3, Vol. 1). Religious

temples across the capital are capitalising by refurbishing their basements and hiring out wall

niches. New funeral parlours, mausoleums and columbaria have been constructed and

established all around Mexico City to manage cremation and host cinerary urns. The wall

niches under the Basilica of Guadalupe are full and prompted the development in 2007 of the

newest and largest mausoleum opposite the Basilica of Guadalupe. This will have enough room

to host eighty thousand Guadalupeños (devotees of the Virgin of Guadalupe) (see Chap. 4, Vol. 1).

Gabriel is around eighty years old and worked for the capital’s cemetery head office

when it was still centralised over forty years ago (now they are managed by local boroughs).11

Apart from religious reasons, Gabriel said, many other unresolved practical issues prevent

cremation being accepted more fully. “At the moment, Mexico City has five functioning

crematoria with one or two ovens in each… The city has officially been cremating ever since I

can remember. The most famous cemetery is Panteón Civil de Dolores established in 1875 in

which no new graves have been created since 1975.” Mr Garcias, from Funerarias Garcias

argues that the original and existing ovens have not been able to cope with the growing

demand. When an oven has a turnaround of about five to six bodies per day, that’s about sixty

cremations daily across the capital (see Chap. 4, Vol. 1). “We are trying to encourage a culture

of cremation,” explains Veronica Hernandez Guadarrama, head of Panteón Civil de Dolores.

9 Some pre-Hispanic communities practiced cremation as part of their funerary ceremonies until it was

prohibited by the Spanish Christian colonial government. It was re-established in 1877 for the incineration of

animals by the Upper Health Council (el Consejo Superior de Salubridad).

10 New York Times: Free-Market Upheaval Grinds Mexico's Middle Class, by Ginder Thompson, Published:

Wednesday, September 4, 2002.

11 Worked for forty years as an office coordinator and sub manager for the cemeteries of the capital, when they

were centrally managed from the Cemetery of Dolores over twenty years ago.
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Even though the crematoria have been refurbished and they now have four crematoria, Panteón

Civil de Dolores cannot cope with more than six to seven bodies per day; by comparison, at

least ten dead persons are buried a day in reused graves (Telgel 2009). 

As the above suggests, the capital’s resources are not only saturated with regard to

burial, but are also working at full capacity in terms of cremations. This has a number of

consequences, “Most of the ovens are breaking down,” says Marco Antonio, office manager of

Álvaro Obregón’s cemetery head office. Yet in Panteón San Rafael the urns that are taken into

the cemetery either to be stored in wall niches or buried in family graves are small in number

in comparison to the preferred practice of earth burial. Gabriel said, “We only have to look at

the figures and realise that even though cremation exists and is actively practised, the civil

crematoria in the capital could never cope with the high number of dead persons the capital

produces … and due to new pollution laws introduced in Mexico City, many new crematoria

have to be established and run outside the capital.” This decreases accessibility and increases

costs, putting the option of commuting beyond the reach of many residents of the capital who

live on or below Mexico’s poverty threshold.

Newly established and private crematoria such as Memorial San Ángel may provide an

answer but even here there are problems. The sales manager of Memorial San Ángel explains,

“This is a new business venture for many and costly to run and manage. We have one oven and

it often breaks down and can be out of action for several weeks.” Even when the oven is

functioning, he says, lower-earning families are not able to afford their services. He adds that

there is no room in the capital’s morgues to store thousands of dead bodies that might be

awaiting cremation. However, he explains, “even though there might be no room left in the

capital, the existing system of reburial, as chaotic as it might seem, still manages to organise

itself and just about copes with the high level of dead persons the capital produces per year.” 

I met a small but growing number of residents in the capital, who do not feel the need

to connect to their dead or traditions of burial and cannot see how to relate to what Seale (1998)

describes as a decomposed ‘bio-body’ buried in a grave. They argued that with both cremation

and burial the process of communicating with one’s dead can still be achieved via the ánima.

Mourners who choose cremation as a solution to either the problem of space, finances or as a

personal choice still placed the cinerary urn in a special space, where kinship ties and daily

“When I die I wish my ashes to be placed in a rocket so I can visit

the stars and look down at the earth. ”  

Urns for sale in Memorial San Angel, Álvaro Obegón, Mexico D.F, 2007.
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rituals could be maintained. These could take the form of a shrine, altar or wall niche at home

or in the garden, using flowerpot, cemetery niches, or family graves or mausoleums.12 I would

argue that the connection for many mourners and their families is in locating the areas in which

the ánima can trace its way back to the world of the living, insisting in maintaining and

developing active social bonds and daily rituals with a person’s ashes in order to communicate

with the dead.

Many young urban Mexicans in the capital see cremation as a fashionable choice. Some

upper class Mexicans and first and second generation Mexican European communities regard

the practice of cremation as a refined modern Euro-Mexican practice and also see the disposal

of the dead in a practical way.13 For many young urban families, choosing cremation is more

than a matter of affordability, it is also a practical option. Other than economic reasons,

religious practices and social class, there is also a new wave of migrants from outside the

country with different religious practices, such as Hinduism and Buddhism, who through their

own religious practices, cremate their dead. For Ing. Winston Tseng a Buddhist from Malaysia

the choice between cremation or inhumation is a decision that would already have been

decided due to his funerary practising customs (see Chap. 3, Vol. 1). 

Cremation also makes dead persons mobile. When a family moves out of the city they

might take their dead relatives with them. This process reunites parents, siblings or extended

family members. It is interesting to think or see a family moving home and taking their

furniture, fridge, microwave and their dead relatives in their car. The ashes of Monica M.

Martinez’s dead, such as her late parrot and dogs are buried in a flowerpot she keeps in her

bathroom and takes with her every time she moves residence (her animals are to Monica her

extended family). She adds and will keep adding the ashes of any other pet she has or will have

in the future (a similar procedure to that of human dead persons). She has yet to place ashes of

dead relatives into her plant pot as she has not yet had any deaths from close relatives. Monica

reminds me that for her the spirits of her animals look after her and are part of her life. The

plant that grew from the pot holds for Monica a form of regeneration and, she argues, brings

life from death. She suggests that “death is not the end of her existence” but one that exists

simultaneously, although some might argue that life ends in death. For many mourners, death

seems to regenerate life and it is important to see it as a reciprocal process. Monica does not

have to wait until she dies before she can communicate or interact with her dead pets. She can

now be assisted by their presence and the material culture that has been developed, embraced

and practiced by her (Hallam and Hockey 2001, Reyes-Cortez 2010). Although this might be

seen as an improvisation, her pets still end up buried in the earth inside a pot (a special space

that has become the grave of her pets). I argue that although the traditions might evolve, mutate

and through improvisation might appear different, the essence of extending the domestic spaces

of the dead by either taking the domestic to the dead or the dead to the domestic, in order to

keep the dead present as an extended family member in body and soul, remains the same

through generations. 

Even with a growing number of urban persons using cremation to dispose of their dead,

inhumation is still the first choice for many families in Álvaro Obregón and Mexico City. This

means that great pressure and importance is placed in developing the rituals and practices

surrounding the exhumation and reburial of dead persons together with the relationship that

exists with the dead and the spaces dedicated to host them. Having to reuse a grave or dig up

and re-locate a person’s remains back into the family grave or into family wall niches serves a

multitude of social meanings such as collective and personal preservation, family kinship

relations, local and national heritage and importantly the fragility of memory (Halbwachs

1992).

12 The list of spaces observed that are dedicated to hosting the dead is endless.

13 These persons tend to follow the trends practiced in Europe and the USA.

Monica M. Martinez collage made in

memory of her dead animals. This

poster is placed by her altar next to the

flower pot that contains the ashes of

each of her animals, Mexico D.F. 2007.
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Wall niches in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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A cremation taking place in Panteón Civil de Dolores. First cinerary oven built in Mexico City in 1909,

Mexico City 2007.

Mass given by Father Vincent at Panteón San Rafael. The ashes of José González Niño who died on the 4th

of November 2007 at the age of 85. Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Wall niche of Leopoldo Navarrete Rubio who died in 2007.

Memorial San Angel, Álvaro Obregón, Mexico City 2007.
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Wall niche of Nakamura Katagiri in Memoriales San Angel and Maria del Carmen Vargas, Dragon de Oro,

grocery store. Mexico D.F. 2007.
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5.4 The cemetery and the reburial  of  the dead

An exhumation is a complex, ritualised process and has been considered by mourners in

Panteón San Rafael as emotionally difficult. For a grave to be reused, exhumation becomes a

vital process that gravediggers carry out. Every exhumation and inhumation is unique in its

own way. However, there are patterns shared across the variations in the procedures of

exhumations (see figs. 1, 2 and 3). Mourners generally describe an exhumation in the

following way: it includes the digging up of the earth, removal of its contents such as an old

coffin, and reintroducing the remains of the corpse. Finally a new coffin is laid in the grave

before it is refilled with earth and is then covered with flower arrangements. Although in some

sense cemeteries like Panteón San Rafael and Panteón Jardín are public spaces, there are

mechanisms in place to render some parts within the cemetery more private and hidden from

‘public view’. Gravediggers in Panteón San Rafael explain that many visitors and mourners

only experience the public spaces of the cemetery site or its commemorative rituals and are

unaware of what is happening in the private spaces. There is therefore a general lack of

awareness of what is required in order to keep a cemetery operational. Indeed many residents

of Mexico City are unaware of the problematic and logistical decisions required in reusing and

exhuming a grave and the treatment of a dead person’s decomposed (decomposing) body.

Religious officials like Father Vincent suggest that in many instances families do not face these

issues until they have to manage a new death of their own, and even then the work is

delegated to religious officials, funeral parlours and gravediggers.

As the purpose of the shared family grave is to maintain continuity in the family it

would not be appropriate to remove family members from the space. I suggest that family unity

is paramount for mourners as death is seen as a unifying process and the grave a space in which

the family in time of death can be reunited. Exhumations have their own peculiarity in the

methods and practices used and the transformations are too drastic to disregard as they

transform the inner space and its contents, which include the remains of the dead body plus the

relations with the living. For many mourners it does not necessarily mean changing the

identity of their dead or the space. I suggest that the dead are still considered human beings

even while being transformed by the various stages of decomposition. Even if some people

relate to the dead as spiritual beings the social element is not removed. The social and the

spiritual coexists. The dead did not lose their humanity and dignity through a lack of what we

could understand as active socialisation that could be associated only with the living. For

mourners these tensions do not have an easy solution but it was through their daily activities

and practices that I was able to reflect on such fundamental phenomena (Francis 2005,

Lefebvre 2005). 

Guadalupe Contreras Morales explains that it is a combination of dealing with the death

of a relative and the exhumation of a grave in which several other relatives’ dead bodies

become disrupted and exposed. Gravediggers in Panteón San Rafael explain that today it is rare

to find a family member taking part or performing an exhumation. In 2007 only about 0.5

percent of the exhumations in Panteón San Rafael were witnessed by family members, even

though the cyclical maintenance, management of graves and its monuments is the

responsibility of titleholders, both perpetual owners and leaseholders. Ángel Pérez Rafael,

manager of Panteón San Rafael explains, “This was not the case about thirty years ago. A

higher percentage of families used to manage their own exhumations and inhumations. The

inhumation of a dead person was predominantly carried out by the male members of the

family assisted by the gravediggers” (Reyes-Cortez 2009).14

If a gravedigger’s family member dies they themselves do not take part in the

exhumation of their family grave. In Panteón San Rafael most of the gravediggers have been

exhuming graves for over twenty-five years and they have family graves in Panteón San

Rafael. Both Emelia and her sister, Guadalupe Contreras, explain that it is a difficult and a

painful process to have to exhume their own family. When Emelia’s and Guadalupe’s mother

died in 2004 they both helped remove the family ornaments, monuments and grave decorations

however when it came to the exhumation itself, they did not participate and left the cemetery

to manage the funeral ceremonies and grieve. Emelia explained, “To have to add to the pain

and trauma of our loss, the exhumation of a father or mother would only add to the pain we are

already feeling. To have to exhume a relative who is still decomposing is too much to have to

experience,” even though it is her profession and she has been witnessing and partaking in

these processes almost daily for many years. To see a relative being taken out of the grave in a

high level of decomposition is a process few family members in Álvaro Obregón wish to

witness. Many mourners do not wish to have the image of a decomposed body as the last image

of a relative. Religious officials explain that in the past (about thirty to forty years ago)

14 Through pilot projects in rural spaces of Mexico, I experienced and witnessed a greater percentage of family

and friends take part in exhumations and inhumations, as in the town of San Juan de Yayee in Oaxaca.
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exhumations were not as frequent and a longer period of time lapsed if a coffin had to be

exhumed. Wooden coffins were the norm and the body decomposed faster, so if a family

assisted an exhumation it was little of the body remains that were actually witnessed. The

coffin had disintegrated and few body remains were visible. Exhuming the dead was a less

visibly traumatic experience than it is now. The work of exhumation and treatment of the body

is not always a solemn process. It is treated with practicality, professionalism, speed and

emotional detachment and sensitivity. The only occasion that I did not see them joke and laugh

was when they had to exhume the grave of someone they knew personally (the former

cemetery night watchman). In this instance it was difficult for them to detach their emotions

about the ‘corpse’ from the social person they all knew so well.

It is not common practice to mix dead persons outside the family network, except in

extraordinary circumstances. When a family itself is unable to locate a usable grave there may

be the option of borrowing one from a friend; when the seven-year legal limit for exhumation

has elapsed the grave can be exhumed and the dead reunited within their own family grave. A

friend’s mother died and her family did not have access to a grave and could not afford to

purchase a used exhumed grave in the capital. A family friend lent their grave until my friend

was able to purchase a family grave. This family however had a death of their own within the

first three years and urgently required the use of their family grave. My friend had to obtain a

court order to exhume her mother and relocate the body to a newly acquired grave. A legal

official, a police officer and two others, at least one of whom had to be a direct family

member, had to attend and witness the exhumation. She explained that the procedure and

experience of exhuming has remained a painful reminder.15 “Flash-backs of that day are

constantly in my mind,” and she explains she cannot separate her recollection of the

exhumation and her ability to imagine her mother as a social presence. Experiencing the

exhumation of her mother greatly complicated this process. 

The in crease in popularity of exhumations in Mexico City create new challenges and

has developed greater need to elaborate commemorative rituals and embrace tools such as

material objects, photographs and in many cases mourners extended their domestic practices to

the cemetery (Reyes-Cortez 2010). I reiterate throughout my thesis that the photograph has

assisted urban mourners to remember and visualise the dead not as corpses or cadavers but as

‘social persons’. What it has also done is to reinforce the meanings that exist between families

with the dead and it’s ánima (Hallam and Hockey 2001, Metcalf and Huntington 1979).

15 The metal coffin placed in a cemented grave preserved for a longer period of time the body that decomposed

at a slower rate.

“The cemetery is the most serene place I have known.”

Isabela Ramo Mora takes to the rubbish dump the remains of an exhumation, Panteón San Rafael, 2007.
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Fig. 1. Recycling and exhuming two level graves in Panteón San Rafael

Sect 1: Most of the graves in

Panteón San Rafael come in the

shape above. The bottom coffins

are about 20-40 years old and

smaller in size. They have been

placed inside a brick enclosure.

Covered with rock or concrete

slabs. There is enough room for a

coffin to enter over it, but not

enough room for a third coffin.

Sect 2: In an exhumation all the

internal elements in the grave are

removed. The grave is emptied

and inner walls squared to make

room for bigger size coffins. A

hole is made at the bottom of the

grave so if wished families could

place their exhumed bodies at the

bottom of the grave.

Sect 3: This graph shows how the

grave takes shape after an

exhumation, two coffins neatly

fit into the new grave and there is

enough room for a third coffin if

required. Exhumed bodies remain

at the bottom of the grave to keep

decomposing and integrating into

the land. These graves give

enough space for a family to stay

together after death.
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Fig. 2. Recycling and exhuming concrete three level graves in Panteón San Rafael

Many families have decided to redevelop their perpetual graves by concreting the walls of the grave,

increasing the depth to easily cater for three coffins. The opening at the bottom is free into the earth

maintaining the decomposition of exhumed dead persons bones, which are placed there. The concrete graves are

divided by concrete slabs which split the coffins into their sections. A small amount of wet earth is used to seal

each slot preventing fumes from the decaying corpsees to escape through the concrete enclosure. This is an

extra cost for a family yet they save money in future exhumations as the gravediggers do not have the labour of

digging the earth out of a grave. Fewer workers are needed and inhumations are also made easier. 
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Fig. 3. Tools used for an exhumation

1. Pico - Used for opening hard ground.

2. Pala derecha - Spade used for planing the surface of the earth.

3. Pala cuchara - Spade used for digging stony ground. The point enters

the ground more easily but it takes less earth than the pala cuadrada.

4. Pala cuadrada - Spade used for general digging, good for earth that has

been loosened and with no or few small stones. This is also used for

cement and earth mixing.

5. Talacho - Like the pico, but with a chisel point at one end. Used for

cutting into roots and tree trunks.

6. Barreta - A large metal pole with a flat end. This is used for lifting

monu ments. In two sizes, depending on the size of the monuments.   

7. Lámina or Cuña - Used for removing the earth that sticks to the spades.

8. The cemetery has four large wheelbarrels and four small ones.

9. Two hachas - Used for cutting tree trunks and roots.

10. Two machetes - Used for cutting plants, bushes and pruning plants.

11. Marrón - A large hammer for large rocks and cement ornaments and

objects.

12. Marro - A heavy moon shaped hammer used for cutting into stones

13. Cuñas - Large chisels of 40cm long, plus.

14. Cachuelas - Small chisel like hammer with a flat ends and a cut in the

middle of each end. Used for engraving cement monuments.

15. Rope - Made of the maguey cactus. used for lifting heavy objects that

are needed to be removed without breaking them. Also used for removing

coffins.

16. Meter - Used for measuring the grave.
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Exhumation: Removing the brick enclosure around the lowest coffin, Panteón San Rafael, 2007.
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Cemetery worker making wall niches, image taken during pilot research, Álvaro Obregón, Mexico City 2005. Cemetery worker making wall niches, image taken during pilot research, Álvaro Obregón, Mexico City 2005. 

Graves are full in Mexico City and wall niches are required to place exhumed or cremated bodies. 
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Cemetery gravedigger, image taken during pilot research, Álvaro Obregón, Mexico City 2005. Cemetery gravedigger, image taken during pilot research, Álvaro Obregón, Mexico City 2005. 
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Isabel Ramo waiting for her turn to exhume a grave, image taken during pilot research, Álvaro Obregón,

Mexico City 2005. 

José Luis waiting for his turn to exhume a grave, image taken during pilot research, Álvaro Obregón, Mexico

City 2005. 
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“I could not bring my son flowers or eat by his side, you are not allowed in the army cemetery.

Now we can all visit him regularly and bring him presents for the Day of the Dead.”

Mother of soldier is assisted by Emelia Contreras to bury his ashes on the surface of a borrowed grave

belonging to a family friend, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
Gravediggers manually exhume graves in Panteón San Rafael. Isabel Ramo Mora, Jose Luis Yañez and Fernando

Rosas Ceron, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2004.
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Juan Cruz removes rock slabs to reach the coffin inside a brick
container, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Emelia Contreras separating bones from clothing. The bones are returned back into

the grave and the clothing material treated as waste. Panteón San Rafael, 2007.
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Isabel Ramo Mora exhuming the body of Panteón San

Rafael’s ex-night watchman, Panteón San Rafael, 2007.

marcel  a reyes -cortez rebury i ng  and cremati ng

. . . Morira, morira, moriraaa 

Morira el palomo porque asi es la muerte cuando hay soledad 

Mirara hacia el cielo te vera volando te dara las gracias por eso recuerdos 

y al cruzar las alas que te acobijaron augaran sueños que no despertaron . . .

Song: ‘La Muerte del Palomo’ by Juan Gabriel played by Mariachis in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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The exhumation of Panteón San Rafael’s

ex-night watchman, Mexico City 2007.
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The exhumed bodies of father and son are placed into separate

bags to be added to the feet of a new coffin to be buried that same

afternoon. The Paredes’ family grave, Panteón San Rafael, 2007.
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5.5 The logist ics  of  exhuming and reusing family graves

There are two ways of having access to graves; either as a title-holder who owns a grave in

perpetuity or leases one from the cemetery head office (see Chap. 7, Vol. 2). One family

member will hold the certificate giving rights to the space. Whoever holds the deeds has a final

say in what happens to the grave and who is buried there. The ownership of the grave with

perpetuity can be transferred to other family members or sold to other persons outside the

family. The argument to stop the sale of new graves with perpetuity was that there was no land

left for everyone in the capital to own his or her own grave in perpetuity. Cemetery officials

argue that now new cemetery spaces are issued strictly on a rental basis. If in future these

cemeteries are needed for urban redevelopment, the local authority could ask for the land to be

returned and families would have to remove and relocate their dead.

Ángel Pérez Rafael and José Luis Yañez explain that a great problem is that many

families or titleholders forget to pay their renewal fees. If the cemetery management notices

that a grave has passed its allocated period unpaid, the grave can be exhumed and the space

Coffins are thrown away after their bodies are exhumed, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, 2007.Coffin after an exhumation, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, 2007.

16 The sums involved are dependant on individual cases and information cemetery managers do not provide.

taken over and leased to a different family. The exhumed person/s will be placed at the bottom

of the grave until the family returns to claim their dead. If left for too long then the dead

bodies of the new family will be placed on top of the bones of the exhumed family. This is a

tricky situation not uncommon in other cemeteries of Mexico City, Gabriel explains:

“managers are often stretching the rules and at times agreeing to bury a person in a grave

without seeing the title deeds or without the permission of its owner.” Other managers sell old

“historic” graves for underhand cash payments, hoping that the graves are too old and their

owners will not return to use them. Some managers have also taken it for granted that because

the dead person belongs to the same kinship group, it is acceptable to bury a relative in the

family grave. Underhand payments help the managers to overlook important details.16

An example of such irregularity was witnessed in 2007 when a family turned up at the

office of Panteón San Rafael for advice. They had the perpetual title deeds to their family grave

and a recent death in the family (their father). On the day of burial the family realised the

ceremony could not be carried out as the cemetery had recently buried a different person in the
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same grave and by law 7 years have to elapse before a new body can be buried. The person

buried was a relative of their father, who was not on talking terms with the family of the

titleholder. Even though they were from the same extended family, branches of the family

quarrelled (they were aware of their relative’s death but not that the burial had taken place in

their grave). 

The above case emphasizes that the spaces of the dead can and do reflect the problems

faced by the living (Hallam and Hockey 1999/01, Silverman 2007). Shondell and Rivera

(2006:348) suggest that “burial sites are centrally significant to a community’s sense of well

being” and are social sites that “reflect the conditions and social realities of the surrounding

community both past and present.” Social and political issues are taken to the cemeteries in

which the sacredness of the grave is not sacrosanct but relative to unforeseen circumstances

(Silverman 2007).

In March 2007, after twenty years of burial a cemented grave was exhumed. A woman’s

body was removed from a high quality metallic coffin. The outside of the coffin was well

preserved and as good as new. The woman’s clothing had not deteriorated and her body had

been well preserved yet was still covered in the carcasses of the worms that had consumed the

inside and the top of her body. When she was undressed we could see that her back still had

her leathered skin attached to her bones, with minimal decomposition. Her clothing was intact,

almost new, her hair and nails well preserved. The coffin had a tight seal and it stopped the

body liquids from evaporating and being released. The further the description of an

exhumation, the more unpleasant and emotional it becomes and the harder it is to deal with. It

is not surprising how this practice would not have been a pleasant or healthy way for a family

to see a relative. When I experienced this exhumation I understood why so many families do

not wish to partake in exhumations. A traumatic and disturbing experience even for me as a

relatively new member of the space yet with some developed level of familiarisation to

exhumations. Marco Antonio explains, “Life in urban spaces has changed our ability to deal

with such painful experiences and, even more, prevent us from partaking in them.” 

From pilot research projects in rural areas it seamed that many rural families do

actively participate in the exhumations of members of their family. In remote villages such as

San Juan de Yayee, Oaxaca, grave digging is not a profession. Taking part in an exhumation is

part of daily life, a social funerary custom and more accepted than in urban areas. In rural areas

cemeteries are not as saturated and it is unlikely that a family would have to exhume a grave

within the first seven years. These factors enable a more active participation in exhumations by

families and their friends.

In 2007 Mr Ramirez came to Panteón San Rafael to oversee the exhumation of one of

the family graves he inherited from his grandparents, in order to reuse it and bury his

sister-   in-law that same afternoon. His family did not have their own grave and it would have

been too expensive to purchase one outside the capital. While we exchanged a few beers and

shots of tequila that Mr Ramirez had brought for the gravediggers, I asked him what would be

his preferred choice, cremation or earth burial? This turned out to be a problematic question,

especially when the exhumed coffin of his grandfather was being removed with a

sledgehammer and large handcrafted crowbars. The gravediggers stopped for a short while to

rest and find shade from the hot sun to join us for cold beers before Mr Ramirez’s grandfather

was removed. We all stopped to listen to Mr Ramirez’s reply, “Well, if I had a choice, it would

be cremation,” explained Mr Ramirez who already had inherited three graves in the cemetery.

Emelia Contreras seperating the bones of an exhumation, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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“I want to be cremated because I do not want to end up in a grave, no one visits you and you

might end up like my grandfather, forgotten or exhumed, being turned upside down if my grave

is reused.” This I found was not an unusual reply from families who have migrated. For these

families returning regularly to visit their dead relatives is complicated. 

I followed by asking what he would like to have done with his ashes? “I love Acapulco”,

he replied. “As a child we went on holidays there as a family. It would be fantastic to be

scattered over the ocean waves. I would lie under the sun appreciating all the pretty girls

sunbathing on the seashore. What better way to spend your days when dead.” We all laughed

and more tequila was served while the gravediggers took the exhumed body of Mr Ramirez’s

grandfather from the broken coffin. Mr Ramirez did not really speak of death as a process in

which as a dead person he could still perform a social function that he enjoyed as a member of

the living human community. He did not at any stage suggest that death meant going to a

celestial space. Instead he envisaged remaining as a dead person/spirit in the spaces of the

living, enjoying what living people enjoy, ‘sociability’. Soon after this the gravediggers carried

on trying to remove the second coffin from the grave. At this stage Mr Ramirez left the

cemetery and shortly returned with more beers and a second bottle of tequila. At this stage

things became more intense and interesting. We had the exhumed scattered body parts of his

family on one side of the grave. Mr Ramirez poured me another tequila and sang a Ranchera

for all of us. He said: “You know I have not been asked that question before, but I have been

thinking about it all morning and in reality, seriously now,” (pointing to the grave and the

exhumed bodies of his relatives) “if I did die I would not like to be cremated, I want to be

buried just like them. I know that we live far from the cemetery and we do not really have the

time to visit our relatives as often as we might have wanted, but if I was to die, I want to be

buried because then if ever someone wanted to find me and visit me, they could. If I were

scattered on the ocean, then where would my friends and family find me. They could not bring

me flowers and sing me a song or talk to me.” This example illustrates the importance of

family and of belonging to a community, even after death. Even when Mr Ramirez did

consider cremation, his ashes had to be placed in a special place. Cost was not an issue to him,

nor was lack of space a problem, as he had access to various family graves in the cemetery.

What did become crucial to Mr Ramirez was that he be placed in a space that could allow for

family unity and for him as a dead person to remain socially integrated in the lives of the

living and his family and friends.
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5.6 Concluding remarks

This chapter illustrates the complexity and importance of reusing graves in a saturated and

over-populated megalopolis. Managing thousands of dead persons per week has become a

complicated task in a capital that has all its cemeteries full, especially when the dead and the

presence of its body (or in the form of ashes) plays a dynamic and important role in the lives

of mourners. Cremation and reburial as solutions are not free from their contradictions and

difficulties. When choices are being made the dead remain at all times at the centre of the

decision making process. There is a clear reflection that Mr Ramirez, as other mourners have

in which they collectively realise they themselves will soon be members of the community of

dead persons. This has informed their choices and the funerary and social practices that are

followed and maintained. Crucial in these decisions is the reciprocity that is developed between

the dead and the living.

When I interviewed Gabriel he laughed as he told me that he does not wish to be buried

and he wants to be cremated and his ashes placed between his wife and his lover. He laughed

as I opened my eyes in amazement and confusion. Although he has a higher than normal level

of familiarity with the dead and funerary customs in the capital’s cemeteries, his humour and

attitude towards the dead is no different from that of other mourners that I have met in Mexico

City. Gabriel explains that he outlived his wife who died many years ago and he had her

cremated and placed in an altar at home. He then fell in love again and once again outlived his

new partner (whom he refers to as his lover). When she died she too was cremated. He tells me

that he now has his wife and his lover sitting next to each other in an altar at home. Gabriel

explains that when he dies he too wishes to be cremated and placed in between both his

partners, so they can keep him company in the afterlife. This example shows how mourners

have shifted the bonding that they might have built with the land, such as a cemetery, to

alternative and domestic spaces and practices.

The growing practice of cremation is giving access to a new generation of communities

to create and bond with new types of spaces, shifting away from traditions and developing new

funerary methods and relationships to accommodate these changes. Cremation and interment,

with their difficulties and contradictions, play a crucial role in the memory-making practices of

mourners and the bereaved. The choices available to Mr Ramirez and Gabriel are facilitated by

their desire to remain part of a social system, of a community and, most importantly, being

present in the lives of their loved ones even after death. For many the dead person is still

treated as a dynamic entity in the lives of the living and the daily ritual is crucial for this

maintenance of bonds, identity and history whether the person was buried or cremated.

Even today few people, including those local to Panteón San Rafael, are aware of the

nature and hardships of the work involved and logistics of managing a cemetery. Grave digging

is a highly dynamic, active, laborious, technical profession, requiring many years of

experience, which in most cases can be learned only in the field. Through this research I have

found that the spaces of the dead and their exhumations are unseen extensions of a social

experience. The cemetery space combines all the elements located in the spaces of the living

with its personalities, labour force, tensions, politics, and ritualised socio-cultural tools

required in the maintenance of the land and its relationships with the living. My research has

found it critical to record these processes and the social ritual currents as richly as possible, as

there is always a danger that past and current generations could be lost forever under the

increasingly expanding megalopolis. 
Guadalupe Contreras Morales and colleagues exhuming a grave. Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Exhumation in Panteón San Rafael. Bottle of beer found inside the coffin, 2007.
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“We start at eight in the morning and have a maximum of four hours

to exhume a grave three meters in depth.”

Exhuming a grave in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

Gravediggers removing a monument to make the grave accessible for its exhumation.  Panteón San Rafael,

Mexico City 2007.
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“I keep him in my wallet, by my bedside table, inside my family album, in the living room and now

his portrait is in the cemetery . . . I have him all around me . . . I can talk to him at any moment.”

Family mausoleum, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

Exhuming Mr Belmont’s father, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.



Emelia Contreras Morales cooking lunch for workers while other gravediggers finish the exhumation of an

elderly female, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Exhumation in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007. Child’s grave in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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“We always place the images of our parents and grand parents on

our family altar, they were the first residents of Copilco el Bajo.”

Copilco el Bajo, Álvaro Obregon, Mexico City, November 2007
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Fernando Rosas Ceron exhuming a grave in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007. Coffin after an exhumation, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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The Paredes family visiting their recently buried grandmother Visenta Paredes Monroyr. Burial of the ashes on the

9th day of the ‘novenadas’, Panteón San Rafael, 2007.
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“My mother knows that she is with me in my heart. I still visit her regularly, every month 

including the festive days and every anniversary of her death.”  

Family wall niche, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

A pillow taken from an exhumed coffin in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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‘Mother, your sons, grandsons and great grandsons will remember you’ 

Family grave, Panteón Xoco, Mexico City 2007.

Exhumation in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Wooden Coffin, Model ‘Sorrow’

Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

Family wall niche, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Exhumation in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Exhumation in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

Gravediggers preparing fish for lunch, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Family mausoleum decorated for Christmas, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2006.
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6.1 Introduction

This chapter will examine the activities that develop from the day-to-day practices of

waste management in Álvaro Obregón particularly in Panteón San Rafael. The logistic and

mechanics of managing and disposing of the waste generated by everyday life in the

cemetery and by the long-term management of the graves, are a fundamental part of

cemetery organisation and underpin working relations there.  Cleaning the cemetery is an

important part of the gravedigger’s daily labour process. In this chapter I will look into the

daily movements of workers and the mechanics of the production, disposal and

management of waste in the cemetery by its workers, mourners and visitors. 

Much of the waste of the cemetery is the outcome of the active engagement of

mourners, visitors and a range of people providing services associated with the cemetery

(see Chap. 7, Vol. 2). As I have shown elsewhere in previous chapters in the thesis, there

is a purposeful activity aimed at sustaining relations with the dead and replicating some

form of visibility of the dead. Alongside these activities of recognition, there are those

buried in the cemetery whose living identities and social relations remain invisible,

unknown and unrecognised. Some unknown dead persons have a presence here, albeit one

that is focused only on their identities as the dead rather than their highly ‘social’

neighbours, while other dead persons have stopped to exist in the memory of the living

such as the dead bodies buried under the workers changing rooms in Panteón San Rafael

and in the common graves of Pateón Civil de Dolores. The chapter includes a discussion

of these unknown dead. 

The photographic narratives presented in this chapter will convey the intensity of

the labour carried out by the gravediggers on a daily basis throughout the course of the

year. I will also examine the connections between the daily activities that relate to

producing, disposing of and managing waste in the cemetery by workers, mourners,

visitors and the intention of cultivating and maintaining memory and enduring family

bonds. The chapter develops themes from Chapter 5, Volume 1, and looks further at the

ways in which waste and the body of the dead can at times be defined as ‘out of place’

(Douglas 1996). These issues are particularly present in the case of exhumations. In the

Discarded flower reefs used on burials, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Waste itself is complex, multilayered and polyvalent; what is waste is not only

dependent on where it lies in relation to other objects and spaces as suggested by Douglas

(1996) but in the context of the cemetery can simultaneously be superfluous, at times

contradictory, meaningful, emotionally charged yet rarely bereft of life and meaning (see

Chap. 2, sect. II, Vol. 1) (Reyes-Cortez 2010/12). These points are also central to the

chapter and inform the presentation of the photographs and visual narratives. In many

instances the photograph conveys these complexities and contradictions in a way that

eludes a textual account. Waste produces incomplete stories: stories not without form, not

without narrative or uncertainty, but often a puzzle with multiple stories difficult to define

with a singular narrative. The relationships of ‘Waste-site stories’ and the daily narratives

of cemeteries become ‘metonymical’ (Neville & Villeneuve 2002). I suggest that waste

have biographies they become ‘ghosts’ of lived narratives and stories (Bell 2004), were the

dead speak out from the traces and narratives cultivated on lived spaces and objects

(Appadurai 1986, Kopytoff 1986, Reyes-Cortez 2010/12).

Thompson (1998) reminds us that the industry of waste is large and profitable,

socially defined, and intertwined in the social life practices of society. He adds that “Waste

is not something we want to get rid of; it is something we have to get rid of,” Thompson

(1998:59). While some families; like as the Paredes family in Chapter 9, Volume 2, begin

their process of bereavement, others; such as Don Francisco such as in Chapter 2, section

II, Volume 1, continue and extend existing relationships with the cemetery and the dead.

The question that always lingers in one’s mind is: what is the mourner actually building a

relationship with, and what remains from the decomposition process of the bio-body

through the practice of exhumation that keeps the dead active in the world of the living?

If we are born into cultural and social systems then when we die what do we die into and

what keeps us from disappearing as social persons? Clearly memory, whether individual or

collective (Halbwachs 1992), reflected in stories, objects and/or places (Nora 1989),

provides the thread linking life and death, living and dead, past present and future. All of

these concerns are reflected in the landscape of the cemetery and the labour and material

processes relating to maintaining this landscape that is central to the discussion and images

of this chapter. 

process of exhumation there may be moments when, in the treatment of the body of the

dead particularly the body of the unknown and forgotten dead, the notion of waste

becomes relevant and raises questions about the status of the body and about the

dehumanisation of the dead (see Sect. 6.3.1).

Extensive literature on waste that has moved the debates a lot further than Douglas’

statement that dirt is matter out of place. The aim of the chapter is not to provide a review

of this literature but rather to emphasise some key ethnographic issues benefiting from the

insights offered by some of this literature. In particular the literature on waste stresses the

significance of the relationship between production, consumption and ‘what is left’

(Thompson 1998). Waste is produced by human action and in the context of this research

and to this chapter I stress the emphasis on work, the use of the cemetery space and

material culture including the relativity of what is considered waste.

The social lives of disposed objects can arguably be directly connected to the

stories of the diverse communities residing and visiting Mexico City and persons that are

associated to them (Gross 2002, Neville & Villeneuve 2002); as suggested by Harding

(1998) waste is an end or joint product of consumer goods. This chapter suggests that the

social movement of rubbish, refuse, mechanics of waste management and the association

of its workers, visitors, and mourners is just as material culture (material objects)

embedded with multi layers of meaning and narratives of memory (Kwint 1999, Samuel

1994, Seremetakis 1994). Harding (1998) adds that the above is collective yet its

resolution is dependant on joint individual efforts. It is these efforts that I will

particularly look into in this chapter. As suggested by Neville & Villeneuve (2002), waste

is ‘anchored’ to stories. I suggest in the context of the cemetery memories, stories and

narratives are ‘anchored’ in the complexity of the daily efforts made by workers who

manage waste. Stories are also connected to the daily efforts made by mourners and

visitors who produce the diverse levels of waste and develop different meanings into waste

and objects. The narratives of dead persons and the relationship entrusted to the ánima and

the spirit world is also an important relationship that many mourners also explore (see

Chap. 8, Vol. 2).



Water being boiled to make the morning coffee. The wire of an old

kettle is used to improvise a kettle. Electricity supply connected to

the cemeterie’s electrics, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

403402
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6.2 The day-to-day practices of waste management 

in Panteón San Rafael

In this section I provide an overview both in text and photographs of a working day for the

gravediggers in Panteón San Rafael, which starts at eight in the morning every day of the

week.1 Workers leave their homes between five and six in the morning in order to reach

the cemetery on time. On arrival, José Antonio, the temporary night watchman, opens the

main metal gates, which are about eight feet tall.2 Benjamín Sandia, the permanent night

watchman, who accompanies José Antonio throughout the night, is rarely seen as he

finishes work before the day team’s morning arrival. Ángel Pérez also arrives at eight am

to open the main office. The rest of the workers start to prepare coffee, so they can have a

hot drink with bolillos (savoury bread) and sweet cakes before work starts. An improvised

device consists of electric coil that has been taken from the inside of an old kettle,

connected to the Panteón’s electric wiring to heat the water for the coffee. The decision as

to who should make the coffee is either taken by an individual willing to do so or by José

Luis and Ángel Pérez who choose one of the workers for the task. Everyone participates

without José Luis or Ángel Pérez interfering. While one of the workers takes charge of the

coffee in this morning ritual, another prepares the heater for the water, another collects the

mugs from a cupboard, the coffee from the office and finally one is sent to purchase

bolillos and cakes if these have not been bought already by Ángel Pérez on his way to the

cemetery.

Although a strict and evidently clear hierarchy is in place (see Chap. 4, Vol. 1),

there are no fixed rules and formal tasks and responsibilities are often shared as the

workers cooperate in performing as a team. José Luis explains that; “when things need

doing, it is for the benefit of all.” The morning coffee is a good opportunity for José Luis

to discuss the mornings’ tasks. During the morning coffee workers can exchange views and

news on personal issues and worries. At this point of the day, any worker who feels unwell

turns up to work to report to Ángel Pérez to get permission to take sick leave for the day.3

Many mourners also arrive early, some as early as eight am, to start the paperwork

for an exhumation (see Chap. 5, Vol. 1). José Luis decides who will take part in an

exhumation, based on the speed with which it is required. If it is a busy day, three to four

workers will be chosen while the others carry on with the chores of cleaning the cemetery

(see Sect. 6.2.1). At times, José Antonio is sent to the cemetery’s Head Office with paper

work, and to the local bank to cash money from the work undertaken in the cemetery. The

cleaning tasks are not divided according to gender, and both men and women workers get

to share them. Once tasks have been allocated, the women go to the old building at the far

end of the Panteón to get changed into their work uniforms. Both men and women use

special clothing that is given free of charge by the main head office. This uniform is given

out to all local borough workers of Mexico D.F, to the departments of gardens and parks,

cemeteries and refuse collection. Auxiliary and casual workers are not on a fulltime

contract and therefore do not get a uniform and so use whatever clothing is comfortable

for manual labour. While looking through some old photographs in an album of a family

in Copilco el Bajo, I noticed Emelia Contreras in photographs taken fifteen years ago. She

was not wearing the work clothing used today. When asked, Emelia Contreras explained

that the women used to wear domestic ‘baberos’ (aprons) to protect them from dirt and

grime, and it was only recently that they were all issued with uniforms. Their uniform is

now issued twice a year and includes free boots, beige trousers and a jacket. The jacket has

the logo of GDF (Gobierno del Distrito Federal) stamped on to it. They are also given,

once a year, a yellow rain jacket and wellington boots. They do not wear the rain clothing

and some sell it or give it away. Also most of them do not change to the new clothing when

they receive a new set. José Luis explains that his feet are too large and they do not make

his size, so he sells his boots and purchases his own set. Isabel Ramo Mora explains that

her feet are too small for the boots. She has several unused pairs at home. The men use the

same uniform and change in a room above the women’s changing room. Once dressed,

they return to the main office to find out from José Luis where to start the day’s chores.

1 Cemeteries in Mexico City are open daily and gravediggers attend to the cemetery throughout the week

and week-end, ready to carry out and exhumation or burial at a short moments notice.

2 José Antonio is the eventual (informal; casually employed) night watchman who has been given

permission to remain permanently living in a small room above the cemetery office.

3 Workers are not legally required to attend work to report as being ill or sick but they do so in order to show

Ángel Pérez their willingness to work and that on this day they are truly ill and then make their way to their

doctor or local hospital.
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When the grass has to be cut they all just get on with their morning without José Luis or

Ángel Pérez having to advise them. If there is an exhumation to be carried out they have

to interrupt the grass cutting for the day. 

Even though there are specific and regular tasks to be carried out in a cemetery the

morning can never be completely planned ahead of time. Flexibility is necessary to

accommodate requests for exhumations and particular weather conditions such as rain. In

this case cleaning and grass cutting are postponed to the following day. If an exhumation

is required because a burial is due on the same day, it has to be carried out regardless of

weather conditions. Ángel Pérez explains that; “The dead will not wait to be buried

because of the climate or other unexpected weather conditions.” The only pause to an

exhumation would be if a grave owner has not paid the stamp duty or does not having the

relevant certificates from the funeral parlour or permission from the grave owner. There is

only so long that the body of a dead person can be kept un-refrigerated while the family

resolves legal and administrative duties. Legal issues are usually rapidly resolved even if

unofficial payments have to be made (bribes), or the dead body is taken out of the city to

a rural cemetery were these issues might be overlooked (see Chap. 7, Vol. 2).

If there are no exhumations scheduled for the day, a morning can be taken up by

cutting the grass, clearing leaves, old flowers, plants and old tree trunks. Various objects

that are left around the cemetery by visitors and mourners such as plastic and glass bottles,

cans, candle holders made from plastic or glass, plastic or paper bags, newspapers, various

sizes of plant pots, uneaten food and decorative ornaments and the workers themselves

produce a level of waste such as unused cement, building sand and granite or marble dust

or chippings. Workers’ cooking can also produce a small level of waste, which is at times 

reused by feeding the cemetery cats and squirrels.

Many of the items left behind by visitors, such as glass candleholders or plastic

flower pots are reused by workers in the cemetery or taken home for personal use in their

gardens. As the wax burns off the candle holders or veladoras, the glass is left empty and

gravediggers are always on the lookout for them.4 They are cleaned and taken home, used

as drinking glasses or as the gravediggers explain “they are useful as we make our

‘cubitas’ with them” (tequila or rum mixed with coke). The most sought after are the blue

glass containers as they make attractive drinking glasses. 

Panteón San Rafael stands on volcanic ground, and it constantly causes problems

for workers exhuming the graves. In almost all exhumations, gravediggers encounter

volcanic rocks as well as broken bricks left behind from previous exhumations and these

are removed (see Chap. 5, Vol. 1).5 Exhumations produce a high level of unwanted items

that are treated as waste even if they came from a person’s dead body or directly from

inside a grave (see Chap. 5, Vol. 1). The debris left by exhumations on the surface gets

mixed with other waste such as dead leaves or flowers, grass, and earth left over the top

of the ground. Even if care is taken, it is hard to separate every part of the decomposed

body and items that dress it or accompany the body away from the visual and public spaces

of the cemetery. Although considered inappropriate, human matter (such as the skull

discussed in Section 6.3) or other material objects are at times left, forgotten and exposed

to the general public. Items such as flower wreaths, flowerpots, and other items used to

decorate a new burial, can if left, decompose, rot, smell or dry out. Flowers decompose

quickly, normally within two weeks and they are removed and taken to the cemetery

rubbish dump. If flowers from a burial are thrown out before the two weeks are up, the

family of the person buried might complain to head office as they normally return to visit

the grave on the last day of the ‘Novenario’ to bring lime dust in a sealed small black or

white box for burial in the grave of the newly buried relative (see Chap. 3, Vol. 1).6 Some

families will themselves remove old wreaths and flower arrangements and place them to

one side for cemetery staff to dispose of so new sets of fresh flowers can replace the old

on the graves. If the grave is not visited within two weeks, the workers will remove all the

flower arrangements from the grave and leave them empty. Workers will not remove any

material objects and decorations that are ornamental or commemorative. I have noticed

that, whether secular or religious, material objects are rarely disturbed or removed even if

some start to deteriorate over time, and are respected by workers and other visitors (see

Chap. 2, sect. II, Vol. 1). Gross (2002:29-30) reminds us that material objects are social

4 Veladoras are glass containers filled with wax and used as candles in the graves or in religious altars that

look like and are shaped like water glasses.

5 These have not been removed properly by previous workers in previous exhumations.
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products that result from human intentionality, shaped by their lives and through our

interactions with them. Gross (2002) suggests that in relation of objects from the past that

an “object does not become junk but rather just the opposite: it retains or even increases

in value.” They are humanised and in turn they humanise us through our cultivation,

interaction and through the uses given to them. Although it can be argued that all of the

above objects could be treated as waste (especially objects that decompose such as

flowers), there is a hierarchy whereby some waste has to be treated differently from other

kinds of waste. The bones of the dead from ‘active’ graves for example (graves which are

visited daily or annually by mourners and visitors) are at the top of this hierarchy and in

the context of an exhumation, is the most important element that represents the dead.

Everything else that comes out of the grave is normally treated as ‘matter out of place’ and

is discarded (Douglas 1996) (see Sect. 6.3). 

Unlike other cemeteries in Álvaro Obregón, Panteón San Rafael has a high level of

plant life. Workers such as Emelia Contreras connect the rapid growth of vegetation with

the fertile earth found in cemeteries. Gravediggers and mourners believed that the bodies

in the ground have fertilised the cemetery earth. Marco Antonio explains that there are

more trees and vegetation per square metre here than in any of the cemeteries in Mexico

D.F. Ángel Pérez argues that trees and plants can, and at times do, obstruct exhumations

and burials. Ángel Pérez explains that; “Some of the vegetation in the cemetery is as old

as the cemetery itself, many of the trees are older than one hundred years and now form

part of the permanent furnishing of the cemetery. This high level of vegetation means

greater levels of logistics and labour in order to maintain the cemetery clean,” and adds

that “trees cause damage to graves and monuments.” Pruning trees and shrubs is an

important part of the gravediggers’ daily activities, yet trees are rarely removed or cutback

enough to stop them from producing large levels of waste when their leaves fall. The

gravediggers like the shade they give from the hot sun, even if it means more work

clearing the leaves during the autumn and winter months. Mourners also like vegetation as

they feel they are walking into a park and as they can remove themselves from the rush

and noise of the busy city. Mourners constantly visit the cemetery and their graves are

always in need of regular upgrading. Gravediggers recover old flowers to prevent the

water in the jugs rotting and producing a foul smell across the cemetery. It is important to

maintain a clean environment, if not the cemetery would quickly deteriorate; plants and

grass would overgrow around the graves. Isabel Ramo Mora explains that at times visitors

do not understand the hazards this brings. For example if shrubs are not cut as far back as

possible they make an ideal hiding and breeding space for common spiders, tarantulas,

scorpions, snakes, rats and mosquitoes, and their presence would reflect badly on the

workers and the management of the cemetery.

6 Calcium oxide – normally used for improving cement mixtures and small amounts are also used in mixing

the corn dough to make tortillas.

“Organic waste”

Panteón San Rafael and discarded metal coffins. Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Juan Cruz resting after spending four hours sweeping the cemetery. Opposite page: red rose over the lining

of an exhumed coffin. Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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José Antonio collecting rubbish from the cemetery, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.A sock left on the surface of the cemetery after the exhumation of the body of a woman, Panteón

San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

Emelia Contreras on her way to start the mornings collection of leaves that fall from the trees, Panteón

San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

The handle of a metal coffin left forgotten on the surface of the cemetery after an exhumation, Panteón

San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Prison inmate on probation helping to load the waste lorry. They collect waste a few times a week from

cemeteries in Álvaro Obregón. Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

6.2.1 Cleaning the cemetery

The cemetery is divided into several plots, and cut across by many paths and cemented

walkways. Nearly all the plots have a large metal dustbin used both by workers and

mourners. Fallen leaves are particularly demanding between November and January and

pose a constant source of work. I have noticed that workers have spent a full morning

sweeping leaves from paths and graves. Some of them have been sweeping the cemetery

almost daily for over twenty years and are aware of this problem but do not become

discouraged. 

The cutting of the grass is a long and tedious but important task in Panteón San

Rafael. It takes place two to three times per year, lasting about two months at a time. This

is not immutable, since a rainy year will mean that the vegetation grows faster and more

profusely, which increases the need to cut the grass three to four times per year. In Panteón

San Rafael, at least four months of the year are dedicated to the process of cutting the grass

and pruning plants. The two most important period are the two months before Mothers’

Day and two months prior to the Day of the Dead. These are the most important

commemorative days in the year, bringing a larger number of people into the cemetery (see

Chap. 7, sect. II, Vol. 2). 

The preparation for grass cutting starts with José Luis upgrading, cleaning and

repairing two of the three mowers a week before the cutting starts.7 After lunch he takes

each mower and takes it apart; the motor is cleaned, electric connections are refurbished.

José Luis explains that he learned by watching other workers maintain the machines and

through practice he learned to repair them. In fact, the machines are several years old and

need to be maintained regularly as they were handed down, already used, by the

department of Gardens and Parks. When the machines have been given their yearly

service, they are ready for use. When switched on, the mowers rotate at high speed a

twenty-five centimetres long red plastic nylon cord that is attached to the bottom end of

the machine. As the nylon cord rotates it hits monuments and cement objects at high speed

and the cord wears out rapidly and needs to be replaced almost daily. 

7 One machine is left spare in case another malfunctions. 
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Two of the main workers who like to cut the grass are José Luis and Guadalupe

Contreras. They prefer this task as they enjoy using the machines. If Guadalupe Contreras

or José Luis are not available, Guadalupe’s sister Emelia Contreras will take their place.

No one else enjoys this task.  If José Luis is busy and Emelia and Guadalupe Contreras are

not available, the grass does not get cut. Workers require special clothing and protective

gear to make sure that flying debris do not harm them or their colleagues. During grass

cutting small objects like stones and debris are sent flying like projectiles within a

ten-meter radius of each person cutting the grass so the other workers collecting waste

keep their distance from the grass cutters. In 2005 Emelia Contreras was lucky not to be

badly injured when hit in the eye with a flying stone and she had to be taken to hospital

for the day. The grass cutters wear their oldest uniforms, wellingtons or boots, a large

heavy plastic apron, head scarf or cap, gloves, back belt and a face mask. Plastic braces

fasten the machines onto their chest and a back strap keeps the machine at a comfortable

level to move around and takes away the strain from the arms and lower back. Guadalupe
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Contreras was lucky not to be badly injured tells me that it is hot inside the uniform and

even though the straps on the back takes away the strain from the arms, the back still feels

the strain and movement of the machine.

Every Friday morning the rubbish is collected by Álvaro Obregón cemetery waste

collectors, organised via the main head office department. The waste lorry driver is a

permanent fulltime employee, employed by Álvaro Obregón cemetery office and manages

the workers. He also collects the cash payments from Ángel Pérez to organise the lorry to

be emptied into one of the many rubbish dumps of the city. The other workers (both men

and women) are the result of a government incentive to get prison inmates out of the jails

and into a work environment. While out on parole they are required to perform unpaid jobs

for the benefit of the community. Ángel Pérez explains that it helps prison inmates

integrate back into society. While interviewing them they explained that when offered

parole they are given a choice of doing their remaining time as community workers either

cleaning streets, parks, public gardens or cemeteries. This latter option is appealing to

many as they can stay at home with their family. Those interviewed had opted for the

cemeteries because collecting rubbish from cemeteries was thought to be easier than

collecting rubbish from the streets. 

Ms Pamela, a twenty-five year-old prison inmate explained that she was sent to

prison for GBH (grievous bodily harm). She had already been in jail for three months and

had three hundred working hours remaining on her sentence (about 37.5 working days),

she chose to work collecting rubbish in the cemeteries of Álvaro Obregón because it was

close to her family home. She has a young child, and this offered a chance to spend time

with her child and family (she also became the girlfriend of the driver while working

there). Another inmate, a nineteen year-old man with a shy and quiet personality, explained

that he was in jail for being a member of a gang that took part in armed robberies. He was

charged with possession of arms and extortion. He explained that he regretted getting

involved in crime and would not be persuaded to join a gang again. Prison life is hard and

collecting rubbish was no fun either. He had six hundred and eighty hours of parole work

remaining. Ángel Pérez told me that other prisoners on parole, whom I did not have the

chance to meet, had been out on parole after many years in prison due to trafficking drugs,

while other men were out on parole after doing time for homicide. 

On one occasion I was told by Guadalupe Contreras and Isabel Ramo Mora to keep

away from a youth who was sitting by himself in the sun, between two graves. The youth

was seen walking around graves listening to his compact disc player. He took his t-shirt

off and placed it on the grass to listen to music while enjoying the sun. He was no more

than twenty-four years old, with a slim build, wearing a baseball cap, dark sunglasses and

stereo headphones. He had an argument with the driver and manager as he was not pulling

his weight and was not helping the other workers. All day he just stood around and

watched the workers without joining in. It was his first day out on parole and did not like

being told what to do by the manager. The manager then told me that he was a dangerous

man and mentally unstable, a drug user and possibly suffering from mental heath

problems. As he was not capable of performing his duties, he could be expected to be

returned to prison. This has happened on several occasions before, when the waste

manager, as the person in charge of ensuring workers perform their duties, decided it was

Female prison inmate on probation helping to load the waste lorry. They collect waste a few times a week

from cemeteries in Álvaro Obregón. Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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necessary. Next to the rubbish centre there are two large metal gates, which give access to

the main high road and is the lorry’s entry point. The waste that is collected in this way is

the main debris such as plants, flowers, shrubs, cut grass and general waste. The waste

arising from exhumations, such as coffins, clothing, small and large rocks, broken bricks

and damaged grave slabs, are discarded together with the rubbish left behind when

mourners and visitors enter the cemetery. The lorry does not collect large amounts of rocks

and bricks, and disposal of these has to be privately managed by the cemetery. Metal

coffins cause particular problems, as their sharp metallic rusty edges make them are

dangerous to carry. They are collected once a month and they are managed separately from

organic waste. The rubbish dump collection service does not like taking them without an

unofficial payment.8

In the case of Panteón San Rafael, Ángel Pérez has a special arrangement with the

lorry manager and pays him about $200.00 MXD (£9.50 GBP) to take any extra rubbish

that the cemetery might have produced for that week and also to cover any extra charges

that might arise at the rubbish dump. The manager is the only person among the group of

rubbish collectors who is a permanent employee of Álvaro Obregón cemetery office. The

lorry collects waste from several cemeteries and any extra collection they are requested to

carry out has to be organised in their own time. For busy times of the year such as the Day

of the Dead and Mothers’ Day the frequency of rubbish collection is increased from about

one to three times per week due to the increased level of rubbish produced when cutting

the grass. The main cemetery office for Álvaro Obregón covers the cost for the extra level

of waste collected due to these two special festivities. 

As described in the introduction, maintaining the conditions of the cemetery is a

fundamental task for its workers. Controlling dirt and pollution is paramount to the safety

and welfare of the cemetery but also to the keepers and guardians of the site who take the

commitment of looking after mourners and the dead. Gravediggers together with

mourners negotiate the process of care necessary for the cemetery to develop and remain

active as a site of memory (Nora 1989). Skilfully managing the logistics of waste

disposal and pollution is fundamental to the stability of this social space. The workers take

great pride in maintaining the professional service that is being provided to the bereaved,

mourners, visitors and the local community but also in their input into the maintenance of

memory.

Francis (2005) suggests that “each new grave transforms, reshapes and reaffirms

the cemetery as a place of memory,” and gravediggers are fundamental participants in this

process. They assist mourners through their grieving by welcoming them to the cemetery

and by helping mourners nurture their relationships with their dead. Workers are not seen

only as a service provider but as friends whose efforts assist mourners through the delicate

process of grief and recovery. Thus the gravedigger helps provide both the dead and the

living with a presence but also engenders a sense of belonging in the cemetery as an

extension of the domestic space. What is obvious through many of the exhumations that I

have witnessed is the care and attention workers give to the graves and the remains of the

dead. Feeley-Harking (1991) argues that for the Sakalava of Madagascar, “ancestors and

descendants are regenerated in the process of cleaning the tomb such as the removal of old

leaves, branches, washing stones, trimming the edges of the tomb (general maintenance),

because ancestors are a combination of dead and living beings.” Similarly, in Panteón San

Rafael, the cleaning and care of the grave testifies to the regeneration of the dead and their

relations with the living – both family and kin and the men and women who provide this

daily service in the cemetery throughout the year. There exists a fragile line between what

constitutes waste and non-waste in Panteón San Rafael. Inside the grave, the naked bones

are what constitute a person and their ancestors, both for the gravediggers and for

mourners. What happens outside the grave is a different story. Outside in the public spaces

of the dead, families and workers bond with elements that evoke their presence, memory

and visibility and just like the Sakalava the maintenance of the cemetery is the

maintenance of the dead and ancestors but also of the living.

8 Additional or extra payments are not fixed exchanges but much of the cemetery economy (also outside the

cemetery) works through unofficial exchanges such as gifts and cash tips. Tips are a gestures of goodwill and

friendship, which play a role in the maintenance of social roles. Favours are reciprocally exchanged and

workers do not feel that their work or extended efforts go unappreciated. Establishing, developing, and

building on friendships for the many people that I met during the research forms part of wider gift exchanges

that are important to the work force inside and outside the cemetery and its economic links are dependant on

these extended relationships (see Chap. 7, Vol. 2).
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José Antonio Falcon Espition clearing the cemetery of

organic waste, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Prison inmates on probation helping to load the waste

lorry from Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Prison inmate on probation helping to load the waste lorry in Panteón San Rafael, Álvaro Obregón 2007.

Isabel Ramo Mora cleaning a family grave, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Emelia Contreras cleaning the cemetery, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.Scalp of an exhumed body left abandoned after an exhumation, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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José Antonio Falcon Espition cleaning the cemetery, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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José Luis Yañez Martinez refurbishing the grass cutters, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.Isabel Ramo Mora reads the daily newspaper ‘La Prensa’ before starting to prepare lunch, 

Panteón San Rafael, 2007.

Text: !ROSTIZADOS! (roasted), top article describes in graphic detail the execution of two men. Incident

related to the narco-trafficking in Chiapas. Both men are gaffa taped from head to feet and set on fire with

diesel. Second article describes how a man killed his elderly mother with a hammer.
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Guadalupe Contreras preparing for cutting the grass, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, May 2007.
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Guadalupe Contreras on the way to cut the grass, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, May 2007.
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Emelia Contreras and Juan Cruz preparing the petrol grass cutters for Guadalupe and José Luis, Panteón

San Rafael, Mexico City, May 2007.
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Guadalupe cutting the grass. It takes about two months and five workers to cut the cemetery grass. This

proces is caried out twice per year before Mothers Day and then again just before the Day of the Dead,

Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, May 2007.



José Atonio collecting discarded waste items pluss metal cans to be reused as flower pots

in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Guadalupe and Emelia Contreras finishing their mornings

work and on way to prepare lunch with Isabel Mora for the

cemetery workers, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Following and exhumation the body of the dead are separated from its clothing and coffin. The bones are

placed at the bottom of the grave to make way for a new burial. Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

6.3 The cemetery: the home of the dead

This section explores how through exhumations can in effect be seen as processes that

assist the dead in maintaining family unity.9 ‘A Christian grave is a sacred space’ explain

religious officials and mourners that I met in Panteón San Rafael. An exhumation is an

interruption of the sanctity of the grave and its dead. As explained in Chapter 5, Volume 1,

the exhumation of graves has become a matter of necessity due to lack of space left to bury

the dead and forms crucial part of contemporary funeral practices in urban and rural

cemeteries in Mexico. An exhumation creates space for new dead bodies to be added to a

grave in order to keep new dead persons together as part of a family and as ancestors

(Feeley-Harnik 1991). In assessing when and how this may be achieved, many rules are

constantly being evaluated and different interpretations built upon them. Chesson (2001)

reminds us that there are transitions and ritual practices that are followed in primary and

secondary funerary methods. The care and attention taken by a family to bury their dead

through primary funerary practices such as burials, the elaborate detail placed on the

material aesthetic such as dressing and preparing the body, the coffin and material objects

used before burial followed by the secondary rituals which are practiced after the burial

has taken place such as the novenarios do not take into account, particularly in the case of

Mexico, the practice of exhumations (see Chap. 5, Vol. 1). I would suggest that the

sanctity of the dead and the grave is maintained even though the space is disrupted through

the process of exhumation. 

As explained previously, exhumations produce their own level of waste, and it is

necessary to remove paraphernalia that accompanies the dead at burial such as the coffin

(if metallic), clothing, ornaments or objects that might have been placed with the body,

jewellery, as well as bricks, rocks, slabs of rock or cement. All items that in life would

have been used or assisted the living with identity or personhood are removed and taken

to the rubbish dump.10 If bodies are found to be at a developed level of decomposition

with fragments of bones visible or body parts still decomposing, they are collected and

returned to the bottom of the grave. Bones that belong to visited family graves are never

9 Primary funerary practices and methods are the rituals practiced prior to a burial.

10 Except for jewellery. This is kept or sold by the worker that has been lucky enough to find it.
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discarded, they never become waste they are never as Douglas (1996) suggests ‘matter out

of place’. Even if they are found accidentally in the cemetery they are reburied in open

ground. It is a different case for unrecognised or forgotten graves. The bodies of

unwanted or unknown persons that will be looked at in more depth in Section 6.3.1.

I once found the upper part of a skull that was accidentally left out during an

exhumation. I gave it to Emelia Contreras, who was worried that it had been found lying

on the surface where it could be found by mourners or visitors. No one knew which grave

the skull might have come from or who the person might have been, so Emelia Contreras

took the broken skull and reburied it in open ground so it would keep decomposing until

it disintegrated. Even if gravediggers are extremely careful, I found that in many

exhumations, particles of exhumed bodies and parts of their coffin are found on the

surface days after the exhumation had finished. Some of these items were small particles

of clothing, hair, skull, carcases of larvae, rusted parts of coffins such as the metal handles

and particles of wood from the wooden coffins. Many mourners and visitors to the

cemetery would not recognise these items coming from exhumations so they might well go

unnoticed. This finding supports my argument that the spaces of the dead are not only the

graves demarcated by the boundaries of its monuments; they also extend to the

surrounding spaces around the graves and even beyond the cemetery walls (Bell 2004,

Sebald 2001). 

There is also the risk of depersonalisation of the dead. The skull I found on the

ground would be deprived of its ownership and identity as it will not have an individual

marker. Material artefacts come into play by providing the living with the tools to

identify the dead, giving personhood and visibility to bodies that through disintegration

become in other ways non-identifiable. Since in the process of exhumation, all material

elements that accompanied the person at burial are removed, there is the risk of a complete

loss of identity (as exemplified above in the case of the lost skull). This risk was

minimised through the daily and continual performance of workers’ and mourners’ daily

visits to the cemetery and relationships built not only with the grave but also with the

material objects left behind and the human remains in the grave as they take on different

meanings in the cemetery (as per Chap. 2, sect. II, Vol. 1) (Gross 2002, Reyes-Cortez 2010). 

While bones and body parts from family graves are retained, all other elements that

are found during exhumations such as clothing and the coffin are treated as waste and no

longer form part of the identity of the dead. Metal coffins and synthetic materials used in

clothing pose complications for cemetery workers and for waste collectors (they do not

decompose within the time lapse between a burial and an exhumation) (see Chap. 5, Vol.

1). Metal coffins are heavy and bulky, some are crushed so they can be easily removed

from the grave. During the exhumation it is important to clear all material matter that came

from the exhumation out of the public space of the cemetery. It would be a painful

reminder for mourners or visitors to find recognisable body or material parts scattered on

the surface that belonged to a relative or friend. In the world of the living material matter

and as argued by Tarlo (2010) inhabited matter such as clothing play a crucial role in

defining the body, its social roles and the expression of identity of a person. In the

cemetery, grave clothing made from synthetic materials obstructs the work of the

gravediggers, the efficient conduct of an exhumation and ultimately slows the process of

decomposition of the body. The dead of exhumed graves are return naked into the grave

and the clothing looses its social values as it turns into waste and separated from the dead.

It is then in the public and visible world of dead persons such via its iconography such as

images, photographs and objects that the dead as a social person is assisted in maintaining

a presence and humanity. 

There are many instances when I have come across gravediggers looking forward

to being the ones to remove particular coffins and the bodies as they anticipate gold items

left with the body such as rings, chains and gold teeth. The rule is that whoever is

working inside the grave when the coffin is reached keeps any valuable items. These items

are kept, sold for cash or recycled and turned into other forms of jewellery. Emelia

Contreras found several items of gold and had them melted and remade into jewellery that

she now wears. Nowadays jewellery is less often found in newer graves (post 1980s). José

Luis explains that bodies are emptied out of their precious belongings before they arrive

in the cemetery. Gabriela (resident of Mexico City) explains that she has a friend who

works in a funeral parlour that prepares the dead for burial. He often finds gold rings and

jewellery items left on the body. Once Gabriela and her friend met for lunch. He took from

his pocket a handful of gold jewellery and offered her a choice of items such as rings and
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chains for her to keep. This was not a problem forty years ago explains Ángel Pérez; it was

more common that family members would manage and make ready the body before it was

placed in the coffin and they would accompany the body till it reached the cemetery. He

adds that workers in small villages were more likely to have known the person that died

and the professionals involved in the management of the body would also form part of the

funeral as mourners and bereaved. Urban development, population growth and migration

have changed the relationships people have with each other and with the dead. Traditions

have been affected but more so the need for mourners to negotiate and extend the care of

their dead with the professionals that are now involved in the process (see Chap. 7, Vol. 2).

Skull found on the ground, left accidentaly after an exhumation, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Gifts and offering are at times discarded by mourners in order to redecorate the grave with new decorations

which are dedicated to specific celebrations. 

The discarded body of a cat in Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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The bones collected from this exhumation have been placed in an empty plastic cement bag. The bag is then

placed at the bottom of the grave to make way for a new burial. Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

During the night a dead and mutilated cat was thrown into the cemetery over its eight feet wall. This

happens often. Large dogs are also left by the side of the cemetery, too large and heavy to through over the

fenced wall. Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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6.3.1 Mexico City’s common graves and forgotten dead 

The unknown or forgotten dead find their final resting place in common unmarked graves,

such as the ones in Panteón Civil de Dolores and Panteón San Rafael. If the identity of a

body is unknown and the body is not claimed by the family, it can become stripped of its

role as a social person, dehumanised, treated as human waste and turned into a bio-body

or a ‘corpse’ stripped of its dignity. It is then understandable why Prior (1989) reminds us

that the cemetery could be understood as the waste dump for the dead, the carcass of the

living body. Glahn (2008:37) suggests that ‘by ignoring the dead person’s humanity,’ its

social role and identity ‘we automatically exclude the dead person from the human

community.’ In the context of this research project it has been found that there are

instances possibly more common than not where the dignity and humanity of the dead has

been excluded from the overall complexity of the existing popular and academic literature

on death culture due to the complexities and problems of identifying and connecting the

dead to the social person (see Chap. 4, sect. 4.1, Vol. 1). 

In Panteón San Rafael I found an instance in which a family decided to sell their

grave without removing their dead to place them in their existing family grave. The

workers as part of their practice do not remove bones from a family grave unless asked by

the dead person’s family directly. These forgotten persons’ bones are normally placed at

the bottom of the grave. No information exists as to why some families may have decided

to abandon their dead, although in one case the grave was over forty years old, too old

possibly for the new generation to remember earlier relatives in the grave. Such a gap in

years might also indicate that their connection with earlier generations or their notion of

ancestral heritage was broken down or of little importance to them, or that the family

might be in line to inherit several graves and they needed the money to such an extent that

the graves of relatives they might have never met and where no practices of remembrance

had taken place became unimportant to them. Marco Antonio explains that the practice of

selling on family graves is not uncommon in many urban cemeteries. Constant migration

places greater pressure on the land, the living and their dead, and the need to sell or

purchase such graves is especially common if there is a wish to maintain families

together by moving the dead to one grave.

There are many instances in which the dead become part of the city’s waste (the

forgotten dead) such as graves found under cement paths or overgrown trees, under

buildings, roads and parks. With no record of who is buried in these spaces, in some form

the way their memory exists is through the remembrance of the collective, of persons that

once lived rather than the personification of the individual person. When unknown persons

die, or die outside the safety networks of family and friendships or membership, they run

the risk of being erased from memory (Halbwachs 1992, Sebald 2001). There are many

scattered yet familiar instances in which the social dead person is neglected or forgotten

and stripped of its sociability. This erasure also occurs within the cemetery, in connection

with the common graves that are underneath the concrete floor of the workers changing

rooms in Panteón San Rafael. No time scale was given or records found as to when this

space was used as a common grave and these bodies and persons have long been

forgotten. José Luis and Ángel Pérez explain that the floor has collapsed about three times

during the time they have been working at the Panteón. He explains that; “Through the

years the unknown bodies decompose and the earth sinks. The movement and lowering of

the earth places pressure on the floor, causing the floor to collapse and crack.” The

majority of visitors do not know about the existence of this site. It has no markings or

memorial to remember the dead under its concrete floor. Without the social tools that bond

people together, collective memory can be short lived when it comes to the common graves

in the cemeteries of Álvaro Obregón and across Mexico City (Reyes-Cortez 2010/12).

They are ancestors but without being claimed they are invisible. If they have no belonging

then they remain outside conscious and collective memory (Halbwachs 1992). These are

the unknown forgotten dead that exist in the common and historic graves of many

cemeteries in Mexico City, without identity and outside remembrance. 

In contrast to the common graves of the unknown, cemetery records in Panteón San

Rafael hold information of who is buried in some of the historical family graves (graves

without a name, which form part of the formal layout of the graves in the cemetery). There

are no living relatives that would take the time and effort to go through the books and find

these forgotten bodies. There are many graves that by current law are deemed to exist ‘in

perpetuity’. Even these might not be totally sacrosanct or permanent, as demonstrated by

what happened to the graves overtaken by the city roads, paths and buildings. Retired
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gravediggers explain that urban developments and the scarcity of living spaces enabled

corporations to persuade government officials to take drastic action in the 1960s and claim

burial grounds for urban redevelopment even if these spaces had been awarded ‘in

perpetuity’. The main high road parallel to Panteón San Rafael was planned to go over the

cemetery and the extension of the underground was to be built under it, with a high

possibility of closing down Panteón San Rafael due to the expansion of the living.

Various mourners told me that these plans by the developers to turn Panteón San

Rafael’s dead persons into unwanted waste were only interrupted because a daughter of

president Cárdenas is buried in there. 11 As much as I argue that the dead living are

sacrosanct to the living in Mexico City, this seems only to apply to the elite and wealthy

members of the society. José Luis and his co-workers show their concern by explaining

that; “At the moment it is in the hands of Mexico’s powerful members of society and

corporations that seem to have a greater influence in a nation fuelled by corruption and

political instability.” Cultivating the cemetery as an active site might be a way to assist

cemeteries like Panteón San Rafael in avoiding an end as casualties of the expansion of the

city or victims of the megalopolis.

Unknown graves can be argued to be a dumping ground for humans that are no

longer part of a social system in which persons turn into unclaimed ‘corpses’ unlike their

counterparts which their dead bodies turn into ‘dead persons’ (Feeley-Harnik 1991).

Ánimas shift from the spiritual world to the world of the living in some level of

connectivity. Yet in relation to the dead in the unknown mass graves these are not

regarded as spirits or even as ghosts as is suggested in Kwon’s (2008) Vietnamese

example and even less remembered as ancestors (Bell 2002). If there is no claim made for

the space as a site of memory where persons are buried then these persons are forgotten or

remembered as bio-decomposing ‘corpses’. I would then suggest that the humanity of the

dead and their human dignity is fragile or less tangible than a person who dies inside the

safety net of memory. This research has found that memory and life after death are to do

with social relations and the actions of the living.

11 President of Mexico from 1934-1940.
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6.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter the emphasis has been on waste, how it is produced and who produces it,

who participates in re-establishing order and how waste is classified. Teamwork is crucial

in the labour dynamics of a cemetery but also the different kind of workers and different

status particularly with relation to the participation from casual workers, the rehabilitation

workers as opposed to the contractual workers. The dynamics and tensions that exist in the

cemetery is no different from the ones found in the spaces inhabited by the living. In this

respect the relationships that seem to exist between workers and the cemetery is not free

from the tensions and polemics of life in workers domestic spaces. I also found quality in

terms of work between men and women. They are paid the same rates in Panteón San

Rafael and they have to perform and endure the same tasks. The cemetery provides the

space were relationships can develop between workers with mourners and visitors. The

range of exchanges and gifts that take place within the cemetery and beyond assist in the

long term friendships that are extended and rooted in the maintenance of the dead and the

cemetery. The actions of the workers, in maintaining the cemetery, contribute to the ‘social

life’ of the dead in conjunction with the family and loved ones of the dead. 

As I have discussed in Chapter 4, Volume 1, the entry into the majority of the

graves in Mexico City is via the family or friends yet in the examples of Panteón Jardín

entry into parts of cemeteries is through affiliation or membership (Clubs, religious and

secular, political or civil, also managed as if they were families or cooperatives).

Belonging to a social or religious network is critical in Mexico City. Dead persons that do

not belong and find themselves in non-family, non-memberships and without friends could

end up in unknown common graves or as experimental corpses in the capital’s medical

schools. The same can be said for the material objects that assist in providing the dead with

presence and the bridge that the ánima requires to link and communicate with the world of

the living. Maintaining a relationship and entrusting meaning into material objects has

helped in this process. Waste therefore is a socially dynamic vehicle that mourners in

Álvaro Obregón manage with flexibility where meaning is intervened, preserved,

revaluated or reversed. It is through this concept of locating value and sociability in the

social practices and dynamics of waste that assists us in shifting the meaning given to the

Mexican dead and protecting the persons from ending up as ‘corpses’ or as the forgotten

dead. It is then only through social relations and social actions that the dead become,

potential ancestors. But conversely, because memories are produced by social relations,

the dead may also end up cemented over, lying under a highway and the growing

megalopolis.

I have shown in Chapter 2, section II, Volume 1, and reiterate in following chapters

the importance that continuity in the relationships cultivated by the living with the spaces

of the dead has for mourners. In this chapter I show how crucial the roles that workers play

in this process. Through the analyses of the management of waste I found that the stories

and narratives of memory are groomed through the relationships developed in the labour

process of the maintenance of the cemetery by the workers. The maintenance of the

cemetery both by workers and mourners creates their own narratives and stories.

Throughout history we have lived in a social system surrounded by ‘things’ (material and

organic). Objects are products of human intentionality. Mourners’ relationships with

material and the spiritual world have played a special role in the development and

preservation of the cemetery and the socialisation of the dead. It can be argued that when

we are born we are born into existing systems; social, economic, religious, cultural,

political inter alia, and these shape who we are and how we interact with one another and

the world around us. What prepares us for the journey from the world of the living to the

world of the dead, the fragility of memory and its stories from being inchoately

connected or erased in the memory of our predecessors’ narratives? This research has

shown that the perseverance of both mourners and workers in maintaining the special

meanings entrusted onto the cemetery and its dead, assists mourners to prepare for the

mortality of the body and to prepare the way for a life as ánimas. 
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Chiclitos at Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, December 2007. 
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CHAPTER
7

á l v a r o  o b r e g ó n

t h e  e c o n o m y  o f  t h e  c e m e t e r y  a n d

c o m m e m o r a t i n g  t h e  d e a d  i n  

section I
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7.1 Introduction

The bonds that communities in Álvaro Obregón have refined and sustained with regards

to its cemetery have grown into a dynamic and vibrant economy. Maintaining the dead

in Mexico City is an expensive, expanding and lucrative business. Economic exchanges

elicited by the economy of the dead expand to alternative spaces and beyond the

boundaries of the cemetery site. The ministry of health estimates the mortality rate in

Mexico D.F. to be around one hundred and two bodies per day (Metro 31/10/2007:3),

and many private, governmental and religious institutions have realised that a profitable

income can be made from managing and locating spaces for the growing dead persons

in the capital. Finding a solution to a saturated megalopolis has been turned into

moneymaking ventures and a growing lucrative industry. Business consortia have

realised that managing the capital's dead can make substantial profits. We can now find

about four hundred established businesses dedicated to the management of the dead in

Mexico D.F.1 In 2007 the funeral industry provided Mexico City with an estimated six-

teen thousand jobs. The recorded sale of coffins has risen to an estimated five hundred

and fifty five million Mexican Pesos (MXN) per year, equivalent to twenty million

British Pounds (GBP).2 These figures do not include the extended primary and

secondary funerary services offered by various local businesses and services such as

funeral parlours, crematoria, cemeteries, religious temples and national or international

business consortiums dedicated to the dead and particularly its festivities,

commemorations and material culture which will be expanded further in section II of

this chapter. The economy of the dead is too complex and vast to cover, and a detailed

analysis would not be possible. Section I will attempt to provide an overview of the

various economic links and movements of people and things within the extended

industry of the dead and the experiences of its workers. It will also provide a brief

visual overview of workers and spaces that deal with the economy of the dead, while

Section II will provide a look at the extended annual commemorations and festivities.

Photographic narratives and the use of single images will run throughout both this

1 Mexican Newspaper; Metro 31/10/2007:3.

2 The exchange rate calculated on 2007 was one British pound for twenty one Mexican pesos.

A for sale sign offering the perpetuity of the grave including the monument, Panteón Jardín,

Mexico City 2005.
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sections to provide the reader with a deeper perspective of mourners and workers

relationships to their work/economy, the cemetery and to the dead. 

The cost and labour involved in the maintenance of the daily and yearly rituals

dedicated to the dead in Álvaro Obregón are related to complex logistical processes.

Workers from inside and outside Mexico City form part of an extended community and,

as reminded by Silverman (2007), the cemetery space is a site for the expression of

multiple economic relationships that extend from and to other work sites such as those

dedicated to flower farming, stone masonry, manufacturing of coffins and religious

objects, funeral parlours, bakeries, craft workshops, markets and many others. These

activities contribute to the socialisation of the spaces of the dead and vice versa, the

dead maintain the economy of the living, sustaining and nourishing each other. These

connections and activities were traced in the research and some aspects of them are

outlined through an overview of the economy of the cemetery, both internal to the site

and including some of the businesses outside it that nevertheless support the work of

maintaining an appropriate the environment for maintaining the presence of the dead, its

cemeteries and alternative sites.

7 .2 The cost  of  dying

In the case of a new family that has migrated into the city or into Álvaro Obregón and

therefore has no access to an established Panteón, when preparing for the eventuality of

a death, the family member or together with other family members might have the

opportunity to purchase an existing grave in a Panteón. This is expensive and many

poorer families are not able to gain access to new or existing graves. If cremation is not

a choice, they are forced to return the dead body to the family grave in the family’s town

of origin. If the family has connections with Panteón officials (at times this can be

facilitated through an underhand payment made in addition to the normal running costs),

a family or individual might be able to purchase an old abandoned grave space or one

that is being sold by someone who no longer requires it, either because they are

migrating and taking their dead with them, or re-housing their dead into wall niches.

‘Worry about all the things that realy matter’ . . . ‘Memorial San Ángel will manage the rest’

Memorial San Ángel, San Ángel Inn, Mexico City 2007
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In theory, perpetual ownership means that official councils cannot reclaim the

space if the cemeteries were required by developers to expand the spaces of the living.

Although many historical graves with perpetual ownership have been taken over by

corporate developers, it is much harder to do so when the majority of the graves in a

cemetery have perpetuity and families have maintained continuity with the graves (see

Chap. 5, Vol. 1). Father Vincent explains that laws were passed in the 1970s to end the

sale of graves with perpetuity, introducing instead the leasing of graves, making the

cemetery sites more flexible. José Luis, (Site Manager of Panteón San Rafael)

reminded me that if the need ever were to arise, local authorities could reclaim the

spaces back from the families with greater ease than graves issued in perpetuity. The

ownership of non-perpetual graves (freehold of the grave) is with the local authority

(and therefore government owned). The grave space is leased to a family member, who

holds the contract of lease. The lease charges and cost can be paid in cycles, as in a

payment every seven years of $117.00 MXN (£5.60 GBP). Alternatively the grave

leaseholder can opt to take a twenty-one year lease at $375.00 MXN (£17.90 GBP). The

leaseholder can reuse the grave as many times as he wishes (as long as payments are

kept up-to-date) but cannot under any circumstances sell the lease to a person outside

the family. 

The remainder of a lease is inherited by immediate kin. For it to be inherited

outside the family, the owner has to terminate the contract of the lease, and at that

moment it can be transferred to an extended family member. As Gabriel*, a cemetery

official explained, some cemetery officials have been known to charge illicit payments

to persons trying to swap leases, or if a lease is discontinued and taken back by the local

authority, to resell it privately to other persons on the waiting list. With such irregular

payments all is possible, explains Gabriel. Many families are known to have lost the

lease of their graves by the actions of unscrupulous cemetery managers, either because

they forgot to renew their contracts and running management fee, abandoned the grave

for unknown reasons or the lease owner died and did not transfer the documents to a new

family member. 

Some wealthier families have built elaborate monuments, mausoleums and

chapels on their grave spaces, while other families have bare earth on their grave with a

small wooden or metallic cross as the only marker (see Chap. 4, Vol. 1), while others

have settled for a small plant on the grave. Panteón San Rafael’s monuments are

smaller and less flamboyant than the monuments and chapels of Panteón Jardín. The

level of wealth of the patrons of Panteón Jardín is visible in the way that the graves are

decorated. In addition, the costs of maintaining the spaces differ. Panteón Jardín

introduced a yearly service charge of $500.00 MXN (£23.80 GBP) for the general

upkeep of the cemetery. Every leaseholder and perpetual owner of a grave pays this fee

directly to the cemetery office. There are no official charges involved in Panteón San

Rafael, as the gravediggers have to manage the general upkeep of the cemetery. If grave

owners wish for their personal graves to be maintained throughout the year, then these

are negotiated directly with the gravediggers. 

Funeral services are another important cost facing the grieving relatives. Marco

Antonio argues that on average the starting cost of a simple funeral would be around

$8000.00 MXN. More elaborate funerals reach $21000.00 MXN (£380.00 - £1000.00

GBP) and above. The cost excludes all the extra expenses of burial ceremonies such as

cost of funerary and religious rituals, the cost of exhumation, monuments, decorative

and commemorative objects, reception, novenarios, food, drinks, and musicians. Marco

Antonio suggests that people would rarely consider the cheaper option, as it would be

seen as disrespectful to the dead relative if their family and friends did not

commemorate the last farewell as elaborately as possible (within the financial means of

the family and friends of the deceased). Here we have to consider that the weekly

average wage in Mexico stands at around $1050. MXN (£50.00 GBP) per week and

$21000.00 MXN (£1000.00 GBP) is an average yearly income for a low middle class

worker, then we can see that funerals are expensive ceremonies. It is even harder for

working class families, as many in the city earn below the national average of $1500.00

MXN (£71.50 GBP) Mexican pesos per month. Guadalupe (gravedigger) explains that

government employees such as full-time gravediggers earn about $3800.00 MXN

(£180.00 GBP) Mexican pesos per month. After tax, insurance, and union membership,
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she takes home $3000.00 MXN (£142.00 GBP) Mexican pesos. A funeral ceremony in

Mexico City can cost a working class family the equivalent of an annual salary.

Marco Antonio points out that death is a burden for families, particularly for

extended families who might have more than one funeral a year and ongoing

maintenance costs for their graves and funeral rituals. Marco Antonio explains that,

“More people in Mexico City are saving for and planning their own burial.” Marco

Antonio, like many mourners interviewed, has already purchased and organised his own

burial plot. He has three family graves, one of which is ready for himself and his

family's future funerals. His wife’s parents grave is in Panteón San Rafael, and his own

personal grave, and his children's and wife's are located in Panteón Jardín. Although his

wife already has her parents and uncles grave located in Panteón San Rafael, she has the

choice of staying with her parents or being buried with her husband or her children. 

As we walk in Panteón Jardín, Marco Antonio is proud to show me his own grave

and feels comfortable that he has a grave that is his own in a reputable cemetery. It was

through his connections with the cemetery management that he was alerted of a grave

with perpetuity for sale. He was on a waiting list for several years until a family

exhumed their family grave and sold their perpetual rights to the grave. As highlighted

in Chapters 4 and 6, Volume 1, relationships and networking is crucial in the spaces of

the dead to enable a smoother entry into the space. When asked why he felt the need to

organise his own grave, he explained that a few years ago Marco Antonio was ill and his

doctors advised him that there were potentially high risks and the operation they

recommended had no guarantees of success. At this point he faced his own mortality and

explained in an interview in 2006: “Some people when faced with death would organise

life insurance, I also organised my funeral and my grave.”

José Luis organising the documents for an exhumation, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Juan Cruz Gonsalez polishing a granite flower vase, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Fernando Rosas making a grave monument from a cement and granite mix and polishing a cemented

tanked grave. These are made to order and can reach three meters in depth, Panteón San Rafael,

Mexico City 2007.
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Fernando Rosas making a grave niche from a cement

and granite mix, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007
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Fernando Rosas, Juan Cruz, José antonio and Isabel Ramo are employed to make and renovate grave

monuments for private clients, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

Juan Cruz Gonzalez polishing a grave niche made from granite. Wall and grave niches are made to order

and the male gravediggers offer this service in their spare time, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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José Antonio Falcon Espition spraying a car for a cemetery client. Gravediggers often do paid jobs for

mourners. Entrance to Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

Builders reinforcing the cemetery’s external walls, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City October 2007.

the economy of the cemeterymarcel  a reyes -cortez
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San Ángel Marbles manage most of the engravings commissioned by

Jewish mourners in Mexico City. San Ángel Inn, Mexico City 2007.
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7.3 The work of  stonemasons,  engravers and 
metal  foundry workers 

The memorial stones and statues that play such an important role in producing the

character of the cemetery are also indexes of family wealth and of commitment to the

family dead. Contemporary stone memorials come in all sorts of sizes and types of

materials. Some are made from simple white concrete mixes, others with more

expensive materials added into the concrete mix, like polished or sawn marble

chippings. Other memorials are made from granite, limestone (which can be sand

blasted or bush-hammered), volcanic rock, travertine, white concrete mixed with marble

chippings and solid marble with a variety of finishes, which vary from polished, horned

or sawn. Colours also vary; a popular contemporary choice is volcanic rock mined in

Mexico. This has a distinct dark grey colour and when wet it goes charcoal grey or

black.  Graves and chapels range from the simple to the complex and extravagant.

Materials are chosen according to a family’s economic means. The use of concrete mixes

and volcanic rock is more popular in Panteón San Rafael. Marble is expensive and more

often used in Panteón Jardín by Jewish families with elaborate hand worked text

engravings on the tombstones or plates. 

Antonio Astorga Díaz is the manager and director of Monumentos y Esculturas,

S.A., established in 1917. This is a third-generation stonemason supplying the

cemeteries across the capital. As a family run business, it has witnessed many changes

in funerary practices and the material culture of the cemeteries of the capital. The

workshops are based opposite Panteón Jardín and ever since its inauguration in 1932,

they have been employed by families to build monuments for the cemetery. The period

from the 1930s to 1960s was their busiest, as they catered for the many new cemeteries

being established in the capital and in Álvaro Obregón in response to the inflow of

migrants and sudden growth of the capital. Now most of their work is in the renovation

of monuments on graves. 

Antonio explains that there are two main issues that affect his work. First,

cemeteries are now full and most monuments have already been built. Second, there has

been a growing change in people’s attitudes towards memorials and objects. The tombs

are simpler in design and shape, with fewer hand made monuments, and the art and craft

taken over by mass-produced designs such as mass-produced religious figures plaster

moulded and others made from plastic. General attitudes towards aesthetics in the

architecture of buildings and plastic arts have also affected the way that people think of

the picturesque funerary architecture and art. Sometimes families do ask for unique.

handmade monuments. Other families of lower economic means purchase

mass-produced moulded objects. People are trying their best to spend less money on

memorial objects, opting for a plastic version (see Chap. 4, Vol. 1). Antonio Astorga

explains that, “Even the wealthy spend less money on their family tombs. It is not a

question of class background as in the past we also had rich and poor families and both

spent as much as they could to decorate their relatives’ tombs in accordance with their

own economic possibilities, now they do not. Both the rich and the poor try to spend as

little as possible.” Many of the elaborate monuments found in Panteón Jardín are not

recent; many were built before the1960s, explains Antonio Astorga, and now their main

income comes from renovating them rather than building new monuments. 
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San Ángel marbles has a metal foundry which hand makes

monuments for commercial and domestic use, Mexico City 2006.
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7.4 San Ángel  Marbles  and metal  foundry

Stonemasonry and foundry work represents a major cost for mourners organising their

family graves. This section provides a brief account of how this business works and how

it has had to diversify and develop in order to meet changes in demands. San Ángel

Marbles is another family run business established in the early 1930s. The establishment

of the Panteón Jardín created a demand for skilled craftsmen, which assisted the

building of the chapels and monuments of the newly bought graves (with perpetuity) in

the cemetery. “It was an ideal location to have established the business,” explains Mr

Gutiérrez* from San Ángel Marbles, “just steps away from the cemetery, most of the

work came to us. At the time we were just a handful of families that catered to the

cemetery and our grandparents had more work than they could cope with.” It was ideal

for families purchasing their graves and burying their dead as they could organise at the

same time their monuments from across the road. Elaborately designed monuments

created a lot of work and income for workers. A chapel in Panteón Jardín built by their

grandfather took six months to build by hand. “A lot of pride was placed in the

construction and design of monuments,” adds Mr Gutiérrez. Their grandfather bought

several plots of land opposite the main entrance, serving all the needs of the cemetery,

from metal casting, to stonemasonry, engraving, in different materials. Its business has

remained almost intact ever since. One of the oldest stonemason establishments in the

area, it has a steady clientele from the cemetery; but as work in the cemeteries decreased

they had to diversify and further expand their business to cater for commercial and

residential demand. San Ángel Marbles also has a metal foundry that deals with

handmade sand casting components for general engineering, model making, pattern

making, rapid proto-type castings in all types of alloys, particularly in aluminium, zinc

and bronze, making their models to clients’ specification. 

The stonemasons have been most affected by the decline in demand for ornate

and expensive grave monuments. “There are more stonemasons in the area and less work

to go around,” explains Mr Gutiérrez. Less use of marble and an increase in the use of

volcanic rock has shown that clients prefer cheaper materials, or that fashions have
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changed. Their main clients were the Jewish families in Panteón Jardín, and now that

their cemeteries are full and monuments already made, their work has diminished. At

times they are called to repair broken monuments, but rarely, if ever, called to build a

chapel or a mausoleum. For the 50th anniversary of Pedro Infante’s death, the Infante

family decided to mark the anniversary by refurbishing the family grave (see Chap. 4,

Vol. 1). Due to the national press coverage that could be expected on this day, the

refurbishment was of great importance. Their task was to rebuild the casing of the grave,

using volcanic rock, and refurbish the main bronze head of Pedro Infante. This took

them about six weeks from beginning to end. This is an important gravesite in Mexico

as thousands of Infante’s followers visit it every year, either on daily visits, culminating

in a large commemorative festivity for the yearly anniversary of his death. Gabriel* (Mr

Gutiérrez’s son) explains that the bronze head had so many layers of paint that the

details of the sculpture had almost vanished. When they took the grave apart, they

cleaned the head and exposed all its original details. When followers and cemetery

workers saw the bronze head they could not believe that it was the original and thought

that they had replaced it for a new statue. 

Workers in general do not require permission from cemetery officials to enter the

cemetery and refurbish graves. Although they should let the main office know what they

are going to do, they do not in fact inform the office as the bureaucracy would prevent

them from just getting on with their work. In the end, says Gabriel, the graves belong to

the family, and if they are asked what they are doing in the cemetery, all they have to

say is that they have been employed by the family to upgrade the monuments. The

stonemasons have also had to become more flexible and now they cater for the

industrial market making home furnishings in limestone, travertine and marble. Their

main clients are large chain department stores like ‘Liverpool’.3 They also make

furnishings for bathrooms, kitchens and gardens. Gabriel explains that they are open to

take all the work that comes their way. It is not good work practice to turn down clients

as Gabriel adds: “You never know if they need work done in their home, then they might

also need work done to their graves.” 

3 Liverpool: a chain of department stores in Mexico City.
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Mr Gutiérrez manages the engraving part of the business. He initially was a

stonemason who then worked for many years in a metal foundry. He became tired of

doing the same work and for health reasons decided to learn to engrave stone and

marble. He really liked the nature of the work and with the help of an air chisels, the

work became easier and faster. There was a growing market in the renovation of

monuments and engravings but no one else in the family wanted to do this work. During

an interview in May 2007 he explains: “It is a tedious, slow work that requires great

precision. No errors can be made, as the marble cannot be repaired if a letter is badly cut

or a spelling error is made. At times it is hard as you have to be concentrated, and the

hours just fly pass.” His work caters mainly for the Jewish community. He mainly

engraves tablets and tombs. There are only two engravers who have the required skills

to do this, so demand is great. He wanted his son to try it but he did not like it, as he did

not have the patience needed. When he first started he did not understand the Hebrew

lettering and was not sure what he was actually writing and made many mistakes that he

did not notice. Over the years and after various expensive mistakes he has become

confident and fast. He can engrave a tablet within a day or two. He has also taught

himself Hebrew and is able to read it but has no idea of its pronunciation. The Jewish

community likes his work and he gets many commissions to engrave memorials for

religious and official marble tablets. He enjoys the work as it is peaceful and as he

suggests, “Once you get the hang of it, it is not as hard as it seems, it just requires lots

of patience and accuracy.” He is also getting old and wants to take time out to pursue

other things, like travelling. 
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“San Ángel Marbles specialises on custom made monuments. I look after the engraving of

headstones for the Jewish community. . . some orders are made for items to be used in the

cemetery and others for ornamental and domestic purposes.”

San Ángel Inn, Mexico City 2007.
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7.5 Preparing the dead: funeral  parlours and
contemporary alternatives  to  house the dead

As well as the larger cemeteries such as Panteón Jardín and Panteón San Rafael, there

are smaller graveyards and cemeteries found in Álvaro Obregón that have been bought

with perpetuity by wealthier mourners from the government or churches. Mtra Silvia

Ortiz from the Dirección de Etnologia y Antropologia Social (DEAS) explains that this

is a way to make sure that cemeteries are protected from the expansion of the growing

megalopolis that is eating into the few spaces left dedicated to the dead, as well as

shielding families from the control and interference of the church or the state. One such

burial space, Panteón Mausoleos del Carmen, is found near the neighborhood of San

Ángel in Coyoacán, a wealthy middle class neighborhood.4 Unless permission from the

local management committee that manages the cemetery is granted, neither the local

authority, nor the church has right of entry into this land and its gates are locked to

exclude non-members. Through economic autonomy from the state and the church,

Panteón Mausoleos del Carmen is the only cemetery in Álvaro Obregón that still

practices a forty-eight hour vigil during the celebration of the Day of the Dead. 

Ángel reminds me that local officials of the local Churches do not take part in the

inhumations or other rituals and ceremonies in the Panteón. He argues that it is rare that

a priest attends any of the burials, and they have to be asked especially to attend the

cemetery for the Day of the Dead or other yearly ceremonies. He adds that it is more

common to find the local mariachi band than the local priest in the Panteón. My research

has found that religious leaders are not excluded from the spaces of the dead as on two

occasions in 2007 a priest did attend three burials and administered mass in the

cemetery. For the Day of the Dead two local priests were also booked to give two

separate masses in Panteón San Rafael, and Father Vincent gave a mass in the cemetery

for the yearly anniversary of the Virgin de Guadalupe on the 12th Dec 2007.

Church officials are aware that money can be made by hosting the dead in their

newly refurbished wall niches and at the same time diplomatically regain the services

4 Previous governments have tried to stop the consumption of food and alcohol in the cemetery spaces of

Mexico City for safety, health and hygiene reasons. However, the custom of picnicking in cemeteries is

so inbred in the social daily and annual commemorative festivities it was highly contested and never

enforced (see Chap. 7, sect. II, Vol. 2).

5 These spaces are much higher in value than in civil cemeteries.

6 Even years after the death of the person religious services honouring the death of the person are still

organised (see Chaps. 3 and 7, sect II).

once provided to the bereaved and lost to Benito Juarez Laws of Reform.5 Burials in the

church are still regulated by state law yet the local authority does not interfere with the

decision as to who would be hosted in the church or if the clergy could enter the

cemetery. Religious services are rarely seen in the cemetery outside annual

commemorations. Father Vincent explains that there are three possible reasons why

there is a reduction or exclusion of Catholic, Christian or other religious officials in the

cemeteries of Mexico. The first is due to the laws of reform in 1857, priests and religious

officials were not allowed to preach outside their temples even less in civil public

spaces. Second, the expansion of the capital and its dead, has meant simply that there are

too many dead and not enough religious personnel to deliver all the services. Third,

religious officials used to take financial advantage of the various services they could

offer people. There are three stages when a priest could administer a service to the dead

(Ibarra 1994) and in the past families were charged for every one of these stages for the

same dead person turning the religious burial into a lucrative business. To prevent

corruption, the Mexican Church stopped the need to have a service at every stage

particularly the service in the cemetery, which neatly coincided with the laws of the

reform. At other stages the clergy receive financial compensation for their services. It is

also up to the discretion of each family to decide how often or how many services are

carried out during or after burial.6
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The sale of new wall niches outside the Basílica of Our Lady of Guadalupe,

Plaza de las Américas, Mexico City 2007.
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The construction of a new mausaleum for wall niches, opposite

the Basílica of Our Lady of Guadalupe, Mexico City 2007.
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7.5.1 Introducing change:  Memorial  San Ángel  

Memorial San Ángel is located opposite Panteón Jardín in Atlamaya, San Ángel Inn.  It

was established in 2005 to address the growing demand for burial space in the city. The

stonemasons told me that the Memorial was originally a large mill that had been sold

when the mill owners went into receivership.  However, the mill was resold to the same

owners under a different company name.7 As it was under new ownership the workers

were made redundant, lost their jobs and many months of unpaid salaries. The mill

turned into a more profitable business, ‘the housing of the dead’. 

Memorial San Ángel claims to have the most modern funeral services in the most

exclusive zone of the south of Mexico D.F., with spacious gardens and surrounded by

natural parks. It has the capacity for up to eight funerals per day. It has an ecumenical

chapel, eight comfortable rooms for ceremonies, including its own rest rooms and

shower rooms for the bereaved that might have arrived early or the day before to the

ceremony or might wish to stay with the deceased through the vigil. It also has a large

dedicated space to host large numbers of niches and its own crematorium. Memorial San

Ángel is the only mausoleum with a heliport, in addition to having its own ample

parking area, a restaurant, a bar, a florist and twenty-four hour security.

Antonio Gonzalez Pérez has worked for twenty years in various funeral parlours

in Mexico D.F. In the last two years he has worked for Memorial San Ángel. He collects

and drives dead persons and relocates them to the various cemeteries in the borough of

Álvaro Obregón. Antonio Gonzalez also collects the dead from their home, hospital, or

in the case of exhumed bodies, from the cemeteries. He also takes prepared bodies in

their coffins to the cemetery if they are to be buried, or prepares them for cremation.

Antonio Gonzalez started to notice the increase use of cremation in the last ten years. He

explains that due to the increase in the financial cost of burial and lack of space, the

commerce of cremation has developed further. He points out that cremation is favoured

particularly by migrant communities coming from Indian, Pakistan and Japan as this is

Antonio Gonzalez Pérez drives the funeral hearse for Memorial San Ángel, San Ángel Inn,

Mexico City 2007.

7 Information came from third-party and not confirmed with workers or owners of the mill or Mausoleum.
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Memorial San Ángel has at the moment five thousand wall niches covering a

surface of five thousand square meters and with capacity to expand and treble in size. In

2007 they had about five hundred wall niches sold, eighty to one hundred of which are

already occupied. They can expand horizontally and vertically, by adding extra rooms

and floors. There are no distinctions made as far as ethnicity or race is concerned, but

the economic resources of the families do determine which wall niches are chosen.9

Memorial San Ángel attracts a high-end level of families that could afford the starting

package of $21000.00 MXN (£1000.00 GBP) Mexican pesos, with the more elaborate

funerals at about $80000.00 MXN (£3800.00 GBP) Mexican pesos. Associations have

also bought niche spaces and allocated them to members, as in the case of the actors’

association, where the ashes of the actor Sergio Jiménez who died in January 2007 is kept.

8 Due to their charges a working class family could not afford to use their facilities or host their dead in

their wall niches.

9 The wall niches have seven levels; the mid level niches are more costly as they are at a convenient

height. The higher niches cannot be reached without a ladder and the lower ones can only be reached by

kneeling. A family can purchase a single wall niche for two spaces for a family (two spaces joined

allowing for four persons). 

compatible with their own cultural and religious practices. He adds that some Mexican

Catholics who have adopted cremation come from middle and upper class Mexicans who

approach the choice of cremation from a more practical perspective (see Chap. 5, Vol. 1). 

Rafael Javier Enriquez, who has been working in Memorial San Ángel for two

years now as the head salesman, explains that they are promoting a new service: the

presales of funerary services before the person dies. People who might need to take such

precautionary measures want to be assured that the full funerary cost will be covered

when they die, and that their families are not left to cope with the financial burden of

their funeral. Rafael Javier explains that ‘Persons come to the memorial preparing their

future death’ and their funeral arrangements are expected to be met no matter what

happens and when it happens. The ‘full package’, as Rafael Javier refers to it, is also

offered on the basis of instalments, so that less well off families, can also plan for the

future. These arrangements include is a twenty-four month credit arrangement, paid in

modest instalments. Memorial San Ángel’s motto is ‘to make life as easy as possible for

the person and the family of the dead’. At the moment of death all it would take is a

telephone call to their office advising that a person has died, they will arrange all the

necessary paper work and collect the body. All expenses having already been covered,

the process is straightforward. As Rafael Javier explains in an interview in march 2007,

“To take away the pain that is already present and not to add any more to the existing

problem, problems of what will happen to the body, burial or cremation, where the body

will be placed, the expenses, the decisions of type of coffin where the funerary rituals

will take place, where the family and friends will be gathered etc. All this is taken away

and managed by them.” Expenses depend on the package and extras that are chosen, the

size of room, the catering, the amount of people and the type of coffin. Coffins are not

meant to be reused but coffins which have been used for a few hours prior to cremation

can be donated by the family of the deceased and the company organises the coffin to be

donated to less well off families. Rafael Javier tells me that the city is so big with a large

variety of customs that they have to be flexible and cater to a large variety of persons

coming from diverse ethnic backgrounds.8
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Rafael Javier Enriquez, sales manager for Memorial San Ángel, San Ángel Inn, Mexico City 2007.Entrance to Memorial San Angel, San Ángel Inn 2007.
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Wall niches in Memorial San Ángel. At the far

end on the left we find the section for Mexican

actors, San Ángel Inn, Mexico City 2007.

Antonio Gonzalez Pérez with a child’s coffin at Memorial San Ángel, San Ángel Inn, Mexico City 2007.
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Wall niches on the first floor of Memorial San Ángel, San Ángel Inn, Mexico City 2007.Ground floor in Memorial San Ángel leading to various rest rooms and multi-faith chapels, San

Ángel Inn, Mexico City 2007.
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Memorial San Ángel leading to the niches room, sales room and coffee room,

San Ángel Inn, Mexico City 2007.
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7.5.2 Funerales  Garcia

Funerales Garcia is a local family run business based in the area of Contreras that

arranges burials in Panteón San Rafael on an almost weekly basis. The firm is managed

by forty-five year old Rigoverto Garcia, whose father started the funeral parlour in 1948.

Three brothers have now taken over the family business, headed by the eldest brother.

Their children are also taking an interest in managing the business and Rigoverto Garcia

thinks that they will inherit the family business. He adds that he is proud of his work, as

it allows them to come closer to people’s private moments, building close and intimate

relationships with the local community, as they have to manage and deal with the

communities’ most painful moments ‘the death of a loved one’. 

Funerales Garcia would normally take over the management of the dead at the moment

that they are contacted by the designated family member. Their basic task will include

the collection of the body, preparation of the body and taking the body to either a

cemetery or a crematorium. It all depends on the family's choices. The visitation (also

called the viewing or wake) is normally organised at home. At this stage a coffin is

chosen and taken to the home of the deceased where they prepare the body. If the

family does not have a death certificate then they will also call a doctor and organise this

for the family. This is a legal requirement and the body cannot be treated until the

certificate has been issued. Rigoverto Garcia explains that in many areas on the outskirts

of Mexico City rural traditions often prevail: many families wish to prepare the body

themselves at home. If this is not possible because of lack of space or the dead person

might have been a victim of violence or accident then they will take the body to the

funeral parlour and workers will prepare the body there. The makeover will include:

washing of the body, a cosmetician is called to apply cosmetics to the dead and the body

is re-dressed. When the body is ready it is then placed into the chosen coffin ready to be

taken to a cemetery or crematorium.

Rigoverto Garcia explains that there is no official training one can take to work

in a funeral parlour or run it as a funeral director; the trade is learned through practice
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“Vanity is important for many mourners. . . what will the neighbours say, what will family

say, what will work colleagues say . . people’s moral obligation puts pressure on mourners

to feel that they have to give in death what was not given during life.”

Rigoverto Garcia, Mexico City 2007.

by working directly in the industry. Ángel Pérez (manager of Panteón San Rafael)

explains that Funerales Garcia are highly sought after by the local community as “they

treat the funerary service as if they were located in rural village.” Rigoverto Garcia,

explains that “traditions have changed a lot, we did not have cremation some years back

and lack of space now means that many families can not carry out a visitation at home,

so the company now has to provide a room for this purpose if needed. In the outskirts,

in areas such as Contreras, cremation is not popular. The refusal of cremation in

Contreras is based on a sense of tradition.” Rigoverto Garcia adds further that the

concept of ‘tradition’ is crucial for many families and it dictates the funerary rituals that

can be followed and the business they can provide. 

The cost of a service organized through Funerarias Garcia can start at $2500.00

MXN (£120.00 GBP) Mexican pesos for an economic service and up to $40000.00 MXN

(£1900.00 GBP) Mexican pesos for a more luxurious service. The usual cost is around

$8000.00-$9000.00 MXN (£380.00-£429.00 GBP). This service gives the family one of

the best coffins, which are used by expensive funeral parlours. The choice of coffin, in

his experience, has always boiled down to vanity and moral obligation, “Vanity is

important as what will their neighbours say, what will other family members say.

People's moral obligation is also important as many feel that they have to give in death

what was not given during life.” Rigoverto Garcia interviewed in 2007.

Many families will decide on an expensive and luxurious funeral parlour to

organise their funeral service. Families might not have the funds but they still contract

a expensive service, well out of their economic reach. Displaying their dead in

appropriate ways is crucial to these families, and the occasion can serve to mend

fractured relationships. 

In many crematoria the family is asked if they wish to donate their coffin to a less

well off family. Many are donated to charity or the church. If a coffin is used for the

body of person who died from an accident or the inner linings get damaged or dirty, then

the coffin is not reused, although, it is possible to change their inner linings and reuse
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the coffin. However, Funerales Garcia in practice do not reuse coffins, as matters of

hygiene, superstition and moral factors come into play.

Funerales Garcia has no ovens; these are expensive, so they hire from the five

official local authority run ovens in the city. Otherwise the family would have to pay

more and organise the use of a private crematorium located in or outside the city.

Rigoverto Garcia explains that in Mexico D.F. the local authority is not allowing new

ovens to be opened in the city due to health risks and pollution, forcing crematoriums to

locate outside the city. The funeral parlour has to deal on average with nine to eleven

bodies per week, and they have known times when they have had seven dead persons in

a day. “It is never quiet in a big city like this one,” explains Rigoverto Garcia; and adds,

“In the early years before this city grew as big as it is, we could anticipate busy moments

from the quiet ones. People died more during November to December, and then again

during June and July. The rest of the year was quieter with fewer bodies. Now it is

impossible (more or less) to determine when people might die.” 

Two things are needed for surviving as a family business, explains Rigoverto

Garcia, “Feelings, not to see the business with dollar signs. Yes, it has to make money

but that’s not the point. The industry must not take advantage of families going through

a difficult time. We could charge higher fees and not care for the client, but we charge

wisely and according to individual needs and circumstances. We are a small business but

with an established reputation and we are number one in the area. Secondly, we provide

a professional and flexible service, families recommend us across the capital and rural

areas,” why? “because we are part of the community, not in the business for the money.” 

For their part, the city’s coffin making industry and its distributors makes an

estimated total of twenty six million GBP per year. Javier Lozano is a member of the

Associación de Propietarios de Funerarias y Embalsamadores de la Ciudad de Mexico.

In a newspaper interview he explains: “It’s a massively lucrative market, it’s like

running a restaurant business because we have a demand, and also it’s vanity. The

“Traditionally hand made coffins are our most popular. . . it’s our best seller.”

Rigoverto Garcia, Mexico City 2007.
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vanity of the family will determine the market,” “It’s in our interest that they are vain,

in this way they consume our products.” 10

Mauricio Alcocer is a salesman for Industrias Arga (coffin manufacturer in

Mexico) distributing coffins to around two-hundred funeral parlours across Mexico City.

Argas, the biggest coffin manufacturer in Mexico D.F, established in 1959 now employs

eighty workers, with a production rate of seventy metal coffins and thirty-five wooden

coffins per day. Its metal coffins come in three versions: basic, standard and premium.

There are four versions of its wooden coffins: basic, standard, premium and prestige. All

their coffins come with a metallic Christ coated in fourteen carat gold as standard. Arga

coffins also sell to the rest of the country. On average one thousand five hundred coffins

are made per month and twenty five percent are for the capital.

Metal coffins have existed for some time, Rigoverto Garcia of Funerarias Garcia

points out, and cemetery workers noticed an increase in their use in the mid 1960s.  As

fashions come and go, so do the materials used in coffin making, he explains. When

metal coffins were first introduced, only richer families could afford to purchase them.

Now that they are mass-produced, prices have come down. Wooden coffins have come

back into fashion and can be more expensive than metallic ones. Funeraria Garcia has a

hand carved coffin, which takes six days to make using traditional rural methods and is

a popular choice amongst local families.

11 There is a family dispute, so their mother is buried in a separate grave in their rural village, and this

has created tension in the family.

7 .6 Conclusion:  moral ity  and maintaining 
relat ions with the dead

Mrs Cruz an elderly lady who visits Panteón San Rafael with her grandchildren explains,

“If I do not show my grandchildren the importance of remembering our dead, who will

remember me when I am dead, and who will remember them when it is their turn to

die?” Mrs Cruz, Panteón San Rafael, October 2006. Mrs Cruz suggests that the dead

might not be so forgiving if forgotten, and that the unknown at times weighs heavily on

people's moral obligations. I met Mrs Rosario*, a sixty-eight year old visitor to Panteón

San Rafael, visiting her father’s grave on the 28th October 2007 a few days before the

Day of the Dead to start clearing and preparing the grave for the 2nd of November (see

Chap. 7, sect. II, Vol. 2). She tells me that because flowers are cheaper a few days before

the festivity, it is more cost effective to come a few days earlier to decorate the graves.

She visits her father’s grave every month and if she does not, then the spirit of her father

calls out to her. She found it difficult to explain how, but she just felt uneasy and

uncomfortable if she did not visit her father’s grave. When she does visit she feels

restful and at ease. One of her sisters never visits their father so she felt the need to do

so or her father would feel lonely and forgotten.11 “My father would be pleased with my

visits” she explains. Mrs Rosario* reminded me that on one occasion she did not visit

her father and that month she did not sleep well. She said, “My father came to my house

and kept me awake.” She explains that not until she visited the following month did the

restless nights stop. On her visits to Panteón San Rafael she talks to her father’s ánima

and on her way out of the cemetery she stops for a short while to visit her uncle who is

buried a few graves away. 

The above examples are not rare occurrences, as we have been able to see from

earlier examples in previous chapters, many mourners feel compelled to have an

ongoing and active but also a direct relationship with their dead specialy with the space

were the body is located. If family members had bad or good relations with each other,

10 Javier Lozano, Metro 31st October 2007:3
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then this would be reflected where their dead are buried and in the grave that is chosen.

Mourners make a point that if they did not get on with a sibling or relative then they

would not be united in the same grave. Many of the families of Copilco and San Ángel

that were interviewed feel that they have a moral obligation and an economic

responsibility towards the welfare of their dead relatives. Continuity of the family is

crucial for the communities that regularly visit their dead. The wellbeing of their dead

in the spiritual world is dependant on the love and care that is placed on them by the

living on earth. If the dead are forgotten continuity and family networks get broken and

heritage damaged. 

The emotional content of the obligations of families to the dead is recognised by

those working at all levels in the services related to the funerary practices, mourning and

burial. Workers assist contemporary urban families to dedicate the limited time they

might have in the spiritual relationships with their dead. Although, as we have seen, this

is an extremely lucrative business, those who are prominent in the business, such as

Rigoverto Garcia, makes it clear the importance that relationships are also built between

the mourners and workers. The industry is constantly growing and adapting to the rapid

changes and challenges of the megalopolis. As a result it has had to adapt to changing

needs and cater for the diversity in customs, religions and practices by its diverse

population, and continues to anticipate changes in the future. Formal and informal costs:

bribes and payments to gravediggers form part of a much bigger socio economic

exchange across all areas of Mexico’s local and national economy (too large to expand

in this chapter). These are embedded in people’s every day practices and are seen as part

of the daily economic life. 

The spaces dedicated to the dead; either cemeteries or mausoleums, are now

located and built within and next to residential spaces becoming extensions of peoples

domestic life. Cemetery officials remind me that by extending the domestic and public

rituals to the cemetery and extended spaces of the dead it is now much harder for them

to be swallowed by the growing megalopolis. Through this section we can see that the

industry of the dead has provided an economy for the living to survive and the dead in

turn is looked after, remembered and maintained in the social and economic lives of the

living (exemplified further in Section II). Workers at all levels of the industry of the

dead assist in the nurturing process facilitating mourners and the dead to coexist.

Workers become and are seen as caretakers of the dead and producers and agents of its

material culture. 
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Antonio Gonzalez Perez, Memorial San Ángel sells coffins to its clients, San Ángel Inn 2007.
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section II
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Art installation dedicated to the Day

of the Dead, opposite the presidential

palace, Zocalo, Mexico City 2007.
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Altar dedicated to the Day of the Dead by Estela Moctezuma, Centro

Cultural del México Contemporáneo, Mexico D.F, Mexico City 2007.
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7.7 Annual  commemorative days 

In this section I look at how the various national yearly commemorations in Mexico City

are experienced in the cemeteries of Álvaro Obregón particularly in Panteón San Rafael.

I am particularly interested to show how the ‘daily’ and the ‘everyday’ practices in

relation to material culture (as described in previous chapters), feed into yearly

commemorative ritualised activities, and mobilise economic markets such as flower

farmers, stall holders and bakeries in Mexico City.1 Many national commemorations

form part of the official table of social ritualised festivities. Some have been

institutionalised such as Easter, Father’s Day and Mother’s, Halloween, The Day of the

Dead, Valentine’s Day, The Virgin of Guadalupe and Christmas, and each in its special

way enters the cemetery. This section illustrates the ways in which the living include

their dead in these events plus how the dead is exported from the intimacy of the

domestic, the privacy of grief onto public and festive practices. I will also show how the

above experiences and events affect the cemetery space. This chapter will expand and

explore with visual narratives how the cemetery is transformed in response to the

commemorations. I will show how the workers within the cemetery are mobilised and

workers and enterprises outside the cemetery are also involved in the process of turning

the cemetery into a special, commemorative/celebratory memory-making space. The

cemetery as a lieux de mémoire (Nora 1996) is also multilayered with memory

(Seremetakis 1994). The additional activity around commemorative days transforms it

again into a different kind of place of economy.

Yearly commemorations in Mexico City and their material culture are in

themselves so colourful and bright that it would be easy to become overwhelmed by

these events. Through this section I will pay particular attention to my experience of the

Day of the Dead in Panteón San Rafael, in order to show how this event became a

magnet for communities and families to come together in remembrance of the dead. I

will provide a photographic ethnography of Panteón San Rafael to show the work of the

‘The best bread of the dead, like always the one from Bakery Madrid’

Mexico City, November 2007.

1 The economic market that is mobilised is much larger than listed but it will not be possible in this

chapter to look at it all, only a few items will be touched on in this Chapter/Thesis.
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2 Pulque or iztac octli (original name), is an alcoholic drink made from the  sap of the  plant.

Christmas window decoration, Palacio del Hierro, Zocalo, Mexico City 2007.

cemetery staff and the dynamics and activities of the thousands of visitors who enter the

cemetery across these days.

Other than the Day of the Dead, Mothers Day, on the 10th of May, is the second

most important festivity of the year for visitors of Panteón San Rafael. The gravediggers

start the preparation cemetery ready two months in advance by cutting the grass and

making sure all the spaces in the cemetery are cleaned (see Chap. 6, Vol. 1). Families

come together on this day and mariachis attend the cemetery to play music to them.

Children leave sweets, toys and messages for their mothers. Adults visit their female

relatives including their grandmothers and mothers in law. On Valentine’s Day there is

a limited presence of visitors and a few mourners may leave roses on a grave, reflecting

perhaps the high prices of these flowers. Christmas and New Year’s Day also

experiences a small increase in visitors and the range of material objects left during this

period reflects the tastes in Christmas decorations available on the market. At Christmas

and indeed on other special occasions, the material culture of the cemetery closely

reflects the commodities on offer in the consumer market. 

There is one other day that the gravediggers of Panteón San Rafael turn into a

special annual celebration. This is the 12th of December, the anniversary of the Virgin

of Guadalupe. Ángel Pérez and José Luis organise an open day for all who wish to

attend, an open invitation which attracts mourners, their families and casual visitors into

the cemetery. Ángel Pérez and José Luis share the expenses of this event and many

visitors bring food and drinks to share with others. Father Vincent was invited to offer

mass in the cemetery for this date. Ángel Pérez and José Luis drove to the meat market

first thing in the morning at five in the morning, purchasing one-hundred kilos of pork,

pork crackling being a favourite food amongst visitors. Mourners bring Tequila and

Pulque to share with visitors and workers.2 A large image of the Virgin of Guadalupe is

placed on the cemetery altar for the day. Ángel Pérez and José Luis also go shopping for

fireworks, which are let off hourly, to the delight of the children.
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Cross dressing for the Day of the Dead,

Zocalo, Mexico D.F., Mexico City 2007.
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Altar dedicated to the dead in history by José de Jesús Rodriguez, Cemetery San Fernando, Mexico D.F.,

Mexico City 2007.

Art installation dedicated to the Day of the Dead by Estela Moctezuma, Centro Cultural del México

Contemporáneo, Mexico D.F., Mexico City 2007.

Art installation dedicated to the Day of the Dead by Estela Moctezuma, Centro Cultural del México

Contemporáneo, Mexico D.F., Mexico City 2007.
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Top: Art installations dedicated to the Day of the Dead, Zocalo and José de Jesús Rodriguez’ grandmother.

Right: Monica Martinez and a friend cross dressed as Catrinas for the Day of the Dead, photographed next

to a Mexican woman police officer, Zocalo, Mexico D.F., Mexico City, November 2007.
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“I visit my mother every month but for mothers

day I always bring her a bunch of roses. I love

roses so I bring them to her every year.” 

Grave of Guadalupe Pérez Rodriguez who died 4 february

2003, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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“My mother is in heaven!” 

“I hope I also go there.”  

Why?

“so we can be together.”

Bereaved child on Mothers Day, Panteón San Rafael, 10 May 2007.
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“After nine years her absence still hurts me.”

Child’s grave decorated for the day of the child, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2005.

Family mausoleum decorated for Christmas, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2006.
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“My son loved life, he always smiled. . . even till the end he made me laugh. . . I held him in

my arms till he died. . . Photographing the process helped me cope with his cancer.”

Cecilia, Álvaro Obregón, Mexico D.F., Mexico City 2007.

text: ‘The muscles that move this dream are our hearts’

text: ‘I love you and I miss you my little princess.’
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Grave decorated with flowersafter a resent burial and grave decorated for the day of the child in

Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007
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Gravediggers cook fish for good friday, easter

at Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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“beseeching thee, that it may please thee, of thy gracious goodness, shortly to accomplish the

number of thine elect, and to hasten thy kingdom that we, with all those that are departed in

the true faith of thy holy name, may have our perfect consummation and bliss, both in body

and soul, in thy eternal and everlasting glory; through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.”

Father Vincent, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

“ALMIGHTY God, with whom do live the spirits of them that depart hence in the Lord, and

with whom the souls of the faithful, after they are delivered from the burden of the flesh, are

in joy and felicity We give thee hearty thanks, for that it hath pleased thee to deliver this our

brother out of the miseries of this sinful world.”
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Public celebration dedicated to the Virgin of

Guadalupe, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Anual public celebration organised by the cemetery workers for the anniversary of the Virgin of

Guadalupe, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, December 2007.
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“I use to work as an auxiliary gravedigger and every

year I set off the fire works for the festivity of the

Virgin of Guadalupe.” 

Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, December 2007.
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Annual public celebration hosted by the cemetery workers for the anniversary of the Virgin of Guadalupe,

Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, December 2007.
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Annual public celebration hosted by the cemetery workers for the anniversary of the Virgin of Guadalupe,

Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, December 2007.
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Annual public celebration hosted by the cemetery workers for the anniversary of the Virgin of Guadalupe,

Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, December 2007.
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Annual public celebration hosted by the cemetery workers for the anniversary of the Virgin of Guadalupe,

Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, December 2007.
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7.8 The commercial isat ion of  the Day of  the Dead
and Halloween

The increase of activity around commemorative days highlights the important shift

marked by these days. The extensive networks of supply and demand for special items,

both secular and religious mobilises workers across the country both to manage the

increase in demand and to provide a service to the many thousands of visitors that flock

the cemeteries of Mexico City. Workers have also lost the life of the ones they love and

together with the public they mourn, remember and commemorate their dead. In

recalling the ánimas to the cemeteries and family homes the capital organises itself in a

wave of common solidarity over a common cause, the dead. 

Through earlier pilot studies I was able to experience and record the Day of the

Dead and Halloween in various states across the south of Mexico as well as in Mexico

City. I became aware of the diversity in the practice both from the perspective of its

commercialisation and of its spiritual content.3 In 2007 I concentrated my efforts in

Álvaro Obregón and Panteón San Rafael where I recorded how preparations for this

event evolved through the month of October and first week of November

From the first days of October I found all the supermarkets I visited were selling

electronic toys and costumes dedicated to the festivity of Halloween, and that Christmas

merchandise was already starting to appear on the shelves. By the second week of

October the sale of Halloween merchandise had extended to itinerant mobile street

sellers. They were also on display for sale in markets such as La Merced and El Tepito.

Little merchandise and crafts dedicated to the Day of the Dead could be seen. It was hard

to escape the initial impression that the Day of the Dead was a Mexican version of

United States’ Halloween. It was not until I decided to look further afield that it was

made clear that in the background, cemetery workers, artists and craftspeople at all

3 A notable appearance of the Day of the Dead is through its national and local visual interpretations and

representations found in the literature dedicated to ‘Death’ in Mexico (Andrade 2001, Anguiano 1987,

Carmichael 1991, Godoy 1998, Lomnitz 2005).
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levels including flower growers, bakers and the national and local retailers were busy

preparing for the Day of the Dead. 

During the last week of October bakeries started to decorate their interiors and

window displays plus introduce the Day of the Dead bread. At the start of October

costumes and items dedicated to Halloween start to flood the shops and local markets,

Costumes which could be regarded as more appropriate (traditional) for the Day of the

Dead would have to be home made, and if purchased they would be expensive (like the

costume of la Catrina or the Llorona).4 Over the last five years of investigating this

event in pilot projects, I had never seen so many people dressed in Halloween costumes

and so many objects flooding the cemeteries and graves of Panteón San Rafael as I did

in 2007. 

As events are unfolding around the capital in shops and markets, Panteón San

Rafael is busy preparing for the Days of the Dead, their busiest time of the year, for

many reasons. One is the large number of people visiting the cemetery on these days.

Also, many of the cemetery workers need to make sure that their privately kept graves

are seen to have been well looked after, decorated and painted, so they can be paid by

their owners.5 Some of these grave owners come regularly every month, others only for

the Day of the Dead (particularly if they have migrated). Workers would not get paid if

the grave owners saw that their graves had not been looked after throughout the year.

The workers made a greater effort to make sure all their graves are in better condition

than at any other stage. The council and cemetery management also require all their

cemeteries to be in top shape for these days (see Chap. 6, Vol. 1). The effects of the

celebrations have an impact well beyond the boundaries of Álvaro Obregón, and

encompass economic activities and networks over large distances to the outskirts of

Mexico City and beyond. Particularly in the case of the cempasúchil, a flower that is

emblematic of celebrations of the dead.

4 The main personalities representing the contemporary imagery and characters of the Day of the Dead,

are represented by José Guadalupe Posada (1852-1913) (Carmichael 1991, Godoy 1998, Lomnitz 2005).

His etchings have been reproduced on a large scale and are now becoming some of the most popular

Mexican imagery artists use to represent the Day of the Dead. The skeletal images were further

popularized by being incorporated into 's mural ‘Dream of a Sunday in Alameda Park’ measuring fifty feet

long by thirteen feet high, painted between 1947-1948.

5 Cemetery workers are hired by grave owners to manage their graves of a small fee. This includes

watering plants, cleaning, upgrading graves and general maintenance.
Cakes for Halloween, casa de los azulejos Mexico D.F., Mexico City 2007.
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Don Franciscos nephew dressed as count Dracula,

visiting his grandmother’s grave. The Day of the

Dead, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Above: Francisco Rosas’ family by the side of his family grave. Right: Jose Luis’ wife family grave

mausoleum. Panteón San Rafael, Mexico D.F., Mexico City 2007.
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Guadalupe Contreras with granddaughter next to the cemetery Day of the Dead altar,

Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

Fernando Rosas cousin’s grave. Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Top and right: Zocalo for the Day of the Dead. 

Above: Grave decorated for the Day of the Dead, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Halloween cakes at the Casa de los Azulejos, Mexico D.F., Mexico City 2005
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Panaderia Ideal, Mexico D.F., Mexico City 2005. Head baker in the ovens of Panaderia Ideal, Mexico D.F., Mexico City 2005.
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Pedro Cruz Jimenez, cobbler and resident of Copilco el Bajo, Mexico City 2005. Altar dedicated to the Mexican revolution of 1910, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2004.
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Family grave decorated for the Day of the Dead, Álvaro Obregón, Mexico D.F., Mexico City 2007.Day of the Dead altar in Pedro Cruz Jimenez family home, Copilco el Bajo, Mexico D.F.,

Mexico City 2007.
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Selling Alfeniques, Toluca 2005. 

Art installation dedicated to the Day of the Dead

in the Zocalo and a cross dresser with Lane

Castro De Melo, Mexico D.F., Mexico City 2007.
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7.9 Farming the f lowers for the dead

The Mexican flower cempasúchil, a species of the genus flower native to Mexico and

other Latin American countries, and ‘mano de leon’ (violet coxcomb) are the main

flowers used for the commemoration of the Day of the Dead to decorate the private and

public spaces of the dead (altars and graves). A close relative to the cempasúchil, the

marigold is the main flower harvested in the borough of Xochimilco and in Pueblas. The

head of the marigold is larger and comes in different shades of yellow and orange. The

marigold is also a potted plant, unlike the Mexican cempasúchil, which grows wild in

open fields and grows up to one-hundred centimetres tall has a small deep yellow/orange

flowered head. The cempasúchil is harvested seasonally for the commemoration of the

Day of the Dead and at no other time is this flower used in any ritual or in daily

funerary practices.6 The native wild cempasúchil flowers once per year, coinciding with

the festive dates of the Day of the Dead. 

Other flowers used on a day-to-day basis are not particularly associated with the

dead. Flowers are chosen depending on aesthetics and free choice of mourners and

visitors. There are also other types of flowers found in cemeteries and daily funerary

rituals such as zinnias, lilies, sunflowers, gerberas, carnations, daisies and roses, in all

colours and sizes. Flower arrangements for a funeral are more specific, they vary from

popular contemporary arrangements such as casket sprays, hearts, crosses, wreaths,

sprays, and baskets to wreaths built on long legs and a round circular crown, a rural

tradition, maintained in the city and popular in the Panteón San Rafael.

Xochimilco is one of the sixteen boroughs of Mexico D.F., the third biggest, and

located in the south of the city, famous to both foreign and local tourists for its canals

and ‘trajineras’ (canal boats). It is lesser known for its agriculture, but has small
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6 The cempasúchil was widely used prior to colonial times for the commemorations of the dead and

favored by the Aztecs for its luminous color and medical properties. Its brightness was symbolically

valuable as the flower petals could be noticed from a distance and used in order to direct a wandering soul

back to its home or cemetery. The cempasúchil has retained its symbolical properties and still used today

to recall the souls of the dead. 
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cooperative farmers dedicated to farming houseplants and flowers. Cultivation is

achieved from its chiampas, which are raised planting platforms separated by

water-filled canals dating back to pre-Hispanic times. Chiampas are also known as

floating gardens; man-made islands measuring around ninety square metres in size, at

times bigger. Due to low water supply and urban expansion, many chiampa farmers have

had to change their agriculture from vegetables to the cultivation of flowers and house

plants for sale in Mexico City markets. A variety of flowers are grown all year around,

and for the Day of the Dead the chiampas are filled with cempasúchils. The demand is

so great that Xochimilco alone cannot supply the yearly needs. 

Farmers selling cempasúchil and cockscomb for the Day of the Dead, Jamaica flower market, Mexico

D.F., Mexico City, October 2006.

Pueblas is also well known as an important state that supplies flowers to Mexico

City, varying their crops according to the needs developed throughout the year. Farmers

from the city of Puebla grow flowers in open farmlands outside the city. Farmers are not

solely dedicated to growing flowers and produce according to need. Other farmers not

dedicated to the production of flowers sow seasonal crops and only cempasúchil and the

coxcomb flower for the Day of the Dead. At other times farmers grow a variety of

vegetables and these rotate to allow the land to regenerate. The flow chart traces the

movements of the cempasúchil during the Day of the Dead. It shows the complex

separate systems of productivity that exist in order to maintain the annual industrial

channels of work for flower growers of cempasúchil, working around the clock from

about the 21st of October to the 2nd of November until the flowers reach the panteónes

of Álvaro Obregón or other commemorative spaces and ceremonies. The chart also

shows the high level of logistical work involved and the people employed to move the

flowers to their destinations. 

Once the harvesting of flowers in Xochimilco and Puebla has ended, farmers use

their grounds to grow vegetables such as potatoes and onions for the markets in Mexico

City. Many small local farmers are not able to survive from one crop all year around as

the competition from other farming lands, soil use and yearly customs means that some

plants are seasonal, but if they are flexible and vary their crops it means that their lands

can be worked throughout the year. A flower farmer I met in a market in Xochimilco

explains that he was orphaned as a child and when he was eight years old he migrated

to the capital to stay with his uncle who placed him to work on the chiampas from an

early age. He has been harvesting flowers and the cempasúchil ever since. He is proud

of his work and tells me that with no land of his own, this is the only heritage he can

leave behind to his children, an identity and love for the land and the cempasúchil.
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Cempasúchil farmed for the Day of the Dead in the outskirts of Pueblas, October 2006.
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Cempasúchil harvested in Pueblas, October 2006.
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Cempasúchil farmers harvesting the flower for

the markets in Mexico City for the Day of the

Dead in the outskirts of Pueblas, October 2006.

Flower stall; preparing for the Day of the Dead outside Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, October 2004.
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Farmers help each other to offload the cempasúchil flower from the trajineras. Cempasúchil harvested in

Xochimilco, October 2005.

“I was made an orphan when I was eight years old and moved to Xochimilco to live with my

uncles. For over 50 years I have been harvesting flowers particularly the cempasúchil. It is the

legacy, experience and inheritance I wish to pass on to my children.” 

Xochimilco market, October 2005.
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Farmers bring the cempasúchil from the chiampas to mainland using their trajineras. Flowers harvested in

Xochimilco for the Day of the Dead. This particular flowers will be used to decorate the city center roads

and official buildings, Xochimilco, October 2005.

Farmer unloading cempasúchil from his trajinera, Xochimilco, October 2005.
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Dicen que no tengo duelo, llorona, 

porque no me ven llorar. 

Hay muertos que no hacen ruido, llorona, 

y es más grande su penar.

Ay de mí, llorona, 

llorona de azul celeste, 

no dejaré de quererte, llorona,

y aunque la vida me cueste.

Si al cielo subir pudiera, llorona, 

las estrellas te bajara. 

La luna a tus pies pusiera, llorona, 

con el sol te coronara.

La Llorona Lyrics by Jose Alfredo Jimenez
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Bottom right. Ms Contreras visiting her child that died at birth, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.“Flowers are crucial for visitors and mourners.”

Mourners taking flowers to their family grave, Panteón San rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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“I decorate my mother’s and grandmother’s grave every month,

specialy for Mother’s Day and the Day of the Dead.”

Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, October 2007.

Lo mismo que un muñeco . . . que necesita cuerda

o que un presente incierto . . . que nada nos recuerda

quedo sin movimiento . . . mi corazón enfermo

y lo vistió de luto . . . un sufrimiento eterno

Like a doll . . . that needs to be wound on

or an uncertain present . . . that reminds us of nothing 

my broken heart . . . was left without movement

an eternal suffering . . . dressed it in mourning

Desde que tú te fuiste 

perdi todo en la vida 

la fe, las esperanzas

y se me abrió una herida 

esperare a que vuelvas 

Y por favor recuerda 

que soy como un muñeco 

que necesita cuerda

Pedro Infante - El Muñeco de Cuerda

(by Javier Solis)

Since you went away 

I lost everything in life 

faith, hopes,

and it left an opened wound

I’ll wait for your return

and please remember

I'm like a doll 

that needs to be wound on
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Family altar, Copilco el Bajo, Mexico City, November 2007.
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7.10 The Day of  the Dead in Álvaro Obregón,  
Mexico City 2007

Attending the cemetery on days of celebration has been important to the project, both to

keep in touch with known mourners and to engage with new ones. As the cemetery was

busy with workers and mourners organising the cemetery and the graves, it was hard to

spend quality time with each person during the 1st and 2nd of November (about 3000

people normally flooded the cemetery during these days). Most of the in-depth

interviews discussed took place before and after the Day of the Dead itself and some

during the event. 

Over the years, the Day of the Dead has been described in many ways.

Celebration, commemoration, festival or family reunion or, from the Catholic Church:

All Souls Day and All Saints Day. The event has become highly stylised and

commercialised, and is practiced differently in different states of the country, as

demonstrated by my pilot research in Oaxaca. I mention that there are various ways of

describing it as it means different things to different people and also to different official

institutions and different communities. There is diversity in the way that these days are

practiced, even remembered or avoided. In Álvaro Obregón I have found people from all

backgrounds. Some do not care for the event, others will wait all year to celebrate it,

while others causally stumble upon it. The young generation is also divided, as parents

and grandparents carry out most of the organisation and have the economic

accessibility in their hands (to purchase material goods). It is more fun for many

youngsters to make an effort towards the practice of Halloween (Bannatyne 1998). If the

choice were given, many would prefer to dedicate their energy going around houses

asking for sweets. For them this is a practice of taking and receiving. In contrast, the

Day of the Dead is about giving and sharing with family and friends, and

communicating and communing with the world of the ánimas. The Day of the Dead

takes on a solemn practice of commemoration in contrast to other celebrations (such as

Halloween). What became more apparent through the year while visiting the cemetery

on an everyday basis is that children of all ages are seen visiting their family graves

“Our altar brings the family together. . . our neighbours also come and visit.”

Family altar, Mexico City, November 2007.
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together with their elders, and some teenagers have been seen visiting the cemetery on

their own. To say that they do not care would be incorrect, as they too have their own

dead to remember like siblings, grandparents, fathers or mothers, and other relatives that

have passed away. Teenagers express this need to be with their dead by developing their

own social rituals, partly encouraged by their elders but also through their own need to

feel united with their family. 

In Mexican mainstream celebrations and particularly Mexico D.F. the yearly

calendar and the main days commemorated for the Day of the Dead are the 31st of

October, allocated for Halloween, the 1st of November dedicated to dead children and

the 2nd of November dedicated to dead adults. The Day of the Dead celebrations are

highly diverse and practiced differently in rural areas where the dates are extended to

include a number of commemorations, such as the 26th of October as a day dedicated to

people that have died from accidents or violence (Carmichael 1991, Godoy 1998). In

Álvaro Obregón there is a marked difference between the 1st and the 2nd of November,

apart from the differences emerging from the official interpretation of All Souls and All

Saints Day which includes the clergy, who direct the prayers via the celebration of the

liturgy, in the commemoration. The difference relates to the emphasis on children and

adult and the reason given by religious officials for dedicating two separate dates to

children and adults is related to notions of purity and impurity. Children are still

angelic souls, free from sin. Many interviewed regard them as little Angels (Aceves

1998). 

The main diversity found is in the methods, performances and material objects

which people who come from diverse areas of the country take into the capital and

Álvaro Obregón. The creation of the altar is the most significant symbolical practice of

the Day of the Dead in determining the diversity of communities in Álvaro Obregón and

the capital. Yet even a family in Copilco el Bajo, one of the last remaining families who

observe the building of altars in the same way as was practiced by their great

grandparents (about sixty years ago), explained that they have been influenced by

economic pressures. Objects and articles are now imported from China, and differences

“We yearly place an altar dedicated to our family’s dead. Every year my youngest son draws

a large mural that is placed behind the altar surrounded by offerings, candles, one for every

dead person and the portraits of our departed.”

Family altar, Mexico City, November 2007.
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in materials used, (plastics rather than wood, cotton or plastic table cloth rather than

straw or leaves, etc.) have brought into the building of altars their own changes and

meanings.

Nothing stays the same, I have been reminded by members of the community of

Copilco el Bajo. The Carreras* family reminded me that even though their altar is built

in the most traditional way possible, maintaining the wishes of their great grandparents,

through the years they have become aware that there have been various changes in the

methods and materials used to build and decorate altars.7 I have even witnessed elders

warn their grandchildren that they will return from the dead as spirits to haunt them and

do whatever wandering souls do to make sure they are never forgotten and that tradition

is maintained. Some have told me that to forget the traditions of the dead will mean that

they will also be forgotten when their time comes to die. I was able to talk to other

neighbours and people from Copilco el Bajo who confirmed that this particular family

is one of the few remaining that makes a greater effort to maintain yearly social rituals

both for the Day of the Dead as they do for Christmas and Easter. Their great

grandfather is one of the founders of the colony of Copilco el Bajo and as such, I argue,

they feel they have an important role, commitment and responsibility in keeping Copilco

el Bajo’s community together through these ritual practices. I am constantly reminded

that the dead bring people, families and communities together, and this practice is true

for this family in Copilco el Bajo.

I met the Carreras family through Pedro Cruz Jimenez the cobbler who resides

opposite. I had not seen Don Cruz for three years. I met him again as he and his family

Viene la muerte echando rasero

se lleva al joven, también al viejo,

la muerte viene echando parejo,

no se le escapa ni un pasajero.

La muerte viene como segura

Matando justos y pecadores

No se le escapa ni los doctores

No se le escapa ni el señor cura

Pues nos inclina la sepultura

No se le escapa ni el rezandero

Ni el borracho por vinatero

Ni el acecino por ser matón

Todos tendremos que ir al panteón

‘Viene la muerte echando rasero’ from a song by Amparo Ochoa. Mariachi players for the Day the Dead,

Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, 2nd November 2007.

7 The altar erected by the Carreras family is by far the largest I have seen in any private domestic space

in Copilco el Bajo and even in other private homes in Mexico D.F. It expands five meters across by two

meters wide and three meters tall with at least eighteen candles burning in front of it and with images and

photographs of the members of the family who have died being remembered by the altar. These images

date back at least four generations. The oldest images are of the families’ great grandparents. The altar

takes about a week to erect by various members of the family both young and old, and takes the space of

a whole double bedroom dedicated completely to the altar. Anyone not from the community of Copilco el

Bajo who wishes to see it is welcomed to enter.
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visited their family grave on the 2nd of November, and through a personal introduction

I was invited to see the altar and meet the family that built it. Through this meeting I was

invited to view a second family’s altar and interview the family and connections

expanded so forth. For this family it is not only a family altar but also a way to unite the

community of Copilco el Bajo. At the end of the Day of the Dead, either on the 4th or

5th of November, the family take the altar apart and foods are given as gifts to family

friends and neighbours. The altar is fundamental as many mourners believe that the

ánimas return to visit the living, particularly the family home. The living must make

sure their return is welcomed with gifts and food, strengthening them on their journey

back. I have asked many who make an effort to build elaborate or even simple altars if

they believe that ánimas return on these days, and many interviewed have said they did

truly believe so. There are many mourners who are sceptical but are too afraid not to

raise an altar just in case their dead relatives do visit them. The balance between what

they think is superstition from scientific and rational thought, lies on a fine line, too

complex to tackle in this section.

Even persons who did not erect altars or visit cemeteries still visited public

spaces dedicated to these events. Universities and schools organise students to erect

altars on their grounds. Public competitions organised in the creation and making of

altars now take a contemporary form, with subject matter and meanings as diverse as the

communities and persons who create them. Altars are also used to channel social and

political rhetoric like the altar build outside the presidential palace on the 1st November

dedicated to the battle for the presidency. Other variations reflect religious differences

and some might practice only Halloween and not the Day of the Dead or neither. A

Christian family I visited would raise an altar at home but not visit the cemetery. There

is so much diversity that it would be a difficult and long process to describe the level of

variety in the methods and practices carried out in the city. Nevertheless, even persons

who did not erect altars or visit cemeteries still visited public spaces dedicated to these

events. Universities and schools organise students to erect altars on their grounds. Public

competitions organised in the creation and making of altars now take a contemporary

form, with subject matter and meanings as diverse as the communities and persons who

create them. 

Altar dedicated to the Mexican revolution of 1910, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2004.
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7.11 Upgrading and refurbishing the cemetery

As I walked through the cemetery a week prior to the Day of the Dead I noticed that

graves were already being decorated with flowers and decorative objects. It seemed that

this is due to several factors, related to practicality and finance. “Flowers are cheaper a

week before the Day of the Dead and rise in price by the 31st of October” explained one

visitor. She then explained that on the Day of the Dead the cemetery becomes so full of

people that spaces to work are limited, arranging flowers, cleaning or painting the graves

is made difficult. Families now have dead members divided in different cemeteries and

even outside the capital. It is hard for some families to visit all their graves on the one

day, and not all remain in Panteón San Rafael for the Day of the Dead as they might have

more important dead members in other cemeteries. Important members of a family

would be described as a husband, wife or, if they are still living, then a deceased father

or mother, grandparents, siblings, uncle or a best friend who would also be remembered.

I have found in this research that the initial family members take precedence. Panteón

San Rafael is special in that many people have most of their family buried in the one

cemetery, including friends and neighbours. It was also explained that when the Day of

the Dead overlaps the weekend people in the capital make an effort to travel out of the

capital to visit their extended family and visit their dead early in the week or on their

return.

Another interesting task that took place in 2007 was the repair to the outer walls

of the cemetery. The wall at the far side was reinforced due to it having weakened over

time. Further work had to be carried out on the front side of the cemetery, the cemetery

wall that separates the cemetery from the residential flats had not been built. Residents

got together to complain and the cemetery had to build their separation wall. Erecting

the wall started two weeks prior to the Day of the Dead and cemetery workers like Ángel

Pérez and José Luis were worried that it would not be finished in time for the Day of the

Dead. Ten outside builders started building the separation wall and a week later four

more came to start reinforcing the rest of the cemetery walls. The work was messy and

most of the cement, sand and bricks rested on and next to graves. José Luis was worried

“I loved my brother-in-law. My sister misses him very much. 

I come with her every year to decorate his grave.” 

Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Child helping her grandmother Guadalupe Contreras  clean family graves, Panteón San Rafael,

Mexico City 2007.

that if work was not completed soon most of these materials left lying around would

interfere with walk paths and grave owners would complain and feel that their graves

had been violated. Workers moved fast and finally finished most of the walls and

cleaned up most of the remaining material away in time, but several graves were

damaged in the process. One of the few and better examples of a Star of David in a

Jewish/Christian grave was broken. “The grave will be mended soon,” explained Ángel

Pérez, and a new one to replace it was on order to prevent complaints from its owner.

There is no insurance to cover these accidents, however Ángel Pérez was going to see

what he could arrange with the main office to cover some of the cost of repairing and

replacing damaged items.

As the Day of the Dead approached, by the 26th of October male gravediggers

carried on with the clearing of the cemetery while the women started preparations for the

cemetery altar. The cemetery Altar is a yearly activity started many years ago and when

the women started their employment in the cemetery they started to assist in making it

more elaborate. Before the men made a simple altar and got a woman from outside to

make some items to decorate it, but nothing as elaborate as now. José explains that when

his father was the manager of the cemetery he organised the women to help out in the

building of the altar. The main head office organised competitions across all the

cemeteries for the best altar; Panteón San Rafael had won the competition twice running.

It turned out that their reputation brought the cemetery much respect. When he assumed

the position of manager Ángel Pérez also took on the custom of building an elaborate

altar. Money and gifts from mourners helped to erect the altars, and families of the dead

in San Rafael and Copilco donated paper skeletons and decorations. The altar has a

different theme each year, which is not made public until the 1st of November when it

is open for public view, 2007 was dedicated to the Zócalo presidential shout of

independence. A week before the Day of the Dead the women stop all other morning

tasks to organise the altar, purchase items and decorative goods in the market of San

Ángel and decorated and dress the skeletons with costumes. The money for this comes

from Ángel Pérez as his reputation as a manager and the relationship with the families

and the gravediggers depends on the elaboration of the altar. The male gravediggers
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raise the construction on which the altar is installed. On the 31st all workers stay until

nine in the evening getting it ready for the following morning.

The Coordinator of Álvaro Obregón cemeteries organised the front entrance of

Panteón San Rafael to be redecorated. The cemetery outer wall and adjacent residential

walls were painted white. For the first time graffiti artists were employed to make a

mural dedicated to the dead on these walls. Over two days, three youths painted and

sprayed the walls with dancing skeletons. The male workers had already started to build

the smaller altar opposite the cemetery office. One morning three objects were left on

top of it: one was of a plastic head of a North American Indian; another was a framed

image of a Catholic saint; the third was a white figure of the Santa Muerte (see Chap. 8,

Vol. 2). Finding the objects presented an interesting situation as Ángel Pérez could not

leave them on the altar as it could offend visitors. He is not a follower of the Santa

Muerte or any of the other icons so was disinclined to become involved with them, in

particular with the Santa Muerte. When the coordinator turned up to collect the items I

asked her if she was a follower of the Santa Muerte. She replied that she was not but she

had a friend who was and she would give her friend the Santa Muerte as a gift. The

coordinator came to the cemetery on the day the mural started and saw the objects but

did not take them with her. The two other objects were left in a cupboard in the

cemetery and not given much attention. When asked what they meant workers did not

know how to explain their meaning and were mainly concerned with the figure of the

Santa Muerte. It might be that the workers did not see the Christian saint as a

problematic figure and did not understand the significance of the head of the North

American Indian, these two images were ignored. However the Santa Muerte posed

particular difficulties.8

On the 1st of October 2007 people started entering the cemetery from the early

hours of the morning. Stalls started to be raised for sellers to offer goods to visitors.

These ranged from a variety of dedicated food stalls, drinks, flowers plus ice cream

sellers. At the entrance to the cemetery a funeral parlour placed its stall to advertise a

new cemetery that was built in the city, near Álvaro Obregón. The salesmen advertised

Street graffiti artist painting the entrance of Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, November 2007.
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“The dead don’t scare me as much as the living.” 

Isabel Ramo collecting waste after the Day of et Dead, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

new graves for $20,000 Mexican pesos each (£1,000 British pounds). The company

worked on a commission basis. These were the best days to promote the business so he

chose to work on these days, having already visited his dead during the week and

preferring to work on the Day of the Dead. They might or might not sell graves but in

any case, this helped promote their cemetery. It is a hard business, he explained, as

people show lots of interest but do not have the money to invest. He also told me that in

his previous job he worked for a high-end funeral shop with the most expensive of

coffins he has ever seen. One that always stays in his mind was a rotating coffin, it had

a glass cover and air-conditioning placed on an electronically rotating platform, a

luxurious coffin for display in a chapel or private mausoleum. The salesmen were told

that if they sold one, they would receive a substantial commission and a company car.

The luxurious coffin was valued at $25,000 US dollars. During his fifteen year service

in this shop they did not sell any.

It took until 1pm for all the stalls to be organised and ready to attend to the flow

of visitors. Even the family of Guadalupe and Emelia Contreras placed two food stalls

outside the cemetery. Ángel Pérez was upset about that as they did not advise him and

did not even thank him for their place there. Even though the space outside the cemetery

is not under the cemetery’s management, Ángel Pérez is normally advised by stall

keepers that they will place themselves outside. He sees it as a matter of courtesy. A coin

box is placed by the nearly arranged altar to collect money for the Day of the Dead mass

and to recover the costs of preparing the altar. Two masses had been organised for the

8 The following day she returned with a young man who was a Santa Muerte devotee. He took the figure

of the Santa Muerte and kissed it. He explained that although the figure looked similar to any other

figure of the Santa Muerte, each was special and of great significance, but this particular one was not an

officially approved image. The face was too human-like as it had a fleshy skull. He explained that the

official Santa Muerte image needs to have skeletal skull and hands; human flesh cannot be represented on

its body. He explained that he was going to place this figure next to the ones he already had in a shrine at

home. Throughout the day the man would not let go of the figure of the Santa Muerte, other than to show

curious onlookers. When asked why he would not put it down he replied “To hold the Santa Muerte was

a sign of respect” and by lifting his baggy jean trousers exposing a tattoo above his ankle and said, “Look,

I already carry her for life.”
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2nd of November. One was at ten in the morning and the second, by Father Vincent was

at twelve-noon. José explains that in the past the box would be full of money but now it

is hard to collect a few coins. People are not as generous as they used to be. Many

visitors did enter the cemetery with gifts for the workers, both alcoholic drinks like

bottles of beer, pulque, rum, soft drinks, tequila and vodka, and a large variety of fruits.

Slowly flowers and decorations started to cover the graves. Many graves had one

or two persons decorating, cleaning or repairing them. On the 1st of November I

mainly saw older men and women, and fewer youths and children. It seemed to be more

of a day for maintenance although it was meant to be the Day for Dead children. On this

day Emelia Contreras’ daughter also visited the grave of her baby daughter who is buried

in Panteón San Rafael and told me her story. Her daughter died at birth and would have

been sixteen years old this year. The 1st of November moved slowly with a steady flow

of people coming through until one in the afternoon, by which time the cemetery had

filled with people. Many told me that it had been busier in previous years, and due to the

long weekend many people came early to the cemetery or turned up and did not stay, but

travelled to visit family outside the city. The 1st of November is not a national holiday,

but it is tolerated that many take the afternoon off unofficially. The 2nd of November is

an official public holiday and in most cases I found that many workers took both days

as joint holidays extended onto a long weekend to visit family outside the capital. The

Day for Dead is widely practiced by labourers who come from rural areas, the capital

mobilises to allow families to come together in preparation for this event, and families

unify at the cemeteries.

Most of the visitors in the cemetery were in a good mood, happy and busily

decorating and improving their graves and arranging flowers. Don Francisco’s daughters

arrived in the cemetery to arrange their flowers and upgrade their graves early on the

28th of October (see Chap. 5, Vol. 1). They explain that due to lack of space on the Day

of the Dead and the amount of things they needed to do, it was more practical to arrive

early. In this way they could spread out in the limited space they have and not only

arrange the flowers but also paint the engraved letters and the base of the grave. Don

Maria Navarro Magallon’s family mausoleum, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Francisco’s son in law died about twelve years ago and his daughter often visits his

grave. Her husbands grave is for her the most important grave other than her mother’s;

she attends to her husband’s grave first with the help of her sister and a nephew who is

about eight years old. Although this child never met his uncle, he is encouraged to visit

the grave. His mother explains that he actually enjoyed coming and asks to be taken

along. Once this grave is decorated, the husband’s parents grave, which is a few places

along, is also decorated and cleaned, later on they moved on to their mother’s grave to

paint the skirting of the mausoleum that Don Francisco did not get the time to finalise.

The mausoleum was already full of flowers, as Don Francisco had attended to it earlier

that morning (too early for me to have seen him). The three graves needed to be cleaned,

painted and the flowers arranged. She also told me that she used to have problems in the

past with an older lady who would take flowers from her flower pots and use then on her

own grave. The lady’s activities were confirmed by cemetery workers. There are a few

known older women who arrive empty handed and at the end of the day their graves are

seen full of flowers. Workers followed one of these ladies and she was seen taking

flowers from graves. The lady took one flower per flowerpot so she would not alert its

owners and in this way her dead would also be decorated for free. Don Francisco’s

family did not attend the cemetery on the 31st of October or the 1st of November but

came all together early on the 2nd of November with their eight year old nephew dressed

as Count Dracula.

On the 2nd of November the cemetery had queues of visitors waiting to enter the

cemetery from eight in the morning. Various men and women also took to work in the

cemetery by offering their services to visitors to help to carry water and flowers, and

clean graves for a token payment. These varied from older and younger men assisted by

women working as a team. They would walk around the cemetery endlessly looking to

help visitors with their graves. They are normally needed in the cemetery, as collecting

water is a laborious task. They did not do too well on the 1st but they hoped that their

luck would improve on the 2nd of November. About three mariachi bands also arrived

in the cemetery and were busy playing for families from early in the morning. The 2nd

of November was a much busier time for the cemetery. Larger groups of family of all

Creo que la extraño y me desespero

Hoy pienso en los momentos que pasamos juntos

El tiempo que le di lo mal gaste

Creo que mis sueños los perdí por vivir para ella

Por seguirla por amarla y por respetarla

Y me olvide de mi no soy feliz

Creo que mi alma se a secado de tanto amarla

Y que la tristeza me acompaña en cada momento

Y en mis oraciones pienso en ella

Creo se llevado mis ilusiones

Lyrics to ‘Ganas De Volver A Amar’ by Trono de Mexico. Relatives visiting a family grave, Panteón San

Rafael, Mexico City, November 2007.
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ages arrived all through the day. Some took small music radios and compact disc

stereos to play music, others ate food and picnics on their graves. Some were seen

crying for their dead and others saying the rosary, while others sang songs. Everyone had

their own way of expressing themselves to their dead. I met many mourners who I had

interviewed during the year on this day.

Groups of children walked through the graves screaming and playing as they met

with cousins and children from other families. I had never seen so many children dressed

in Halloween costumes for the Day of the Dead. The most popular costume for infants

was an orange pumpkin, followed by a vampire (Dracula) dress and Morticia from the

Adams family. Many walked around asking for sweets and coins. Mainstream television

and the media also mixes Halloween and the Day of the Dead celebrations. At times you

can see how the media tries to make the distinction between the two as clear as possible

and then at the same time promote Halloween as a fun activity to practice during these

festivities for both young and old. Guadalupe and Emelia’s grandchildren were also

dressed in these costumes, as they wanted to go around houses in a rich district that

evening asking for sweets. Last year they did well and their children received lots of

sweets. Their mothers, having got up at five in the morning to help out in the cemetery

were exhausted, but they were also looking forward to going with the children to collect

sweets. Even though Halloween is on the 31st of October, the fact that children and

adults still dress up in these costumes and that parents take children to collect sweets on

the 1st of November and again for a third time on the 2nd of November shows that the

Day of the Dead and Halloween have gone through a fusion overlapping and are now

difficult to separate. 

Many events in the cemetery followed through the day, families entered and

stayed for a while and then left. One family, called the Buddhas by the cemetery

workers and locals to the cemetery, visit two of their graves on every yearly festive

occasion. I have not seen them on any other occasion, yet they are well known as they

run several stalls in the market of San Angel. On these days two brothers bring the

largest music system I have seen to date in a cemetery. One speaker is about five feet

The cruz family visiting their grandmother graver, Ms Felix Perez Ramirez, Panteón San Rafael,

Mexico City2007.
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tall and they play music at a high volume. They get electricity by connecting a wire to

the electric lights in the cemetery. It is always funny to see them, as when people walk

past the wires they get disconnected. The Buddhas are then seen busy playing around

with the system knobs trying to recover the sound as if it was a problem with their

compact disc player. Another person walks over the same wire and the system starts

playing again. ‘It is like having a disco in the cemetery” a mourner whispers to another.

The loud music takes many other visitors aback as it can be heard from a far. Mariachi

players in the cemetery told me they had come to Panteón San Rafael for nearly ten

years. They noticed that the cemetery was much fuller before. They could not walk

through the cemetery as it was packed with people. They would also be in demand and

have lots of work in these two days. Now the cemetery might still be busy but never as

much as it was ten years ago. 

One important woman that I casually met was an ice-lolly seller outside the

cemetery, Cecilia. I bought an ice-lolly from Cecilia and she asked me why I had so

many cameras with me. I explained that I was looking into people’s relationships to their

dead in Panteón San Rafael and had been coming to Mexico for several years. She

explained that she sold ice-lollies in Álvaro Obregón and was keen on photography, as

she likes to photograph her family. I asked if I could take a photo of her. She agreed, I

thanked her and we parted. Thirty minutes later three children appeared in the cemetery,

Cecilia had sent them to look for me. We met again and she explained that she was

interested in my project and wanted to find out if her personal story would be of

interest to me. She explained that her son had died of cancer in December 2006 and she

had photographed this process. He was only fourteen when he became ill and it was a

painful process for her and her family, the use of photography had helped her. She had

his ashes at home and wanted me to visit her to interview her and hear her story. After

interviewing Cecilia and her family the value of my project came together and the many

unresolved questions as to why the dead are so important for the living and how and why

they are socialised made so much more sense and the project developed into a coherent

form from what had earlier been a series of hypotheses.

José Antonio exhuming a grave with José Luis and Fernando Rosas,

Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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“I visit my husband’s grave every month. . . I always decorate his grave with flowers 

a few days before the Day of the Dead, as it’s easier and less crowded.” 

Panteón San rafael, Mexico City 2007.

Rosary discarded from an exhumation, Panteón San rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Builders contracted to reinforce the outer wall of the cemetery before the start of the commemoration of

the Day of the Dead. Next to the workers women gravediggers prepare paper skeletons for the cemetery

altar. Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, October 2007.
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Guadalupe’s grand-daughter helps her carry water and cleaning of graves in preparation

for the Day of the Dead, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, October 2007.
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Emelia sweeping the cemetery, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, 2007.
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Family visit their family grave for Mother’s Day, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, May 2007.
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The rituals of 2nd of November came to an end around six in the afternoon, when the

last visitors started to leave. One last innocent incident took place, which made most of

the cemetery workers run around in a frenzy. An announcement was made over the

loudspeakers to say that a child had been found - the four year old was alone, in a

corner of the cemetery and playing with the ornaments. Reunited with parents who had

not noticed he was missing for many hours made Ángel Pérez upset but he was happy to

have found the child. Before the gates of the cemetery were closed Ángel Pérez and José

Luis took all the alcohol left as gifts from the altar and placed them in the office for safe

keeping. Exhausted workers removed their uniforms and got ready to take their children

and grandchildren trick-or-treating.

7 .12 The day after the party

The following day, the cemetery looked glorious with plants covering almost of the

graves. The gravediggers had already been busy from the early hours exhuming a grave.

The women were clearing the rubbish left by visitors and another day’s work had begun.

I walked through the cemetery and was surprised to see many graves that I might

earlier have consider forgotten, (they did not even have a monument or cross), were

covered with flowers. Many older graves from the 1960s also had flowers and gifts left

on them. I looked at the far end of the cemetery and also saw empty spaces where I

thought there were forgotten graves, too old to be remembered. They too had a handful

of flowers on them. It was a joy to walk through Panteón San Rafael as it shined with a

multitude of flowers

I usually followed the workers as they collected rubbish in the mornings. On the 4th of

November Emelia Contreras called me to show me what she had found: a clear plastic

jug that contained a liquid. She explained that it was witchcraft, intended to cast a spell.

She took the jug to another part of the cemetery by a tree, opened the jug and emptied

its content on the ground. She advised me not to get too close and not to touch it. It was

either done to cause harm or for other types of witchcraft. The liquid had vinegary

liquid with small seeds and a red candle in the shape of a man with a small erect penis.In a busy and saturated city exhumations take place everyday. Juan Cruz Gonzalez taking discarded brinks

from an exhumation to the rubbish dump. Isabela Ramo Mora taking old flowers to the waste dump,

Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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I told Emelia Contreras that someone was trying to cast a spell to get someone to fall in

love. She laughed and said that it might also be used to cause harm and that it was

common for witches to come to the cemetery and leave objects like this. Emelia

Contreras explained that at times witches hide or bury objects and are uncovered later

on when they dig the ground. Practices related to magic is taken to the cemetery as

Emelia Contreras suggest that witches believe that the cemetery would increase the

power of the spell through the assistance of the ánimas roaming the cemetery (see Chap.

8, Vol. 2) (Reyes-Cortez 2011). 

The following two weeks were busy as the cemetery was left full of flowers and

rubbish. As much as the flowers looked pretty, they also rotted fast and are a burden for

the workers. More flowers mean more work. The workers said that they normally leave

the plants for two more weeks but that they also slowly start to get rid of them before

they start to rot as the cemetery would smell terribly of rotting flowers and foul water.

Some of the workers also collect whatever gifts are left on the graves that can be

consumed (such as sweets or drinks) early in the morning of the 4th of November. Luis

told me that on the 3rd of November I should keep an eye open for the women

gravediggers as they go around taking whatever has been left on the graves. People think

that the dead consume the food and drinks left on the graves and it is actually the

gravediggers and animals who eat and drink them.

Ángel Pérez called all the cemetery workers into his office in the afternoon of the

4th to share out the food, drinks and objects left for them as gifts. It was like Christmas

in the cemetery for the workers. The following day, on the 5th of November everyone

was too tired to work and after a few hours of rubbish collecting the men sat around at

eleven in the morning and cooked, ate and drank together. There was no exhumation on

this day and the women stayed at home to rest. Friends and mourners came to visit the

male workers bringing more bottles of tequila and between six of them they drank

several litres of tequila as well as beer and rum. Soon after the men got up, danced

together and on the altar the battery operated plastic witch with her red flashing eyes

also danced to the Mexican ranchero beat. 

Guadalupe Contreras reads an article written about the women gradediggers and their work exhuming

graves. Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, November 2007.
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7.13 Conclusion

Some middle and upper class mourners and first and second generation migrants have

argued that the commemoration of the Day of the Dead is no more than a product of both

the popular culture and the folklore of the working classes and indigenous communities.

Some have argued that Mexican culture and popular art can be understood through its

colour and aesthetics. Through this project it became clear that the Mexican’s

relationship with their dead is a product of much more than folklore, colour, history,

politics, poetry, aesthetics, art, music, gastronomy, altars, skeletons and religion but is a

complex product of an amalgamation of all of the above and much more. The Mexican’s

relationship with their dead and yearly commemorations, work together, through

people’s everyday domestic and public practices and experiences to unite family and

friends. The increased economic, social activities and the conventionalising of events

marked by Mexican commemoratives days exemplify the importance of maintaining and

building relationships with the dead and the cemetery. It was found that the extensive

network of supply and demand for material objects used to decorate the cemeteries,

graves and altars assists the nurturing process, which mourners together with workers

develop throughout the year. 

Although commemorative days attract the highest number of people, one would

think that cemeteries come alive only in this instance. There are however numerous

yearly commemorative rituals that are carried out in the cemetery and together with the

extended visits by mourners and the daily labour of workers, the cemetery, as a

cultural, social and economic site, is constantly active and alive. There is always at one

level or another, some form of activity taking place either by its workers or mourners.

Through this research it was found that mourners through their festivities spread across

the Mexican calendar year retain the cemetery space highly active. This extended spread

of activities in turn forms part of the daily practices of a cemetery. Thus I would suggest

that the cemeteries of Álvaro Obregón are never lonely or inactive places, but places

where the dead are kept alive in the imagination and practices of its numerous visitors

and workers. 

Mucho cuidado señores, porque la muerte anda lista,

En el panteón de Dolores ya nos tiene una pocita

Para los compositores y uno que otro periodista,

Licenciados y doctores, todos están en su lista.

Tukutuku tikitaka, qué recanija calaca,

Cuando menos los pensamos, nos hace estirar la pata;

Yo me le escapé una vez, pero por poco y me atrapa.

La muerte no enseña el cobre, tampoco hace distinciones,

Lo mismo se lleva al pobre que al rico con sus millones,

Uno va en estuche de oro y el otro en puros calzones,

Pero pasadito el tiempo quedan igual de pelones.

'La Calaca' by J. Hernández, popularised by Amparo Ochoa. Gravediggers and Panteón officials of the

capital, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Maria Navarro Magallon’s family mausoleum, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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Mónica Martínez and friend crossdresing for the Day of the

Dead parade at the Zocalo, Mexico D.F., Mexico City 2007. 
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8.1 Introduction 

This chapter pays particular attention to the emergence of the Santa Muerte as a new

form of worship based on an extension of other more traditional kinds of practices with

considerable historical depth (Castañeda 2008, Suversa 2003). It also investigates such

practices and beliefs in magic and how the diverse uses of material objects have been

embraced to carry out such activities in Panteón San Rafael.1 I also explore how both

mourners and workers deal and engage with the tensions and social conflicts created by

the perceived practice of magic in the cemetery (Stephen 2000), and dig deeper into the

array of meanings interwoven into the fabrics of social life and spiritual stability of the

living. An example of the daily interaction between the living and the ánima is the

regular use and practice of magic in the cemetery and regular visits made by

non-mourners who are perceived to be witches, sorcerers and followers of the Santa

Muerte (Holy Death or St. Death) (Castañeda 2008). Supported by the evidence

presented in this chapter and visual narratives, I suggest that the embracing of material

culture in the cemeteries provides and creates a space for multiple layers of meaning

facilitating and bridging the communion between the living, the dead and the ánima

(Seremetakis 1996). 

Practitioners of magic at times labelled or mistaken as witches or sorcerers, form

different types of social meanings even within the tensions that are created with their

visits. I expand on this argument to suggest that the practice of magic in the cemetery is

assisted by the extended and social relationships built upon the cemetery but most

importantly with the ánima, in particular showing that the everyday engagements with

material and organic objects (herbs, flowers, fruits/vegetables and plants) provide the

bereaved and mourners with the tools to create a more direct and dynamic relationship

not only with their ancestors but also with each other (Francis 2005, Hallam and Hockey

2001). In this process ancestors and cemetery ánimas are recalled not only to intervene

but also to participate in the social activities of the living and assist them in maintaining

social identity and stability and, in the context of this chapter, the empowerment of

magic and giving a presence to the dead (Kwon 2008, Stephen 2000). This chapter then

discusses the relationships built with material culture via religious and secular saints

such as ‘The Santa Muerte’, curanderos (men and women folk healers), magic and its

practitioners can offer an opportunity to extend social and religious boundaries,

empowered by calling upon the ánimas that reside in the cemetery (Ambrosio 2003,

Castañeda 2008).

1 Panteón San Rafael is a cemetery located in the borough of Álvaro Obregón, Mexico City, with records

dating back to early 1860s.

Decoration left on a family grave, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, November 2007.
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The Santa Muerte, The Traditionalist Catholic Church in Tepito, Mexico City, 2006. 

Family mausoleum, religious artefacts and gifts are left to please and accompany the dead, Panteón San

Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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in the possibility and power of witchcraft, and the witch was therefore seen as a public

menace; an enemy of the people.” In a Mexican context this phenomenon has a

historical trajectory and faith in the phenomenon is still active. Syncretised with

Christianity and pre-Hispanic beliefs, practitioners of magic play a fundamental and

crucial role in resolving or providing an avenue for many Mexican communities to

explore a cure for their social or economic problems. Mexico’s ecclesiastical

community and the Catholic Church support some forms of syncretism as historic

phenomena but exclude practices, such as magic, witchcraft and the following of the

Santa Muerte, that are seen as subversive or that could destabilise authority. This

syncretism at times has been mixed with a Western perspective of black magic and the

activities of some shamans, curanderos and their devotees who visit Panteón San Rafael. 

Many of the workers in cemeteries have associated the practice of magic and

amalgamated black magic, white magic and healing with the term ‘witchcraft’.

Gravediggers explain that most persons who call upon the intervention of the

supernatural world and the ánimas in Panteón San Rafael have been found to be women

and their activities regarded as black magic.5 Rarely, if ever, have they been referred to

as sorcerers or healers and their tools are seen as highly dangerous even to the human

touch. Such mislabelling arises because these persons arrive to the cemetery with objects

and potions of magic. Emelia Contreras (gravedigger) demonstrates the automatic

association of even those rituals intended for healing with evil witchcraft by explaining

that spells could be cast on any person at any time, and that even if an individual is not

targeted, one has to be aware and mindful of such activities. This, she explains, is

because the spells are contagious, and if one gets in between or has physical contact with

2 Many practitioners of magic interviewed see its practice as a form of defiance yet with its syncretism

complimentary to the social order.

3 http://www.citypopulation.de/World.html, Nov 2009.

4 Santería are religious practices and beliefs with origins in West Africa and the Caribbean. Visiting a

Santero (Cult priest) has become a popular practice in Mexico City.

5 If men enter the cemetery to perform an act of magic then a woman accompanies them. Cemetery

workers and mourners were not able to explain why men have not been seen on their own performing

magic.

8 .2 Witchcraft  and magic in Panteón San Rafael

Cemetery workers interviewed regard magic as a precarious, feared, yet respected

practice.2 Activities connected to magic are seen by cemetery workers and mourners as

‘matter out of place’ (Douglas 1996) and as disruptive to the tranquillity and stability of

the sacredness of a cemetery. In interviews, religious officials explained that witchcraft,

magic and turning to the Santa Muerte would not normally be associated with an

educated middle class community of faithful Roman Catholics residing in a modern

megalopolis such as Mexico City, or associated with the sacredness of a Christian

cemetery and its graves.3 This therefore provides a starting point in the process of

investigation of the activities of practitioners of magic and the following of the Santa

Muerte, and into why the cemetery has become an important space for its followers and

practitioners. 

Mayer (1982:56) explains that the myth of the witch and perceived associated

practices are associated with actions of envy, malice or spite against individuals, or of

greed, and their work is carried out in secrecy and at night possessed by spirits. Mayer

(1982:61) adds that, “Society creates the image of the witch and pins this image down

onto particular individuals.” Some of my research participants associate the witch with

an antisocial actor that rocks society’s moral and religious stability reflecting

contemporary perceptions of the witch. Religious officials have expressed the idea that

witchery and santería uses powers that are outside our understanding or control, and

Mayer argues that the witch is perceived as a disloyal member of the community or

family whose social values and loyalties are threatened.4

Spells, curses, enchantments, incantations, philtres and potions taken into

Panteón San Rafael are regarded by some mourners and workers as evil practices. Larner

(1982:48) argues that, “witchcraft today in modern industrial cities is an entirely

different phenomenon from the witchcraft of pre-industrial Europe or the witchcraft of

primitive tribes,” such as Evans-Pritchard’s Azande. Larner argues that, “The difference

lies in the social context: in pre-industrial witchcraft the community as a whole believed
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The arguments concerning the value of magic are made more complex when

explored from the perspectives of the practitioner (witch or curandero), the user and the

spectator. Each of these has their own perspectives, their own associations with magic,

their own relationship with the cemetery and with the material culture dedicated to the

dead. Although an anomaly, some mourners explain that they themselves have in their

domestic and private everyday practices incorporated at one level or another some form

of magic or spell assisted by material objects and images dedicated to religious saints

and cult figures such as the Santa Muerte or Jesús Malverde.6 Whether it is to find love

or employment, heal sick relatives, pass exams, or get relief from a migraine, the

practice of magical spells is respected and feared by many of my research participants.

The instructions and prayers that accompany the products and objects available for users

reveals a deeper and more problematic social world of economic insecurity, emotional

suffering, sexual anguish and social instability that scientific and religious practices

have not been able to remedy (Stephen 2000). 

Residents in Mexico City explain that magic no longer has to be practiced

underground. The open-air market ‘La Sonora’ specialises in the sales of herbal

medicines, magical plants and ready mixed potions or ones specially mixed on the spot

by its dealers, and receives an abundance of daily visitors and customers.7 It has become

a tourist attraction, explains a stallholder from the opposite market ‘La Merced’. Daily

visits are made to its curanderos, herbalists, shamans, santeros (cult priests), who can

also be found permanently based in smaller numbers in most public markets across the

capital, as well as in stalls conveniently placed on public footpaths. Mónica Martínez, a

cultural interpreter and travel guide explains that many curanderos still practice from

their domestic spaces across many parts of Mexico City, providing a service to their

the potions and objects used, the spell can be transferred to the innocent. She continues

by explaining that even if they are intended to heal, the ill person will not get the

benefits if a spell, tool or potion’s power is unknowingly diverted by a third party. The

tools and variety of spells and objects employed that reach the cemetery space are

varied just like the levels of practice, but they always rely on the relationships built or

explored with the dead for the magic to be performed, and, most importantly, for it to

work. 

My research established that the perception is that magic is empowered and its

strength derived from the assistance and communication with the world of the ánimas,

‘the dead’. Such relationships are directly connected to the location of spirits and spaces

that they roam or in which they might reside in high numbers or to spirits who suffered

a turbulent or uneasy death (Kwon 2008). “Where better to find the spirits than in the

place where they rest and live,” explained Ángel Pérez (Administrator of Panteón San

Rafael). At the same time, cemeteries are regarded by many research participants as

spiritually charged and dangerous, and therefore segregated from the boundaries of

everyday life (Prior 1989). “Cemeteries are spiritually powerful places and many

visitors regard them as perilous. Especially if the spirits are disturbed or displeased, they

might bring bad luck or illness to the visitor,” adds Ángel Pérez. Guadalupe Contreras

(gravedigger) explains that the problem could be worsened by the fact that some visitors

feel that if ánimas are restless or distressed (because they have died a bad death, or been

abandoned or tormented by their living), then they might be followed home, causing

endless disruption to their everyday and domestic life. The only way that such problems

can be resolved is by taking advice from those who are knowledgeable professionals in

spiritual matters (whether official or unofficial). Such experts may be able to ease the

restless ánimas, explains José Louis (site manager of Panteón San Rafael). These

activities strengthened by the power of the spell and ánimas are called upon to assist in

bad or good deeds, explains Isabel Ramo (gravedigger). An example of this was found

during a burial where family members placed a cutting of ‘Ruda’ (Rue or Ruta herb) on

the upper part of their ear or pinned it to their body to distract and repel bad or restless

ánimas.

6 Jesús Malverde was an outlaw who legend tells was killed by the authorities on 3rd May 1909. His

image has been adopted as the patron saint of illegal traders and drug traffickers. The media has labeled

him the saint of the narcos. His intervention is sought by those with troubles of various kinds, and a

number of supposed miracles have been attributed to him.

7 The Sonora market is located in the Sonora district next to the market of ‘La Merced’ in the heart of

Mexico City. It is also well known and regarded as the largest market and concentration of goods

dedicated to witchcraft and healing.
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communities via word of mouth, reputation or to curious passers-by eager to discover

their fortune.

Practitioners see themselves as providing a service to their community and rely

for marketing on word of mouth. Many are regarded as special community members,

particularly if their practice has gained reputation through the distribution of efficacious

spells. Manuela explains that she visits her curandero (based at San Ángel Market in

Álvaro Obregón) every two months as she feels the benefits of the herbs he administers.

Science or the church have not provided her with any comfort and she adds, “If his

potions and advice did not work then he would have been out of business long ago.” I

have found many examples that suggest that it is through a deed accomplished that

curanderos’ or magicians’ power is asserted, accredited and fixed into the social realm

of my research participants’ everyday practices and material culture.

‘Through this film you will find out what a mistake it 

is to give devotion to the cult of death’ 

Poster advertising the film ‘La Santa Muerte’ that came out on national cinema in 2007. Catedral

Metropolitana de la Asunción de María (Metropolitan Cathedral), Zocalo, Mexico D.F. 2007.
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8.3 Objectifying death

The Santa Muerte has been described by Freese (2006) as ‘a set of ritual practices

offered on behalf of a supernatural yet material personification of death,’8 one of the

few practices that has a multitude of functionalities as it is used both for bad and good

magic. As feared and loathed by non-believers and the Catholic Church as it is revered

and loved by the faithful, it is highly reliant on the administration of material and

magical spells and potions to carry out its good or bad deeds.9 Few if any in-depth

academic studies have been published about these but one that does exist is Castañeda’s

publication ‘La Santa Muerte: Protectora de los hombres’ in 2008. Devotees are

speedily growing and spreading throughout Mexico and the Mexican communities in the

United States of America. Most importantly for this project, the practice and statues of

the Santa Muerte are being found in the cemeteries of Álvaro Obregón as well as other

public and private areas of Mexico City. The statuette or figurine is also sold by local

craft merchants and street sellers in local and tourist markets, including the Zocalo.10

The statuette is placed next to other folk Mexican crafted objects, tourist artefacts or

next to the image of the Virgin of Guadalupe as part of Mexican historic and

contemporary heritage.11

The Catholic Church rejects the Santa Muerte as a saint as he or she has not been

canonised (Suverza 2003). However, the personalisation of death is achieved through a

skeletal figure in a variety of sizes, most commonly found dressed like a Christian saint.

8 Ambrosio (2003) explains that there is no concrete and fixed leadership, no official membership other

than people who are attracted to it from all walks of life, age, gender, and social background. The

devotion involves prayers, rituals, incantations and offerings with expectations that the Santa Muerte will

bring good fortune, health and at times bad luck to others, just as people would ask any other of the long

list of religious Mexican saints.

9 Practices, rituals and performance are described in one of the monthly magazines aimed at devotees

called ‘Devoción a la Santa Muerte’ published in Mexico City.

10 Plaza de la Constitución, known as el Zocalo. México City's main square or plaza in the historic

centre.

11 A 16th-century  of the . It is the most famous and popular religious image in México.

The Santa Muerte in The Traditionalist Church, Tepito 2006.
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Many have argued that it has female characteristics, yet at first glance it has a

non-gendered appearance. It was recognised that the gender of the Santa Muerte is given

by the keepers of the statue as a result of the way in which it is dressed. Due to its

saintly Christian costumes, it can at times look like a skeletal version of the Virgin of

Guadalupe. If particular deeds are required such as wealth as described by Valadez

(2007), the tunic of ‘The Santa Muerte de la Riqueza’ (wealth) is made out of one to one

hundred US dollar bills. The objectification of death through the Santa Muerte is a good

example of material culture shifting from the corporeal to the incorporeal. These objects

take on other manifestations; for the people that revere them they are no longer just

objects embedded with spiritual values, but each has a spiritual life of their own,

personifying not only the visuality of death but its agency and personality. The Santa

Muerte is bestowed with a spiritual agency and an aura that exceeds the soulless

material object or image and becomes a material body/symbol/agent (Gell 1998,

Reischer 2004). Although the Santa Muerte might be cast from the same mould as many

and a reproducible object, unique spiritual and organic properties are transferred onto

the body of each image. It is not only the supernatural powers bestowed upon the body

of the statuette that helps them become intrinsically unique but also the process and

effects of giving them agency, meaning, individuality and human qualities. Even, as

Benjamin (2002) suggests, in the era of mass technological reproduction it is the

multiple layers of meanings given to each body of the Santa Muerte that provides each

object or image with its uniqueness and its aura. Material culture takes on an

incorporeal reality for the followers of the Santa Muerte and my research shows that

when participants talk and communicate with the material object/body they are actually

talking to the Santa Muerte as a living entity. Thus the statuette of the Santa Muerte

becomes an active and powerful member of the social human community and an

extended member of a family.

The Santa Muerte devotees have existed and practiced their devotion

underground for many years and even today many have been closely associated to the

criminal underworld (Freese 2006). As the protector of people living on the edge of

society, the Santa Muerte is considered their protector; especially for those who through

life choices or circumstances are particularly exposed to the extremities of life, such as

crime and death, either as victims or practitioners. It is argued by its keepers that their

devotion has influenced many areas of the working and middle classes in the capital and

criminal circles (especially smuggling, drug or human trafficking). The increased

devotion might be due to the fragile and unstable lives they lead. Always faced with the

possibility of an early death; prostitutes, drug users and dealers, petty thieves, robbers,

pimps, kidnappers and many other criminals have been known to revere the Santa

Muerte. In 2007, Monsignor David Romo Guillén, known as a self-styled archbishop of

an independent church in the heart of El Tepito, México City, called the ‘Traditionalist

Catholic Church, México-USA’, which runs the Mercy Church, argued that there were

approximately over one million followers in Mexico City in 2007 and adds that it is

rapidly growing in cities across Mexico and the United States. Monsignor Romo

suggests that some politicians have been associated with the devotion, and even though

the Catholic Church does not accept their devotion or the Santa Muerte as a saint, some

Catholic officials have been known to attend his church and pray to the Santa Muerte.

Many devotees visit the shrine in his church as if the Santa Muerte were one more of the

many Christian saints. He says, “They come to me as the Santa Muerte is the only saint

we can be sure exists and has greater powers than all the other saints. Other than birth,

death is the only fact in life we will all experience. To be devoted to the Santa Muerte

should not be a surprise as people trust in the one thing that will be real in their lives,

and that is their own death.”12

The objectification of death through the attempt to personalise it has led to a

wealth of material culture. Various websites are devoted to it, as are magazines, press

coverage in news papers and instructional books that show how secular prayers should

be recited (figs. 8 and 9). The visualisation of the Santa Muerte has also been transcribed

onto the body of its followers in the form of tattoos. Such tattoos request the Santa

Muerte to give them good fortune at work, in love, college exams, assistance in a

criminal activity, protection from illness or recovery from one, other extremes of life

and or from death itself. If this is accomplished, then the tattoo is made permanent or the

devotee will always wear an amulet imprinted in gold and precious stones. Followers are

12 Monsignor David Romo Guillén, interview March 2007, Tepito, Mexico D.F.
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also attracted to the devotion through recommendation by devotees whose prayers have

been granted. 

Whether statue, printed matter or other form, the object’s focus is also

associated with its colour. For example the Santa Muerte candles and statuettes are gold

for economic wealth, power and success; cream for peace and harmony (in homes and

businesses); red for love, passion and emotional stability; white for purification and

defence against negative energy; blue for mental concentration; green for assistance

with legal problems; yellow to heal from disease (often used by drug addicts and

alcoholics undergoing rehabilitation); purple for good health and black is for complete

protection, especially from black magic and is also the colour most used to bring harm

to others. 

The devotion to the Santa Muerte and to death has developed as a social unifier

rather than a divider. It brings people together in moments of need and eases human

suffering. It is believed that death promotes life. So by praying to the Santa Muerte its

devotees believe they will get protection from a sudden or bad death. Mrs Romero (one

of the female keepers of the Santa Muerte, based at the Market of Tepito, Mexico City)

suggested that death cannot be avoided but life might be prolonged. By praying to the

Santa Muerte its devotees feel that death will not come to look for them prematurely,

and when it does it will be peaceful or good. A Mexican rapper I met by an altar d

evoted to the Santa Muerte explained that due to his life style, he wanted death to be a

good one, in its own time and not violent or tragic. He wants the chance to enjoy life and

therefore prays to the Santa Muerte for good luck for him and his family (figs. 10,11 and 12).

Magazine dedicated to the devotees of the Santa Muerte, Mexico D.F. 2007.
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Devotees to the Santa Muerte parade her statue to celebrate Mexico’s

independence day, Zocalo, Mexico D.F. 16 September 2007.
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Woman giving prayers to the Santa Muerte in The Traditionalist Church, Tepito 2006. 

Portraits and offerings placed in the arms of the Santa Muerte and a gold amulet worn for luck and a

sign of devotion. Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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8.4 Empowering material  objects

Objects also make an appearance in the space of the cemetery in response to a different

set of concerns, coming not only from mourners’ apprehension in sustaining the

memory of the dead but also from those seeking to influence the present and the future.

Merridale (2000) suggests, “Rites of death, after all, are notoriously resistant to change.”

Changes in the context of social life in the cemeteries of Mexico City have been found

to be re-evaluated and reconfigured, yet the fundamental question of a dynamic and

active relationship between the world of ánimas and the living keeps returning and is

experienced and expressed through the use of tools that are made available to the living.

The more the research participants become aware of how precarious and fragile

memory is and how difficult it is to keep it in context, the greater their need to embrace

such tools as material objects (Halbwachs 1992, Reyes-Cortez 2010). Now the

photograph has been incorporated in the same way 

On the 28th of December 2000 an article appeared in the Washington Post about

a woman called Maria de Los Angeles Macedo who visited a witch in a cramped little

booth deep in the labyrinth of Mexico City’s Sonora Market to tell her heartbreaking

story and to see if she could be assisted. Jordan (2000) writes, “After seven years of

marriage and two children, her husband ran off with another woman, and she wanted

him back for the New Year.” The article explains that Doctor Aura, a self-proclaimed

witch “wrapped ten lemons in black silk, placed them in a plastic bag and doused them

with an oil guaranteed to sap any sweetness out of the fruit.” Maria de Los Angeles

promised that on that night she would visit a cemetery and bury the bag near the grave

of a woman named Maria in hope that the dead person’s spirit would assist her by

asking her to help to drive a block between “the wayward husband and the

home-wrecker.” “Soon they will be fighting non-stop. If they stay together, I won’t let

him rest,” said Doctor Aura, collecting about ten US dollars to assist Maria. The above

example replicates as visitors attend markets to get incantations placed on their loved

ones for being adulterers, although the blame seems to always fall on the third party (the

other woman) rather than the straying husbands or boyfriends.

Don Francisco R. Fernandez weekly visits his wife Matilde R. Carrillo Silva and talks to her portrait.

Family mausoleum, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

Child’s niche over family grave, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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The gravediggers in Panteón San Rafael have found numerous statues of the

Santa Muerte placed on the cemetery altar, inside old family mausoleums and hidden

next to graves (figs. 16 and 17). Emelia Contreras and José Luis (both gravediggers of

Panteón San Rafael) express their beliefs that the cemetery attracts people practising

various types of magic. Emelia Contreras explains that people think that their magic will

be strengthened through the cemetery. José Luis is also aware of these persons coming

into the cemetery and refers to them as witches. He notices them walking through the

cemetery without any particular direction. José Luis explains that they come to the

cemetery every month, but he can always tell the difference between what he regards as

a witch, and a mourner or visitor. José Luis explains, “If you come to visit your dead,

you walk towards their graves with confidence, you greet people, collect water to clean

and service your graves or bring flowers to your dead. If you have more than one

Old and abandoned family mausoleum used by the Santa Muerte devotees to cast spells and empower

their magic via the assistance of the world of the ánimas, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.

family member to visit, you will spend time with your dead, pray to or talk to them. It

is rare that a mourner will just wander through graves as if they are lost, looking around

as if they are spying or have something to hide,” (interviewed in May 2007).

The persons observed and assumed to be witches are alone or accompanied by

others but never in large groups. The idea, explains José Luis, is to remain as

inconspicuous as possible. They walk through the cemetery without greeting the

gravediggers, always looking around, and go to the far sides of the Panteón. “They look

around to see if anyone is watching and then they crouch. As they stand up they walk in

no apparent direction and then disappear from view. They are so crafty and

mischievous” explains José Luis, “it is hard to follow them and keep an eye on them.”

There is a malignant feeling about them that makes the cemetery workers uneasy. “They
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get nervous and walk through the cemetery with an aura of wrongdoing. If they see you

following them, they stop what they are doing and walk quickly out of the cemetery”

explains José Luis. While cleaning the cemetery, gravediggers have found many objects

used as magical artefacts made from a wide variety of materials such as wax, wood,

ceramics and plastics. The forms of these magic objects and artefacts vary in size and

shape. Emelia Contreras’ finds include a fish, magical herbs wrapped in newspapers, and

a candle shaped as a naked male figure in a glass container filled with magical liquid.

They are either placed on graves or buried next to them, hidden in old chapels or in

between the vegetation. Emelia Contreras explains that these people think that the

cemetery spirits or wandering ánimas will be called upon to assist in the magic. It is a

way of reaffirming and strengthening the magical powers of their concoctions or rituals

used in magic or healing.

Emelia Contreras and Isabel Ramo explain that the magic can be undertaken for

other reasons than harm or revenge. It can be empowering, used to control feelings and

emotions such as gaining someone’s love, to increase economic wealth or for healing an

ill person. There are also other rituals, associated with cleansing and which require the

body of a live animal. Animals killed through sacrificial acts such as cats, cockerels and

fish wrapped in herbs and oils have often been found. Herbs and small objects are also

placed into the mouth or belly of live toads using a needle to close their mouth.

Vegetables such as aubergines have also been left by the entrance of the cemetery

displayed on a dish. The slaughtered animals are usually found inside black plastic bags,

thrown over the wall into the cemetery and disturbed by the cemetery’s numerous

rodents. José Antonio (night watchman) laughs as he says he has found roosters running

around and that other colleagues think that he cooks them for dinner. José Antonio

explains that these animals are used for taking a bad spirit away from a person, as part

of a cleansing ritual to clear souls, bad omens or illness. The animals or objects used are

then considered to manifest bad aspects taken from the cleansed person and are

considered dangerous to handle. Gravediggers point out that the magic that is left in the

cemetery is transferable from object to object and from object to person, and if it is

powerful (such as it becomes when the supernatural world intervenes in the cemetery) it

can also transfer between people. 

Cemetery workers and visitors believe in two methods of defence against magic

and occultism: they can destroy the objects or the animals used, thereby disrupting the

associated magic causing no further harm or, if the magic has already taken its toll they

can combat black magic with white. Fire is one form the gravediggers of Panteón San

Rafael believe brings a definite destruction to magic items; and white magic in the form

of protection, medicines or other potions can be performed by magicians, healers,

shamans, white witches, the Santa Muerte or religious saints (figs. 19, 20, 21 and 22).

Ambrosio (2003:72-73) explains that to break a relationship with the Santa Muerte the

devotee should bury the statuette in the earth head up and follow this with incantations

and rituals. He also warns that should the devotee change his or her their mind it will be

too late to rebuild a relationship with the Santa Muerte.

Decoration left on a family grave, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City, November 2007.
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In October 2007 the Coordinator of Álvaro Obregón cemeteries arranged to have

the front entrance of Panteón San Rafael redecorated. As an innovative feature the

cemetery outer wall and adjacent walls were painted white and urban graffiti painters

were employed to create a mural with images of dancing skeletons dedicated to the

commemoration of the Day of the Dead. Taking two days, three youths painted and

sprayed the walls with dancing skeletons in a cemetery. As the gravediggers started to

raise an altar opposite the cemetery office, one morning three objects were found on top

the cemetery’s main public altar and nobody knew who had left them. One was the head

of a Native American from the United States, the second a framed image of a Roman

Catholic saint, and the third a white figure of the Santa Muerte. They were rapidly

removed and the coordinator for the cemeteries of Álvaro Obregón informed. This was

an interesting situation as Ángel Pérez could not leave these objects formally displayed

on a public space as they would offend visitors and mourners. The cemetery as a sacred

Christian space could be polluted by such images, explained José Louis. Workers did not

know how to explain their meaning when asked, and were mainly concerned with the

figure of the Santa Muerte. It is possible that it was the possible contamination or

transformation of the image of a Christian saint that caused them problems. However,

they were later abandoned in a cupboard in the cemetery and subsequently given very

little attention.

When the coordinator arrived to collect the figures I asked if she was a follower.

She said she was not, but had a friend who was and would give him the Santa Muerte as

a gift. Although she viewed the objects, she did not take them with her but returned the

following day with a Santa Muerte devotee. This young man took the figure of the Santa

Muerte and kissed it and explained that although it looked similar to any other Santa

Muerte (each of which was special and of great significance), this particular one was not

an officially approved image. The face was too human-like as it had a fleshy skull. He

explained that the official Santa Muerte image needs to have a skeletal skull and hands

because human flesh cannot be represented on its body, however he would place this

figure next to the ones he already had in a shrine at home. Throughout the day the man

would not let go of the figure of the Santa Muerte, other than to show curious

onlookers. When asked why he would not put it down he replied, “To hold the Santa

Muerte is a sign of respect,” and lifting his baggy jean trousers exposing a tattoo above

his ankle he said, “Look, I already carry her for life.” 

Fish and magical herbs have often been found in the cemetery by the side of graves, Panteón

San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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During the night there was an attempted break-in at the cemetery causing

damage to the fencing above the cemetery wall. Juan Cruz repairing the

protective wires that encloses the cemetery from the perils of the world

of the living. Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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‘Novenada dedicated to the Santa Muerte’

Oh, Muerte Sagrada,

Reliquia de Dios,

sácame de penas

teniéndote a vos.

Que tu ansia infinita

por hacer el bien,

sea siempre conmigo

toda nuestra dicha

sin mirar a quien.

Que tu balanza divina

con tu esfera celeste,

nos cobije siempre

tu manto sagrado

Santísima Muerte.

“Novenada dedicated to the Santa Muerte, a powerful set of magic prayers recited across nine days. It will

assist in domestic problems. Should only be used when the Santa Muerte’s power is understood to its

fullest and an altar prepared to give thanks, gifts and prayers to her, although faith and devotion is more

powerful than any ritual.”

The Santa Muerte in The Traditionalist Church, Tepito 2006.
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A candle in the figure of a naked man with an erection placed in a glass jar filled with magical

herbs and left next to a grave at the far side of Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007. 
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A dismembered black rooster used for magic, left in the

cemetery over night, Álvaro Obregón, Mexico City 2007.
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Emelia Contreras burning a magical potion made from herbs

and fish (Gravediggers use fire to destroy the magic and

objects left in the cemetery). 

A dismembered black cat left in a yellow and black plastic

bag, Panteón San Rafael, Álvaro Obregón, Mexico City 2007.
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Street and urban graffiti artist paint dancing skeletons on

the entrance wall of Panteón San Rafael, to commemorate

the Day of the Dead, Mexico City, October 2007.
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8.5 Conclusion 

Magic and the tools used to practice and harness its power might be regarded as an

anomaly in a contemporary megalopolis and its urban social life, especially in a sacred

Christian space. My research has established that by extending boundaries that were

already ambiguous, participants have found useful applications to balance areas where

both science and the Catholic Church have not been able to provide comfort. By

transgressing boundaries, such as those resulting from Mexico City’s rapid expansion

and the development of cemeteries as intrinsic parts of the population’s social and

domestic spaces, a dynamic relationship has developed between the living, the dead and

material culture (figs. 24, 25 and 26). Nowhere is this more evident than when the many

adherents to the old faiths request intervention from the world of the ánima, and a

dynamic relationship between all aspects mentioned has ensued. Such historical

syncretism provides a vision of the universe in which opposing forces are still viewed as

reciprocal and complementary and the activities supporting it are fundamental in the

maintenance and reproduction of social existence, memory and identity.

Curanderos, witches and now the followers of the Santa Muerte are important

social actors that provide further layers of meanings to people’s activities and a presence

to the dead. The harnessed power of material culture’s ability to build bridges between

the living and dead provides the tools that extend the sociability of the living after death

to ensure that the dead remain active, dynamic members of the community. Despite

denial of its acceptability by Mexico’s Catholic Church these objects used in magic

bridge the gaps required by the living to create a communion with each other the dead

and its ánimas. This is as true for visitors and the extended community in Mexico City

as it is for mourners and cemetery workers in Panteón San Rafael and other cemeteries

in Mexico City.

Ángel Pérez Rafael sits by his desk. The newspaper ‘La

Prensa’ has an article about a man that was found killed

and his body dumped by the side of an altar dedicated to

the Santa Muerte, title of article: !Condemned! Panteón

San Rafael, Álvaro Obregón, Mexico City 2007.
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9.1 Introduction

The exhumation of the Paredes’ family grave in Panteón San Rafael took place on the

4th April 2007 and was followed by the burial of their grandmother Visenta Paredes

Monroy that same afternoon. The photographic narrative in this chapter will show how

workers together with a bereaved family dealt with both the practicalities and

emotional process of exhuming a family grave and the burial of their grandmother

Visenta Paredes Monroy. This visual chapter will also show how the dead unify family

and friends plus the treatment and funerary processes of bereavement in the borough of

Álvaro Obregón. In particular I will explore how the practice of photography became a

valuable ethnographic tool in engaging with the bereaved and cemetery workers and the

practice of recording and analysing their activities in Panteón San Rafael, Álvaro

Obregón. The text that starts from Section 9.2 will be an ongoing caption that places the

photographic essay into context.

An important question to consider was the Paredes’ ability to participate in the

exhumation of their close family members. Two brothers attended the exhumation of

their father, grandfather and uncle to make room for the burial of their recently

departed mother. I have found isolated instances in Álvaro Obregón were family

members participated in the exhumation of their immediate dead relatives and this

photographic essay provides such an encounter. Local examples of the community of

Álvaro Obregón, can provide the reader with an entry into the private spaces of its

community, but also the ways families residing in Mexico City deal and cope with death

and their mortality. This photographic ethnography can provide us with more than just a

glimpse but a detailed ethnographic narrative enriching us with the quotidian

complexities and social processes involved in Mexico City’s contemporary funerary

customs. 

It was found that many families in Álvaro Obregón and Mexico City share the

same need to maintain extended ties with their family kinship via their dead relatives,

space (cemetery/grave), memory, material culture and identity (Paz 2004). These

families have developed different methods and social tools in accordance to their

traditions and circumstances. There are many ways in which families in Álvaro Obregón

treat the body of their dead and the spaces that host them. The reader will be able to

notice that even with a variety of treatments of the dead, the need to maintain links with

a family member after death is uniform in the great majority of cases experienced in

Álvaro Obregón. The maintenance of family and friendships has been found to be

fundamental. Particularly the communion and links with their ancestors, the spirit world

and the visualising of the dead facilitated via materialisation and objectification of the

dead.
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I asked Vicente how he was able to take part in the exhumation of his father and

other family members, if he was prepared and how he would cope seeing his father in a

developed stage of decomposition. He smiled as he replied, “as a young boy, about eight

years of age, I assisted the exhumation of my grandfather in this grave”... “my father

was buried that same afternoon.” The exhumed body of his grandfather was reburied

below his father’s coffin. This had been the first time that the young eight year old

Vicente Paredes had seen a dead body in this developed level of decomposition, “I did

not have any issues with it then and don’t see why I would have any now,” explained

Vicente Paredes. He was tired from being up since two in the morning organising events

and was looking forward to the exhumation. The second brother told me that they were

a united family and they had all got on well with their parents. Vicente Paredes told me

that to have loved, and been loved by their parents when they were alive and gave them

the strength to cope with their grief. Vicente Paredes went on to say, “I have said all that

was needed to be said to my mother, I told her how much I loved her and how important

she was to me. Our father died young and she was the one who kept the family

together.” Their mother had been the head of the house and they were proud of how she

had raised a family of nine sons on her own and educated them all. It was important for

him to have said his farewells, and felt he had left nothing unsaid. 

At this stage Juan Cruz (gravedigger) reached the rock slabs in the grave

(usually found on earlier style graves). They are heavier and difficult to remove in such

a way as to avoid breakages, explained Juan Cruz. He had to remove the slabs one at a

time by wrapping a rope around them with the help of two or three other workers. Juan

removed the lid of the coffin, exposing the decomposed body of a man still fully

dressed.1 The body’s internal organs and skin had decomposed, but the rest remained

intact. Their father was clearly recognisable to his sons. As the body was removed from

the grave it prompted memories of the burial many years ago. Both sons’ eyes filled with

9 .2 The Paredes Family

During the early sunny morning of 4th April 2007, on my arrival to Panteón San Rafael,

I was directed by Ángel Pérez to an exhumation on the south side of the cemetery. The

gravediggers had already started the exhumation of the Paredes family grave to make

way for the burial of the family grandmother, Visenta Paredes Monroy, who had died in

the early hours of that morning. The Paredes brothers had already organised the removal

of the monuments of the grave. Ángel Pérez told me that they used an engine crane to

hoist the monuments, as they were too heavy to be lifted. An hour later, almost having

reached the coffin, Vicente Paredes arrived to inspect the work. Soon after, his brother

arrived with soft drinks and beers for the gravediggers. I introduced myself to Vicente

Paredes and asked him for permission to record the exhumation. He did not mind and

said that I was free to record the workers exhuming the grave and the removal of the

coffin if I wished. His brother showed more curiosity and started talking to me about my

visual project and wanting to know more about who I was. He also shared a passion for

video production and told me he recorded all family events and made copies for the

family to keep. He was therefore keen to see me record the exhumation, as he did not

have the time to organise this himself and wished to have copies of the images. 

It was interesting to see how a difficult procedure, as discussed in previous

chapters, became a mutual exchange of interest. One of the brothers left for a moment,

returning with more family members and soft drinks for everyone, including the

gravediggers and myself. I was introduced to their wives and young sons and further

questions arose from this extended introduction. I learned that the family consisted of

nine brothers, only two of whom made it to the exhumation that morning, as they lived

closer to their mother’s house and the cemetery. The other brothers were on the way

from their homes and jobs. I was informed that most of the women members of the

family were at home organising the ‘Novenarios’ due to start that evening at seven in the

afternoon (see Chap. 3, sect 3.4.1, Vol. 1). Visenta Paredes was a well known and loved

woman in their community and the family were expecting a large crowd to gather at her

house for prayers. 
1 The decomposition of a body is slowed down when it is enclosed in a metal coffin inside a brick

enclosure. The liquids released by the body do not evaporate as quickly.
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tears, which were held back. In the great majority of cases the bottom of the coffin has

a plastic film that remains intact. Juan grabbed the plastic film by each end and brought

together, up on top of the body and onto the centre. In this way the body is kept intact

as it is removed from within the plastic lining. Juan Cruz organised this and lifted the

plastic lining with the body inside. Two workers helped Juan Cruz lift the body from the

grave and placed it to one side. The two brothers, with the help of Guadalupe Contreras,

cleared all the debris from the body to separate it from the bones. From inside the

coffin two more bags were removed, these were the bodies of family members who had

been exhumed when their father was buried. The exhumed bodies of their grandfather

and an uncle were placed into separate bags and placed to one side ready to be replaced

inside the new coffin by the feet of their mother. 

The brothers organised with Guadalupe Contreras what should remain and what

should be thrown out from the grave. While the three were dealing with the body, José

Antonio and Juan Cruz were having a hard time trying to take out the rest of the coffin,

crammed into the brick encasement. The only way to remove it was to break the top

layer of bricks around the coffin. The coffin was then tied with a rope and pulled out of

the grave. At this moment Guadalupe Contreras finished separating the bones and

having placed them into a black plastic bag the two brothers left. Guadalupe Contreras

and José Antonio took the old coffin away and started to clear the grave of any debris

and excess waste. Workers are almost always in a good mood throughout exhumations.

It also helped that the Paredes family were friendly and helpful in organising the

exhumation, which relaxed the overall atmosphere while maintaining the smooth

professional running of the process. 

The two brothers soon returned with two white cloth bags. They emptied the

remains of the bodies of their grandfather and uncle into one bag and the body of their

father into the second bag, ready for the burial. Emelia Contreras advised the family that

the new coffin would not fit into the old brick enclosure. The family wished for the brick

walls to remain and paid extra for the brick containment to be enlarged. José Antonio

looked for cement and sand, while Emelia and Guadalupe Contreras prepared the brick

wall and Isabel Ramo left to cook lunch. During this time I talked to the family about

their mother and the preparations for the Novenarios. An hour later, the rest of the

extended family together with the other brothers, their wives, grandchildren and friends

arrived. The grave was soon finished and made ready for the burial of Visenta Paredes

Monroy. One of the brothers offered more drinks to the family and workers. At the

arrival of the coffin the family lined up by the entrance of the cemetery to await the

arrival of Visenta Paredes Monroy. It was at this stage that relatives began to express

their emotions. The sons picked up the coffin and placed it on their shoulders and took

it to the grave for burial. The family gathered around the grave and the women sang

religious songs. At the stage of placing the coffin in the ground the brothers started to

cry and the ceremony changed from the happy event I had been witnessing, to an outcry

of pain and sorrow. After about thirty-five minutes the family left the cemetery to

assemble at Visenta Paredes Monroy house for the start of the Novenarios.

After the burial the workers gathered by the entrance of the cemetery and Isabel

Ramo served us lunch. Ángel Pérez took out a bottle of tequila given to him by the

Paredes family. We ate and drank as we talked about everything and nothing.

Conversations at lunchtime are mostly unrelated to the morning’s events or

exhumations. On the ninth day of the Novenarios the Paredes family returned to bury the

‘Lime’ used in the ritual. Flowers were prepared and together as a family they finished

the decoration of the grave and tried to replace the monuments that had been taken

down. The family took this opportunity to visit the graves of other family members who

were buried in other parts of the cemetery and to place flowers on their graves. The

family returned to visit their dead relatives for Mother’s Day and for the Day of the

Dead, and will do so in successive years to come. 
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c o n c l u s i o n

Art installation dedicated to the Day

of the Dead. The wrestlers, Zocalo,

Mexico D.F. November 2007.
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Conclusion and ref lect ions on photography 

as  a  memory-making practice

The research carried out in the cemeteries of Álvaro Obregón, Mexico City, argues and

illustrates the importance of looking at the cemetery as a social totality.  Drawing

inspiration from Marcel Mauss’ interpretation of presentations as ‘total social services’

(Mauss 1990:5-6, I suggest that it is useful to consider the cemeteries discussed in this

thesis as ‘total social phenomena’. This not only draws attention to the range of

reciprocal duties, obligations and responsibilities that constitute the social domain in

these spaces, but also highlights their significance as spaces that incorporate, express

and generate a range of practices and institutions. These include economic relations and

processes, legal-juridical processes, government policies and family traditions, family

and kinship relationships, ritual and routinised practices, labour, mourning and

celebration, music and food, material objects and immaterial beings, expressions of joy,

love and grief, memory, commemoration but also forgetting and loss.

This project has provided a fresh, detailed, look at the multiple layers of

memory and meaning that the bereaved, mourners and cemetery workers maintain with

the cemetery and the dead, together with the factors that assist in the social, cultural and

political processes that sustain their memory. Mourners in Mexico City have extended

their private and domestic practices and spaces together with their local and national

annual rituals across into cemeteries and vice-versa, from the cemetery to the public and

the private, domestic space. Nevertheless, much of the literature and the research

conducted for this thesis suggests that the dead do not walk in the world of the living, it

is the living who walk in the world of the dead; therefore the cemetery is not the

reversal of the spaces of the living but an extension of them and it is not simply a ‘place

of death’ but also a ‘place of life’. The cemetery in Mexico City is primarily, a place of

memory, where memory of people and relationships is recalled, sustained and also

constructed. Importantly this is a place where memory is made and cultivated through

people’s everyday life experiences and through many collaborative social, cultural,

economic, spiritual and political interactions. 

Thus, in the cemetery we see a range of activities: cooking, playing music,

eating, drinking, dancing on and around graves. All these bring forward different types

of challenges and also possibilities of our imagination in maintaining the dead as

sociable entities and integrating the spirit or ánima back into the social, cultural and

political world of the living. The dead are in this way symbolically provided with

possibilities to retain their agency in the world of the living. Historical work suggests

that in Mexico mourning has entailed a belief that the ánima can join the living in

commemorative events. In contemporary Mexico City cemeteries’ elaborate practices

are organised so family and friends come together to celebrate the dead. In this respect,

it was found that the death of the body, the social person and the ánima is addressed in

the following way in Mexico: death and decay is associated with the body as an

organic organism, the social memory becomes the responsibility of the living, and the

ánima is considered to be eternal.

So for many mourners death does not mean the end of social life or the end of the

social person. The ánima might depart from the body as the flesh rapidly decays, yet the

social, the essence of the dead and the visual traces of his or her person exist both as a

symbol and as an agent. The material culture found in cemeteries provides a sense of

continuity and permanence. However, memory is fragile; there is only so much that

future generations can hold, remember or recall. The photograph can play a particularly

important role as the last remaining source of evidence, visual, social and sensorial trace

of the person and his or her place in the world. The commemorative portrait retains the

last traces of our human dignity.

The cemetery can be approached as a socio-mythic space, a monumental living

artifact, and an intensely produced outcome of multiple forms and types of intervention.

The work of remembrance, commemoration and maintaining these ‘lieux de memoire’

generates a range of aesthetic practices (of different mourners but also of a

professional industry such as the stonemasons, funeral directors etc.), a range of

economic activities, an industry with many different kinds of labour that link the

cemetery with the wider economy including the maintenance of the space, the dead and
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caring for the ability of the living to mourn and commemorate. I trace the most

important of these activities: from coffin making to flower farming, baking,

stonemasonry and funeral directing, administration, grave digging, cleaning, music, etc.,

plus the many layers of meaning (regarding life and death, love, memory and forgetting,

as in the abandoned graves). This demonstrates that the dead provide more than

emotional or symbolical stability in the form of practical activities that arise from the

living attempting to engage with the dead. 

Thus, while we cannot get into the ‘head/mind’ of these actors, we can record and

note their efforts in generating meaningful objects and practices. The fact that in this

case such meaningful objects are intended to communicate with and about the dead and

about such an emotionally and intellectually demanding phenomenon as death, makes

these efforts and objects all the more interesting and worthy of careful attention. The

cemetery is a unique artifact that encompasses the material and the spiritual, the past,

present and future, this life and the afterlife, the living and those who have died. So,

while views, sentiments and understandings of life, death and the cemetery space itself

vary across time, this variation is also found with those I encountered in my research.

My research shows how the bereaved, mourners, workers, artisans and the persons that

work, manage and contribute to this collective and intensely meaningful space coincide

in their efforts. After all they are or will be mourners themselves and, in turn, will be the

cause of mourning for others. 

While highlighting the importance of family and relatedness for the enduring

visibility of the dead, the research has paid a great deal of attention to demonstrating the

centrality of the work of a range of people associated with maintaining and providing for

the cemetery. The research also shows how the cemeteries of Álvaro Obregón reflect

wider incremental processes of change in mourning and funerary rituals in Mexico City.

The location of Álvaro Obregón within Mexico City and the country as a whole is

reflected in the growing demographic and economic pressures on burial practices and

burial spaces. The tradition of family graves and mausoleums is challenged by pressure

on cemetery spaces. The pressure of demand is an important element in the growing

importance and frequency of exhumations, as well as in the growing support for

cremation, until recently strongly resisted by the majority of the population. In spite of

the rise in cremation, other practices associated with conventional burial such as the use

of objects for memorialisation, are transferred to the commemoration of cremated dead

loved ones. As well as paying attention to private, family based mourning and practices,

the thesis considers the intersection of grief, mourning and the public, theatrical

performance evident in the cemetery during annual commemorations, such as the Day of

the Dead and the celebrations attached to famous Mexicans buried and remembered

within the complex. 

Particular attention has been paid to the routine activities involved in

maintaining the cemetery and to the annual and other cyclical logistics of celebration

and commemoration that take place in the cemeteries. The thesis pays attention to the

everyday life of the cemetery and the ritualised activities and practices involved in

managing the cemetery and its dead, and provides a range of textual and visual evidence

of these practices, which sustain the maintenance of the cemetery as a meaningful space.

In particular, I have used photographic evidence to convey the skills and the effort

involved in the tasks of exhuming, burying, cleaning and repairing.

Gravediggers are not simply workers, but become friends and guardians of the

cemetery and of the dead. The images convey the quality and intensity of their work and

also show the social occasions that for example exhumations and burials can produce. It

has been important to show the work that sustains the life and landscape of the cemetery

but also to show the importance of the cemetery within wider economic networks

linking a range of producers and service providers such as flower growers, marble

workers, bakers, musicians, and others.

When talking about a person’s identity and their life trajectory we see that this

can be argued as a ‘time based narrative’ that might draw on the traces left by the living

and this life trajectory comes to an end at the moment of their death. These narratives or

life stories are manifested and represented in the material world that represents them.
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The research also points to other inequalities arising from differential access to

the plots and graves and from the unequal conditions of recent immigrants to the city.

The legal rights to cemetery burial space, coupled with the growing scarcity of cemetery

space, places enormous obstacles in the way of more recent residents in the city to

access suitable burial sites for their families. This can, up to a point be resolved through

membership of a group, whether a religious community or a professional or civil

society community. These relationships and their continuing importance after death are

reflected in the rights to burial, funerary rituals and to specific gravesites, family

mausoleums and wall niches. This can be noticed by the investment in maintaining the

appearance of these markers of burial (and the significant costs incurred in terms of

payments to cemeteries and informal payments to gravediggers) and the daily and

cyclical remembrance activities carried out routinely and for special personal and

collective commemorations. The dead connected to many of the mourners I met during

fieldwork still remain fathers, mothers, brothers or sisters. They are still considered to

be members of the human community even though their biological bodies are

decomposing under the ground or turned into ashes.

My research therefore highlights the significance of relationships, of belonging,

of the importance of family and kin, of friendships and love. This also can be recognised

through the investment given in maintaining the presence of the dead, the appearance of

graves and the daily cyclical remembrance manifested in the celebration of special

occasions. Material culture has become an important tool for improvisation and change.

However conventions are redesigned to suit individual needs, adapt to changes such as

a shift from body internment to cremation, changes in emphasis for example from the

national Day of the Dead to the more global influence of Halloween from the United

States.

Material culture, including objects and photographs are permanent features in the

cemetery and have been widely embraced by mourners and visitors to the cemetery as

important tools in the ongoing process of sustaining relationships with their dead.

Photographs, particularly the portrait, enable the sense of connection and

Halbwachs (1992) reminds us that memory and people’s imagination is precarious.

Mourners in Mexico feel an overwhelming responsibility to the maintenance of the

memory of their dead. In this respect the living cannot just rely on memory alone to be

left as a passive process. A more proactive and practical approach to the making of

narratives is one that this research exemplifies by the concept and act of ‘making

memory’ by mourners and workers but also by this project’s methodology: the act of

photography becomes a memory-making process and reflects mourners’ local beliefs,

expresses their imagination onto the body of the material and turns their experience into

a world that feels real to them. I found that commemorative objects such as the

photographic portrait became a ‘socio-mythic space’ a ‘biographical narrative’ and a

‘magical contagion’. The action and practice of making and using such material

commemorative items become ‘memory-making’ practices reflecting the identity of an

individual of an experience comprised by all that constitutes a societal human being that

keeps the dead alive in the imagination and heart of the living.

The notion of ‘waste’ was used to explore the differences that obtained between

those whose social relations and social position guaranteed a degree of identity and

integrity after death and those where an absence of social or material resources placed

them in a vulnerable position in terms of memorialisation. Ultimately there is always the

risk that those more powerful than kin and family can turn all the dead into waste, and

therefore anonymity and erasure. Mourners feel they have a duty towards their dead and

a responsibility for their fate. There is also the feeling that they too will be in such a

vulnerable position; they will in turn be the responsibility of the generation that follows

them. Similarly, the differences that determine which objects become waste is dependant

on mourners’ shifting of an object’s initial social characteristics and usage. Value is then

added to an object such as the example of the tarantula on page 69 and the doll on page

71. They start life as secular objects and then they are attributed with agency as

guardians of the grave and the dead. The forgotten and unknown dead who lie in

common unmarked graves, cemetery and public footpaths, under the roads, and

buildings of the capital provide a stark example and reminder of the fragility of

memory, and that it is as important for the dead to be remembered as it is for the living

to locate social, cultural tools and networks to remember and be remembered. 
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communication with and about the dead. The eyes, the gaze of the portrait reciprocates

with the gaze of the mourner and both find meaning and a space to communicate.

Photographs are accompanied by many of the items that were originally in the

deceased’s domestic space, reflecting and representing the relationships that existed in

these spaces. These tools have made it possible for the dead to remain present, active

and visible in the lives, imagination and memories of the living. We can see this through

the range, diversity, variation and innovation in the kinds of material and organic objects

chosen and how they are used and the multiple layers of meanings that are entrusted to

them. This has highlighted the importance of selected objects as conduits, vehicles to

communicate with the dead and as vehicles to reflect on the presence of the dead. In

particular this has highlighted the importance of the photograph in conveying and

preserving the visibility of the dead providing mourners with the possibility to engage

with their departed as social members. Addressing the dead directly as a person is made

possible through the portrait as it assists to retain the identity of the person. The

bereaved and mourners do not feel that this was a one sided relationship as the dead as

a social entity also require the possibility for their ánima to reciprocate. And via the

portrait and material objects both the dead and the living are assisted with a bridge for

communication. 

The people that form part of this project are not impervious to the horror, grief

and fear of death (Bauman 1992, Becker 1973). But death has become a focus for a wide

range of cultural artefacts and a vehicle for thinking about social, economic and

political phenomena. The historical tradition of the depicting and representing death in

a range of circumstances and environments feeds into the repertoires available to the

expression of grief by individuals and families. The Mexicans that I met at all stages of

my research also expressed their fear of death, the anxiety and anguish that it causes

when we are faced with the death of a loved one or the horror of being around the death

of others. Commemorative rituals assist the bereaved not to feel alone, and assist in the

process of regression, guilt and fear. Ritualised practices and attachment to objects of

commemoration become crucial for the bereaved. Through the research it was also found

that many in Mexico are exposed to the phenomena of the dead from an early age and

even if they still fear death they soon learn how to manage, embrace and accept death as

a natural human condition, providing the possibility through ritual practices and spaces

to face their fears and come one step closer at coming to terms with Becker’s (1973)

description of our human condition. 

In a Mexican context grief, bereavement and mourning are directly connected

and closely intertwined. Rosenblatt (1993 in Currer 2001:99) suggest that although we

could argue that there are some universal experiences that we can share with most

people that experience loss, it would not be appropriate to make such a universal claim

over grief and mourning without placing such experiences in context. In the thesis I have

argued that public rituals are driven by private emotion. Death is as painful and

traumatic an experience in Mexico as it might be in other parts of the world, but it is also

a focus for social, communal, public experiences, often of a joyous nature. For many

people a private and public expression of love and care also results in the annual

festivities of Mexico. Walter (1999 in Currer 2001:123) suggests that the bereaved

person has to ‘create the terms of that future to include not only the physical absence of

the person who has died, but also a renegotiated relationship with them.’

Commemorative methods and practices assist the bereaved in their loss, loneliness,

separation, and the need to negotiate the terms of their social existence. 

The funerary rituals of some of Mexico’s newer migrant communities coming

from rural areas and abroad have specific funerary traditions which have greatly

influenced the appearance and relationships with established cemeteries and the

extended spaces dedicated to the dead. Religious diversity reflected in the graves and

cemetery space itself is fundamental in the analysis of the meanings that many residents

in Mexico City place on the concepts of belonging, presence, family, religion and social

unity. Spaces segregated and separated by its members provide us with a different

understanding of what the dead mean to the living. The notion of a homogeneous

Mexican approach to death is undermined by the diversity of views and practices, as

well as the evidence of changing attitudes to cremation and burial practices.
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As Margalit (1996) reminds us, the act of inclusion becomes fundamental for the

social process of maintaining the dead within the realms of sociality. When the social

activities, links and ritual practices are ruptured, I would argue the danger of

de-socialising and de-humanising the dead could take place. For the dead person to

retain sociability and humanity, the activities of the living and the ongoing maintenance

of the social space of the cemetery are required. I suggest that the above is greatly

assisted by the ‘social visibility’ and ‘social recognition’ of the dead. Social activities in

Álvaro Obregón and Mexico City at large are demonstrably achieved by families and

individuals while maintaining their dead, as well as the cemeteries and alternative

public and private spaces in the social and cultural realms of the living. 

Throughout the period of field-work, many residents of Mexico City with whom

I discussed my research suggested that I focus on death and the dead in contemporary

Mexico through its colour, folklore, art, music, religion, dance, politics, rituals, food,

history, tequila or dancing skeletons and its diverse interpretations across the country. It

was not until I started to explore life in the cemeteries of the capital and started to spend

time talking to the bereaved, mourners and workers while following their daily

activities that it became clearer that I was looking at the above suggested roles and

activities independently as separate components or parts of a jigsaw. In fact all these

different activities and persons are intertwined as part of what Maussians refers to as a

‘total social phenomenon’. I found that this complex of practices sustains the social

presence of the dead and also assists the bereaved, mourners and workers in coming to

terms with their own inevitable mortality.

Although throughout the thesis it was clear that Mexicans from diverse walks of

life either regularly visit or extensively tend to their dead and the cemetery, I have found

that their frequent visits, traditions and devotion such as the following of the Santa

Muerte and magic, dictate and are dictated by not just cemetery behaviour but also the

behaviour of public and domestic life. It is on understanding this that the activities and

bonds of workers, mourners and their dead took on a different meaning. Upon returning

to look again at the commemorative rituals, it became clearer as to why the Mexican

phenomenon of the dead is so colourful and joyful. The cemetery is effectively full of

life and not just of death. Such observations also shed further light on why Brades

(2003) and Matos Moctezuma (2003) challenge widely held portrayals and the ongoing

misconception that Mexicans do not fear or mock death and that their commemorative

practices could be perceived as morbid. This research shows that the relationships built

with the dead are much deeper and require a more complex account than that provided

by the explanation based on obsession or morbidity. I discovered that through practices

of sociability with dead persons and their special spaces and places, mourners do not

forget or let go of the dead.  Instead they attempt to come to terms with their grief by

locating and maintain their aspirations, survival, ancestry and an endless passion for life. 

The use of visual methods, particularly the practice of photography, not only

enriched the fieldwork and the data but in fact was crucial to the entire development of

the project. This visual methodology made possible the recording in detail of life in the

cemetery and the range of activities carried out by workers and mourners to cultivate

memory while also contributing to the memory record itself. The recognition of the

possibilities of photography by people who contributed to my research was an

invaluable feature of my relations with people in the cemetery and in building enduring

relationships of trust and collaboration. The close proximity to mourners’ and workers’

experiences evolved via the practice of photography and gave a new perspective to the

study of death, the dead and cemetery life. Following the wishes of the research

subjects, I have kept the identities of those concerned. This includes people, spaces,

names, places, events and dates. Clearly, the issue of visibility was an inevitable

consideration raised by the centrality of photography in the project.

As the title suggests, this thesis is a photographic ethnography of a complex of

cemeteries in Mexico City. In some respects, the ethnographic work carried out in the

cemeteries of Álvaro Obregón is in line with a long tradition of ethnographic research,

based on extended periods of fieldwork, participant observation and close attention to

the detail of everyday life in the cemetery. In other respects, the fieldwork was

significantly altered and informed by the practice of photography and of the
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researcher/photographer. Photography provided a more amenable identity for the

researcher to the people encountered in the field. Furthermore, the status of objects and

of photographs and photography in particular in the memory work of generations of

mourners and workers in Álvaro Obregón provided rich opportunities to identify and

build shared meanings and in fact contributed to dissolve some of the distinctions that

otherwise obtain between researcher and researched.

Such an approach to the research resulted in a different manner of engagement

with the field, the mourners and the cemetery workers. It also enriched the way to

engage with the data collected and the process of deciphering knowledge, producing a

different kind of ethnographic product, furthering anthropological knowledge about

economies of space and of mourning in Mexico City, while expanding the relevance of

ethnography to other academic disciplines and non-academic environments. Whilst

individually both visual and text have their strengths and limitations, together they

enrich the process of data gathering and analysis. The greatest depth of meaning and

understanding was achieved through a collaboration of these mediums, with

photographs providing a level of detail that text alone could not achieve. It is for these

reasons that the photographs and collages of images in this thesis have been carefully

selected and their placement carefully planned in relation to the text contents and other

photographs. The intention throughout the thesis has been to find ways of making the

text and the visual speak to each other and address the reader through their interaction.

Thus the images are presented across the thesis as a narrative and a story, where each

has a purpose in the narrative and contributes to the story that unfolds. Such careful

collaboration of images and texts means that a more complex exchange has taken place

than those discussed in the literature in favour or against using the visual for

observation or illustration. My photographic practice delves into cemetery life and in

doing so it provides the reader with a new and detailed perspective of the field, the

experience of inhabiting such a field and the essence and emotions felt by the bereaved, 

mourners, and workers. 

Therefore, the intention has been to use photographs to provide more than a

glimpse of social life in a cemetery and offer a close-up view and a fuller connection to

the ideas, feelings and experiences of the bereaved, mourners and workers and to the

relationship the researcher built with them during the period of fieldwork. In this

relationship the possibilities of photography and the photograph created opportunities

for a relationship that at least in part, was based on shared interest, common grounds and

responsibilities. In the context of a visual ethnography this process was enriched when

it happened in collaboration with the people I worked with. The proximity achieved with

people and the depth of detail attained became possible due to the practice of

photography and importantly, so did the relationships built over time. The demands of

ethnography and of long term contact, daily presence and continuous engagement that

ethnography requires turned the photographer into a friend and ally. The practice of

photography speeded up the process of breaking down barriers and established a kind of

complicity between researcher and researched. This was particularly strong in the case

of those people I encountered on an almost daily basis, such as the cemetery workers.

I have outlined some of the ways in which photography informed the research

process to provide a very distinctive account of life and death in Álvaro Obregón and

Mexico City. At the same time, the requirements of good ethnography informed my

photographic practice, in terms of what, who and how photographs were produced and

above all, in terms of the time factor. Long periods of involvement in the daily routines

of the cemeteries meant that the relationships I formed with the workers in particular,

but also with mourners and some of the more regular visitors, influenced my

understanding of the people and the place and shaped the decisions about what to

photograph. This is exemplified in the case of Don Francisco’s presence in the cemetery

and his relationship with his deceased wife. I was also often asked or invited to

photograph specific items or combinations of persons and things. Careful thought has

therefore also been required in the presentation of text and images in this thesis to

demonstrate both that it is the outcome of a productive dialogue between established

anthropological field methods and my practice as a photographer, as well as the best way

to convey the richness of life in Álvaro Obregón. My research has found it critical to

record these processes and social ritual currents as richly as possible, as the thesis is also

a memorialisation of the living and dead in the cemeteries of Álvaro Obregón. This is
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important because there is always a danger that past and current generations could be

lost forever under the increasingly expanding megalopolis and behind the charm of

‘dancing skeletons’. As such, I hope this research contributes to the anthropological

understanding of cemetery life, its living and dead, and to the complexities of, and

possibilities offered by the broader project of visual ethnography.
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Mariachis playing on the 1st anniversary of the death of a

family member, Panteón San Rafael, Mexico City 2007.
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